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ABSTRACT
THE INNER EXPERIENCE OF LEADING TRANSFORMATION:
A STUDY IN THE USE OF SELF AS AN INSTRUMENT
MAY 1994
DARYA FUNCHES, B.A., LAKE FOREST COLLEGE
M.P.A., UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Norma Jean Anderson

This is an heuristic study of the inner experience of eleven persons while
leading transformations in different contexts, the purpose being to develop a
theory for use of self as an instrument of transformation. With the increasing
pace of change today, organizations, nations, and individuals are thrust into chaos
and overload. Incremental change techniques, linear sequential models of the
universe, and exclusive use of concrete data-based interventions no longer assist
organisms in shifting forms and paradigms swiftly enough to meet internal
aspirations and external opportunities and challenges. A more systematic and
comprehensive understanding of use of self as an instrument will support leaders
and change agents in uncovering and applying the untapped technology of our
own consciousness and energy to support transformation.
The review of the literature is an interdisciplinary view of the nature of
the universe, transformation, and use of self from physics, biology and plant life,
sacred geometry, alchemy, and leadership theory.
I investigate my own experience as one of the eleven co-researchers. As to
methods, I gathered data through intuitive and concrete techniques, and analyzed
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data through intuitive, inductive, and deductive techniques. Findings from this
qualitative study include commonalities in co-researchers' background
experiences; principles guiding their approaches and use of self; key ways of
seeing/knowing, being and doing; their emotions; and orientations toward self
and the organisms. The findings lead to an emerging grounded theory, requiring
more research testing impact and applicability across contexts.
The proposed theory provides a geometric tool for transformers in
exploring and enhancing their use of self in relation to a given system. I
recommend establishing processes of initiation for aspiring transformers,
expanding mastery of principles; abilities to direct consciousness and energy as
they co-create new realities with others; and further research on the connections
between transformers' backgrounds and their approaches to transformation.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

A leader cannot lead anyone to a place that he or she has never
been in consciousness. As a leader, he or she must already be in
position, in the potential reality. For the transformational leader,
the potential reality is as real as the actual reality is to others.
A number of critical trends are influencing demands for deep structure,
accelerated change in our ways of viewing the world, our ways of relating to one
another and the environment, and our ways of doing business as individuals,
organizations, and nations. These trends include, but are not limited, to an
exponential increase in information technology, a diminishing emphasis on the
military-industrial complex, increasing interdependencies between sovereign
entities, and discoveries related to the nature of matter and energy through
quantum physics and other sciences. In this context, some of our older models
and paradigms are falling apart and we are attempting to transform ourselves in
order to survive and thrive. The abilities and roles of people who are capable of
assisting individuals and organizations in transformation is becoming increasingly
critical. This study focuses on those persons who lead transformations, whether
as politicians, managers, workers, spiritual leaders, or expert change agents. As
the complexity and pace of change increase, the abilities of change agents and
leaders to use themselves effectively as instruments of change increase as well.

1

Personal Impetus for the Study
My interest in this area is fueled by three major sets of experience: (1)
twenty-one years as a change agent; (2) thirteen years as a teacher and coach for
internal and external change agents and leaders, and a conceptualizer in the field
of organization development and change; and (3) several years of experience as
one of the leaders of efforts to change the National Training Laboratories
Institute (NTL) for Applied Behavioral Science, a membership organization of
professional change agents and academicians, which also delivers educational
programs and services in personal growth, organizational change, and human
relations.
My experiences as a consultant to corporations, leaders, and change agents
have probably been the strongest influence leading to the focus of this study.
Twelve years ago, several recognitions became turning points in my career,
leading me to work more deeply on myself and to search for other approaches to
help systems. Following are examples, without regard to chronology:
1.

I discovered more volatile problems in some client situations than
organization development (OD) techniques were designed to
address. Nothing told me what to do-other than send them to
therapy-when clients became violent or had so much hostility that
their engagement with one another was dangerous. Usually the
hostility was from unresolved highly charged issues from the past
which were triggered in the current situation. I began to wonder if
change agents were only trained to be useful in relatively stable
situations. Would we be of any use in race riots, for example, with
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our expertise in conflict resolution? Or would we hide for our
safety like other citizens?
2.

I was effective in helping teams resolve particular concerns, but the
patterns underlying those concerns were likely to persist unless
some true transformation occurred. Helping people shift their
attachment to the past became important. I became even more
motivated in this area when my own issues began to be triggered in
client situations, despite the psychotherapeutic work I had done.

3.

I discovered my own lack of alignment when working on race and
gender projects versus my experiences in the other half of my
practice. I tended to apply systems principles consistently in the
latter cases, but not in the former. When it came to diversity, I was
more compelled to work from a point of view that made one part of
the system more responsible than the others. This opened my
understanding regarding the co-creation principle discussed later in
this text-realizing that we are all co-creating reality, even
oppression.

4.

I realized that I had often worked as if I was separate from my role;
that is, consulting was something I was doing, not who I was.
Certainly there were peak experiences where this separation did not
occur. For example, I taught change agents because I became more
integrated with my role in those situations. I was more present.
However, I began to desire the wholeness of who I was across all
boundaries. I finally accepted that there was nothing-no one, no
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system, no rules-to stop this from being the case, except those that
existed within me. I accepted responsibility for my own freedom,
for my own transformation.

A Brief Definition
In general, "to transform" means to change the form or outward
appearance of; to change the condition, nature or function of, or to convert; to
change the personality or character of someone; or to cause some change in
paradigm or way of thinking. Nature and science are full of examples of
transformation, which is discussed more fully in Chapter II. In this study, I am
particularly interested in the inner experience of transformers, those who
transform.1 As an electrical instrument, a transformer is:
A device containing no moving parts and consisting essentially of
two or more coils of insulated wire that transfers alternating current
energy by electromagnetic induction from one winding to another at
the same frequency but usually with changed voltage and current
values. (Guralnik, 1984, p. 1510)
The focus of this study is on the inner experience of transformers as he or
she assists others. What can we learn about their use of self as an instrument of
change under such conditions?

^t is noteworthy that the term transformer, one who transforms, can be used
to apply to a change agent or leader as well as to the system or person who is
transforming as a client or constituent. Since one of the areas I explore is the
extent to which transformers see themselves as transforming others or only
transforming him/herself, it may be more appropriate to refer to the two entities
as T1 and T2. Until the findings are presented, however, I will refer to the
change agent and leader in this study as the transformer or co-researcher, and to
the systems with which they are working as the organism or "O". The organism
or system may be an individual, group, organization, country, or the planet.
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The Problem and the Opportunity
Since the late seventies, there has been a call for more leadership rather
than management and for a new type of leadership that would support
transformation in organizations (Burns, 1978; Tichy & Devanna, 1986; Tichy &
Ulrich, 1984; Zaleznik, 1979). Events of the past three years have only validated
this perspective. In Table 1.1, the trends affecting this country and the former
Soviet Union are global. Three critical items not shown on the table, affecting
the entire globe, are: rapid increase of information technology; discoveries of
conditions on other planets; and earth Changes. We are creating a more energyconscious and information society wherein people can learn both to relax and to
operate faster than the speed of light. Collectively, the shifts noted on Table 1.1
and the additional three above are resulting in a society where those who know
something about the principles of transforming consciousness and energy may
become leaders from a variety of walks of life. As a result of changes these past
ten years, many practitioners and academicians of organizational change and
leadership have developed more models and concepts to guide those who seek to
help organizations change at transformational levels (Ackerman [in Adams], 1984;
Adams, 1984, 1986; Bass & Stodgill, 1990; Beckhard, 1988; Bennis & Nanus,
1985; Tichy & Devanna, 1986). Despite the emergence of new information for
managers and change agents, and a tremendous expenditure of financial and
human resources focused on transformation, much of the change that results is
not transformative in nature. Rather, change agents and organization members
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Table 1.1
Changes Facing the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.

U.SA.

POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

U.S.S.R.

Leadership falling from high places,
credibility and integrity being challenged
more than in the past SO years.

Total challenge of leadership and
governance structure domestically.

Movement to emphasize state’s rights away
from federal control.

Strong assertions of leadership
and independence from previously
dependent states.

Increased leadership at the local levels
among people of color and Caucasian women.

Emergence of a multi-party system.

Increased dependency on other nations for
oil production and for labor in countries
for manufacturing goods.

Diminishing infrastructure to get goods
from field to market.

Widening gaps between the "haves1' and
"have-nots."

Relative "worthlessness" of rubles.

Inadequately trained/educated workforce.

Concerted movement to create a market
economy, recognizing potential social
costs.

Devaluation of the dollar.

SOCIAL/CULTURAL

Mounting tensions and violence related
to the separation of various identity
groups (ethnicity, race, sexual preference,
physical ability).

Destruction of the symbolism of
communism, in the attempt to
create a new order.

Diminishing governmental and social
responsibility for education and
and development of all people.

Chaos in relationships, including
highly unpredictable violence erupting
in crowds and in smaller systems.

Drastically increased substance abuse,
crime, homelessness, and the emergence
of new diseases.

The emergence of a voluntary sector to
support the health and welfare of
individuals, families, and groups.

Destruction of African-American and
Hispanic men.

Emergence of new health risks.

Feminization of leadership in organiza¬
tional life.

Increase in wars among different ethnic
groups, potentially destroying dissident
elements.

Continued, next page
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Table 1.1—Continued
U.SA.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

U.S.S.R.

Growing sense of entitlement.

Shock of responsibility of free will and
choice as a pending reality in a system
that is offering little resources from
which to choose.

Anxiety and uncertainty about the nation’s
economy.

Challenged to create something from
"no-thing."

Increased alienation from the whole and
from one another.

Overwhelming/traumatic fear and
anxiety in the face of destructured
past, present and no vision for future.

Increased assumptions and behavior based
on the significance of immediate gratifi¬
cation weighing over social and individual
responsibility.

SPIRITUAL

Spiritual domain is being explored as it
affects organizational life and the origins
and future of this nation.

New freedom to explore spiritual
meaning and identity.

Increased efforts to separate church and state.

A search for support in this domain
while having a strong distrust of what is
not concrete in these despa rate times.

(From "Changes Facing the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.: A ’Letter' to Leaders.
Agents, and Scientists of Social Change" by D. Funches. Copyright 1990 by The
REAP1™ Gallery Unlimited Corporation. Reprinted by permission.)

alike whom I interview as a practitioner often report that their organizations have
long expressed intentions to change in deep ways, but have tended thus far to
change mostly on the surface.
There may be many reasons for such occurrences, including the persistence
of culture, the lack of interest in or motivation to change among members, the
complexity and pace of change in external demands and conditions, and so forth.
For some companies, transformation is the latest terminology. They do not truly
want to make such a deep change or shift, although they may need to cut costs
drastically. Today, most companies have at least three initiatives: a quality
program; a diversity program; and a program that offers some type of
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transformational or revolutionary change, whether it is called re-engineering,
culture change, or something else.
It is useful, however, to explore what exists within the consciousness and
behavior of the change agents and leaders that supports and blocks
transformation from their own perspectives. From my own observations and
experience, I offer the following as barriers to transformation:
1.

Our models are suitable for incremental change, not transformation.
In organization development, the approaches for diagnosis and
intervention presume conditions of relative stability and
opportunities to change over time. We need models that allow us
to address depth, breadth, and speed simultaneously. Moreover, the
assumptions underlying most of our technology are rational-analytic
and based on a linear-sequential view of the world at a time when
such paradigms are no longer working. Most of the published work
by organization transformation (OT) practitioners, however, is
perceived by other behavioral scientists as spiritual, not scientific.

2.

Concepts from other disciplines can help us with transformation.
Discoveries in quantum physics and ancient teachings from other
disciplines can help us reexamine our own assumptions about
transformation and develop new ones. This is an opportunity to
work with philosophy, spirit, and science.

3.

Many managers and change agents reinforce rather than change the
status quo. We feel compelled to operate within the traditional
boundaries of the systems we seek to help rather than challenge or
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press the boundaries of these systems. Moreover, we often feel
compelled to act as if the organization is transforming when it is
not, as part of maintaining an illusion.
4.

It is difficult for people who have built systems to transform these
systems unless they are transforming themselves. In a socio-political
context, however, the people who are often used as examples of
transformational leaders (Koestenbaum, 1991; Mueller, 1990; Senge,
1990)~Martin Luther King, Gandhi, Eleanor Roosevelt, Ella
Baker--are people who explicitly operated within and outside of the
boundaries of the systems they sought to change. In addition, they
were not full members of the power elite within the power structure
of their respective systems. It is a time now where people who have
been marginal within systems have the opportunity to support
transformation, rather than attempt to fit in by demonstrating an
attachment to the past or present. Marginality may be a more
useful resource than it has been before.

5.

A focus on changing others, rather than the self. It is also common
for leaders and change agents to think that transformation starts
with others changing. They neglect the critical aspects of
transforming themselves in relation to the matters with which they
are working.

6.

Organizations are now challenging behaviors they once reinforced.
Most expert change agents were socialized professionally to take
responsibility for improving process, not results (Kiefer & Stroh [in
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Adams], 1986). Most top managers of major companies got there
by getting business results and by conforming to the very cultures
they are now expected to transform. My experience is that most top
managers are not very familiar with personal transformation. They
were rewarded for being relatively stable and unchanging.
7.

Currently, most concepts and models guiding change agents and
leaders regarding change emphasize personality traits of leadership.
vision, participative processes, and mobilizing resources. Other key
issues still lack attention: changing underlying patterns from the
past; accelerating the pace of change; and linking change process to
business results. Our techniques for diagnosis and feedback usually
minimize transformative opportunities rather than enhance these
because of: the amount of time involved between data collection
and intervention; and the emphasis on concrete sensory perceptions
of surface issues versus accurate intuitive information of depth
issues. We may diffuse energy more than we focus it, and may
move forward so slowly that change is imperceptible in the scheme
of things. This is not transformation. Other disciplines can help us
think about transformation and the transformer in ways that
enhance our use of self as an instrument of change.

8.

Professional development and norms of practice among change
agents and managers tend to emphasize tactical competence rather
than strategic competence. There is a preoccupation with having
lists and guidelines for how to behave and what to do rather than a
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strong cultivation of the abilities to use oneself well as the
instrument in perceiving, conceiving, and acting in situations
creatively in the moment. Change agents and managers also can
become attached to certain techniques and processes, forgetting that
enhancing quality processes and results is the goal, not adherence to
a particular transformational technique. The opportunity is to
recognize the invisible phenomena that contribute to transformation
rather than merely copy the techniques someone used to achieve
transformation.
9.

As a result of the above, approaches to transformation are often
based on a mixture of things that worked other places for a variety
of reasons. Practitioners resort to collecting a "bag of tricks" from
what they see others do to use in a variety of situations without
refining their abilities to work creatively and spontaneously with an
integrated underlying set of principles. Likewise, managers select
strategies for their organizations based on observing what worked
somewhere else at another time and place. Without strategic
understanding, they implement what they observed elsewhere and
are surprised not to get the positive results. Benchmarking, for
example, is a practice that can emphasize what is "out there"
without giving equal attention and value to creative vision "from
within."

- •

10.

One of the greatest limitations and opportunities is understanding
the mindset of the change agent regarding transformation.
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Listening to discussions of some of the premier change agents at the
National O.D. Network Conference in October, 1993, it is clear that
many do not believe the following: (a) that deep change is possible
in short periods of time; (b) that one can accurately perceive or
predict future outcomes; or (c) that it is possible to change
fundamental problems such as oppression or feelings of
unworthiness. For change agents to hold such beliefs means that
they have not experienced such transformations themselves.
11.

Finally, most change agents with whom I consult do not think they
can ,rbe themselves” in the context of consulting to their
organizations. Certainly, it could be argued that I only see people
who have this experience because others would not need my help.
However, discussions in professional circles also result in this same
dynamic. Many even believe that an organization is not a place
where one thinks one should be able to be oneself or show who one
really is. How can leaders and change agents who cannot be
themselves in relation to a system help others transform unless the
change agents also begin to do the same? Is it possible that, as
change agents, we have as much interest in keeping the "self' out of
the workplace as others do?

As a result of the above, we are working on change at a time when many
people are using the word "transformation," but are not having the experience of
transformation. We may be doing more working on change than changing. In
many cases, we do not use ourselves, so to speak, in ways that might co-create a
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true force for transformation. Too often, we are looking for answers outside
ourselves to simplify our understanding of what to do in the midst of chaotic,
turbulent, time-pressured situations. Perhaps if we understood more about the
use of self as an instrument of change, transformation would become a simpler
phenomenon. The opportunity is to discover perspectives that can offer simplicity
on the surface, while encompassing the complexity of the universe. Where our
current checklists, and bags of tricks may "miss the boat" in the midst of
permanent white water, concepts guiding use of self as an instrument may be
timely to keep us from drowning.
I have begun to think of change agents and leaders-and our respective
organisms of systems~in terms of three categories: status quo agents; aspirant or
"wanna be" change agents; and true transformers. All three categories have roles
of leadership in organizational effectiveness. All are not, however, placing their
conscious energy toward transformation.
Status quo leaders resort to the status quo and guard it through actions
that conform to boundaries of the old culture. They have a legitimate
appreciation of the past. The risk is that they become more attracted to
worshiping the creators of the past rather than continue to transform themselves
and their respective fields with their own creations. They tend to be threatened
by people and ideas that do not conform to the boundaries of the past.
Reinventing themselves and their systems is the task of transformation, not
maintaining the status quo. At the same time, any system has some requirements
which are associated with maintenance. It is inaccurate, however, to consider
these tasks and requirements as transformational in nature. Status quo leaders
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tend to excel or dominate in systems that do not move forward or break through
into new territory.
An aspirant change agent/leader has a sincere desire to transform, but
may lack the knowledge of how to proceed. He or she learns as much as possible
in pursuit of this goal and puts that knowledge to work in immediate experience.
Usually, aspirants study with master transformers to provide guidance as they
evolve. A wanna be change agent or leader, however, likes the philosophy and
image of being a transformer, but may avoid stretching too far beyond the
boundaries of the status quo for fear of alienation, emotional or economic injury,
and so forth. Many of my clients and students point out that transformational
leaders are often assassinated or crucified, which serves as a disincentive to some
aspirants. When a system or individual is living in the "wanna be" identity, they
may appreciate the label of transformational leader or transformer more than
they desire the experience of the reality of this existence. It is also possible that
this aspect or category is plagued by doubt and uncertainty which limits the reach
of their vision and actions in pursuit of transformation. Their energy is not
focused and persistent in relation to their or the system’s goals. If an aspirant
continually chooses not to move on to transformation with respect to a given
area, yet stays attached to the associated trappings of the transformed identity, he
or she becomes the "wanna be," the person pretending to be a transformer.
Finally, there are the true transformers, who use and transform themselves
as their instrument of change, including strategic and tactical competencies. Like
a transformer for electrical power, these change agents/leaders have the ability to
alter the voltage and current within themselves and their systems. They work
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outside and within the boundaries of their respective systems and live the process
of transformation as part of how they address their own lives. Leading
transformation is not just something they do. It is who they are. Just as they can
recognize a system being stuck and help to shift the energy appropriately, they
can do so with themselves.
It is easy to think of these three categories as containing different
individuals. As I study the lives and experiences of those who lead
transformations, it may be more meaningful to consider these categories as three
aspects of an individual change agent and of change agentry that can be present
at different times in the same person. The idea here is that the consciousness of
the true transformer evolves to include less and less of the other two phenomena,
as one continues to evolve to higher planes of consciousness.
Answering the call to be in the third level may be evolutionary or
revolutionary. There are some positive aspects to all three categories in the
dynamics of creating change. The dilemma, however, is that transformers are
needed now to assist leaders and change agents. We need the understanding of
the inner workings of how they function in relation to their cultural contexts, and
possibilities of how to develop more of these types of people as resources for the
challenges of today.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to discover the inner experiences of
transformers in using themselves as an instrument of change in the context of
working with individuals, organizations, communities, and nations. It is intended
to provide conceptual insight and practical guidance for those who are on the
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path or desire to be on the path of becoming transformers. At the outset, the
goal was to develop a grounded theory, as defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990),
to support the performance and development of transformers, whether they are
educators, managers, organizational change agents, political leaders, or spiritual
or psychological counselors. The intent was to develop a formal theory rather
than a substantive theory as defined by Strauss and Corbin. In formal theory, the
theory emerges from a study of the phenomenon under one particular situational
context. After considering the findings in Chapter IV, it may be that a
prescriptive theory for use of self can result from empirical research following this
study.

Relevant Theoretical Perspectives
With the inner experience of transformers and their use of self as the focal
point, concepts and theories from several areas are relevant: philosophy;
religious and spiritual studies; physics, biology, and other physical sciences;
systems theory; organization theory; leadership and management; organization
development (OD) and organization transformation; and psychology. Although it
is not advisable to cover all of these perspectives thoroughly in the context of this
study, it is advisable to illustrate some perspectives from disciplines that have
contributed to my understanding of the phenomenon in question and to the
experiences of the subjects or co-researchers.
>

\

For the most part, organizational change and transformation literature is
written for the expert change agent in the fields of organization development
(OD) or organization transformation (OT). Most transformational leadership
literature is written for managers or academicians. Some authors in both groups
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have borrowed from spiritual studies, physics, and philosophy to support learning
and performance (Ackerman [in Adams], 1986; Adams, 1986; Covey, 1990;
Funches, 1991; Koestenbaum, 1991; Senge, 1990; Smith, 1982). Earlier, however,
to do so was considered outside the boundaries of mainstream literature for
managers and change agents. Since transformation is a phenomenon that has
been in existence in the physical sciences and religious contexts long before the
advent of modern leadership theory and organization development, it is only
appropriate that we inform ourselves better from these contexts.

Limitations of the Study
There are several limitations to the study, most of which are discussed in
more detail in Chapter III:
1.

My biases as the principal researcher regarding my
own theoretical work and experience in facilitating
and leading transformations are both an asset and
potential liability in the study. The ways in which I
previously perceived the dynamics of transformation
influenced the ways in which I understood the data.
At the same time, the conclusions go beyond my
previous writings.

2.

The co-researchers in the study work in different
contexts and roles as transformers. This makes
generalizations more challenging, while making
themes more significant in terms of developing a
formal theory which may be of broad use.

3.

The sample size of eleven is small, yet appropriate,
given the desire for in-depth analysis.

\

i

4.

Some of the perspectives in the literature review are
speculative or based on the experiences of the
respective authors without the benefit of published
research that would meet traditional standards. These
perspectives help to make sense of the experiences of
our co-researchers. Hence, the theory I develop here
is grounded in the data, while the data help to ground
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some of what could be considered speculative
concepts in the literature and in my own work.
5.

The focus on the transformer as opposed to an
external analysis of the impact of the transformation
does not allow us to make conclusions about the
overall effectiveness of use of self as an instrument of
change.

6.

Studying current transformers as subjects rather than
the work of transformers, whose work is widely known
and heralded, but who are deceased, leaves the
validity of perceiving them as transformers open to
more question. Moreover, transformers who are
currently engaged in various transformational efforts
are often in progress in relation to understanding their
experience rather than having reached the point of
completion regarding the wisdom and understanding
of a given transformational activity.

7.

The study does not meet traditional validity and
reliability tests, but is designed to address some of the
concerns for credibility, dependability, transferability,
and confirmability in the context of naturalistic
inquiry. (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)

As to the first limitation above, using a qualitative and heuristic approach
to the research fits with the focus of the inquiry being on understanding a
phenomenon which is strongly connected to my personal experience (Patton,
1990). Moreover, techniques to provide rigor to the data analysis (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990) strengthen the credibility of the findings and minimize negative
impact of my theoretical sensitivity regarding the research question. At the same
time, these techniques take advantage of my personal, professional, and
theoretical familiarity and biases regarding the subject. Regarding the fourth
limitation above, I will pursue the issue of impact beyond perceptions of the
transformer in a subsequent study.
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Significance and Implications of the Study
Although use of the term "transformation” is common in organizations
today, the experience of transformation is not. This study may contribute by
making the invisible world of the transformer into a visible map or territory in
one or more of three ways. First, it may help others see themselves in relation to
their respective systems and provide them guidance in use of self to achieve
accelerated in-depth change. Second, it may help them articulate their own
system for use of self as an instrument of change which has a positive
transformative effect on them and their respective clients or constituents. Third,
despite differences in roles, others may conceive of their part in transforming or
maintaining the status quo. A theory for use of self as an instrument of change
allows us to develop programs to support professional development of
transformers from various disciplines which includes understanding the interplay
between transforming the self and one’s work with others. The conclusions of the
study also invite further work from transformers from various disciplineseducation, quantum physics, medicine, theology, psychology, organization
development, agriculture--to develop a unified theory of transformation.
The study highlights the components of and development of the
transformer’s use of self as an instrument for transformation in a way that sheds
light on the transformer, the transformation, and the transformed or transforming
entity (organism). The notions here call for a re-orientation of how we think
about self, space, time, and reality. The conclusions here call for a paradigm
shift, a transformation among change agents and leaders. What is use of self as
an instrument of transformational change calls for a systematic series of
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initiations until we have no limitations in consciousness? Would we choose to
become status quo agents, "wanna be" transformers, or true transformers?
Hopefully, we will at least choose to be aspirants on the path and recognize more
clearly what this means for us as leaders and change practitioners.
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

At the broadest level, the range of literature relevant to the inner
experience of transformers in use of self includes literature from several
disciplines: metaphysics; political theory; quantum physics and the physical
sciences; sacred geometry; philosophy; religion; the visual, material, language, and
performing arts; organization theory; organization development (OD) and
organization transformation (OT); and psychology. As we learn more about the
nature of the universe and its wholeness (Bohm, 1980), it becomes more useful to
understand the nature of reality, principles of creation, and the dynamics of
transformation across disciplines. By journeying across the boundaries of each
discipline, we may discover a unified theory of transformation and use of self that
reflects minds moving in similar directions, transcending the limits created by the
practices of respective fields.
I have explored literature in a variety of disciplines to help understand the
nature of transformation and use of self as an instrument of change over the past
several years in addition to in-depth self study along the same lines. Several
themes emerged at the outset of and during my continual path of discovery, which
are also present in the literature:
1.

The invisible world of consciousness and energy is what determines

_the nature of physical reality. The physical universe does not exist
independent of us as co-creators of it. What we think of as
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objective reality is a notion to which we have collectively agreed.
What we think of and experience subjectively affects the objects of
our focus and ourselves. We are constantly constructing ourselves,
others, and the universe on the whole. As the Unity practitioners
say, "Every thought is a prayer, and we are always praying."
2.

Our universes therefore reflect us. appear changeable, and deliver
to us what we want or have chosen at some level. These "choices"
are not always in the domain of current reality but may connect to
other realities of which we can also become conscious.

3.

While the universe is changeable, it is also immutable at the level
of universal principles and consciousness. The highest levels of
consciousness are eternally present and available for our
evolutionary journey. The higher our evolution of consciousness,
the more access we have to states of mind which transcend the
boundaries of bodies and our personalities. Because of involution,
we can always access higher consciousness through our evolution:
as above, so below (Lawlor, 1982; West, 1993).

4.

All things and all people are connected as part of an indivisible
whole. At some level, what we each construct is available to and
connected to all other constructions. The whole of the universe,
and the knowledge of it, is within each thing we would conceive as
a part. The recognition of this must come through conscious
experience, however, not being shown (Bohm, 1980; Talbot, 1988,
1991).
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5.

There are no absolute limitations to our capacities to perceive
reality, process information, and behave in accordance with this
understanding. All things are possible, and some are more
probable, given our respective constructions. We may be more
attached to some realities than to others, which governs our
experience of other possibilities (Toben & Wolf, 1982).

6.

Parallel realities exist simultaneously for each of us individually and
as collective groups of consciousness. What we perceive as ordinary
reality is a harmony of phases from different universe layers.
Disharmonies between layers is what is experienced as separation or
as separate realities. We exist in all the universe layers
simultaneously (Toben & Wolf, 1982). When we accomplish a
change, our experience of another reality is aligned or in phase with
what we ordinarily call actual reality. Visionary people experience
potential realities as if these are actual realities. People who we
call insane do not recognize that others do not see the same reality
that they do.

7.

Communication, change, and transformation can occur without
regard to space and time limitations. This means we can create
futures and create pasts because we can create now. Time flows
both backwards and forwards. There are also regions where we
suspend time, operate in a void where all is potential and nothing is
material (Bohm, 1980; Toben & Wolf, 1982). When transformation
seems magical, it is because it has occurred swiftly, in the domain of
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no-space-no-time (NSNT). For transformers, this can be a "new
time zone” to replace what is commonly termed Eastern Standard
Time, for example. Events also appear miraculous when occurring
faster than the speed of light, breaking through dimensions or layers
of reality.
8.

As a result of the above, we are the primary instrument for creating
what we want: and as human instruments, there are no limits to our
perception and expression through multiple universes. There are
ways of using our consciousness and energy to perceive and support
the realities desired by us and others. We can help one another
without being in one another’s presence. We can "assess" a system
without being there physically. We can transform ourselves in an
instant or never in a lifetime. We can learn to process large
amounts of information rapidly. We can "slow down” enough to
experience our own disintegration and integration. We can
experience ourselves as fixed or fluid. We can experience all matter
and the entire universe the same way.

9.

Leaders and change agents, despite appearances, are basically
transforming themselves, or not. Likewise, clients and constituents
are transforming themselves, or not. The clarity, focus, range, and
mobility within them is a key resource they can use to help co¬
create a new reality.

10.

There is a basic pattern to our existence and our universe, a basic
design. The fact that we are all co-creating reality is what
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contributes to the experience of chaos. Despite our experience of
disorder, there is an order. Learning about the physics of energy
fields may help us recognize the pattern within us, the earth, and
the galaxy--and how to use it (Donahue, 1992; Wheatley, 1993).
These notions may appear abstract. It is helpful to take my thinking to a
higher level of abstraction whenever it becomes difficult to connect what I am
experiencing or observing a lower level of abstraction. This matches Einstein’s
guidance to go to a higher level than the level on which it occurs to solve any
problem (Gardner, 1993). In the sense in which I am using it, a higher level
means more abstract and less concrete. Illustrations and references which relate
to the notions above are in the literature review.
Mentioning the themes above at the outset makes my views more visible
and provides a focus for the review of the literature in relation to the key
research question: What is the inner experience of transformers as they engage
in the process of transformation with others? What are their principles and
processes in using themselves to help others transform? How do they transform
themselves, and how do these processes and results relate to their experience and
approach in assisting others? The most relevant literature to review in depth is
that which will assist in clarifying the nature of transformation, and critical
aspects and processes of the transformer in terms of development and operation.
In studying the co-researchers and myself, I examine the experience of the person
leading transformation with the intention of understanding how they conceive of
transformation, how they experience it, and how they use themselves in this
context. Hence, in the literature review, I have included concepts of what
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transformation is and how transformation occurs from the perspective of various
disciplines. This will provide some context for the respective transformer’s
experience of these phenomena. An equally important reason for the breadth of
the literature review is that these disciplines plus political theory have influenced
my development in terms of thought and action. The review is organized under
the following headings:
•

The Basic Nature of Transformation

•

Reality Construction, the Universe, and New Science

•

Ancient Wisdom, Spirituality, and Metaphysics

•

Transformation in Organizations

•

Perspectives from Leadership Theory

•

Use of Self as an Instrument

•

Summary and Gaps in the Literature

The first section includes a range of definitions which span the disciplines
included in the review as a way to capture an overall picture. The second section
explores the nature of reality, the universe as influenced by innovations in
quantum physics, biology, plant life, and medicine to a lesser extent, with the
emphasis on reality construction and quantum physics. The third section covers
information that precedes "new science" from a time when science and spirituality
were not separated. The fourth section includes some basic discussion of models
for transformational change in organizations, while the fifth section focuses on
what we can learn about those who lead transformation from leadership theory.
The sixth section is a brief discussion of the nature of self and implications for
use of self as an instrument of change. The seventh section considers gaps in the
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literature and implications for the study, in the context of the core problems and
opportunities discussed in Chapter I. My intent is to explore the themes from the
beginning of this Chapter throughout the review, and to raise other themes that
are relevant to the focus of the study.
As you review the basic nature of transformation, it becomes clear why
transformation is what I think James Baldwin (1961) spoke about when he talked
about the requirements for "any real change" (see Figure 2.1).

The Basic Nature of Transformation
Indeed, transformation has been commonly, scientifically, and spiritually
considered to represent real change , as Baldwin (1961) terms it. The word is
used in different ways in different disciplines. Webster’s New World Dictionary
(Guralnik, 1984) defines "to transform" as:
(1) to change the form or outward appearance of; (2) to change the
condition, nature, of function of, convert; (3) to change the
personality or character of; (4) Elec, to change (a voltage or current
value) by use of a transformer; (5) Math, to change an algebraic
expression or equation having the same value; (6) Physics, to change
(one form of energy) into another, (p. 1510)
In language studies, "transform" becomes a noun, meaning:
(a) any of a set of rules for producing grammatical transformations
of a kernel sentence; (b) a sentence produced by using such a rule.
(p. 1510)
In this same context, transformation is the process of obtaining, by the application
of certain rules, all the sentences of a given language from a basic group of
kernel sentences. Transformational grammar is considered the same as
"generative grammar," a system characterized by the view that all sentences in a
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Note: "Any real change implies the break up of the world as one has always
known it, the loss of all that gave one identity, the end of safety. And at such a
moment, unable to see and not daring to imagine what the future will bring forth,
one clings to what one knew, or thought one knew; to what one possessed or
dreamed that one possessed. Yet it is only when [one] is able, without bitterness
or self pity to surrender a dream [one] has long cherished, or a privilege [one]
has long possessed, that [one] is set free-that [one] has set oneself free--for
higher dreams, for greater privileges" (Baldwin, 1961).

Figure 2.1. Any Real Change . ..
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given language are either kernel sentences or transformations of kernel sentences
resulting from the application of transformational rules (p. 1510).
In mathematics, a transformation is the process of setting up
correspondences between the elements of two sets or spaces so that every
element of the first set corresponds to a unique element of the second (p. 1510).
The synonyms for transformation are equally important in setting the
groundwork for understanding the critical concepts and the implications for the
focus of this study:
Transmute, from its earlier use in alchemy, suggests a change in
basic nature that seems almost miraculous [from lead to gold];
convert implies a change in details so as to be suitable for a new
use; metamorphose suggests a startling change produced as if by
magic [a caterpillar into a butterfly, a tadpole into a frog];
transfigure implies a change in outward appearance which seems to
exalt or glorify [his whole being was transfigured by love], (p. 1510)
In a religious context, transformation takes place through rituals which are
designed "to regenerate the cosmos in whole or in part when it is threatened by
anomaly, fault, disequilibrium and decay" of some type. In this context,
transformations are aimed at restoring harmony and ideal patterns in the cosmos
(Eliade, 1987, p. 416). In the ancient wisdom of various religions, there are also
connections to transformation. There are the great masters, shamans, healers
who shift forms-from human to animal, and back; changing matter from one
form to another-such as changing water into wine, or, in alchemy, changing lead
into gold (Markides, 1985, 1987, 1990; Orsi, 1946).
If you experienced processing any of the preceding definitions as difficult,
now is the time to prepare yourself to stretch throughout the review of the
literature. Full understanding of the phenomenon of transformation, and leading
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it, is enhanced by such a stretch. Part of the challenge is moving in and out of
the language structures each disciple uses to help us understand the phenomenon.
For this study, the emphasis in the nature of transformation is captured by the
concepts of metamorphosis, where the change is highly visible; deep structure
change (as in a change in the genetic code or pattern); broad reaching change (as
in affecting all aspects of the system in question); and change which happens in
the moment, while accomplishing major movement from the previous state. This
last feature most distinguishes transformational change from incremental,
developmental, and gradual change.
How does transformation occur? Robert Lawlor (1982), an expert in
sacred geometry, explains that
. . .Transformation happens by means of three processes: the
Generative, symbolized by the square root of 2; the Formative,
symbolized by the square root of 3; and the Regenerative,
symbolized by the square root of 5, and its related function of phi,
$, the Golden Mean. (p. 31)
Without discussing the numerical references for now, the significance of
Lawlor’s statement is in his reference to the three processes: the generative,
formative, and regenerative. We can think of generative as that which causes
something to come into being, the procreative aspect of transformation; that
which originates the process. We can think of formative as the process of
transformation which gives form, structure, or arrangement to the transforming
entity. Finally, regenerative has several meanings. It is the salamander’s ability
to regenerate a leg. It can refer to the ability to put some otherwise wasted
substance or entity to a positive use. Regenerate can refer to a rebirth or
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renewal. Finally, it may refer to a process of expansion of a particular
phenomenon, such as a cell’s ability to regenerate.
It is not clear whether Lawlor intends to say that all three processes are a
part of any transformation, or whether different transformations can be
characterized by one of these processes. In terms of how the word
"transformation” is used in the preceding dictionary definitions, it is apparent that
we have come to use the word in situations that do not involve all three
processes, such as in the case of mathematical transformations, for example. I
suspect, however, that Lawlor was referring to all three processes as being part of
a single transformation. In either case, we can explore the presence of these
concepts in the literature review, to understand more about how transformation is
thought to occur. There may be an additional fundamental aspect to the nature
of transformation, however.
The quotation from Baldwin’s (1961) literary work (Figure 2.1) raises more
considerations. First, the implication is that real change is fundamental in nature.
Given the preceding definitions, fundamental means transformational. Second,
and more important, Baldwin raises the issue of destructuring and surrendering
the previous state in the process of generating and forming a new state. This
destructuring, or degeneration, can be thought of as part of what Lawlor refers to
as generation or regeneration. Neither of these terms, however, explicitly
addresses the fact that something destructures if there is a rebirth or
regeneration, or destructures before generation itself. The notion of destructuring
or death may be implicit or folded into generation or rebirth, rather than made
an explicit aspect of the process of transformation. This is an important issue in
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transformation, since many individuals and organizations pursue transformation
without pursuing the destructuring aspect of the process. Most ancient studies,
however, include the dimension of destructuring as critical to the processes of
generation or regeneration (Abrams, 1990; West, 1993).
Kuhn (1970) describes the stages in which science develops
transformations: normal science (or the status quo); growth of anomalies; crisis;
revolution; and, finally, normal science within a new paradigm. We have seen
this progression in moving from Newtonian to quantum physics. Likewise,
transformation is evident in the stages described by Prigogine (in Levy, 1986) in
which living systems develop: fluctuations within defined boundaries; fluctuations
past a threshold; crisis; and jump to a higher order. Similar stages are apparent
in Marx’s description of historical determinism: steady state; growing
dissatisfaction; conflicts; crisis; revolution; and a new order. Levy (1986) notes
that the stages of the creative process are similar to the preceding about
transformation: preparation, incubation; illumination; and verification. The
experience of crisis and conflict, which often exist in the creative process,
however, are not a part of this developmental framework for creativity.
Discoveries in science have implications for those who lead
transformations in terms of their respective views of the universe, particularly in
terms of the perception of what is real, what is potential, and how one moves
from one state to the next. Discoveries in physics, perhaps more than other
sciences, may impact the trends of how we will approach human systems in the
near future. The transfer from physical science to social sciences and business is
probably much slower than the linkages made in technology regarding product
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development in the military and industrial systems. Now that there is a decrease
in the militarization of the economy, it may be that management and social
sciences will catch up faster in relation to applying new perspectives. There is no
accident that the best-selling management book for this year has been Meg
Wheatley’s (1992) book on Leadership and the New Science, given the shift from
mechanistic thinking to a quantum view.
Yet, we have organizations speaking of transformational change and
expecting it to resemble the processes of incremental, gradual evolution. We
have leaders and change agents speaking of transformation and not expecting to
be part of or experiencing themselves as part of the morphogenesis, part of the
metamorphosis, part of what is transforming at its very core. Some of us
fantasize that there can be transformation without a death of some type; or
perhaps some of us are unwilling to "die" or surrender the status quo in order to
move from the caterpillar to the butterfly. We fear visions that are too far from
the territory of our familiar pathologies.
Most of the perspectives above on what transformation is and how it
occurs are explored to some extent in the literature review. My intention is to
focus the discussion on understanding the implications for the use of self of the
transformational leader or guide and what he or she is doing and why, in the
process of transformation. Information from various disciplines also lays a basic
framework through which to explore the leader’s behavior and inner experience,
including the co-researchers in this study. I do not cover various disciplines
comprehensively; only enough to provide a basic context and understanding of
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areas which have directly or indirectly influenced the direction of organization
change theory and leadership theory regarding transformations.

Reality Construction, the Universe, and New Science
An entire dissertation could be dedicated to this subject alone. I am
essentially exploring the use of consciousness in constructing an individual and/or
collective mind. Resisting the temptation to cover the entire territory of the
subject, my focus relates to the nature of form and the process of forming reality,
since it is this process that may be used for constructing the transformer’s view of
reality and for the transformation itself.
Social Construction of Reality
When we "trans-form," we are moving beyond or changing our view of
reality. If we are to understand the nature of transformation, the activity in
which the transformer is engaging, we need to understand some basics about the
nature of form as a context for later understanding how transformers use
themselves to create form or to help others create new forms. Form is what we
normally call reality. Much of our reality construction is done in the context of
what may already be a predominant view in our respective cultures, providing a
form which we may need or desire to transform in order to accomplish a greater
goal or vision. Yet the dominant construct can be a conceptual trap.

•

What is a conceptual trap? A conceptual trap is to the thought
world of the mind what the astronomers’ black holes are to the
universe. Once inside, there seems to be no way of getting out or
seeing out. A conceptual trap is a way of thinking that is like a
room which--once inside--you cannot imagine a world outside.
(Gray, 1982, p. 17)
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Elizabeth Dodson Gray’s (1982) book. Patriarchy as a Conceptual Trap, is
particularly concerned with the patriarchal view of the world, where men are in
control of and are the center of the dominant view of reality. This phenomenon
creates a conceptual trap. Recalling some of the concerns that led to my own
search, discussed in Chapter I, it was the conceptual traps I was discovering in the
field that motivated me to explore reality construction more deeply. In the
context of diversity work, I was constantly attempting to answer questions such as:
Who is responsible for which aspect of oppression? For what is the system
responsible? For what is the individual responsible? What is the group’s
responsibility? Who is the system? If the oppressed are partially responsible for
their oppression, are you blaming the victim? If the oppressors are totally
responsible, does this mindset render the oppressed powerless? Are there always
victims and persecutors?
Struggling with such questions is like searching for light in a cave when the
opening is above you. I was in a conceptual trap even as I attempted to
understand the nature of the conceptual trap reflected in the patriarchal and
Eurocentric views of reality. When I discovered Berger and Luckmann’s (1967)
treatise on the sociology of knowledge, it affirmed my experience that there is no
such thing as objective reality, except that we all agree to it. It is possible to see
the webs of reality being created and maintained by cultural identity groups. In
fact, reality maintenance is at least as significant as reality construction because
the maintenance determines one’s continued identity and belonging to the
appropriate group. For the status quo to be maintained, both the dominant
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group and the subordinate group have to reinforce the status quo. There are
consequences, of course, to challenging the dominant reality.
Switching frames of reference for a moment, we must acknowledge that
the subordinate groups would also have a "dominant" reality among themselves.
The dominant perspective in diversity work, for example, is that the subordinate
group is not responsible for co-creating oppression. The leadership of this
perspective, however, may primarily belong to subordinate groups.
The entire area of reality construction is important to transformation
because we are attempting to create new forms, new realities, new constructs
through transformations of individuals, organizations, and nations. Yet, if one
finds oneself in a conceptual trap, in a cave, if you will, it is an act of heresy to
acknowledge it as such (see Figure 2.2). It is somewhat like the situation with
Plato’s Allegory of the Cave (Reeve, 1992):
.... Imagine human beings living in an underground, cave-like
dwelling, with an entrance a long way up, which is both open to the
light and as wide as the cave itself. They’ve been there since
childhood, fixed in the same place, with their necks and legs
fettered, able to see only in front of them, because their bonds
prevent them from turning their heads around. Light is provided by
a fire burning far above and behind them. Also behind them, but
on higher ground, there is a path stretching between them and the
fire. Imagine that along this path, a low wall has been built, like
the screen in front of puppeteers above which they show their
puppets. .. .People along the wall are carrying all kinds of artifacts
that project above it. .. .Some people are talking and some are
silent... .Then the prisoners would believe the truth was nothing
other than the shadows of those artifacts, (pp. 186-187)
*

In the cave, one prisoner becomes free, turns around, finds his way out,
and discovers the world where there is light. He is told that what he saw before
was not as close to reality as what he discovered when he left the cave. At first,
the light hurts his eyes, and it is difficult to believe that this new view is truer
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Figure 2.2. The Cave and Reality Construction
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than what he is accustomed to seeing. Once outside, he begins to see shadows
easily, because he is accustomed to these. He sees other reflections more easily,
prior to being able to see the objects themselves. Eventually he is able to see the
sun. First it is easier to study the sky at night, however. When he returns to the
cave, he is not likely to be greeted with joy and admiration for his discoveries,
argues Plato. The other prisoners may even ridicule him. He has at least three
choices: to reject what he discovered outside and re-join his fellow cave dwellers;
to pursue life in this new world on his own; or to attempt to get others to join
him. In any case, it becomes difficult for him to adjust to seeing things as he saw
them before in the cave:
. . . The power to learn is in everyone’s soul and ... the instrument
with which each learns is like an eye that cannot be turned around
from darkness to light without turning the whole body. This
instrument cannot be turned around from that which is coming into
being without turning the whole soul until it is able to study that
which is, and the brightest thing that is, namely, the one we call the
good. .. . Then education is the craft concerned with .. . turning
around, and with how the soul can most easily and effectively be
made to do it. It isn’t the craft of putting sight into the soul.
Education takes for granted that the sight is there but that it isn’t
turned the right way or looking where it ought to look, and it tries
to redirect it appropriately. (Reeves, 1992, p. 190)
The process the prisoner experiences in the allegory appears to be
transformation by the definitions we discussed previously. The reality in which he
and his fellow prisoners lived was co-created by them and those who moved along
the path. What our dominant society calls reality is what we usually mean by
"objective reality," according to Berger and Luckmann (1966). The reference to
"the instrument with which one learns is like an eye that won’t be turned around"
is also key to understanding the role of how the organism "sees" and comes to
know reality as significant in reality construction.
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The changing nature of the universe is apparent, then, through our own
processes of turning around, education, and discovering. Our socialization is
significant in the process of internalizing reality. This occurs in primary ways
through our family or intimate reference systems, and in secondary ways through
society on the whole. The process of objectifying reality has three moments:
extemalization, objectification, and internalization. We see reality as external to
the self, we convert it through our social structures as objective or actual reality,
and we internalize it as true for us as well.
Despite this changeable nature of the universe in social consciousness, we
have an objective view of reality which becomes what we consider normal and
everyday. We act as if it is factual and absolute. It is "paramount reality." We
take it for granted and we share it with others, "intersubjectively." At the same
time, we can acknowledge other spheres of reality or existence to some extent.
Mostly, we do so in our dreams and forms of play:

-•

The theater provides an excellent illustration of such playing on the
part of adults. The transition between reality is marked by the
rising and falling of the curtain. As the curtain rises, the spectator
is "transported to another world," with its own meanings and order
of everyday life. As the curtain falls, the spectator "returns to
reality," that is, to the paramount reality of everyday life by
comparison with which the reality presented on the stage now
appears tenuous and ephemeral, however vivid the presentation may
have been a few moments previously. Aesthetic and religious
experience is rich in producing transitions of this kind, inasmuch as
art and religion are endemic producers of finite provinces of
meaning. All finite provinces of meaning are characterized by a
turning away of attention from the reality of everyday life. There
are, of course, shifts in attention within everyday life, the shift to a
finite province of meaning is of a much more radical kind. A
radical change takes place in the tension of consciousness. In the
context of religious experience this has been aptly called "leaping".
(Berger & Luckmann, 1966, pp. 25-26)
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The permanent or immutable nature of the universe normally does not
belong in the realm of the social construction of reality. Often, it does not even
belong to science. Rather, it belongs to the realm of metaphysics and spirituality,
discussed more in the later section. If we stay with the changeable nature of our
universe, we need to appreciate the importance of language in the process of
linking between these different experiences that we can acknowledge through
theater, for example, but not in our everyday experience.
If I have had an experience in another sphere of reality such as the man in
the cave, and then use the language of the paramount everyday reality to describe
this experience, I distort it to some extent, attempting to place it within the box
or structure of the paramount reality. The new reality is reduced to what I would
call "actual reality," which alters its full impact and does not serve to help me
internalize this new experience as my actual reality. If I decide to reduce my
experience to the terms of the previous reality, I question whether the experience
is truly transformative in nature. It seems that I would have commuted between
ealities, without necessarily having been transformed by that experience. The
prisoner who left the cave may decide to interpret his experience in the context
of the old paradigm or now use his understanding of the world outside to help
understand the new world and the cave experience within it (see Figure 2.3).
Herein lies the significance of at least two concepts-time and language-in the
process of reality construction and transformation.
We will discuss time more thoroughly as part of the quantum physics
perspective on the universe. For now, suffice it to say, time is one of the major
ways that we orient ourselves to actual reality and stay in sync with the
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Note: The "released" prisoner must decide whether to return to the former cave
now that he has experienced the outside world. The cave is now full of illusions
to him, while the outside world is real.

Figure 2.3. Choosing Realities
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status quo of society. When we commute to other realities and perspectives, we
lose a sense of time as has always been the understanding of the discipline of
meditation (Chopra, 1993a; Dossey, 1989). Another significant aspect, however,
of the function of time in reality construction is that it provides a way for us to
experience reality as externally created and structured.
In terms of language, we can consider how our connections to our social
reference group may be important. Our abilities to perceive the situation and
communicate tactically may play a significant role in the choice to move into a
new sphere, integrate the old sphere, or move/retum to the old, leaving the new.
If the leader wants to link the old world to the new world, there are several
questions. Is there a way of speaking or a way of being that will form a
connection between the two worlds? If so, that structure of communication and
language could be considered transformative in nature. The person who has the
new experience could be a transformer. What would motivate him or her to
attempt to express the new experience? What would influence him or her to go
forward, to return, or to attempt to take others to a new perspective? How
would he or she experience the group of prisoners and how would they
experience him or her? Who are those who will attempt to legitimate and
maintain the status quo and how is it done? Annihilating the divergent thinker
or annihilating his or her views are common strategies in society (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966). Should he or she decide to work with the others to move to a
new perspective, how will he or she do it, and what will the inner experience be?
These are some of the questions related to this study.
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These questions pose some of the major dilemmas for individuals or social
systems making transformations, or transforming their current reality into a new
one which requires a different paradigm or way of seeing the world. If they are
satisfied in the cave and do not experience any impending danger, there may be
no threat to drive their exploration. If they lack the curiosity and motivation of
evolutionary forces, such as the person who reached beyond the cave, they do not
go. Most people in a socially conscious frame of reference reduce an expansive
reality that exceeds the boundaries of their experience to language and terms that
allow them to interpret the new information in the context of the old paradigm.
This mode is chosen rather than stretching our minds for a paradigm or
dimension of consciousness which would incorporate the full nature of the new
experience. If those who function as transformers only speak in terms of the new
paradigm without a way to link it to the realities of others, however, they may
also miss the opportunity to communicate.
Even when a person is dealing with his or her own transformation, others
in the cave may attempt to influence him or her to return. When it is one's own
transformation, however, there is truly no need to influence others.
The allegory of the cave may be a useful point of return through which to
examine the use of self of the transformer, his or her inner experience, and the
dynamics of his or her own transformation. First, it helps to focus on the nature
of the universe from the physics perspective.
Physics, the Nature of the Universe, and Transformation
The most significant aspect of quantum physics to influence our view of
reality and the universe is the notion that everything is a wave and is in motion.
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It only appears to be still and as the matter we expect it to be when we focus
upon it (Bohm, 1980; Talbot, 1988; Toben & Wolf, 1982). Despite the fact that
this information has been available to use for quite some time, we proceed in the
world of change and development as if matter exists without our construction of
it. For example, if we accepted this notion and discovered aspects in our reality
we wanted to change, we would always start with our consciousness about the
situation. We would never begin with changing the external situation without
approaching our internal world of thought, emotion, and identity. We would
work on the internal visible world prior to attempting to manipulate the external
material world. In educational systems, one would never attempt to teach a child
mathematics without helping to create an inner world within the child that can
receive mathematics. Developing a mathematics-consciousness, so to speak,
would precede learning the operations of the subject.
From a quantum perspective, you cannot know both the position and path
of an object; if you know one, you cannot know the other. This is based on the
concept of "complementarity." No objects have well-defined boundaries. We
could look at them and see their fuzziness or look at them and see their
solidarity. We can look at them and see them in motion, or look at them and see
their stationary quality. Physicists claim we cannot do both at the same time.
For most people, however, what we see with the ordinary physical eye is the
stability of matter.
Once you see the wave aspects of reality, however, the connectedness of
the universe, including yourself in it, becomes apparent. We have technology
which functions based on this understanding of the universe-microwaves,
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telecommunications, mass media, much more. Yet it is as if we are in the cave,
because we do not understand or accept the implications of what it means to be
outside. The primary conceptual trap in which we are involved in our social
consciousness is the conceptual trap that we are separate entities and that our
world is full of separation without unity. We bring this consciousness to the
world and what we see is what we get. Although Bohm’s (1980) discoveries about
the indivisibility and wholeness of the universe are not new now, and have
influenced much subsequent scientific work, our organizations, communities, and
nations still primarily function from the paradigm of separation, with notable
shifts occurring that signal the acceptance of and need for a new reality.
Parallel Realities. Quantum physics has also shown us that parallel
realities exist (Talbot, 1991; Toben & Wolf, 1982; Wolf, 1988). That is, we exist
in different layers, planes, spheres of reality simultaneously. Each reality has its
own time-phase sequence. What we normally call reality is based on a harmony
between these layers; whereas separation between these realities is based on
disharmonies in the phases (Toben & Wolf, 1982). In the case of the cave, for
example, there is disharmony between the universe outside the cave and inside
the cave. For the cave dwellers, it is not real. They have no consciousness yet
into which they can incorporate this reality. They exist at a different frequency.
What about the prisoner who became free, however? What was different about
his consciousness from the others? How did he become free and what enabled
him to perceive the different reality once he left the cave? There were openings
within his consciousness for this experience that were not initially there for
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others. We can explore this more in a later discussion of consciousness and the
brain.
Back to the collective experience of reality at different layers, we can refer
to what happens when a company sets an intention to change by creating a vision.
If the vision is created with the consciousness and energy that is needed to give it
life, it exists in the quantum sea of thoughts as a whole. In fact, it exists in the
quantum sea in accordance with the consciousness and energy behind its creation,
whether strong and focused or weak and fragmented. The organization will not
begin to experience the desired future as an actual reality until they become
aligned with it in frequency. To align with it in frequency requires alignment in
terms of consciousness and energy. This means their thoughts, emotions, and
actions would need to be aligned with the new reality. I discuss this requirement
more clearly in the context of the REAP Model later in this Chapter.
According to Toben and Wolf (1982), some existences may be similar to
the actual reality and others may have no apparent connection to the daily
universe of meaning. Many people are familiar with experiencing other universes
in a dream state, wherein they discover information which may be useful in their
daily reality. We exist in an infinite number of realities, simultaneously (see
Figure 2.4).
In a strong gravitational field, the layers of different universes come
together, crossing each other and forming a black hole, according to Wolf (1988).
In Figure 2.5, we can imagine this happening by creating a strong pull. If your
"actual reality" is on Layer 1 and you desire something on Layer 7, align your
consciousness with this, create a gravitational pull and jump through the
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Figure 2.4. Constructing Reality in a Quantum World

Figure 2.5. Pulling the Layers Together
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black hole created where the Layers meet. Creating gravitational pulls and
moving energy in these ways is part of what the ancient schools of wisdom have
always addressed (Blavatsky, 1992; West, 1993). This occurs in No-Time-NoSpace. Again, harmony between layers is what creates alignment. So you would
have to be in harmony with what you say you want for this to occur. These are
some of the principles which support REAP and other transformational change
models.
Harmony. Frequency, and Forms. Harmony is usually a concept used in
music; and it is essential here to understand two more terms, frequency and
vibration, which are closely connected to form. If all the universe is really
consciousness and energy and can be experienced in terms of waves or wave
forms, then we can appreciate that waves have a frequency. In music, form is
thought of as harmony. Harmony is a particular sound, creating a particular
vibration. The sound is volume; that is, it fills space. The harmonies are reduced
to a vibration or a number, so to speak. Technically, vibration is:
... a periodic motion of the particles of an elastic body or medium
in alternative opposite directions from the position of equilibrium
when that equilibrium has been disturbed (as when a stretched cord
produces musical tones or particles of air transmit sounds to the
ear). (Woolf, 1980, p. 1294)
Frequency is "the number of sound waves per second produced by a sounding
body, or the number of complete oscillations per second of an electromagnetic
wave" (Woolf, p. 455). Vibration is the movement; frequency measures the
movement.
*•

Whereas physics speaks of vibration as an alternation between positive and

negative poles (not good and bad), in ancient Egypt, vibration was seen as a
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manifestation of the revolt of spirit against its imprisonment in matter (West,
1993, p. 67). The Egyptian view, then, also speaks of positive (spirit) and
negative (matter) poles. As to the relation between form and frequency, we all
exist and operate at certain frequencies. Our words have particular frequencies,
as do our thoughts, bodies, actions, and emotions, which can be shown graphically
and in form. In cymatics, the study of forms created by frequency, it has been
shown that materials subjected to certain vibrations take on various forms. If you
change the vibration, the form changes (West, p. 67).
In the vernacular, people often speak of sensing vibrations or "vibes” of a
situation. This is usually considered quite unscientific, yet we realize that a
mechanical instrument can measure vibrations and represent these pictorially.
What we perceive has to do with our abilities to perceive matter and motion, for
this is our connection to reality construction. The frequency levels at which we
function influence what we perceive and whether we are in harmony with
multiple universes. If we could see everything in motion, we might no longer see
everything as separate. When we do not see everything as separate, we are better
able to co-create visions we have for peace arid balance on the planet.
Perhaps the prisoner who becomes free in the cave has a dream of
freedom from within his imagination, wondering and contemplating what it would
mean to be able to move differently than he does. Perhaps his imagination and
his focus on such a dream create a frequency which then contributes to his ability
to become unfettered, whereas if he only dreamt the dream of the status quo, he
would continue to get just that, as his other cave dwellers did. This, of course,
would not preclude others who have an investment in maintaining the status quo
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from perpetuating their own cause. We are speaking about his own freedom in
consciousness, however, which precedes his physical freedom.
With the notions about frequency and form in place, let us revisit the
paradigm of separation versus wholeness. The nature of the universe is thought
to be holographic, an indivisible whole, and in constant flux (Bohm, 1980; Talbot,
1991). Separation between disciplines, between cultures, races, and religions, and
so forth, are the basis for much of the conflict we experience today. The parts of
the universe with which we respectively identify, then, influence what we see and
what we do not see. Since the universe is holographic, all information is really
within each being, each entity. All of humanity is within each racial group, each
person, each breath of air. The implications for use of self as an instrument for
people who want to do transformational work with diversity are powerful. To
what extent do we have a consciousness that experiences this type of harmony?
Or is the consciousness in this work primarily focused on the pathology of the
oppression we experience on one layer of reality? Again, such questions are part
of what began my journey in 1983 to understand my work and myself in some
different ways. Recently, I wrote the following poem (Funches, 1993b) to
illustrate a view of what such harmony might mean:
The Ripple Effect: Reaping a Harmonious Future

-•

It is 2015, designated the year of Harmony
I sit by the water filled with the joy of Unity
the planet has learned in all these years.
Like a stone breaking the surface of still water
the waves of change we started all came to alter
illusions even change agents used to hold dear.
The movements started with each generation
ripple ’til transformation comes without limitation.
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For those serious about Harmony for all humanity
found the lines we used to draw within society
kept us from seeing the universe as it really is.
All things are connected, not just the two-leggeds
who thought they were the only beings that talked.
Through expanded consciousness and energy
The whole universe is a moving, talking quantum sea.
Once we all Co-created strife
between the red, black, yellow, brown and white
Now there is fluid communication
within and across all the nations
of people who fly the sky, crawl the ground
root through the Earth, make different sounds.
Was there a time when people couldn’t hear
the sounds of life so dear?
Those who could were thought strange in the head.
Now Discernment is normal, like being well read.
Receiving and sending meaning across space and time
The Dolphins always communicated across all lines.
The Wolf tells about the star dropping in
to bring energy for Earth’s morning vitamin.
The Joy of life is in the connectedness, we say.
Various languages are no longer limitation.
We hear deeper than the physical ear can play.
We appreciate the words each speak as incantations
All the while we experience the true sensation
of contactful, complete communication.
Everyone reads what you feel, think and say
in the ethers we all breathe anyway.
At work and in communities
we know what diversity is worth
now that we are all from different planets
and not all just from Earth.
It’s funny to think how people once fought
acting like it was the qualified they sought.
Then we met other beings whose only crime
was making our strengths look like nursery rhymes.
At first we were afraid of what we didn’t know.
Then we relaxed, let our curiosity show.
We learned to teach each other our meanings
with moves and sounds, a brilliant picture show.
Now all beings are multi-lingual,
Star Trek even stopped making sequels.
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It was great finally to lay down
attachment to oppression that stayed around.
It’s exciting being free to engage and move apart
knowing the connections are all at the Heart.
Now, if we want to start any kind of sparks
we see the wholeness of the universe first
and right before our eyes our thoughts crystallize
into a product we ourselves receive.
It’s not like before when the two leggeds started war
believing something cleared up killing one another.
Now we know that everyone’s included.
We affect all things by what we’re thinking and doing.
Talking to computers makes perfect sense.
After all we made up artificial intelligence.
People come in forms other than two-leggeds~
Sea people, sky people, stone people, tree people
and even the ones who come in eggs.
There are no victims, no perpetrators
All of the universe are really Co-creators.
In 2015, it’s obvious to you and me.
But there was a time when humans could not see
that we were the ones making up this reality.
The day we decided to take away the lines
We Co-created something truly sublime.
There were people, looking like energy
all in motion like tiny particles in the quantum sea.
The skins of black, yellow, white, red, and brown
weren’t even the tip of what was there to be found.
Relations between women and/or men were not something to mend
Whatever your orientation you have the other with which to contend.
Wherever you look, you see partially a Reflection of you
Being your Self and a part of the whole is the joyous coup.
Recognizing the spirit and science of the universe
was the ultimate transformation on Earth.
There was really no other way to realize
or have the vision of Harmony materialize.
Now when the Stone speaks we all listen.
Mother Earth tells of healing from a long separation.
Father Sky is speaking and the lightning is abound
The same shape as the roots of the plant in the ground.
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It's hard to even remember a time when there were lines
that stood in the way and manufactured time.
Thankfully we all learned through our creations
Harmony comes when we recognize the unity in the design.
First the helpers of the people had to balance themselves.
They were working on others and themselves were not well
From this came their own personal transformation
They became the very Presence of inclusion.
It is 2015, designated the year of Harmony
I sit by the water filled with the joy of Unity
the planet has learned in all these years.
Like a stone breaking the surface of still water
the waves of change we started all came to alter
illusions even change agents used to hold dear.
The movements started by each generation
ripple 'til transformation comes without limitation.
Change artists make a colorful tapestry
of the ripple effect moving infinitely
the Moment we made the lines disappear.
(Funches, 1993b)
Note: I thank Seneca Elder, Twylah Nitsch, and Jamie Sams for the
images of the stone people, two leggeds, the sky people, and the tree
people from the book. Other Council Fires Were Here Before Ours: The
Medicine Stone Speaks from the Past to our Future (Sams & Nitsch,
1991).

Time and Space. As to time, we cannot discuss it without also discussing
space. This area may hold a set of the most significant implications for our
models of how the world works and how change and transformation occur and
how transformers function. Time is a function of space or distance. That is, we
perceive time because of the distance between one point in space and another
point in space. One person can perceive time as moving slowly because of the
distance between where they are now and where they want to be, like the person
in the lower part of Figure 2.6. Meanwhile, the person in the top of the picture
is focused on in depth on what they are doing and they are in the position of
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Figure 2.6.. Time Is Not Absolute

no-time-no-space. Although physicists discovered that there is no such thing as
absolute time or absolute space, they discovered absolute time in space. Toben
and Wolf (1982) cite an experiment illustrating that same clock moves slower
through time in the basement of a building than it does on the top floor. The
slower clock was in a denser level of space in terms of frequency and form. The
faster clock, placed higher in the building, was in a lighter level of space.
Physicists would say the denser space was a more intense gravitational field
(Figures 2.6 and 2.7).
Equally important is the notion that time flows backwards and forwards,
and "stands still" when there is no-space-no-time. All futures and pasts exist
simultaneously. The existence that we call real is the one that is in harmony with
all the other layers. Through our thoughts and consciousness, we can create
beyond space and time in both directions. We can move to higher levels of
consciousness outside of space and time-into a void and back into space and
time in a particular finite sphere (Toben & Wolf, 1982). What is revolutionaiy
about this concept of the universe is that we can balance, heal, or resolve issues
from the past (Funches, 1989). If we can harmonize with futures in the present,
we can also harmonize with pasts in the present. Said another way, if we can
create a particular future, we can recreate a past scenario. Our thoughts
simultaneously influence potential futures and what we think of as our actual
past. If we choose to, we can heal oppression, for example; and any other
negative experiences of our personal and social history. We do not have to learn
to "time travel" to do this. We can rewrite the past as it should have been
(Vicara, 1989).

Although we do not have to travel in time to alter the past, there have
been numerous experiments in time travel in our military structure over the past
fifty years. Among these is the highly publicized Philadelphia Experiment and the
Montauk Experiment (Nichols & Moon, 1992), which have had results in moving
people through space and time, backwards and forwards, so to speak. This is no
longer science fiction; it is scientific reality. In organizational work, our current
models of change, however, only guide us to work in one direction, toward a
specific set of goals for the future (Marshak, 1993). The past and potential future
exist in our consciousness right now. Brain research indicates that the brain does
not know the difference between a real and an imagined experience (Hooper &
Teresi, 1986; Samuels & Samuels, 1975). This is what has made the practices of
ancient wisdom and metaphysics so useful to innovators in modem medicine, such
as Deepak Chopra. The implications of being able to create change horizontally
in time or vertically in dimensions of consciousness is revolutionary in terms of
the use of oneself as an instrument.
What we experience is a set of possible, probable and actual realities in
addition to a particularly desired future, which we can call potential reality (see
Figure 2.8). These converge into a now point, based on the consciousness and
energy available in each part, in each person. All of humanity is within each
racial group, within each individual. Walls of light separate us from different
levels of reality, and quantum waves can act within and outside of the walls of
light. In fact, quantum waves can move faster than the speed of light. When the
latter occurs, we usually experience what we would call an abnormal experience,
a miracle or magic. It is something that we normally consider impossible,
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although it is always possible, since the universe is full of infinite parallel
universes. The possible becomes actual when it moves faster than the speed of
light, because the wall no longer holds it. So what we consider our improbable
visions become manifest reality when they move faster than the speed of light.
Toben and Wolf (1982) illustrate that quantum leaps or jumps are made through
thought forms that move faster than the speed of light (see Figure 2.9).
This movement could account for what is perceived as the discontinuous
nature of transformational change by those observing it. The experience may not
feel discontinuous for the person transforming. We will explore the inner
experience through the co-researchers in Chapter IV. At a minimum, such
movement may appear discontinuous to those not involved in the process or not
in the same harmonious phasing, and it would lack the linear sequential
experience that goes with normal time-space events.
Order and Design in the Universe. While we are not committed to
particular limitations of time and space in all of our creations in the universe,
there is a notion of order. Bohm (1980) speaks to order through the notion of
wholeness. Other scientists refer to unity in an overall design (Briggs, 1992;
Donahue, 1992; Talbot, 1991). Donahue (1992) explains:
The galaxy is constantly creating itself: creating floods of electrons
that spiral out at tremendous velocities to form atoms, suns, planets,
and the myriad forms that we know. Throughout the variety of
structures of the galaxy, the same pattern is reproduced. Each
atom, each molecule, each part of the intricate whole is composed
of field and core. As the atoms unite to form what eventually
become suns and their planets, they move further out the spiraling
galactic arms. By the time you reach one of the arms of the Milky
Way, if you look closely, you will find our solar system and its
planets on which life forms have developed, (pp. 37-38)
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(From Space-Time and Bevold: Toward an Explanation of the Unexplainable by
B. Toben and F.A. Wolf, 1982. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.9. Moving Within and Beyond Walls of Light
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Whereas much of physical science and social science, in particular, speaks
to the mutable nature of reality, Donahue (1992) speaks from a scientific
perspective to the innate order and immutable aspects of the universe through
her study of The Field Effect: The Pi Phase of Physics. According to Donahue,
the universal pattern is composed of two factors: the structure of the electron
and the galactic system for the storage and usage of information. The electron
itself is composed of two parts: the core, which is matter, and the field, which
surrounds the core (see Figure 2.10).
It is the field that surrounds the core that makes possible the
cohesiveness of our galaxy and ourselves in a dynamically stable
form, and that makes possible as well as the storage and exchange
of information necessary to evolution", (p. 1)
Her study of how evolution occurred in rapid leaps forward, rather than in a
continuous gradual incremental path, is important to understanding the potentials
for transformation and the consciousness of the transformer. First, however, it is
useful to understand some of the terms Donahue uses.1
The electron is built from four components:
1.

The ether: A sea of energy without motion which exists
throughout the universe.

2.

Energy in Motion: What we call an electrical flow. A
twisting thread of energy moving through the sea of ether.

3.

Magnetic Force: Ether forced into motion by the electrical flow.
This takes two forms: (a) As the electrical thread pushes aside the
ether, it pulls some of the ether into motion around itself in a spiral
coil of magnetic force, along its length, much like a coil of wire.
This coil is at right angles to and moves in the opposite direction to
its electrical center. As the energy of the electrical flow increases,
the coil tightens. When the energy relaxes, the coil loosens. This is

^ am grateful to Leigh Richmond Donahue for her permission to use
excerpts from the textbook and its visual diagrams.
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(From The Field Effect: The Pi Phase of Physics by L. R. Donahue, 1992, p. 1.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.10. The Electron
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known as frequency variation, and can be seen in a comparison
between radar and radio wave, (b) Meantime, the magnetic coil
causes ripples in the sea of ether around the now electro-magnetic
flow. These ripples spread out around the electromagnetic path,
decaying towards infinity, like ripples from a stone dropped into a
pond. This is the magnetic field.
4.

Vacuum. Where electromagnetic flows have cleared areas in
the sea of ether. (Donahue, p. 2)

Donahue explains that the electromagnetic energy creates a tighter and
tighter ring, like the snake of ancient studies that swallows its own tail. The ring
becomes denser and denser until the amount of ether is equal to the amount of
energy in the ring. This small, tight, dense ring of electromagnetic force, moving
at the speed of the square of the velocity of light, is the core of the forming
electron. The opposed flow is called dialectromagnetic (DEM) because it is
opposed to the electromagnetic (EM) flow. The DEM flows through the center
and jets out a great distance to form a spherical shape and is walled back as it
meets the surrounding ether as well. As it moves through the vacuum at the nose
of the core ring of the electron, it creates a small raging torrential force. This
motion creates a black hole at the nose of the core and a jet at the tail.
The immense field is the dialectromagnetic half of the electron (see Figure
2.11). The result is a set of opposed energies in a dynamic whole that is a
universal pattern. Donahue (1992) contends it is virtually indestructible, and
responds to a push in on the core, or a pull on the field. It makes its way
through the ether at the speed of light. The electron, then, is the basic stable
particle of the universe, while the field is what connects the universe as an
indivisible whole.
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(From The Field Effect: The Pi Phase of Physics by L. R. Donahue, 1992.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.11. The Electromagnetic Core and Dialectromagnetic Field
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The proton is born when one electron swallows another. Electrons have
left- and right-handedness, like humans. It can have a left-handed spiral to its
field and a right-handed swirl to its core or a right-handed spiral to its field and a
left-handed swirl to its core. When electrons that have the same handedness
meet, they meet at the black hole of one and throw one another out of the way.
When electrons of different handedness meet at the nose or black hole of one
and the jet stream or tail of the other, the jet stream and spiralling field of one
"screws" into the black hole of the other. They are swirling in opposite directions
but are stuck together, with one’s core stuck in the other’s throat. This violent
interlocked structure, with energy moving in opposite directions at high speeds, is
called the proton (see Figure 2.12).
The neutron occurs when electrons meet black hole to black hole or nose
to nose and have opposite handedness. A left-handed electron meets a righthanded electron nose to nose and they dance in tune, according to Donahue
(1992). The turbulence of each of their fields pushes them apart, while the
suction of the black holes keeps them together (see Figure 2.13).
Notably, in the diagram of the earth as a neutron, the image of the sixpointed star reflects the principle of "As Above, So Below," reflecting the
presence of the macrocosm, the universe, in man and woman, the microcosm.
This type of symbolism is part of what Ancient Egyptians used to help
communicate the wholeness of the universe in every part.
With the ingredients of the electron, proton, and neutron, Donahue (1992)
illustrates how we build atoms and the entire table of periodic elements. The
proton forms the nucleus of the atom, and becomes measurable mass. The
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Figure 2.12. The Proton
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THE EARTH
A complex
"neutron”.
The field comes in
at each pole and
seeps out at the
30th degree parallel.

(From The Field Effect: The Pi Phase of Physics by L. R. Donahue, 1992, p. 30.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.13. The Neutron
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electron core swings on its field, which is voluminous. The proton adds energy
and mass, climbing up the period ladder (evolution). This entire process had not
been incremental or quiet, however. From atoms to gases to crystals to
mountains to flowers and stars and suns, we can follow the patterns between the
electrons, protons, and neutrons and explore the formation of matter and energy
fields. The processes are turbulent, explosive, full of collisions, and may appear
to be chaotic. Yet there is a discernible pattern of how the matter is formed.
The transformation is as swift and broad-reaching as any of the social
transformations discussed later in this text. In the face of this, it is odd that we
expect transformations to occur among people who are comprised of billions of
these formations in a linear and sequential manner, wherein all aspects are
predictable.
The invisible field, or DEM, is the patterning agent, while the core or
matter is the demonstration of the pattern. This is consistent with all the
research on matter being created by consciousness, and matter being a reflection
of consciousness and energy, rather than the reverse (Donahue, 1992; Harman,
1988; Talbot, 1988; Toben & Wolf, 1982; Wilber, 1977). The invisible substance
creates the physical reality, which is a reflection of what most of us cannot see
with the physical eye.
Consciousness can be, has been, and is being affected, however, by the use
of scalar waves at the DEM level. Much of our military research in mind control
and shifting dimensions of time has involved using the brains of people who are
exceptionally psychic as vehicles for reception and transmission of large amounts
of energy. Our existence can be affected by field level stimulation (Donahue,
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1992; Nichols & Moon, 1992). This is critical to understand at a time when much
of society is on information and emotional overload in response to overstimulation. The frequencies and vibrations of energy on the planet are
increasing rapidly, and those who can shift their energy to handle higher levels of
stimulation do well; others struggle.
Donahue (1992) speaks to this dynamic electrically, pointing out that the
evolution of humankind has moved much more rapidly in the past seventy years
because of the electrical pulse of humanity, which has exponentially superseded
the electrical pulse of the earth for several hundred years previously:
Mankind evolved subject to a 7.83 cycles per second pulse. That is
the electronic pulse rate of planet Earth . .. Mother Earth’s heart¬
beat, if you like. . . . [Humankind] evolved in tune with that pulsing,
from the beginning. ... It was not until this century that [humanity]
developed [its] own pulsing-electromagnetic currents that began to
override ... the pulse-beat in which [it] had been nurtured. . . .
More progress has been made in the last seventy years than in all of
history combined. . . . What was the factor that initiated that
dramatic change? What made it possible? . . . Early this century,
alternating current electricity was developed; and almost overnightin planetary terms-this nation was wired for sixty-cycle alternating
current, from coast to coast.
. .. From birth until death, you ’’dance" now to that sixty-cycle
pulse. ... The first Tesla alternating current generator was set at
that frequency.. . . Almost over night our brains came alive. We
went from the horse ... to the car to the plane; from the very slow
lane ... to the very fast lane in little over seven decades.
.. . Comes now the new electronics of the field-Scalar wave
electronics. The electronics of the field half of the human versus
the electronics of the body .... The human is, in itself, an
alternating frequency dynamic. The body, the spatial half is only
one half of the equation. The other half is the field, with its own
holographic brain, its own senses to feed that brain; its own
communications potentials. . . . DEM has been under development
in Russia for around the past 30 years. When the American
Embassy in Moscow came under electronic attack-it was an early
form of DEM. ... Both nations started bombarding each other with
the spectra, using it as a weapon. . .. We and our surroundings are
made up entirely of EM and DEM spectra. . . . There are those
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who can handle the stimulation and those who cannot. ... Since we
... are being bombarded and stimulated by frequencies of which
we are only newly aware; and since we are to be participants in a
new evolutionary step for the human race; it behooves us to look at
the structure of ourselves, our universe, and the DEM spectra.
(Donahue, 1992, pp. 11-16)
Despite the physical differences which meet the physical eye and which
vary in the genetic code, Donahue has a diagram illustrating what a man, a
woman, a tomato plant, and a carrot have in common in terms of structural
pattern. All entities differ with respect to their energy fields and core. The unity
is that we each have these aspects (see Figure 2.14).
In terms of all forms, the outer field of each atom, composed of the
dialectromagnetic force, interacts with the outer superstrings of other atoms. The
fields weld where they intersect. The result is an intersecting network of fields
that are forms-molecules, chemicals, dust, rocks; then planets, stars, solar
systems, and eventually the galactic spiral. The cores of each object remain
isolated and separate, like the human body appears to be from other bodies;
while the fields are netted together in massive networks.
In chaos theory, the attraction recently has been to understand that there
is a pattern, an order in the chaos, despite the turbulence and experience of
disorder. To this extent, chaos is also considered the study of wholeness (Briggs,
1992). But what is the nature of the wholeness? Donahue (1992) clearly sees it
as the interconnection between field and core into an indivisible whole
throughout all universes. She likens these two aspects to the digital and analog
computers. Digital computers, like the core, measure input information and form
external frequencies in exact quantities and in static relationships. The field is
more like the analog computer, registering information input from its focal
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(From The Field Effect: The Pi Phase of Physics by L. R. Donahue, 1992.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.14. The Universal Pattern
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contacts (i.e., the outer fields of other electrons, atoms, and other forms) in fluid
relationships over frames of time, in the variables of Pi, and in holographic form.
Each net or field holds the holographic record of its own formation and the
formation of all to which it is interconnected. There is an entire spiderweb of
information ready for access through this analog computer function of the field
(p. 10).
The field structure and the analogical functioning computer demonstrate
how one can know all that ever has been known by tapping into a master
supercomputer of information, if you will. The unexplainable accuracy of
competent intuitive people is explainable by the nature of the field and its
connections to a superconsciousness. Meanwhile, each core holds the
electromagnetically stored information of its own "personal” formation and
history. According to Donahue (1992), life begins when there is a means for
sharing the two different types of knowledge. When two sets of information from
both computers corroborate or reinforce each other, the results are returned to
both computers and stored in the respective system. Where there is a
discrepancy, where there is information in one and not in the other, each set is
sent back to the originating computer and stored as unreinforced. It becomes
possible to vary the relationships of exact components, to create new patterns in
individual motion through time and space, preserving the viable, discarding the
unviable. The intimacy of interaction between the two computers is an exact
measure of the intelligence of a life form. As with Toben and Wolf (1981),
Donahue (1992) is providing a scientific perspective on how different levels of
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consciousness beyond the visible physical planes exist, linking science with what is
normally thought of as spiritual:
In the human, the core or digital computer is stored in the skull.
The body acts as a support structure to that computer. In the
human, the field or holographic computer is stored in the aura2
which surrounds and interpenetrates the skull. The support
structure for this computer is the field which surrounds and
interpenetrates the body, with the chakras3 and points of contact;
and with the superstrings of the field interwebbed into the net of
superstrings that connects the field to its environment, and to the
vast network of fields throughout the planet, the solar system, and
the galaxy. In the human, the interface between the core computer
and the field computer is thought possibly to be the pinneal gland, a
silicone structure which shatters at the death of the body. .. . The
immortality of the field is achieved at the death of the body, when
the field forms a holograph of a body through which it can continue
an interlock and interaction. It goes out into the net until such
time as it finds another body with which to amalgamate, whether in
the past, the present, or the future. The two forms of intelligencedigital and analog-are contrasted in scope, the one isolated within
its field [digital] and the other capable of reaching out across
whatever distances and times it can encompass to gather
information much as you would with a telephone system or fax. . . .
They are contrasted in frequency. They are out of phase, the one
with the other. The body . .. has recapitulated the evolutionary
sequence at the time of its birth, and is ready to begin maturing.
The field begins recapitulating its evolutionary sequence at the birth
of the body.... As the body reaches maturity, the field reaches the
ability to begin maturation. As the body passes the reproductive
stage, the field reaches maturity. As the body dies, the field has
become mature and is ready to go out on the net as a holographic
form. (pp. 11-12)

2An aura is an extremely subtle and invisible essence surrounding humans,
animals, plants, minerals, stars, and planets. It is considered magneto-mental and
electro-vital, suffused with the energies of both mind and spirit, each coming from
an organ or energy center in the body. Light and color, and sometimes liquid,
are seen in the aura, (de Purucker, 1972, p. 14)
3Chakra is a Sanskrit word meaning in general a "wheel.” It also refers to a
cycle in which the wheel of time turns once. Chakras are certain spheres of
energy with different functions within the human body, ranging from the top of
the skull to the parts near the pubis. Each chakra influences certain organs and
relationships with levels of consciousness. The ways of controlling these,
however, are often left to teachings within the guidance of masters for initiates,
(de Purucker, 1972, p. 26)
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This field, and its connectedness, has implications for transformation and
the transformer. The transformer’s abilities to perceive the present, past, and
potential future of a given organism have to do with his or her abilities to tap
into the level of consciousness collectively stored in the master super analog
computer, so to speak. This is done through focus with this expanded level of
consciousness, according to Donahue (1992). The only place the core and field
interlock is at present time and present space. If the level of intelligence of a life
form is determined by the intimacy of communication between the digital and
analogical functioning, this is akin to saying that a human’s level of intelligence is
based on the ability to communicate between the spiritual or higher conscious self
and the personal, physical, and body-conscious self in the here and now, not just
in a distant dream state which may never be recalled or integrated. This would
mean being able to take information from an expanded consciousness and
communicate or relate it to a consciousness that lacks this experience, like the
freed prisoner of the cave may have desired to do with fellow prisoners.
Donahue’s (1992) example of what happens with uncorroborated
information, however, indicates to us that it may be difficult for the person who
has both the capacity for the expanded consciousness (which for now we will call
unlimited consciousness) and the consciousness which is restricted to his or her
own personal experience (which we can call personal consciousness) to
>

communicate internally. This is why a person can be exposed to something and
discard it if it does not match his or her picture of the world. It does not get
recorded at a personal conscious level. Before the transformer can help an
organism change its view of reality and enter a new paradigm, the transformer
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has to be able to conceive of and experience that new paradigm as well. Perhaps
one key to understanding how this works is to understand more about the brain,
which has the capacity to work with the unlimited and personal consciousness
through the subconscious mind. I will discuss the brain briefly in a later section.
Feedback in Shifting or Maintaining the Status Quo. For now, Donahue’s
(1992) ideas about communication at the interface led me to explore another key
aspect of the choice to move toward evolution through transformation or the
choice to maintain the status quo. According to Briggs (1992), the key way an
organism addresses its maintenance and evolution is through positive and
negative feedback. As Briggs uses these terms, the meanings are different than in
common usage. Since we tend to view situations as an entire gestalt, we
sometimes see that a total change has occurred but are not clear what has caused
it. Briggs (1992) explains the impact of feedback on changing dynamic systems:
Negative feedback is the type that keeps things in check. The valve
on Thomas Watt’s steam engine created a negative feedback loop
because it opened when the engine was running fast in order to
release steam so the machinery wouldn’t explode but closed to keep
the pressure up when the engine started to slow down. Positive
feedback, which, despite its name, is not always a good thing,
actually pushes systems to explode or spiral out of control. Pointing
a TV camera at its own monitor gives the visual equivalent of the
positive feedback loop screech that comes from a microphone
placed too near its speaker, (p. 116)
What is critical in Briggs’ (1992) description, however, is that positive
feedback is the one that has a structure-making dimension. It is a force for new
forms coming into being.
One of the most important discoveries of chaology has been that
positive feedback can cause complex, even chaotic behavior
concealed inside orderly systems to unfold, and that negative
feedback can grow inside an otherwise chaotic system, suddenly
organizing it and making it stable, (p. 119)
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In Plato's Allegory, it would require positive feedback to boost a subgroup
of cave dwellers to the outer regions. Their movement and activity would
perhaps be chaotic in making such a shift, given the energy it took for them to
take off and leave the safety of their familiar territory. Negative feedback, once
they were out, would be what either brought them back or helped them to
organize in their new situation. It is positive feedback that is used for a rocket to
take off the ground. It is negative feedback that keeps it safe on the ground.
Using positive feedback is what creates generations of entities at
progressively larger scales, according to biomorph programs that simulate
evolution. Briggs (1992) explains that a biomorph shows a self-similarity at
different scales, where small portions of the organism are similar to larger
portions of the organism. It appears to me that this illustrates the regenerative
aspect of transformation cited earlier by Lawlor (1982). Moreover, the review of
sacred geometry later in this chapter illustrates that the regenerative function of
transformation occurs in accordance with the square root of 5 and its function,
Phi, and the Golden Mean.
The implications of understanding the role of positive and negative
feedback, however, are important in terms of the roles transformers play. Given
the normal usage of these terms, it is helpful to select different labels. For now,
let us refer to what Briggs calls negative feedback as "maintenance feedback" and
let us refer to what he calls positive feedback as "transformative feedback."
Maintenance feedback may push a system, like Watts' steam engine raises the
pressure up to a certain level, but it would never do so in a way that the system
or organism would be off balance or "out of control." For transformation to
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occur, however, an organism may need to move into the territory where it is off
balance and out of its normal stable state and familiar range of movement.
When change agents and leaders attempt to avoid resistance, chaos,
disorder, and confusion, they are likely to be maintaining the status quo.
Organisms need us to play a role which involves transformative feedback, nudging
the organism outside its boundaries into chaos and into manifesting the design of
its potential. Many of us have ignored the invisible phenomena that we do not
understand. Now science is bringing us perspectives and client systems are
experiencing tension that require us to stretch in understanding more of what we
cannot see with our normal eyes (see Figure 2.15).
Transformation in Biology and Plant Life
Biologically, a transformational change is one that fundamentally alters the
body. In nature, one of the most common examples is the transformation of the
caterpillar into the butterfly, or the bollworm into the moth. For the change to
be transformational in nature, it is not merely a shift in appearance. There is
change at the deepest level of structure, and the change would be evident at that
deep level also. Change would occur, then, in the DNA, the genes, the
molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles of which matter is composed.
Gersick cites Gould (1991, p. 196) in describing an aspect of how
transformation can occur:
If genetic programs were beanbags of independent genes, each
responsible for building a single part of the body, then ... any
major change would have to occur slowly and sequentially as
thousands of parts achieved their independent modifications. But
genetic programs are hierarchies with master switches, and small
genetic changes that happen to affect the switches might engender
cascading effects throughout the body. Major evolutionary
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THE EVIDENCE OF THINGS NOT SEEN
All of creation is the evidence
of things not seen.
The knowledge of the universe comes from
the spaces in between,
which is why, at our darkest moments,
we are closest to the source
of all that has ever been.
May we understand the dynamics
of oppression, but not worship it.
May we understand the dynamics
of liberation, so that we can create it.
May we understand the dynamics
of healing, so that we move from one
space to the next.
And may we always remember
in our darkest moments...
That the light comes from
the dark.
Compared to the whole
it is but a spark.
Yet when we look at the
skies, we see the stars
not the vast space in between.
May we forever know that all of
creation is the evidence
of things not seen.

(Copyright 1991, by D. Funches, The REAP1"1 Gallery Unlimited Corporation,
Seattle, Washington. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.15. The Evidence of Things Not Seen
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transitions may be instigated (although not finished all at once . . .)
by small genetic changes that translate into fundamentally altered
bodies, (p. 21)
As Sheldrake points out (Smith, 1982):
Morphogenesis ... is a form [of change] that penetrates so deeply
into the genetic code that all future generations acquire and reflect
those changes. In morphogenesis, the change has occurred in the
very essence, in the core, and nothing special needs to be done to
keep the change changed.
From Gersick’s (1991) perspective, we can see that transformation may be
a minor act which has major implications. This is to distinguish it, however, from
pervasive acts which may produce only minor modifications in an organism. In
terms of transforming individuals, organizations, and nations, the distinction from
incremental change becomes clear. Leaders in organizations, for example, often
initiate system-wide change efforts which call for substantial expenditures of funds
without resulting in the switch to which Gersick refers. Those who lead and
guide transformations need to know how to recognize or perceive and activate the
critical "switches” connected to the genetic codes or programming of the
organisms with which they work.
Sheldrake’s (1981) comment about transformation also challenges one of
the more sacred concepts in organization development and change: Lewin’s
(1951) model of unfreezing, moving, and refreezing as three critical aspects of
creating change. Practitioners and change managers may still use this premise in
the context of transformation when it does not apply. Refreezing is akin go the
need to institutionalize a change once it has been made. The reason change has
to be institutionalized may be because fundamental or transformational change
has not occurred. The assumption underlying the need to refreeze and
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institutionalize has been that organisms or systems would otherwise revert to the
previous status quo. With transformation, this step is not necessary. It-the
fundamental change--has already been made.
The information to which Sheldrake (1981) refers that effects generations
to come is then passed on through both the personal conscious mind and the
unlimited conscious mind, otherwise there would be no communication between
the field and the core, as Donahue (1992) pointed out earlier.
Let us look at the individual human from a biological standpoint. We are
Composed of consciousness and energy or of "energy and information," according
to Deepak Chopra, M.D. (1993a; 1993b):
To transform the patterns of the past, you must know what they are
made of. Your body appears to be broken down into molecules
and atoms, but quantum physics tells us that every atom is more
than 99.9999 percent empty space, and the subatomic particles
moving at lightning speed through this space are actually bundles of
vibrating energy. Thus, one vibration is coded as a hydrogen atom,
another is oxygen; each element is, in fact, its own unique code.
Chasing the physical structure of the body down to its ultimate
source dead-ends as molecules give way to atoms, atoms to
subatomic particles, and these particles to ghosts of energy
dissolving into an empty void. This void is mysteriously imprinted
with information even before any information is expressed. Just as
thousands of words exist silently in your memory without being
spoken, the quantum field holds the entire universe in unexpressed
form; it has been that way since the Big Bang, when billions of
galaxies were compressed into a space millions of times smaller
than the period at the end of this sentence.. . . The essential stuff
of the universe, including your body, is non-stuff.... It is thinking
non-stuff. The void inside every atom is pulsating with unseen
intelligence. . .. Life unfolds as DNA imparts its coded intelligence
to its active twin, RNA, which in turn goes out into the cell and
imparts bits of intelligence to thousands of enzymes, which then use
their specific bit of intelligence to make proteins. ... At every point
in this sequence, energy and information have to be exchanged or
there could be no building life from lifeless matter, (p. 14)
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The notion that we are information and energy, or consciousness and
energy, applies to the nature of other organisms as well. What appears to be
pure structure and form or material in nature is also energetic and ethereal in
nature. For the most part in Western society, we pay attention to the physical
and material and not the spiritual and ethereal levels of existence, particularly in
the context of organizations, wherein a separation of all else from the physical is
fairly common. In terms of deep structure change, however, the greatest
stronghold on reality is consciousness or that which is invisible to the physical
eye; it is thinking non-stuff. The exchange that creates life above appears similar
to the exchange between the electromagnetic core and the DEM field described
by Donahue (1992), where the field is the patterning agent.
According to Chopra (1993a) and many others who discuss the relationship
of mind and consciousness to matter through the lens of physics (Talbot, 1988,
1991; Wolf, 1982, 1988), the body is like a manifest dream, a 3-D projection of
brain signals as they transform themselves into the state we call "real." Chopra
cites medical cases in his practice where changes in mind influence changes in
body, toward health or disease.
How one perceives, as the gestalt theorists have always posited (Polster &
Polster, 1973), affects the brain centers for shape recognition and motor
coordination. From a gestalt perspective, however, the needs of the organism
govern perception, which then governs behavior. Chopra (1993a) points out that
as long as new perceptions tend to enter one’s brain, your body can respond in
new ways:
In truth, you are only as old as the information that swirls through
you. ... You can control the informational content of the quantum
field. Although there is a certain amount of fixed information in
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the atoms of food, air, and water that make up each cell, the power
to transform that information is subject to free will. One thing you
can own free and clear in this world is your interpretation of it.
There are remarkable medical cases of young children, for example,
who felt so unloved that they stopped growing. This syndrome,
called psychosocial dwarfism, occurs among severely abused children
who convert their lack of love and affection into a depleted growth
hormone, in defiance of the fact that growth hormone is supposedly
released on a preprogrammed schedule imprinted into every child's
DNA. In these cases, the power of interpretation overrides the
genetic imprint, causing a change in the body’s informational fields.
Internal dialogue is generated at a deep level by your beliefs and
assumptions. A core belief is defined as something you assume is
true about reality, and, as long as you hold on to it, your belief will
hold your body’s informational fields to certain parameters ....
When someone’s interpretation changes, a change in his reality also
takes place.
The factor which determines the meaning one makes of the world is
considered one’s paradigm or model of the world. It governs what you see and
the meaning you make of it. Later, in the organizational literature review, we
can see that paradigm shifts are associated with or a part of transformation.
In the domain of plant life, there has been much research on the nature of
energy and energy fields in relation to growth and change and the interaction
between humans and plant life. In one series of studies on electrical charges and
health in plants and humans, George and Marjorie De La Warr (1967, 1969; in
Tompkins & Bird, 1973), an engineer and an osteopath, respectively, made some
important discoveries.
[They] found that they could affect the growth of diseased or
undernourished plants by focusing radionic energy straight at them
through a lens system, thus substantiating the claim of Hieronymus
... that it was optically retractable.. .. [The] De La Warrs found that
they could obtain equally successful results either by directly radiating a
plant or by beaming energy to it through one of its leaves or even its
photograph. "It would appear that each molecule of matter is capable of
producing a tiny electrical voltage that is specific to itself, and which
transmits .. . like a tiny radio transmitter-receiver. A collection of
molecules, therefore, is capable of transmitting a generic pattern. This
means that a signal from a plant or human is quite individual, and that
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each plant or person will receive a transmission on their own generic
pattern. It is here that the photograph plays its part as it is thought that
the emulsion on the negative retains the generic pattern of the object
photographed and can be induced to re-radiate as a carrier. Thus, with a
photograph of a plant in circuit it is possible to affect that plant at a
distance." (pp. 344-345)
This is akin to the patterning influence of the DEM field discussed earlier
by Donahue (1992) on the core or material nature of life forms. As a result of
the above discovery, the De La Warrs began a month-long program where they
treated plants by radiating their photographs, comparing the growth of the treated
plants to a control group of plants. The treated plants grew three times larger
than those left to grow normally. This insight was not as significant as their
subsequent validation that human thought served as "food" or nutrition for plants.
They had their assistants treat one group of plants without letting them know
there were not radionically charged aspects of the treatment. After the treatment
period, the "treated" plants flourished far beyond those that assistants thought
they were feeding normally. The discovery was that the mind of a human being
could affect cell formation.
The De La Warrs realized that the key to getting plants to flourish was
simply asking them to do so. Perhaps there is a communication here between the
fields of the plants and the gardener or between the core of the gardener and the
field of the plants, using Donahue’s (1992) perspectives again about the
communication between the digital and analog computers of life forms.
To a great extent, the De La Warrs, like many innovators in science, were
involved in the potential for transformational change regarding the knowledge
base and technology for agriculture. At the time, their results were at odds with
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traditional atomic theory and with religious beliefs. For example, when De La
Warr published a procedure that included blessing the seeds in one’s hands, he
got a strong complaint from the Catholic Church about the inappropriateness of
anyone below the rank of Deacon performing a blessing (p. 349).
The transformation of plants has also been found to relate to
"consciousness," and their interaction with consciousness of humans. If this is the
case, then the consciousness of the gardener influences the healing, growth, and
transformational processes of the plants. In the context of human systems, the
consciousness of the transformer influences the growth, healing, and
transformational processes of others, along with the influence of their own
consciousness. There is more literature to cover, however, before we can begin
to explore the notions of how this may occur.
The Brain and Transformation
When I began to be concerned about the difficulties with accelerating the
pace of transformation and change using traditional organization development
techniques, one of the first places I turned was to learn more about the nature of
the brain. I took courses on how to use the whole brain; techniques in
accelerating learning in education for children and adults; and the nature of
multiple intelligences within the brain. I began to study consciousness and
dimensions of reality and how these connected to the brain’s functioning. This
study is not the place to elaborate on these vast areas in depth. There are
several key aspects to cover in order to lay a foundation for the potential of use
of «elf as an instrument in transformational processes.
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If use of self is one of the critical aspects of transformational change now
and in the future, the brain is certainly a key part of the use of self. It is one
organ which most people recognize is commonly underutilized, yet most of us
know very little about this super organ of ours, which is known to be more
powerful than any computer we ever have or ever will develop (Donahue, 1992;
Gardner, 1983; Hooper & Teresi, 1986).
The brain is an electrical instrument that is a receiver and a transmitter.
It both receives electrical impulses from the environment and sends electrical
impulses to the central nervous system, which then communicates with the
muscular system and leads to potential action or inaction on the part of the
individual (Donahue, 1992; Hooper & Teresi, 1986). The brain communicates
through the neuron, or nerve cell, as its basic communication unit (see Figure
2.16). Where there is substantial communication and evolution within the
individual, there are many connections and pathways made through this system.
When the interface cannot be made between information from one dimension to
another, pathways are not made. The transformer needs to be on a path for
evolving his or her own brain capacity in usage and finding ways to help others
open their pathways.
On a mundane level, one of the approaches I learned to use to help me
connect to the notion of the whole brain, rather than focusing on left and right
hemispheres and their respective functions, was "mindmapping." This is a system
wherein one maps a topic with the central focus in the center and all related
concepts branching from the center like the picture of the neuron. The dendrites
are like branches from the center onto which one can map additional information
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Note: The neuron, or nerve cell, is the basic communication unit of the human
brain. This simplified drawing shows one nerve cell sending an electrical signal
down its axon to a dendrite of second nerve cell. The signal is received at the
synapse, a tiny gap between the membranes of the two neurons.
(From The Three-Pound Universe: Revolutionary Discoveries About the Brain
by J. Hooper and D. Teresi, 1986, p. 29. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.16. Neurons in the Brain Communicating
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in a systematic way. With this approach, one uses words and symbols to
communicate meaning and stimulate the brain, which works with images and
symbols from a holographic standpoint. This process helps to retain information
and enhances creativity as well (Kline, 1988).
Unfortunately for our purposes, science is not very progressed on the
nature of the brain and how it functions, particularly in terms beyond the limits of
personal consciousness. There is a vast amount of information on the sensorymotor aspects of the brain, and how it functions to take care of our physiological
needs and actions based on conscious perceptions. But there is less advanced
information about how levels of consciousness are experienced at higher levels of
functioning beyond physical boundaries. This is where the work being done in
physics about the holographic universe (and holographic or field brain) is
particularly useful (Talbot, 1991). In fact, innovation in physics may be
contributing more to our understanding on the unlimited aspects of consciousness
in relation to the brain than other sciences.
According to Hooper and Teresi (1986), the brain consists of three basic
parts: the hindbrain, the midbrain, and the forebrain. The hindbrain includes
the cerebellum and the lower brain stem. The midbrain contains some sensory
relay areas in the upper brain stem. The forebrain contains all the rest, including
the cerebral hemispheres and their outer covering, called the cortex; the limbic
system; and the structures of the diencephalon--the thalamus, hypothalamus, and
so on (p. 32) [see Figure 2.17].
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Note: The largest area is the cerebrum, the covering of which is called the cortex
or neocortex. The enlargement of the cerebrum or new brain distinguishes
human beings from other animals. The limbic system is within the cerebrum. It
is a connected ring of structures that regulates emotions and drives, and includes
the hippocampus, amygdala, and cingulate gyrus, as well as other structures. The
hypothalamus, thalamus, and caudate nucleus are not formally considered part of
the limbic system, but are considered part of the visceral core brain. Within the
brain stem is the reticular activating system, a net of cells regulating attention and
wakefulness. There is still much debate among scientists about the boundaries of
many areas and their functions.
(From The Three-Pound Universe: Revolutionary Discoveries About the Brain by
J. Hooper and D. Teresi, 1986, p. 34. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.17. The Human Brain-Crown of Creation
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Within the brain are the keys to understanding how and why certain
material comes to consciousness and other information available from the
universal field or unlimited consciousness does not come into the individual’s
awareness. Science has not yet discovered all of the inner workings of these
aspects about the brain as it expands and limits consciousness. While the
neocortex, with its sensory equipment, mostly surveys and responds to the external
physical world, the limbic system takes its cues from within, focusing on
consciousness from within the person and even beyond the boundaries of the
physical and psychological person. In the 1940s, MacLean discovered that, all on
its own, without the external reality check of the neocortex, the limbic system
seemed to produce sensations of "deja vu" or "jamais vu," sudden memories,
waking dreams (lucid dreams), messages from God, and even religious
conversions. The limbic system, then, is not limited by space or time in its reach
regarding consciousness. The neocortex, on the other hand, appears to be
preoccupied with the sensory-motor world which is basically physical in nature.
The hypothalamus is a powerful liaison between the brain and the body, with
cues for the nature of what scientists consider psychosomatic illness. In other
words, in brain functioning, there are cues to how consciousness creates dis-ease
or disease. The pituitary, which has also been considered the master gland, hangs
from the hypothalamus.
The mystery organ to science is still the pinneal gland, which Descartes
and others have imagined as the meeting place of the body and soul. Science
perceives it operating as an internal clock, synchronizing biological cycles with the
outside world (Hooper & Teresi, 1986, p. 35). This synchronicity can be done in
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accordance with the desires of the individual, although the literature does not
discuss this aspect. That is, an individual may adjust himself or herself to be in
sync with a particular time zone or may experience jet lag.
According to most research, the reptilian brain is the source of ancestral
memories and is doomed to repeat the past over and over again (Hooper &
Teresi, 1986, p. 45). If the reptilian brain holds most ancestral memories, it must
be critical to what Jung called the collective unconscious (Jung, 1959), wherein
everything that has ever been done is recorded and available, as in Donahue’s
(1992) description of the DEM field. Rather than viewing this aspect of the brain
as some type of liability, it would appear to be a useful asset to the transformer if
he or she learned how to tap into the level of information available in the DEM
field.
Dossey (1989), like Donahue (1992) acknowledges the presence of a brain
beyond the anatomical or physical brain, calling it a functional brain. This is
similar to Donahue’s discussion of the field brain, located in the DEM. In other
words, there is a brain outside the brain. Dossey notes:
The new understanding of the role of the blood makes it appear as
if the brain has broken loose from its moorings and is coursing
through the body wherever blood blows. From this perspective, it
seems that mind, to the extent that it is connected with the brain,
permeates every nook and cranny of the body, for there is little
tissue in the body that is bloodless, (p. 81)
Although viewing the brain in this way is explainable by recent physics, it is more
difficult to explain through traditional biological research.
One of the dilemmas in attempting to understand the capabilities of the
brain from a scientific standpoint is likely to be the nature of the scientific
method itself. How can we learn through approaches to science that do not use
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the basic capacities we know the brain to have from other modes of knowing
outside the context of traditional science? John West (1993), an Egyptologist,
raises a similar criticism:
However rich it may be in detail, contemporary neurology is
incomplete. Given its current methods, it will never be complete,
despite the sophisticated technological tools at its disposal. For its
principal mode of investigation is doomed from the start. ... The
customary method today is to surgically, electrically, or chemically
suppress (or stimulate) the activity of some part of an animal’s
brain to see what effects this may have on its behavior or health.
But the brain is a whole, and information obtained by these means
can never account for the complex automatic compensatory action
taken (apart from far greater subtleties of the human brain
compared to the brains of animals), (p. 123)
West likens the logic in this scientific approach to that of trying to understand a
game by removing one of the players. The rest of the team compensates for the
loss of the removed player, so one cannot argue that you truly know the function
or contribution of the lost part or player. It makes more sense to attempt to
understand the principles of the game as a whole, to discover that level of
knowing that would give explanatory power to the movements or parts within the
dynamic whole.
Moving away again from wholeness, there is another aspect of brain
research regarding intelligence, particularly in terms of certain abilities being
associated with parts of the brain. Many scientists have been particularly
captured by the vast area of the neocortex and its capacities for intelligence.
Howard Gardner (1983), author of Frames of Mind, developed a theory of
multiple intelligence, with the intent of arguing against the idea of a basic general
intelligence of which all are capable and for notions of developing people in .
areas where they have a particular gift and where they may be deficient in terms
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of one or more of the seven intelligences he identified The seven are: musical
intelligence; logical-mathematical intelligence; linguistic intelligence; spatial
intelligence; bodily-kinesthetic intelligence; and the two personal intelligences,
one directed inward regarding a sense of self, and the other directed outward,
capable of perceiving and engaging effectively with others. Although I would
argue against notions leading to promoting one form of intelligence in people to
the exclusion of supporting their development of other forms, Gardner’s work has
strong implications for educational programs and development of professionals.
Gardner (1993) also did a subsequent study on the lives of seven great
leaders in a book entitled Creating Minds: An Anatomy of Creativity Seen
Through the Lives of Freud Einstein. Picasso. Stravinsky. Eliot Graham, and
Gandhi. He selected one person for each of the seven intelligences. In his view,
great political leaders, such as Gandhi, reflect the personal intelligence which is
directed outward, capable of reading and connecting well with other people.
Historically, organizations and managers placed a high emphasis on the
world of linear sequential views consistent with a Newtonian perspective on the
universe. If one considered the whole brain and all of its capacities, not just the
forebrain; if one considered all intelligences as of value to the person’s sense of
and use of self as a whole-the implications would possibly alter the nature of
leadership development. Currently, there is too much emphasis on identifying
and cultivating one’s style and preferences, while learning to communicate well
with others who are different. This leads to locking people into an identification
with a part of their capacity rather than into a path of developing themselves as a
whole.
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Although it was not Gardner's intention, I think his perspective is useful in
terms of considering the development of all intelligences in leaders as a way to
engage the whole brain and the whole person. The idea is not that everyone has
to be a dancer, preferring to express their professional interests in this path. It is
useful, however, for those who want to cultivate their use of self to develop
comfort with bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, along with musical intelligence, and
spatial intelligence. If I develop a vision for the future, for example, I can draw
or paint this vision in the form of a symbol easily recognized by my brain; I can
select or develop music which fits the vision; I can develop a set of movements~a
dance--that reflects the vision. I may even develop a small-scale physical model
of the vision as a sample product. Finally, if I write a poem about the vision or a
creative story of what the future looks like when we create it now, I have
expressed linguistic intelligence. Too often, managers are uncomfortable with any
domain of development that requires them to use a part of themselves other than
the rational analytical part. Yet, when they do cross these boundaries and learn
how to move a vision into the very fabric of themselves and a system, they
appreciate the difference in the experience from the familiar territory. I use
these various means in my work to develop leaders and change agents to use the
range of themselves as an instrument while imprinting a new reality into the
realms of consciousness and matter (Funches, 1991; 1992).
Gardner also expresses the significance of symbols as the linkage for
various forms of intelligence with respect to the brain. Only through symbols can
we possibly create a form which would simultaneously communicate to the brain
from anthropological, biological, and musical perspectives, for example. This is
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one of the reasons I have used visuals to support myself and others in this study.
By itself, technical language, with language also being a form of symbol, creates
too much of a stretch for most people without the support of other images and
symbols to carry the concepts, hence, the use of poetry and other linguistic forms,
visual art, as well as numbers in this text.
Finally, the work of physicists gives us hope for the future that the brain
and mind will somehow be understood by science in a way that supports our
conscious use of self in the process of transformation. Bohm’s (1980) view of the
wholeness of the universe is accompanied by a view that we can never know it
fully. We can apprehend it, but not comprehend it, he contends.
Deep down, the consciousness of mankind is one. This is a virtual
certainty because, even in the vacuum, matter is one; and if we
don’t see this, it’s because we are blinding ourselves to it. If we
don’t establish these absolute boundaries between minds, then it’s
possible they could . . . unite as one mind. (pp. 33-34)
Perhaps this is one of the things we most fear, the loss of self in the midst of
unity. The distinction Bohm makes here implies that we can know the wholeness
of the universe by taking it fully into our consciousness and vice versa. We
cannot know it through comprehension, which separates us from it.
Many physicists, such as Bohm (1980), Talbot (1988, 1991), Wolf (1988),
and Donahue (1992), and chaologists are coming closer and closer to the views of
ancient studies of consciousness, metaphysics, and spirituality. Much of this work
has implications for why we may want to learn more about frequency and form.
If one can create through the field brain (DEM) a frequency that coincides with
the frequency of the experience or vision you wish to create, then one becomes in
phase with the same space and dimension in which the desired future exists in the
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present moment. Since the present space and time are the only place where the
electromagnetic core and the DEM field intersect, you also bring that future into
material form in the now. I realize that I laid a substantial amount of technical
groundwork to get to this conclusion from scientific perspectives. It was
worthwhile to give us the basis of the scientific underpinnings from different
disciplines which validate ideas which are so often treated as conjecture and newage speculation. Moreover, the scientific exploration in these past pages will
support our understanding of the co-researchers’ experiences in Chapter IV.

Ancient Wisdom. Spirituality, and Metaphysics
The Design
In the beginning was the word.
And the word was god
And all was one.
And all of the knowledge of time
was held within the core
of the source
called god.
And there were no people.
The people were but a vision
of a time which had no dimension
and no form.
And god brought forth the vision
and the people rose
to bring the word to the land
and to the generations of people
which would follow.
And so the journey into form began.
The form became separate from the vision
and from the source of the word
called god.
With the separation fear was bom.
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And with the separation was the
breaking
apart
of the vision
into soul: male and female.
The separation created the need to reuniteto return to the vision and to the source.
So the people travelled through time and space
to approach a land where the form could be used
to bring forth the link to the source
and to their essence, called "soul.”
Planted into the memory of man and woman
was the knowledge of the source
called spirit
called, in a word,
GOD.
God planted within the souls of men and women
a seed,
which housed the memory of their divinity
and of their birth into form.
And within the seed is the image of God,
and man and woman,
and all manner of life belonging to the same family,
and to
the same soul,
and to the same way of the Lord.
And there was instilled a memory of a time
when all were one
and when all would be one again.
ALLWOULDBEONEAGAIN
When all is one,
there is a marriage of God
and a man and woman
and the word
and the vision and the form
and the essence and the spirit.
And there is order created from this marriage
within and without,
which reflects the same reality,
and is called
"the truth."
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As man and woman remember their calling,
the order becomes truth within them
and is known,
and so it is.
Now is the time for the calling to be remembered.
Now is the time for the truth to be remembered.
And in the remembering is the vision accomplished.
The form and the source are then one again.
And the journey is finished.
The vision and the form and the people and god are again
one.
Now is the time.
(Calhoun, 1992 [used by permission])
As I began to pursue more understanding of the nature of myself and the
universe, I first studied the teachings of the Unity Center of Christianity, which I
think of as combining psychology, metaphysics, and religion in a practical way of
thinking and living. At first, I was not aware of the connections between this
route and other areas of independent study that had preceded this choice. There
was nothing secret about the doctrines of Unity, which basically taught about the
impact of one’s own consciousness in creating one’s reality. A couple of years
prior to this, I had begun to practice Transcendental Meditation or TM. My
emphasis had been on unity and wholeness, including the two years I had spent at
the Gestalt Institute of Cleveland4 in the Organization and Systems Development
Program. I had moved away from emphasis on the duality which was such a

4Gestalt is a school of psychology developed in Germany, which affirms that
all experience consists of gestalten, and that the response of an organism to a
situation is a complete and unanalyzable whole rather than a sum of the
responses to specific elements in the situation. The properties of a gestalt cannot
be derived from the elements of the whole or considered simply a sum of these
elements.
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large part of the way most traditional churches practiced their understanding of
God. Religion was so full of contradictions when taught at a literal level;
moreover, independent thinking and questioning were not welcomed in my early
religious education.
I had long ago lost any appreciation for the literal interpretation of the
Bible along with any confidence that answers were going to come to me through
a God that was vengeful, jealous, and sitting in judgment. At the same time, I
had learned many important lessons through study of the practices of the man
called Jesus Christ and some of his counterparts. As a child, I thought the goal
was for me to become more like Christ, so I took the goal seriously, only to find
that this was considered blasphemous and disrespectful in the Sunday School of
my African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME). I was to worship Christ, not
concentrate on learning what he learned and discovering what he discovered. I
was to worship the product, not attempt to discover and experience the process.
It was many years later before I was able to re-engage in spiritual studies. First, I
developed a way of living on a daily basis through which I took charge of my
thoughts and co-creating reality.
This section of the study is to identify some of the understanding of the
universe, transformation, and use of self as an instrument from the perspectives of
ancient wisdom, metaphysics, and spirituality. Some of my studies have been with
teachers; others have been on my own. The discussions here, however, do not
reveal esoteric secrets about the laws of the universe.
Accomplished artists know instinctively that their creations conform
to law: consider Beethoven’s famous statement, made while
working on the late quartets, that "music is a higher revelation than
philosophy." But they do not understand the precise nature of these
laws. They arrive at mastery only through intense discipline, innate
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sensitivity, and a long period of trial and error. There is little they
can pass on to pupils or disciples. Only technique can be passed
on, never "genius.'' But in ancient civilizations, a class of initiates
had previous knowledge of harmonic laws. They knew how to
manipulate them to create the precise effect they wanted. And they
wrote this knowledge into architecture, art, music, paintings, rituals,
and incenses, producing Gothic cathedrals, vast Hindu temples, all
the marvels of Egypt and many other sacred ancient works that
even today, in ruins, produce a powerful effect upon us. This effect
is produced because [they] knew exactly what they were doing and
why they were doing it: it was entirely through a complex of
sensory manipulation. (West, 1993, p. 25)
People who know esoteric secrets, yet use these in ways to harm rather than
evolve humanity, do so in the form of torture, using the same knowledge.
Esoteric secrets have been kept to enlarge the power of such traditions through
being kept sacred and to diminish misuse in the service of marketplaces and
militaries. Such information, however, has always been known to people across
various disciplines.
Without going beyond the boundaries of sacredness, I want to acknowledge
additional sources of information that guide us regarding the universe and
ourselves-our roots, so to speak. Much of what is included is based on Egypt,
Persia, and early philosophy and religion. There is much of these traditions that
remains in other religious practices today in Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism,
the mystical Hebrew Cabbalah, and Native American traditions. I have found the
use of symbols and number as most revealing in terms of understanding across
disciplines that I will use this frame of reference to prepare for the sacred
geometry, which is ahead, while linking with much of the discoveries of the new
science, which is behind us.
The notions uncovered in the physical sciences are not new to ancient
wisdom, metaphysics, paranormal phenomena, and some of the world’s religions.
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It is as if science is catching up. Now that science is doing so, we may still have
limitations in our own consciousness about the experience of transformation from
this "unscientific" perspective. I have already covered a number of metaphysical
concepts in the scientific discussion for the sake of integration. The comments in
this section, therefore, are brief:
•

The Nature of the Universe and Consciousness: Wholeness, Order,
Space, and Time

•

Sacred Geometry and Transformation

•

Alchemy and the Alchemist

•

The Role of Initiation in Transformation

•

Energy Centers of Transformation

The Nature of the Universe and Consciousness: Wholeness. Order. Space, and
Time
The challenge for humanity in transformation is moving beyond the
illusion of separation and into the reality of wholeness of the universe (Blavatsky,
1992; Calhoun, 1992; Haiche, 1974). Almost all of the practices of ancient
schools of wisdom in which men and women learned the esoteric secrets of
creation, mind in relation to matter, and moving beyond limitations of space and
time, are based on teaching that God is within the person and within all that
exists. There was a time when knowledge in these schools of wisdom was
reserved for a special few; only those initiates deemed worthy of the investment
i

required in developing a master-one who is a master of consciousness and the
self. In a sense, the search for understanding the universe was one of
understanding its unity and God, and the search for understanding and
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transforming the self was as much about discovering and manifesting God while
transcending the normal limitations associated with personal consciousness.
Unity is perfect, eternal undifferentiated consciousness (West, 1993). The
moment unity contemplates itself, duality or polarity is introduced. Hence,
throughout the study of religions and philosophy, we can explore the importance
of oneness and the importance of self versus the other. In terms of how we
function in the universe, some of us respond primarily to its non-dual or unified
nature and others to its duality and polarized existence. Wilber (1977) terms
these two modes of knowing: symbolic and non-dual. The symbolic is concerned
with the external world, wherein the seer and the seen or separate; and the non¬
dual is concerned with inner knowingness, and is connected to or the same as the
eternal presence and what Wilber calls mind. The symbolic level of existence
and consciousness has more to do with the survival, existence, social
consciousness, ego, and so forth; whereas the non-dual is transpersonal or exceeds
beyond the boundaries of the person.
I do not prefer the terms Wilber uses-symbolic and non-dual-to describe
this phenomenon. I think the terms personal and social consciousness more
accurately describe the notions he refers to as symbolic, while unlimited
consciousness is what he refers to as God consciousness, Mind, and so forth. For
now, the larger issue is understanding humanity’s descent, if you will, from unity
and God consciousness into levels of consciousness wherein we are separated
from one another. This is the process of involution, whereas our ascent and
return to wholeness is evolution.
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I was delighted to find that Wilber also used Plato’s Allegory to describe
this separation in consciousness. In Figure 2.18, Wilber represents the reality that
exists outside the cave on the left and the reality that exists inside the cave on the
right.
In terms of modes of experience, Wilber’s diagram contrasts noumenon to
phenomenon. Whereas phenomenon is a circumstance or experience that is
apparent to the senses (and can be scientifically explained), noumenon is an
object reached by intellectual intuition, without the aid of the senses.
The contrast between God consciousness as reality and the experience of
separation as illusion is considered one of the greatest conceptual traps of our
existence on Earth. The test of A Course in Miracles (Foundation for Inner
Peace, 1975), a book where Jesus speaks through the writer, is essentially making
the same case and develops a guide for helping people return to the
consciousness in which they are one with the mind of God. The wholeness and
indivisibility of the universe are the basic premise of this perspective.
The trap into which religion, metaphysics, and philosophy can fall,
however, is that of perceiving duality in and of itself as evil and not of God. This
perspective forgets that creation was begun with one, and then came two. That
is, all of the levels of consciousness must be of God, if they all descended from
God. Otherwise, humanity could not be of God, since we were not the first to
appear according to most accounts of creation. The water, the land, and so forth,
preceded humankind. The challenge in terms of understanding the universe in
relation to the self and one’s consciousness lies in part in perceiving ourselves as
a microcosm of the universe.
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Shadows
Phenomena
Duality
Maps
Representa¬
tions
Instruments

Note: Man is in a situation as if situated in a cave with his back facing the
opening of the cave. Outside this opening lies the Light of Eternal Reality, but
man—because his back is to the light—sees only the shadows of reality that dance
across the back of the cave, and with his attention thus occupied, he sees only
dreams and reflections, never reality itself. So fascinated is man with these
shadows, that he builds great systems of "science” and philosophy around these
illusory phantoms. Then one day, someone escapes from the cave, sees Reality,
and returns and says,". . . you’re not going to believe this, but..." The Shadows
represent the symbolic map knowledge, the pictures we form of reality, the
dualistic mode of knowing; while the Light represents non-dual awareness,
Absolute Subjectivity, I-I Grahaman, the Godhead, Tao, and so forth (Wilber,
1977, pp. 162-163).
(From The Spectrum of Consciousness by K. Wilber, 1977, pp. 162-163.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.18. Plato’s Cave and Levels of Consciousness

Man [woman] is a model of the universe. If he understands himself
perfectly, he also understands the universe: astronomy, astrology,
geography, geodesy, measure, rhythm, proportion, mathematics,
magic medicine, anatomy, art... all are linked in a grand dynamic
scheme. No aspect can be isolated from another and treated as a
separate specialty or field without distortion and destruction. In
Egypt, the very language employed ... reflects this fabulous
capacity for synthesizing, for automatically suggesting the intimate
links between microcosm and macrocosm. (West, 1993, p. 124)
The world’s religions do not agree on whether God is a creator, creating
the universe in a linear sequential cause-and-effect manner or whether God and
humanity are co-creators. The notion of co-creation of God and humanity is
common within the context of Buddhism, but less common in the context of
Christianity. Dossey (1989) refers to Carol Ochs’ work in Behind the Sex of God
-Toward a New Consciousness-Transcending Matriarchy and Patriarchy, which
abandons the linear cause-and-effect view:
[If it is true that] there can be no purely one-sided causality . . . this
would mean that if God is known through God’s effects, then what
we become determines in part who God is. God is defined through
this world. . . . Moreover, since this world is changing, God too
changes ... for the act of creation changes and transforms the
creator. . . . God is both our creator and our creation, our ancestor
and descendant. (Ochs, p. 21, in Dossey, 1989, p. 226)
This is revolutionary thinking from a Western perspective, which sees God
separate in the universe from humanity. At the same time, however, it is
understandable in the context of God being found in everything, yet being no one
thing.
The principle of "as above, so below" is a way of looking at the
connections between the infinite world of God and the finite world of matter.
This is another way of saying that the microcosm of the person is the same as the
macrocosm of the universe, which is a key part of Egyptian wisdom (West, 1993).
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In ancient times, language, number, art, and medicine were used to
transmit certain wisdoms, both making knowledge symbolically evident and
keeping knowledge hidden. In some ways, broad-based wisdom may have been
no more revered than it is now. In preparation for the discussion on sacred
geometry, I will use a discussion of the Egyptian view of number and its
relationship to the universe and human consciousness.
One is the Absolute Unity. One created multiplicity out of itself when it
contemplated itself and them became two. Despite the difficult we have with
duality and polarity in our earthly existence, making it difficult for us to see
wholes, this splitting is a useful progression in order to know and see oneself.
The movement from One to Two is referred to by some Egyptologists as ’’the
primordial scission," meaning the basic, fundamental separation, which it is.
Symbolically, we know Two is the number also referring to evil in the Christian
bible when Adam and Eve became conscious of themselves. Until this duality
existed, there was only God and good, the argument goes.
Metaphysically. Two is not One plus One. As Bohm (1980) argues
regarding the indivisible universe, ancient wisdom contents that One plus One is
not Two because there can only be one One, which is All. Being All means
being Everything and being No-One-Thing except being the One. Two expresses
fundamental opposition, the swing between extremes that captures so much of the
daily existence on earth plane. We experience the result of this all the time when
we term the same phenomena something different depending on how we feel
about it and who we are. For example, assertive women were called aggressive,
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and aggressive was looked at negatively if it was describing a woman. When
describing a man the same language, however, the term is often positive.
According to West (1993), Two regarded by itself is division; but, when it
is included in unity, it causes the simultaneous creation of Three. Despite the
criticisms of Two and the tensions it brings, it may be this very tension that drives
the movement in our daily lives to pursue one thing and then another. We want
to succeed and then we feel we failed somewhere else. We want to be with
people and we are, then we want to be alone. We dream of something, our
desire fades as we approach it, and we desire something else.
Three represents reconciliation. Three is where you have the positive, the
negative, and the balance (Pawlicki, 1984; Raleigh, 1991). In much of Western
society, however, Three is looked at as unstable, and difficult in terms of
relationships. From an ancient standpoint. Three represents a divine number.
Each number is probably considered divine for different reasons, as in the trinity.
In our society, most people think of Two as a relationship. West (1993) contends
that there must be a third thing in addition to the Two. There must be
chemistry, inspiration, desire, affinity--the unmeasurable chemistry. Discernment
is for perception and logic, while Three is for understanding. Egyptians saw the
Heart as the seat of understanding, not the Head. It is the Heart, not the Head,
then, that understands Three.
In my work with "Three Gifts of the Change Artist" (Funches, 1986), I
began to understand the significance of Heart, the second gift, in relationship to
Discernment, the first gift. It is through the Heart that the change agent

experiences his or her connectedness to the universe, not through his or her
discernment, as critical as discernment is.
Part of the magic of the change agent in transformation may be the magic
of the Three. Three must be equal to the opposing force created by the One and
Two in order to bring the moment of balance. Moreover, Three requires that the
opposition be engaged. That is why Christ said "Love thine enemy." One of the
universal principles I use with REAP is the reflective principle, which requires
this very task: to take that which you admire or reject in another and experience
it as you. Doing so was the end of any identity I ever had as a victim.
Four relates to material substance and things. Four is the matrix of the
physical universe and experiencing the world through our senses. While Two is
enough for spiritual tension, and Three is enough to create a spiritual
relationship, physical substance only comes into play with the number Four, the
material product of the first three. The four elements are required to produce
substance: earth, air, fire, and water. They also reflect two sets of important
polarities, according to West (1993): the active and receptive principles (fire and
earth); and the mediating and material principles (air and water). Water is the
composite of fire, earth, and air.
Although I have not seen it said this way, Four may be the first indication
of the unmanifested God in physical substance. That is, once we move into the
physical, material elements, matter becomes figural or visible and god or spirit or
the ethereal becomes latent within the material. This is the process of involution
as opposed to evolution, which is an unfolding back to God or unlimited
consciousness or spirit.
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The symbolism of the Four is useful for creating matter, then it is also
useful for dematerializing form. I use the four elements as images in releasing
blocked energy, and destructuring that which organisms let go (Funches, 1991).
The Four directions are also significant in many traditions, signifying the
presence of spirit and God in the face of matter. The Egyptians speak of the
four faces of God (Haich, 1974); the Native Americans use the four directions to
signify cycles in moving through life; Christians use the symbol in relationship to
the cross, and more.
Five was a sacred number. Five represented the union between the first
female number Two, and the first male number Three. It is also the first
universal number, meaning it does everything. To Pythagoreans, it was the
number of love.
From his study of the Hebrew Cabbala, Chinese yin-yang
philosophy, Christian mysticism, alchemy, the Hindu pantheon, and
the latest work in modern physics, Lubica recognized a common
Pythagorean bond united all. . . . Each of these philosophies
concerns the creation of the world or matter out of the void; each
recognized that the physical world is but an aspect of energyrecognized that life is a fundamental universal principle. (West,
1993, p. 42)
Five is the number for the Pentagon, the Pentagram (five-pointed star),
and its square root has a special function in sacred geometry-the Golden
Proportion.
When Five becomes Six it creates Time and Space. Six, then, is the
number of the world. Creation itself does not take place within time; rather,
time is an effect of Creation. It is no accident that Six is important as a divisor
of the number of hours we have in a day, the number of months in a year, and
the number of days in a month. It is the material number we need to explain
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time and space. West (1993) indicates that we need six directions to define
volume, for example, which is key in the material world: up, down, backwards,
forwards, left, and right. So, in Egypt the cube is used as the symbol of
actualization in space. Before this research, for the past few years, I have been
using a cube to represent patterns and structures into which organizations and
individuals have locked themselves (see Figure 2.19). The choice of this structure
came from an internal sense of knowingness.
Seven is the number for growth. Six may define the context of creation,
but it is not enough to finish the process. In music, there are seven intervals
between the original note and the octave. There are other examples of Seven
and growth to completion or growth in units or cycles of seven: the "seven year
itch" in relationships; seven days in a week; and more. For the most part,
however, the number cannot be explained concretely, only metaphorically. West
(1993) indicates that growth does not take place incrementally--we grow in
quantum jumps or leaps, in discrete ways. Growth, like transformation, is not
incremental or linear. Our bones grow, for example, in transformative ways
(Becker & Selden, 1985). The reason this occurs is because Seven is the union of
spirit and matter. It is the union of Three, spiritual relationship, and Four,
material substance. Seven is also the number of the Great Pyramid. Each
triangle indicates the three modes of spirit. The square base symbolizes the four
elements. It has always been a useful question to ask our society: What did they
know when they built the pyramids that we don't know? The number 12 is also
associated with the pyramid, multiplying the Three and Four, taking the trinity to
a higher level of existence.
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• "Being in the box" is familiar territory
• Trigger events stimulate the pattern
• A grid is formed by the culminating of boxes attached to one
another
• Getting the lessons form the unresolved experience and
balancing the past dissolves the "box"
• New territory is outside the box!

(Copyright 1992, The REAPtm Gallery Unlimited Corporation. Reprinted by
permission.)

Figure 2.19. A Patterned Reaction
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Eight is the wav we experience the physical world. We return to the
physical, incorporating all that we have gained from One through Seven. Eight
brings us back to the feminine and also back to the tension of duality, yet it
promises the spiritual and material integration gained previously. Eight is the
number of the principle, "As Above, So Below," creating a matrix in which this
can occur. For some reason. West (1993) does not describe this in full and stops
his explanation, for the most part, at Seven. Eight is the number of the
Octahedron, which looks like an octagon on the two-dimensional plane. It is
what we get when we put two pyramids together--one representing the material
manifested world, the second representing the latent possible creation (Pawlicki,
1984). This structure will be important to us in Chapter IV, as we evolve a
theory for use of self as a transformer, working with a current manifested reality,
and transforming latent potential reality into a new manifested reality.
Nine brings us to Completion. Nine is represented in the Enneagram, a
universal symbol which is supposed to include all knowledge. It is a symbol of
wisdom, if one knows how to use it to understand any new information or to
understand the eternal laws of the universe. Gurdjieff based much of his work on
the number Nine (Bennett, 1973). In recent years, his work has become quite
popular as a structure to transform manufacturing operations in large companies,
particularly through the work of Charles Croan, a former engineer and student of
Ouspensky’s, who was a disciple of Gurdjieff s.
Science recognizes the importance of the number Nine in the composition
of water; music recognizes the importance in relation to tone. It is the number of
completion, service, and wisdom.
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The above views about numbers and the nature of the universe are
consistent with the earlier concepts regarding frequency and vibration. Numbers
represent aspects of consciousness and creation which are associated with
particular vibrations. As noted earlier by quantum physicists, we need to be in
harmony with the frequencies and vibrations of the realities we want to manifest
(Toben & Wolf, 1982). Being in harmony is a matter of our consciousness,
beliefs and attitudes, emotions, and behavior (Funches, 1991).
Sacred Geometry and Transformation
Prior to beginning the interviews, I had studied geometry, but not sacred
geometry. I was influenced to include this area in the literature review based on
my experience with one of the co-researchers. I found it helpful in integrating
aspects of my spiritual and scientific studies. Hence, I give it more attention in
this section than merely using it to support the findings by reference in Chapter
IV.
Geometry means measure of the earth. In ancient Egypt, from
which Greece inherited this study, the Nile would flood its banks
each year, covering the land and obliterating the orderly marking of
plot and farm areas. This yearly flood symbolized to the Egyptians
the cyclic return of the primal watery chaos, and, when the waters
receded, the work began of redefining and reestablishing the
boundaries. This work was called geometry and was seen as a
reestablishment of the principle of order and law on earth. Each
year, the areas measured out would be somewhat different. The
human order would shift and this was reflected in the ordering of
the earth. (Lawlor, 1982, p. 6)
Through measuring the archetypal forms of the circle, square, and triangle,
geometry became the basis for the science of natural laws. Lawlor (1982)
explains that the classical education once consisted of four key elements.
Geometiy, the study of spatial order through the measure and relationships, along
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with arithmetic accounted for the first two elements. Astronomy, the science of
temporal order through cyclic movement, emphasizing the transitory, temporary
and nature of time, comprised the third element. The fourth element was the
study of harmony and music, where the laws of harmonics were considered to be
universal in defining the relationship and interchange between the temporal
movements and heavenly events and spatial order and earthly events (p. 6).
Geometry may be one of the most useful knowledge bases and tools for
understanding transformation across disciplines and contexts and the use of self of
the transformer. First, change represents the space or distance between actual
reality and another reality, often symbolized by "delta.” Delta is the fourth letter
of the Greek alphabet and is also represented by the symbol, "a", which is
triangular in nature, where triangles represent the divine or the combination of
the creative force, destructive (destructuring) force, and the balancing or unifying
force (Raleigh, 1932). This level of existence is also where the spiritual and the
material planes meet. Moreover, delta has a specific meaning in relation to the
earth. It is a specific deposit of sand and soil, usually triangular, formed at the
mouth of some rivers, such as the Nile River in Egypt (Guralnik, 1984, p. 374).
Second, aspects of the nature of transformation explored thus far indicate
the significance of understanding the relationship of space, time, movement, and
frequency related to physical (matter) and non-physical dimensions
(consciousness). All of these factors have been mentioned in relation to shifting
reality, and geometry is a tool for linking these factors with one another. Finally,
the use of geometric images may help in communicating to the brains of those
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who come from different disciplines, yet are in need of assistance in leading
transformation.
Going back to the domain of plant life, for example, Lawlor (1982) shows
connections between the root of a plant and geometry:
The root grows by the constant division of its square shape. The
root cells are a powerful metaphor for the principle of integration
and transformation. Geometric contemplation is founded on the
idea that natural forms are to be understood as symbols revealing
metaphysical archetypal principles which guide and control universal
evolution. The root contains an incredible power of growth; roots
have been known to burrow over 100 feet through desert sand in
order to reach water. Roots aggressively hunt and battle in
competition with water, air, and minerals. They must constantly
secrete acids to dissolve minerals to provide nourishment and
protection for the plant. The root is a symbol for the law of
sacrifice in nature, for, like a mother, its efforts are not for its own
benefit but to uplift the plant in its movement toward light, (p. 30)
The root, then, is like a transformer, converting energy from one form into
another so that it is usable by the plant. This is similar to the function of the
transformer in electricity. If the root is similar to the transformational leader, the
message is that the transformer changes the self to provide what the organism
needs to the extent of personal sacrifice-doing its part to take the organism to
the next level of evolution. We have certainly observed this pattern of sacrifice in
self-transformation in the lives of political social transformers such as Gandhi,
Margaret Sanger, Harriet Tubman, Nelson Mandela, Malcolm X, and others. In
Native American traditions, many of the spiritual leaders and healers participate
in rituals in which they sacrifice attachment to the physical self to achieve
spiritual union and evolution for the people (Crow Dog, 1990).
Regarding geometry and transformation:
The square root of two is the geometric function which represents
the universal metaphor of the root, and the root represents the
principle of transformation. This moment of transformation is
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everywhere before us, in the roots of plants transforming mineral
into vegetable, in the leaves transforming sunlight into live
supporting tissue, in rock and stone being weathered and worn
down into molecular gases and liquid, liquid into gas, gas into solid,
light into heat, heat into mechanical movement; in the germination
of a seed. Everything is in a state of digestion, assimilation,
transmutation. This transformation goes on in every passing
moment as well as in the long aeons of evolutionary cycles.
Transformation is the ubiquitous condition of the worlds, and thenevolution from mineral to plant to animal, kingdom emerging out of
kingdom, volume forming itself out of the converging vector
extensions of a preceding volume. There is periodicity, rhythm,
oscillation, pattern, frequency, all measurable in time and space
units. This is the genesis of sequential appearances, but the
moment itself of transformation, from one state to another, from
one quality of being to another, from one form or level of
consciousness to another, is always a leap, a jump, an
incomprehensible velocity, as it were, outside of time, as when one
cell divides into two. If we approach life or evolution with only the
sequential intelligence, only the rational, measuring facility, the
reality of genesis will always elude us. This transformative moment
is all that really exists; the phenomenal worlds are a transitory
reflection. They are the past and future of this one, ever-present
eternity, the only possible eternity without duration which is the
present moment. (Lawlor, 1982, pp. 30-31)
In view of the above, transformation appears to be the normal order of
things on the planet and in the universe, not the rare occurrence which human
systems are seeking yet continually missing. Lawlor’s (1982) explanation implies
that part of the reason this eludes most people is that they can see, measure,
track, and codify the progression of development of a given entity within the
context of space and time and the appearance of linearity and sequentiality as the
only reality. Since the transformative moment when the solid becomes the gas or
the caterpillar is not visible from a conventional paradigm of reality, most of us
either do not acknowledge its possibility with respect to organizations and other
social entities. We think of the occasional transformations as magic or
coincidence without any possibility of explanation. The fact is that the
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phenomenon is not explainable from the rational, linear, sequential, time-bound
perspective because transformation is not realistic in this perspective. The
inference is that the transformative moment is explainable and realistic from
another perspective; however, one which is irrational,5 apparently discontinuous,
holistic, intuitive, or based on inner knowingness, and not bound by space and
time.
The only moment not bound by space and time is now; it is eternal. To
be able to see and know the transformative moment is equivalent to being able
to see and know genesis or the creation. Unfortunately, most people in our
society view the second perspective as "hocus-pocus,” religious, or unscientific,
which is ironic given that the entire physical universe (which is accepted as real
by most) is full of such transformative moments that we acknowledge, yet do not
understand. Perhaps we think that the caterpillar who becomes the butterfly, or
coal which becomes electricity, or the salamander who can replace its leg "know"
something that we do not know, or are capable of something which humans are
not designed to be able to do. Or perhaps we expect to be able to do such things
without experiencing the processes through which these are accomplished because
the processes of change to which we have been exposed are painful and arduous,
not magical and glorious.

5In this context, I use the term irrational in two ways: to refer to a logic
outside of the currently defined boundaries, since any action or thought can be
found to be logical once one understands the context of the thinker and actor to
sufficient depth; and to refer to the mathematical meaning of irrational numbers,
those which are not integers and are not the result of dividing integers or whole
numbers. It is only the "splitting" and dichotomous thinking of some civilizations
that have resulted in the devaluation of irrational numbers and the irrational
aspects of consciousness, which are the key to understanding the relationships of
things to one another.
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Our core beliefs about change in most human systems do not allow us to
experience the transformative moment. Hence, the job of the transformer must,
in part, be to awaken the understanding of the natural experiences of
transformation in the universe and the ways in which the organism itself is
familiar with transformation so that there is some common reference. Otherwise,
most organizations and individuals are attempting to transform using the rules of
their current perspective, which may give them an acceptable or familiar process
of change, but not a transformative one.
To build further on Lawlor’s (1982) treatise, transformation happens by
means of three processes: the generative, symbolized by the square root of two;
the formative, symbolized by the square root of three; and the regenerative,
symbolized by the square root of five and its related function, the Golden Mean.
[The side of a square is called its root.] In this context, the generative process
relates to the procreation or conception of the change; formative relates to
arranging, creating, or growing into form; and regenerative relates to
regenerating, renewing, and recreating what has been formed. A salamander, for
example, can regenerate a leg.
As the square root of two represents the principle of transformation in the
physical world, it also represents the splitting of unity-the power of nature that
destroys in order to progress, as it severs the original square (see Figure 2.20).
Remember, it is the generative function. Perhaps the first thing the transformer
should be doing is this function. By severing the original square, he or she would
be helping the organism see itself, its separations, and potential wholeness. If he
or she only notes the wholeness and not the separation, does the generative
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Note: The Diagonal of AGHJ=2. The 2 severs the original square of AFGB.
The side of a square is called its root. The area of AFGB is 1; area of AGHJ is

2.

(From Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and Practice by R. Lawlor, 1982, p. 26.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.20. The Square Root of Two

function take place? If material reality is a cube and you sever one square, you
have an opening to view the patterned structure of an organism (see Figure 2.21).
In terms of use of self, however, I would think it most important for the
transformer to understanding the severing of his or her own square first.
The square root of three represents the mediator between the unchanging
world of universal consciousness and the forever changing world of empirical
consciousness. It is the length of the vertical axis of the Vesica of Piscis (see
Figures 2.22 and 2.23). The Vesica of Piscis is the Christ principle and is shown
in the symbol that is akin to the fish, also used to represent the Piscean age. The
Christ principle is where "the word is made flesh" or spirit moves into
materialization or form. The square root of three divides the volume form of the
cube, where everything in the physical universe is a volume of some type. As
mentioned earlier, the cube is the most elementary symbol of the manifested
physical world. The square root of five transverses two worlds, indicated by the
upper and lower squares (see Figure 2.24). This last root of the set is a way of
regeneration, allowing humankind to move out of the world of duality and return
to the unity of God. These sacred roots are considered the dynamic
transformative principles through which forms appear and change into other
forms. Lawlor (1982) illustrates clearly how these roots have played a part in the
world’s renowned architectural structures, including temples, cathedrals, and
famous works of art. Since these three roots are important in understanding the
nature of transformation in other living and material systems, these may become
important for the transformer who wishes to be more consciously competent in
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Note: In a geometric progression, the transformation that has been generated
grows, spreading its effect rapidly. The proportion holds.
(From Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and Practice by R. Lawlor, 1982, p. 26.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.21. The Square Root of Two in a Geometric Progression
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(From Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and Practice by R. Lawlor, 1982, pp. 32-33.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.22. The Vesica Piscis~The Christ Principle
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Note: The "word is made flesh” with the form generator, the square root of
three. All of the regular polygon solids arise from a series of successive Vesica
constructions.
(From Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and Practice by R. Lawlor, 1982, p. 35.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.23. The Influence of the Vesica Piscis
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Figure 2.24. The Two Worlds of the Square Root of Five
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relation to guiding systems who wish to transform. What are the connections in
terms of movement, space, and dimensionality in terms of how we think of
transforming reality (see Figure 2.25)?
So far, other literature has been clear that transformation is radical, deep
structure change that occurs on a physical level and on an invisible plane
(ethereal) beyond the physical and material levels of reality. There is at least the
implication, if not the understanding, that the shift is taking place in
consciousness, and subsequently manifesting in terms of physical reality (body).
Transformation takes place in the frequency, energy waves, ethereal substance,
and consciousness that precedes matter. Moreover, change that is
transformational stays changed until the next transformation. If there is a
transformation, there is no need for institutionalization or refreezing. It is
already done. There is a tension between the dissipation of one structure and the
creation of another. Finally, Lawlor (1982) may sum it up best when he points
out the missing elements in our ways of thinking about science and change:
. . . We are reminded of the alchemical axiom that everything in
creation is formed from a fixed, immutable component (proportion)
as well as a volatile, mutable component (progression). The
relationship between the fixed and volatile (between proportion and
progression) is a key to Sacred Geometry: everything which is
manifest, be it in the physical world or in the world of mental
images and conceptions, belongs to the ever-flowing progressions of
constant change; it is only the non-manifest realm of Principles
which is immutable. Our science errs in attempting to attach fixed,
absolute laws and definitions to the changing world of appearances.
The history of science shows us perpetually discarding or revising
one world model after another. Because of the disturbingly
unstable quality of scientific knowledge, not only our physicists, but
also our philosophers, artists, and society as a whole have become
relativists. But the unchanging, generative principles remain, and
our contemporary rejection of them is taking place only because we
have sought for the permanent in the empirical world instead of in
its true abode, the metaphysical.
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Figure 2.25. The Three Roots
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Such thinking poses a difficulty for those of us who perceive the only
reality is one which we can touch, taste, smell, or hear with the physical senses.
We fear being seduced into some religious dogma or ways of thinking that will
create problems. Yet the growing body of research on mind, matter, and the
nature of the universe is illustrating to us how the universe works. Some of us
would rather not understand the phenomena which are not the core of our
discipline as change agents rather than understand our discipline more through
such exploration.
Before leaving this area of study and its influence on transformation, it is
time to take a look at the Golden Proportion, the relationship which has
influenced art and architecture and form across the planet (see Figure 2.26).
Here, you can see a Golden Rectangle, where the special proportion is
maintained. Following is an example of how one of the most well-known
structures is created on the Golden Proportion, the Pentagon.
It is a challenge to discuss the Golden Proportion in relation to
transformation and use of self as an instrument, although its significance in art
and architecture is apparent to the physical eye when viewing the world’s
masterpieces. I will attempt to illustrate the significance by responding to a series
of questions.
What is the Golden Proportion?6
There is one and only one proportional division which is possible
only with two terms. This occurs when the smaller term is to the
larger term in the same way as the larger is to the smaller plus the
larger. [It is written a:b::b:(a+b); that is, "a" is to "b" as ’1)" is to "a"

6In proportional thought, there are no fixed quantities, only fixed
relationships.
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Note: In the top figure above, the area of DFGJ is 1, equal to the area of
ABCD. ABHG is a Golden Rectangle. In the second figure, we can observe the
Unity in the side of the Pentagon. The form of the whole (pentagon) is present
in each side and within each star (pentagram) is another pentagon.
(From Sacred Geometry: Philosophy and Practice by R. Lawlor, 1982, pp. 49 and
53. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.26. The Golden Proportion
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plus "b"]. The largest term (a+b) must be a wholeness or unit
composed of the sum of the other two terms. (Lawlor, 1982, p. 45)
The Golden Proportion, which is also referred to as "phi" or $, is a relationship
wherein unity is evident in the divisions created by duality. That is, once you
divide unity with the Golden Proportion, you can still experience the connection
to unity, rather than the separation from it.
Why have ancient teachings used the Golden Proportion? Ancient
teachings have always emphasized returning one’s consciousness to Godconsciousness, moving beyond the limitations of the personality and the physical
body and senses. God is equivalent to Unity and to One in most teachings.
Lawlor (1982) explains how this oneness is possible when we think in terms of
proportions.
It was the goal of many traditional esoteric teachings to lead the
mind back toward the sense of Oneness through a succession of
proportional relationships. ... A proportion is a . . . relationship of
equivalency between two ratios: "a" is to "b" as "c" is to "d", or
a:b::c:d. It represents a level of intelligence more subtle and
profound than the direct response to a simple difference which is
the ratio, and it was known in Greek thought as analogy, (p. 44)
The above proportion is considered a continuous proportion of four terms.
locating our thought in the physical realm of manifestation where four is the
symbolic number of the finite world.
A continuous proportion of three terms, however, is one such as a:b::b:c,
where "b" is the central or mediating element between two other extremes. The
»

first proportion is usually referred to as an analogy, where we make a comparison
such as: changing from a technical-oriented culture to a customer-oriented
culture is like changing from a caterpillar to a butterfly. We are looking outside
ourselves in the physical world to comprehend and note both phenomena. In a
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continuous proportion, however, it is the perceiver who is the intermediary,
forming the equivalence between two elements, "a" and "c". The perceiver knows
the nature of "a", a technical-oriented culture, and the nature of ,rb", a marketoriented culture, because of his or her ability to recognize both within the brain.
In a continuous proportion of three terms, there is a match between the
outer and inner worlds, and it is an inner knowing:
Many philosophers speak of reaching a state of consciousness in
which one is constantly aware of this integration between the
apparent external vibratory field and inner field of perception. This
mode .... [is] regarded as an important stage in the process of
spiritual development: while acknowledging an external source of
experience, we recognize that it is in a continual flow of relationship
with our internal faculties of perception and cognition, and it is this
relationship, not the external object itself, that we are experiencing .
... It is possible to become aware of drawing the external object
out of the totality of our inner space, thus fusing together the
contemplation of self and world. (Lawlor, 1982, pp. 44-45)
The Golden Proportion includes two terms, a and b, so it is even closer
than the three-term continuous proportion is to original unity or oneness. The
ancients called it golden, according to Lawlor, because it was considered perfect,
representing the first division that occurred from the One or God.
How is the Golden Proportion different from the Square Root of Two?
We saw earlier that the Jl also has a proportional geometric progression. This
can only be accomplished on the external physical plane as a procreative power.
Lawlor (1982) explains that is the only division where the terms representing the
external universe are an exact proportional reflection of the internal progression,
which is akin to what occurs when we dream the creative dream of God. That is,
there is an exact reflection of what occurs in consciousness in physical
manifestation. Darwinian evolution matches the powers of the square root of
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two, whereas the progression of the Golden Proportion is movement directly from
the Divine as an abstraction, into the physical concrete reality.
What are the implications for transformation and use of self? First, the
use of the terms "continuous'' and "discontinuous proportions" indicates an
explanation for a paradox in my personal experience with transformation. While
"discontinuity" is often a term used to characterize transformation, I have not
always experienced transformation as discontinuous. In fact, my favorite
transformational experiences have felt like a perfect flow from consciousness
(idea) to reality (manifestation). It was pure analogy and pure flow. My
discontinuous experiences of transformation reflect a gap between my physical
and mental processes on a rational level and subsequent insight where my
consciousness has shifted. Despite my experience of flow, however, in the former
cases, others may observe my transformation as being discontinuous. They do not
experience the flow between the internal consciousness and external reality in
their paradigm or world view.
The transformer needs to be able to use the self in ways that reflect the
Golden Proportion. If he or she has not been (at least in consciousness) where
the organism seeks to go, he or she will lack a reference point for the experience
which the organism may have. Moreover, the transformer may not be able to act
in ways that reflect a unity between consciousness and behavior.
When a transformer seeks to support or lead others, perhaps he or she
needs to be able to paint a picture (or help others paint a picture) that captures
the beauty and order of the Golden Proportion. Perhaps the transformer can
help others experience the connection between the current reality and the desired
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future reality through his or her own being. Is this not what Isis, Jesus, Gandhi,
and many others sought to do?
Alchemy and the Alchemist
The alchemist is also considered the magician, the person who would turn
lead into gold. As transformers, we should ask ourselves what the alchemists
knew that we do not know and what motivated or drove them to understand and
produce the phenomenon akin to transmuting lead into gold. They were people
held in awe, suspicion, and value. Their consciousness about their art and science
was as critical as the work itself. One was only to have the knowledge of the
secret elixir or essence with which one could create anything, if one had the
correct consciousness. Without the correct consciousness, evolution, or principles
to go with the knowledge, the knowledge itself was the most dangerous and
harmful thing to the possessor himself or herself (Orsi, 1946).
I include a brief discussion here because of the similarity in what may be
required of the transformer in his or her use of self and understanding of
transformation and what the alchemist was seeking.
Most alchemical texts speak in riddles, metaphors, and symbols, which was
part of the secrecy and part of the importance of one’s own consciousness in
pursuit of the magical proportions and processes that would transform metals,
illnesses, and consciousness.

-•

The entire process of alchemy was one of purification and
refinement. The first step in the process of purification was to
dissolve the old, rigidified form (of metal or soul) into the original,
undifferentiated prima materia, or basic matter, out of which the
alchemists considered the universe was created. From this point,
true creation could occur. The undifferentiated prima materia was
then differentiated into four elements. These separated elements,
which were often described by alchemists as "warring opposites,"
could then, in turn, be resolved or unified into a pure state known
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as the Fifth Element, or Quintessence, which was synonymous with
the philosopher’s stone. The stone was thus often described as
having a "five-fold" structure. ... But know that the Stone is
composed out of one, two, three, four, and five. Out of five--that is,
the quintessence of its own substance. Out of four, by which we
must understand the four elements. Out of three, and these are the
three principles of all things. Out of two, for the mercurial
substance is twofold. Out of one, and this is the first essence of
everything which emanated from the primal fall of creation.
(Abraham, 1990, p. 44)
The theory underlying much of alchemy is that the world is a living
organism, like many of the other concepts we have discussed thus far. The
notion, however, was that the movement to be on earth as in the heavens was an
active process in the earth through metals. The metals in the earth were thought
to grow like animals, plants, and trees, which is consistent now with the view that
all matter is living, moving energy. Alchemists believed that metals gradually
grew through the interaction between the earth and the sun (receptive and active
principles again). More important, they thought that metals were "striving" to be
gold. This would be an indication of "As Above, So Below," with the sun
symbolizing gold and the earth representing the changeable world below, heavily
influenced by the moon. The ultimate transformation, according to Abraham
(1990), is that which leads from the depths to the heights. Such is the challenge
for many who work with transformation today.
What most texts do not discuss is the nature and consciousness of the
alchemist who is searching for this magical pure Fifth Element that is the
ultimate in purity that transforms the Four into the pure unity. Perhaps the Fifth
Element had as much to do with the consciousness of the alchemist as anything.
His or her purity in connection with unlimited consciousness would be required to
manifest the magical outcome. This is why the elixir that was known to some was
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never passed on to others, until they had achieved certain disciplines in
consciousness. Orsi (1946) writes a book. The Red Lion, where we can see the
negative effects of the consciousness of the alchemist on his or her "clients” so to
speak and on himself or herself when the alchemist pursues processes for which
he or she is not prepared in consciousness. The alchemist in Orsi’s account gains
some of the sacred knowledge of the elixir used by a master alchemist in an
unprincipled manner. He or she wants a solution quickly and wants to be able to
perform all processes now. So he or she steals the information. As a result, he
or she is tortured by a heightened level of perception for which he or she has no
grounding to understand, manage, or change.
This is akin to what we do in organizational change and transformation
when we engage in processes that look interesting on the surface without knowing
the implications of what may be unleashed and without having the consciousness
to work with what is unleashed. We use exercises without exploring the
principles underneath these. Use of self as an instrument of transformation
requires proper initiation.
The Role of Initiation in Transformation
For the most part, initiations in ancient schools of wisdom and current
secret orders and sacred societies are a private matter. Haich (1974) writes clear
descriptions of an Egyptian initiation which took place many centuries ago. For
the sake of clarifying the importance of such a process for those who want to be
true transformers, I include some of the perspectives from that initiation which
highlight the needs I have been presenting thus far. The initiation is being
guided by Ptahhotep, a great teacher and leader, who gives the initiate lessons
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each day. I include excerpts from the text directly because, through her
experience and the words of the teacher, you begin to understand what it means
to shift one’s consciousness to that of a transformer, being prepared for a test.
Initiations usually include a combination of teaching and then a test to
demonstrate the discipline has been internalized into the experience of the
initiate:
Now, says Ptahhotep, "This Nothing therefore contains Everything!"
In this condition both together form a perfect unity. Within this
unity something can only become recognizable if it becomes
separate and distinct from unity. Whatever you see as you look
about you is only recognizable because it has separated itself from
its complementary half and the latter has remained behind in the
invisible, unmanifested state.
You can achieve knowledge only through comparing the two sides,
positive and negative, which have become separated from each
other. As long as these two sides are together, resting in each
other, you can’t perceive or recognize anything.
Observe the visible world. It is only recognizable because it has
separated itself from the unity in which the Nothing and the
Everything are still at rest within each other. In other words, it has
separated itself from the absolute unity.. . . The things in the world
about us are only recognizable because the positive appears
separately from the negative and we can compare the two together.
There can be no perception unless unity is split into two halves--one
of them manifested and the other, its reflection and complementary
half, unmanifested--so that both become recognizable through
comparison.
Nothing can ever be manifested and made recognizable, unless its
opposite--its complementary half--is simultaneously present,
unmanifested. When something positive is manifested, the negative
remains unmanifested, and vice versa; when something negative is
manifested, the positive is unmanifested. Wherever one appears, its
complementary half must also be present even though in an
unmanifested state. The two are bound together for all time and
eternity.
Creation always means a half of the whole . .. the half which has
fallen out of unity and which has become recognizable through
comparisons, while its complementary half has remained behind,
unmanifested. That’s why you can never find and never recognize
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God-the creator--in the world of creation, simply because God has
no complementary half with which he could be compared. There is
absolutely no possibility of comparing him, and so there is no
possibility of recognizing him-You can only Be God.
Your body is the result of separation; it is only the visible half of
your own true self. The other half has remained in the
unmanifested, unconscious part of your being. But uniting these
two halves with each other, you can return to divine unity! It is
impossible to experience this unit physically, that is, to make your
invisible unconscious visible and physical also, and unite the two
halves together.... Nevertheless, you still can experience, in the
body, this divine reunion with your complementary half: in a state
of consciousness. You can expand your consciousness until you
make the unconscious part of you completely conscious, until you
consciously experience the unmanifested, invisible half of yourself,
and in this way achieve divine unity in your consciousness. Even
while your body remains in the visible world of the created, you can
merge your consciousness with your own true self, out of which you
have fallen, thus forming the perfect unity. In this way, right here
in this earthly existence, you can experience bliss-experience Godbe God.
This is the only way to awaken to your true self.
If you can master all of the characteristics and properties applicable
throughout the world, you will also be able to pass the initiation
examinations. .. . Mastering these attributes means that you will use
them at the right time and in the right place. The same attribute
that is divine at the right time and in the right place is satanically
evil at the wrong time and in the wrong place. This is because God
creates only what is good, beautiful, and true. There are no bad
characteristics as such, and no bad forces, but only wrongly used
characteristics and wrongly applied forces. (Haich, 1974, pp. 174177) [See Table 2.1]
Tests were given to master the following characteristics in progressively
difficult situations. We can use an example of how these characteristics are at
issue in transformation in organizations to illustrate the choice between one and
another. A master in use of self as an instrument would know when and how to
keep silent and when to talk. If you are talking when others are attempting to
express their concerns, you will miss the opportunity to hear the full range of
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Table 2.1
Mastering Twin Characteristics

Characteristic

Characteristic

Talking

1.

Keeping silent

-

2.

Receptivity

3.

Obeying

-

Ruling

4.

Humility

-

Self-confidence

5.

Lightning-like speed

Circumspection

6.

To accept everything

To be able to differentiate

7.

Ability to fight

Peace

8.

Caution

9.

To possess nothing

To command everything

10.

To have no ties

Loyalty

11.

Contempt for death

Regard for life

12.

Indifference

Love

-

Resistance to influence

-

Courage

-—

—

-

(From Initiation by E. Haich, 1974, pp. 174-177.)

their resistance. If you keep silent, you not only hear but have the opportunity to
use the energy which is expressed. Silence is also used by masters to create a
space in which others experience their own boundaries and learn to see
themselves. At the same time, talking directly to others at the right time is a tool
to paint a picture of a new reality.
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The question is, "On what basis does a person choose between the twin
characteristics?" The teacher in Haich’s (1974) discussion of initiation guides
those choices based on the divine good. This means the initiate must develop the
ability to discern in accordance with such a level of consciousness.
Energy Centers of Transformation
The final area in this section introduces non-physical aspects of the human
body, which are energy centers for transformation-chakras. Just as the electron
has the electromagnetic core (body) and the DEM field (patterning agent of the
core), the human body has its material appearance and an ethereal appearance
which is not visible or not noticed by most people. It is still considered matter,
yet invisible by theosophists and many others who term this part of the body "the
etheric double" (Leadbeater, 1927).
Authors vary on the location, names, and exact functions of the chakras,
which are energy centers as vortices through which humans send energy from one
body to another. Chakras are also centers through which we receive a divine
flow of energy and elevate our own consciousness. A few key concepts follow:
Chakras are psychic centers in the body that are active at all times,
whether we are conscious of them or not. Energy moves through
the chakras to produce different psychic states. Modern biological
science explains this as the chemical changes produced by the
endocrine glands, ductless glands whose secretions mix into the
body’s blood stream directly and instantaneously. Ancient
philosophers of the East related these changes with the five basic
tattras, or elements-earth, water, fire, air, and akasha (ether).
(Johari, 1987, p. 1)
Harish Johari (1987) explains that masters of a particular type of yoga learn how
to visualize, breathe through, and transcend the five elements in the body. This
takes them to the nondual consciousness described earlier by Wilber (1977, 1982,
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1983), and out of the limitations of physical consciousness. Many of the
disciplinary practices of meditation, structured breathing, fasting, yoga, selfless
service, and charity, are means to move energy from the lower centers into higher
centers.
Practitioners who seek to enhance their use of self as an instrument in
spiritual traditions are usually focused on transcending the psychological and
physical domains and becoming one with the God consciousness, which is based
on an ascent of energy and focus from the lower body and lower chakras to the
higher levels.
The seven chakras have technical names in various traditions, which are
excluded here:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Chakra (Root chakra. Base chakra. Foundation chakra)
Second Chakra7 (Procreation chakra. Self chakra)
Third Chakra (Power and Control chakra. Navel chakra)
Fourth Chakra (Heart chakra)
Fifth Chakra (Throat chakra. Communication chakra)
Sixth Chakra (Brow chakra, Third Eye chakra)
Seventh Chakra (Crown chakra, The Void chakra)
(Leadbeater, 1927; Johari, 1987)

This text is not the place to educate oneself fully on the functioning of each
chakra. Suffice it to say, these energy centers are or can be critical aspects of the
use of self, although most of us are not aware of our energy flowing through
these.
As shown in Figure 2.27, there are focal areas we desire and obstacles to
i

work through at each energy center. The Hindus refer to three knots shown in
Figure 2.27 that must be "untied." Untying the first one moves the person away

7Leadbeater (1927) locates the second chakra at the spleen and not with the
procreative and genital organs.
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(Based on rhalcras: Energy Centers of Transformation by H. Johari, 1987.)
V

Figure 2.27. Three Knots, Seven Chakras, and Desires and Obstacles
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from attachment to the physical world. You cannot master the skill being onepointed (or single-focused), for example, if you are concerned with security, food,
sex, and one’s own needs for recognition. When you are first learning to
meditate, you are learning to forego the emphasis on the body and external or
social reality.
Untying the second knot (Vishnu) removes attachment to self-preservation
and a particular tradition, group, or society. It is replaced with compassion and
service to humanity beyond the self. The person entering this dimension is "twice
born," no longer limited by the patterns of his or her genetic code and history.
Untying the third knot removes limitation to time and space. One can see
past, present, and future anywhere and anytime. He or she moves beyond this
visionary capacity and achieves eternal bliss. Aging ceases and consciousness is
one with God.
Although we often use the term "use of self as an instrument,” most of us
are not aware of the connections between the self and the universe as viewed
through the perspectives of science and ancient wisdom. Hopefully, the previous
discussions on chakras, geometry, alchemy, the brain, quantum physics, and
biology open more windows to understanding some of the range of the human
instrument. Johari (1987) sums it up with one of the integrations between science
and spiritual studies:
The chief centers of consciousness in human beings are found in the
cerebrospinal system and in the upper brain. . .. This system is a
great generator of electrical energy and has a fantastic network of
nerves that serve as connectors.The functioning of the entire
human body is controlled by the cerebrospinal system, and the
psychic centers (chakras) are located in this system, (pp. 5-6)
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The duality and conflict we experience in our lives is akin to the split in
the right and left hemispheres of the brain. The union and wholeness of who we
are is an experience of consciousness at the highest chakras. The ability to
sustain, generate, and receive intense vibrations and frequencies, as Donahue
(1992) discussed, relates to the development of these energy centers called
chakras.
Thus far, the literature illustrates that new science, so to speak, is now
acknowledging what ancient wisdom has expressed for ages. Certainly, scientists
have existed all along who integrate both sets of knowledge. Finally, such
knowledge is gaining in acceptance. Currently, it is beginning to influence
development and practices of organizational theory, change, and leadership.
Perhaps this study will contribute to this opportunity.

Transformation in Organizations
In the 1980s, management researchers began to apply the concept of
transformation to organizations. This was particularly relevant because it was at
a time when many companies in the United States had finally acknowledged the
need to make major changes in the ways organizations are run in order to survive
increasing competition from foreign companies (Tichy & Ulrich, 1984).
It is helpful to examine corporate transformation in the broader context of
organizational change. Kanter, Stein, and Jick (1992) help to do this with their
comprehensive framework on organizational change. They define three types of
motion, three forms of change, and three roles in the change process. In terms of
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understanding transformational change, it is useful to look at the three forms of
motion:
1.

The motion of the organization as a whole as it relates to
motion in its environment-change that is macroevolutionary,
historical, and typically related to clusters or whole
industries.

2.

The motion of the parts of the organization in relation to
one another as the organization grows, ages, and progresses
through its life cycle—change that is microevolutionary,
developmental, and typically related to its size and shape,
resulting in coordination issues.

3.

The jockeying for power and struggle for control among
individuals and groups with a stake in the organization to
make decisions or enjoy benefits as an expression of their
own interests—change that focuses on political dimensions
and involves revolutionary activity, (pp. 14-17)

These three types of movement help to define three types of change, at roughly
corresponding levels of analysis. The three types of change Kanter, Stein, and
Jick (1992) identify are:
1.

Identity changes the relationships between the organization as

an entity and its environment: the assets it owns and the
markets it approaches; the niches it occupies; the
relationships it has to its customers and to the organizations
that fund it, supply it, and confer legitimacy on it These
changes are related to macroevolutionary forces, to the
motion in the environment and the organization’s own
capacity to endure over time as a factor in that environment
2.

Coordination changes, which involve the internal array of

parts-activity sets—constituting the organization. These kinds
of changes often (though not exclusively) relate to
microevolutionary dynamics, to the problems of shape and
structure that emerge as organizations grow and age.
3.

Changes in control that stress the political dimension, who is
in the dominant coalition, or which interests or set of
interests predominate, who owns and governs the
organization. This leads to makeover through takeover or
other changes triggered by shifts in ownership or governance.
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Such changes deal with "revolution" and are often dramatically
revolutionary in their impact on many aspects of the organization,
(pp. 14-17)
Kahter, Stein, and Jick (1992) further state:
Changes in character shift the behavior of the whole organization,
to one degree or another. Where there is not a change in
character, change is cosmetic, temporary, and uncertain in its
effects~it is small-c "change," so to speak. Transformation-capital
C "Change’-requires a modification in patterned behavior and
therefore is reflected in and rooted in a change in character. An
understanding of organizational character and its sources, and of
how to modify it, is required for effecting deliberate change. This is
precisely why people at all levels, including chief executives, can
enunciate new directions yet fail ultimately to make the difference
they intend. Organizations cannot simply be "ordered" to change.

(p. ii)
Kilmann and Covin (1989), in the introduction to a compilation of essays
on corporate transformation, define corporate transformation as:
... a process by which organizations examine what they were, what
they are, what they will need to be, and how to make the necessary
changes. . . . Transformation indicates the fundamental nature of
the change, in contrast to a mere linear extrapolation from the past.
Corporate transformation is a serious large-scale change that
demands new ways of perceiving, thinking, and behaving by all
members of the organization, (pp. xiii-xiv)
They also describe corporate transformation as "revolutionary rather than
evolutionary" and contend that breaking out of old ways of viewing an
organization and formulating new blueprints for action are prerequisites to a
transformation effort. This is consistent with other notions about the necessity to
balance or release the past prior to creating the future (Funches, 1991).
Levy and Merry (1986) discuss Organization Transformation (OT) as
radical, total change:
Organization transformation deals with radical, basic total change in
an organization, in contrast with improving the organization and
developing it or some of its parts.. .. Organization transformation
is on the cutting edge of science. It is in the forefront of the field
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of organizations, and draws insights and ideas from pioneering
innovative thinking in such other sciences as physics, chemistry,
biology, and psychology. It is an exciting, thrilling, mindblasting
subject to deal with. The mind is opened to possibilities and vistas
hardly dreamed of before. Transformation deals with topics and
concepts that touch on the very core and essence of human
existence and being. It deals with core processes, spirituality,
consciousness, creativity, and evolution. It applies to approaches
such as changing myths and rituals, envisioning and creating new
paradigms, energizing, and raising consciousness, (p. ix)
Levy and Merry (1986) also discussed transformational change in the context of
first- and second-order change. They define first-order change as minor
adjustments and improvements that do not affect a system’s core. These kinds of
changes occur naturally as a system grows and develops. In contrast, secondorder change, synonymous with OT, is "a multi-dimensional, multi-level,
qualitative, discontinuous, radical organization change involving a paradigmatic
shift” (p. 5).
Johnston (1993), however, defines transformation as third-order change,
entailing a permanent change in consciousness of the organization. In this case,
’’permanent” may mean that upon transformational change, an organization
operates thoroughly from its core with a new way of thinking until the next
transformation. This is in contrast to organizations that appear to change and
revert to the older pattern and paradigm as soon as there is any great pressure or
crisis.
Vaill (1989) acknowledges that the level at which transformation occurs in
organizations is much deeper than change agents usually experience. Moreover,
he contends that we need to consider different ways of influencing organization
than change strategies and techniques of the past.
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Hence, addressing the transformation of organizations places social
sciences in the position to hold hands closely with the new science, a knowledge
base that closely connects with many of the principles of metaphysics. It pushes
us to defy the separation between what appears to be political versus spiritual
versus scientific. Even within the context of singular disciplines, one is pushed to
go beyond what separates the traditional or conventional view and more ancient
truths reflected in older civilizations. At one time in the history of the planet,
priests and priestesses were heads of state, clairvoyants, and proficient in healing
and other aspects of science.
Reviewing the literature about transformation in a corporate or
organizational context reveals that the definitions are written by two types of
authors. One type attempts to define this type of change and approaches it from
the perspective of a professional change practitioner, and the other by writing
from or the perspective of the organizational leader. Organization
transformation, or OT, is a term used by organization theorists and practitioners
to distinguish a field of practice from the more commonly known practice of
organization development, or OD. OT was developed as a way of helping
organizations cope with and create deep changes in their environments. It was
particularly relevant for organizations who were faced with the question of
changing deeply or ceasing to exist. Despite the two types of audiences and
authors, the literature seems to refer to the same notions.
7

i

How does transformation occur in organizations? For Levy (1986),
transformation of an organization is a process that includes:
... acceptance of the need for change, discontinuity from the past,
commitment to change, reframing processes, creating or discovering
new realities, a sudden shift in perception, a moment of
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illumination, insight, and the emergence of a new direction
quantitatively and qualitatively different from the old one.
[Transformation] also involves a departure from the old beliefs and
habits, the process of "letting go", (pp. 13-14)
Tichy and Devanna (1986) describe corporate transformation as a drama
that can be thought about in terms of a three-act play:
Act I:

Revitalization-Recognizing the need for change

Act II:

Creating a new vision

Act III: Institutionalizing Change
Kanter, Stein, and Jick (1992) summarize three major themes in
organization change models, without defining the type of change as
transformational or not:
•

The company must be awakened to a new reality and
must disengage from the past, recognizing that the old
way of doing things is no longer acceptable.

•

Next, the organization creates and embraces a new
vision for the future, uniting behind the steps
necessary to achieve that vision.

•

Finally, as new attitudes, practices, and policies are
put in place to change the corporation, these must be
"refrozen" (as Lewin put it) or solidified.

Kanter, Stein, and Jick (1992) note that this model is a prescription for creating
temporary stability so that things will work (i.e., a change) for some period of
time. They further emphasize that it is change agents who are meant to fulfill
this prescription.
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I developed the REAP model (Funches, 1986, 1988, 1991) for creating and
managing change as a framework for transformation, including four major tasks
(see Figure 2.28):
•

Reflect and Release: Identify and shift limiting
patterns; build the will to create a potential reality.

•

Envision and Engage: Focus on a compelling vision
of what you want to create.

•

Activate and Assimilate: Act now, leaping without a
plan-only focus and motion.

•

Position and Produce: Be in the position to reap the
benefits and results; flow with the momentum to the
finish line.

I developed REAP to respond to issues requiring transformations or
change that was deep, swift, and capable of being applied without regard to
traditional limitations about time and space. The model allows change agents
and leaders to address change at any level of system (individual, organizational,
country) and at all three levels of depth (ways of doing, being, and
seeing/knowing) [see Figure 2.29, Three Levels of Change and Culture], The
primary contribution of this approach is the techniques for balancing the impact
of the past and accelerating the process of transformation through use of
activators (Activate). Moreover, the model has a separate strategy for leading
transformational change, including using a formula for leaders to transform
themselves.
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Seven Core Reap Principles
1. Co-Creation Principle. We all co-create our own reality, whether we see ourselves as
the oppressor or the oppressed, a helper or an equal, a leader or follower. What is your
part in creating the current reality and what is the payoff and price for you?
2. Sow-RE AP Principle. Current reality is linked to past thoughts & actions, including
our responses to past events. Unresolved tensions recur until we recognize the patterns
and take responsibility to change. After the choice to change, each decision is to be a
creation of the future in the present and not a clone of the precedents of the past.
3. Balance Principle. It is possible to balance what has come before. We only truly move
forward when we resolve, heal or let go of the past We do this by providing the missing
pieces in thought and action.
4. Reflection Principle. Positive and negative perceptions we have of one another are
based on what is within us as individuals and identity/cultural groups. Each of us has
parts we see in the other that we need to acknowledge in ourselves.
5. Manifestation Principle. What we can conceive we can achieve. Vision provides a
real focus and force for change when it is done on a clean slate and it is truly what we
want, not something we are doing for conformity.
6.

Harmony Principle. We are designed to live and work in harmony with one another and
the environment Our purposes, visions, strategies and tactics need to be aligned with this
principle. What we do to balance the past and create the future must support this notion
for all people, if we are true to our stated Values.

7.

Unlimited Principle. We can create in sync with the above principles and go beyond the
common beliefs of the culture. Our collective intent and effort multiplies the results in
_terms of benefits and perceived acceleration of time._

The REAP Model

(Copyright 1991, by D. Funches, The REAP*" Gallery Unlimited Corporation.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.28. Seven Core REAP Principles
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"Change the way people think, and things will never be the same"

-Stephen Biko

(D. Funches. Copyright 1991, The REAP4"1 Gallery Unlimited Corporation.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.29. Three Levels of Change and Culture
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Reflect and Release presents the current reality clearly, including what the
key patterns are, how and why we co-created it, the implications for maintaining
the status quo, and the potential for transformation, creating a new reality. The
organism releases its attachment to the invisible origins of the patterns, which are
held in a grid-like formation attracting and re-attracting similar incidents, like the
electromagnetic core of the electron. Release is a process for destructuring
limitations so that we create space for a new reality.
Envision and Engage is the generative aspect of transformation where the
shift is made in consciousness. Master transformers have the ability to conceive
of something and immediately manifest it, with no attachment to limiting belief
patterns, for example.
Activate and Assimilate enables the organism to bring the vision into
specific form now, selecting key decisions that reflect the vision immediately. It is
the formative aspect of transformation. Assimilation brings the experiment into
the new ways of thinking, being, and doing and becomes a part of the organism.
Position and Produce is the culminating moment of manifestation. The
organism must be ready to harvest the results or reach the finish line. When if
produces, the results are physically present in full form and call for a celebration.

Perspectives from Leadership Theory
What is transformational leadership? Who are transformational leaders?
What is the process of transformational leadership? What is the inner experience
of the transformational leader? The literature in this section responds to these
questions.
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Bums’ Model of Transforming Leadership
The term "transforming leadership" first emerged in the work of a political
scientist, James McGregor Bums (1978), in the context of a contrast to another
approach to leadership which he referred to as "transactional" leadership. This
second form of leadership involves an exchange between a leader and follower
where the motivation of both individuals is self-interest. The exchange can be
economic, political, or psychological in nature. Both the leader and follower’s
interests can be advanced by the exchange, but they are bound to each other only
temporarily--for the time required to complete the exchange.
Transforming leadership, on the other hand, occurs when:
... one or more persons engage with others in such a way that
leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of
motivation and morality. Their purposes, which might have started
out as separate but related, as in the case of transactional
leadership, become fused.. . . Transforming leadership ultimately
becomes moral in that it raises the level of human conduct and
ethical aspiration of both leader and led, and thus it has a
transforming effect on both. ... Transcending leadership is dynamic
leadership in the sense that the leaders throw themselves into a
relationship with followers who will feel "elevated," thereby creating
new cadres of leaders. (Bums, 1978, p. 20)
The leader seeks to engage the follower as a whole person, and not simply as an
individual with a limited range of basic needs. Transforming leadership also
seeks to satisfy the follower’s higher needs which transcend self-interest.
’Transforming leaders ’raise’ their followers up through levels of morality,"
according to Bums (1978).
In addition, the relationship between the leader and the follower has a
transforming effect upon the leader as well as upon the follower.
The result of transforming leadership is a relationship of mutual
stimulation and elevation that converts followers into leaders and
may convert leaders into moral agents, (p. 4)
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Burns (1978) summarizes the essence of his theory in the following statements at
the end of his book:
The function of leadership is to engage followers, not merely to
activate them, to comingle needs and aspirations and goals in a
common enterprise, and in the process make better citizens of both
leaders and followers. .. . That people can be lifted into their
better selves is the secret of transforming leadership and the moral
and practical theme of this work. (pp. 461-462)
The discussions of "higher" versus "lower" interests in Bums’ theory are
similar to the levels of consciousness discussed in relation to the Chakras and in
Wilber’s (1977) Spectrum of Consciousness. Also, the notion in Burns’ work is
that the leader js transforming, rather than merely transforming the organism.
Appreciating Burns’ (1978) perspective on the moral aspects of
transformational leadership, there are other perspectives that transformation can
be downward as well. That is, the change may be in a positive or negative
direction in terms of moral principles, as Bass (1991) later discusses. There are
negative consequences, however, from negative movement, as in the cases of
Hitler, Stalin, and other such leaders. Yet one cannot argue that Hitler and
Stalin had a transforming effect on Russia and Germany; and it was a
transformation that was in conflict with the principle of harmony.
Zaleznik’s Psychoanalytic Model
Although Zaleznik (1977) never discussed the concept of transformational
leadership, his work is important in relation to the literature regarding this area
because of the influence his concepts have had on understanding the types of
people who become leaders. His definition of a leader, as well as his theory of
personality types that become leaders, has been applied to definitions and models
of transformational leadership.
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In his 1977 article, Zaleznik applied William James’ theory of personality
types to leadership theory. James described two basic personality types, "onceborn" and "twice-born." Once-born people are those for whom adjustment to life
has been relatively straightforward, with little trauma. Twice-born people, by
contrast, have lives which have been marked by "a continual struggle to attain
some sense of order." According to James, these personalities have equally
different world views. For a once-bom personality, the sense of self, as a guide
to conduct and attitude, derives from a feeling of being at home and in harmony
with one’s environment. For a twice-born, the sense of self derives from a feeling
of separateness. This feeling of separateness results from suffering which has
occurred in the line of development from family to school to career. As a result,
twice-boms develop greater independence, relying on their own beliefs and ideas.
Consequently, the twice-born person is not dependent on external and social
reinforcement as is the once-born. According to Zaleznik (1977), the twice-born
person is more likely to become a leader because he or she has developed "...
through personal mastery, which impels an individual to struggle for psychological
and social change" (p. 76). The once-born are more likely to be managers, i.e.,
invented by their circumstances and more likely to be invested in the status quo.
From this perspective, we could consider transformers to be twice-boms,
compared to other leaders, managers, and change agents who do not feel drawn
to make significant change in the status quo. Zaleznik’s views also lead one to
question whether people who are not a part of a dominant identity group are
more likely to be potential transformational leaders, with less identification with
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the status quo and more history in struggling in relationship to a system,
transforming the self.
In a later article, "The Leadership Gap,” Zaleznik (1989) does use the
term "transformational leadership,” mid emphasizes that the most important
characteristic of a leader is self-knowledge because leaders use themselves as
instruments of action. He does not discuss how to achieve this self-knowledge,
however. So far, Zaleznik’s use of James, term "twice-born" is consistent with the
perspective in yoga about being twice-born once we have untied the Vishnu Knot,
meaning we are going beyond our attachments to the genetic code and social
programming. Once a person is twice-born, however, they move beyond the
suffering and attachment associated with childhood, family, or social circumstance,
race, gender, or other identity group. The latter is at least true from the
standpoint of spiritual evolution and consciousness. Psychoanalysts and
behavioral science change agents may not perceive moving beyond the attachment
to suffering as desirable or as characteristic of the twice-born experience.
From Zaleznik’s work, we can explore more fully the question of who
becomes a transformational leader and what characterizes him or her.
Related Research of Members of Various Identity Groups
People who have had to make major transformations in their lives may be
more likely than others to become transformational leaders. Although it is not
the focus of this study to determine the potential of various identity groups to
lead transformations, it is apparent both from my experience and the review of
the literature that transformers are likely to be persons who have learned through
their personal experiences to be able to sustain themselves in the midst of
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ambiguity, aloneness, chaos, and to dare challenge the status quo. We can say
this is true of people such as Eleanor Roosevelt, Malcolm X, Gandhi, and others.
In this context, it is not surprising that some research indicates that women
of all races and African American men may be more likely to lead
transformations than Caucasian men. There has been a limited amount of
research into transformational leadership as it applies to these specific groups.
Of the research that exists, there is some evidence to suggest that Caucasian
women and African-Americans are more likely to have leadership styles which
are transformational in nature. I would go further and suggest that those who are
likely to be transformers in organizational and community situations are
somewhat marginal to the dominant power structure, whether formal or informal,
that seeks to maintain the status quo, regardless of the role of this power
structure in giving legitimacy to the transformer. That is, legitimacy may be
conferred by hiring, promotion, assignment, sponsorship, and so forth. Conferring
legitimacy, however, does not mean that the power structure will support the
transformer when he or she threatens the status quo. It also does not mean that
the transformer will support or guard the status quo.
Bass (1990) indicates that leaders of Black movements are more likely to
be transformational than White leaders:
Leaders of Black movements are characterized by their satisfaction
of mutual problems and the resulting injustices. They focus much
on group identity and the need for a sense of community. While
leaders in the White mainstream more often direct their attention
to conserving resources and the status quo, leaders of minorities,
such as the Blacks, must more often be transformational in their
concern for social change ... as well as for unmet social needs and
for inequities in the distribution of opportunities, (p. 746)
K. E. David (1982) agrees:
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.. . there seems to be a unique role demanded of leadership in
groups that are oppressed, denied, or alienated from those societal
institutions that determine the quality of life.... The leaders of
oppressed groups are faced inevitably with the formidable goals of
social change, the redistribution of decisions and resources ...
while leaders of numerically, militarily, and economically dominant
groups have a less formidable task of managing resources and
opportunities in such a way as to maintain the status quo. (p. 313)

Bass also discusses a study which indicates that Black women are more
likely to assume leadership roles than are White women. In this study, the White
women thought it was more important to show their egalitarian attitudes than to
become leaders. This can be explained by the differences in Black women’s
family experiences calling for maturity, responsibility, and independence early,
including the exposure to strong mothers as role models. Also, Bass argues that
Blacks, more than Whites, may be members of associations that have served as
springboards for leadership experiences and political influence.
As to women as transformational leaders, most literature does not attend
to differences in race, except for Bass’s study. It is not clear whether the
researchers are studying all White women or women of different races.
Unfortunately, it is my experience that most Caucasian authors are speaking of
Caucasian women when they use the term "women," unless they specifically
identify differences. Loden (1985) believed that new leaders for transformation
would need an egalitarian philosophy about the people they manage and the skills
would primarily be those of encouraging consensus and problem-solving. Loden
sees women as uniquely prepared to fill the new leadership roles for participative
management and transformation:
Ironically, none of the writers and analysts who are talking about
the need for change have made the connection between what they
say will be required for corporate survival and the natural skills of
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women managers. Yet in some respect, it seems that women
managers may be better prepared to cope with the challenges of the
future than many traditional male leaders who succeeded in the
past. For many of the characteristics being touted as critical for
future success-concern for people, interpersonal skills, intuitive
management, and creative problem-solving are qualities that women
as a group are encouraged to develop and rely on throughout thenlives. As such, it seems the skills that women were encouraged to
leave behind when they entered the world of management are
finally being recognized as critical to their companies* long-term
health and viability, (pp. 60-61)
Given Bass’s study of differences in how White and Black women approach
leadership and power, one has to wonder whether Loden considers Black women
to be as uniquely prepared as White women. It may be that Black women are
more comfortable with their personal power, which supports them in being seen
as leaders.
Peters and Waterman and Excellence as Transformational Leadership
In the book In Search of Excellence. Peters and Waterman (1982) used
both Bums’ (1978) concept of "transforming leadership" and Zaleznik’s (1977)
distinction between managers and leaders. First, they describe transforming
leadership as an important ingredient to development in corporations:
We are fairly sure that the culture of almost every excellent
company that seems now to be meeting the needs of "irrational
man," as described in this chapter, can be traced to transforming
leadership somewhere in its history, (p. 82)
Second, Peters and Waterman follow upon Zaleznik’s proposition that
leaders are different from managers. They wrote that from effective leaders they
have learned of "passion, care, intensity, consistency, attention, drama, of the
implicit and explicit use of symbols--in short, of leadership" (p. 38). This kind of
leadership is, in fact, what Peters and Waterman, following Bums, had earlier
called transforming leadership; but now it is referred to simply as leadership. By
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implication, transactional leadership is management and involves short-term
problem solving and decision making, while transforming leadership is true
leadership that facilitates the transcendence of the individuals within an
organization to new and higher levels of activity. This notion of "new and higher
levels of activity" and a moral plane is connected to Burns’ work. It is also
possible, however, to view transforming leadership as leadership that transforms,
whether the activity is viewed by all as moral or not.
As to the process of transformational leadership:
You have got to know where you are going, to be able to state it
clearly and concisely-and you have to care about it passionately.
That all adds up to vision, the concise statement/picture of where
the company and its people are heading, and why they should be
proud of it. . . . The issue here, in our discussion of leadership, is
not. . . the substance of the vision, but the importance of having
one, per se, and the importance of communicating it consistently
and with fervor. (Peters & Waterman, 1982, p. 284)
Hence, whether the transformer takes a system to a higher level of evolution or
to a lower level of evolution, he or she is still transforming the energy.
Bass’ Model of Transformational Leadership
In Leadership and Performance Beyond Expectations. Bass (1985)
developed Burns’ concept of transforming leadership in the context of
organizations further by constructing a conceptual model. Bass changed the term
"transforming leadership" to "transformational leadership," which he defines as
consisting of three dimensions: charisma, individualized consideration, and
i

intellectual stimulation.
First the transformational leader is charismatic in that he or she has
insight into the needs, values, and hopes of followers. They have an ability to
build on these needs, values, and hopes through dramatic and persuasive words
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and actions. They are able to relate the work of their organization to the
strongly held values of the organizational culture and inspire loyalty to the
organization. Inspiration is a subfactor within charismatic leadership in that the
leader helps the subordinates H. .. to exert themselves beyond their expectations
and self-interest. The extra effort is inspired by the appeal of the language" (p.
66). In his more recent work, "From Transaction to Transformation," Bass (1991)
defines charisma as a quality which provides vision and sense of mission, instills
pride, and gains respect and trust.
The second component of transformational leadership in Bass’ construct is
individualized consideration. This entails the leader providing the subordinates
with individualized attention and mentoring and challenging work.
The third component is intellectual stimulation, which provides a flow of
new ideas and intellectual challenges to followers. In this way, the
transformational leader expands the ability of followers to solve problems and to
take a long-term, as opposed to short-term, perspective on situations.
Transactional leadership, on the other hand, comprises two dimensions:
contingent reward and management by exception. Contingent reward means that
the leader rewards subordinates for attaining the level of performance specified.
Management by exception means that the leader takes action only when there is
a deviation from a plan.
According to Bass (1985), the two types of leaders differ in their ways of
thinking and behavior. Transformational leaders are proactive in their thinking
as well as creative, innovative, and even radical. By contrast, transactional
leaders are reactive and conservative (p. 105).
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Although Bass builds upon Bums’ concept of "transforming leadership," he
differs from Bums in the following ways. Whereas Bums conceived of
transformational leaders as on the opposite end of the spectrum from the
transactional leader, Bass (1985) finds that leaders exhibit both transformational
and transactional behaviors. Second, Bums sees transforming leadership as
leadership which promotes higher morality. By contrast, Bums views
transformational leadership as morally neutral. Thus, under Bass’ theory, Hitler
was a transformational leader because he transformed Germany. Again, he
argues that followers can be transformed both upward and downward in terms of
their needs.
Finally, Bass differs from Bums in that Bass contends a leader can actually
expand followers’ needs and wants. They achieve this through not only exciting
subordinates, which a purely charismatic leader might do, but also by going
further in coaching them to grow and question established views, even views
espoused by the leader:
.. . Transformational leaders ideally build in subordinates the
willingness and motivation to question future systems and rules that
even the transformational leader never dreamed of in his or her
original vision, (p. 129)
Part of Bass’ significance in the literature on transformational leadership is
that he has sought to conduct systematic research into the idea of
transformational leadership by employing a measurement-based framework, the
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire. He developed it to provide measures of
the components of transactional and transformational leadership.
Respondents are given seventy descriptions of a leader which represent ten
items for seven aspects of leadership. Four of the seven are transformational
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characteristics: charismatic leadership; individualized consideration; intellectual
stimulation; and inspirational leadership. Two are transactional characteristics:
contingent reward and management-by-exception. One aspect of leadership is
laissez-faire, which, in essence, is the absence of leadership. Essentially, Bass and
his colleagues have found transformational leadership to be related to factors
such as higher performance ratings; more effective work groups; and more
satisfied, harder working subordinates. There has been criticism of this
instrument, however. Yukl (1989) criticizes the narrow range of behaviors of the
instrument as well as the likelihood of attributional errors.
In his work, Bass doe snot place great emphasis on the personal
development of the transformation leader. He does, however, discuss particular
traits that transformational leaders have, which include high self-confidence and
self-esteem, as well as extraordinary determination. Transformational leaders
also tend to self-actualize more, i.e., they are more likely to perform up to their
capabilities (Bass & Stodgill, 1990). This has implications for use of self as an
instrument of change, although the authors address traits and characteristics more
than they address a process for using oneself effectively or a process for leading
transformations.
Bennis and Nanus
Most of the research on transformational leadership has been descriptive
and qualitative. Bennis and Nanus (1985) conducted ninety interviews, sixty with
professional CEOs and thirty with outstanding leaders in the public sector to
discern common themes and characteristic behaviors, traits, and influence
processes for effective transformational leaders. They concluded that
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transformational leadership involves four competencies: (1) vision; (2) ability to
communicate that vision effectively; (3) trustworthiness, that is, they are reliable,
they establish a position and stay the course; and (4) creative deployment of self.
Bennis and Nanus describe the creative deployment of self as a process of being
able to recognize strengths and compensate for weaknesses. They also associate
use of self with positive self regard. I would argue that positive self regard is
necessary for effective use of self and effective transformational leadership.
These two are not the same in meaning, however.
Tichv and Devanna
Additional research of transformational leaders based on case studies was
done by Tichy and Devanna (1986) in The Transformational Leader. Their focus
was on how leaders transform organizations so that they can deal with turbulent
changes organizations face as a result of competition, rapid technological change,
and changes in societal culture. With their research, we begin to explore more
the question of how the transformational leader leads transformational change.
They describe the transformation drama as played out at both the organizational
and individual levels in three acts.
At the organizational level in Act I, there are two major factors. The first
is the trigger event that indicates that a change from the status quo is needed.
The second is a felt need for change, wherein the dominant actors in the
organization must experience a dissatisfaction with the status quo. This criteria
would not be met by change situations where many of the dominant actors in the
system benefit from the status quo and are not motivated to change it. Instead, it
appears that Tichy and Devanna’s perspective is dependent on the maintenance
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of the same power structure without introducing additional dynamics of power on
the part of others who are dissatisfied with the status quo. This aspect of the
model, then, would not be an accurate description or prescription for social
change such as in Gandhi’s leadership in India or Martin Luther King’s
leadership in the United States, unless one views the dominant actors of the
faction that wants social change as the organization that is being transformed. In
each of these situations, the broader society was the goal of transformation.
According to the hypothesis of this study, this would include transforming the
advocacy organization or transformational leader as well, of course. Tichy and
Devanna’s study does not address this as directly, however.
In Act

n, at the organizational level, there are two critical factors:

creation of a motivating vision, where the transformational leader must develop
holistic visions for the future of the organization; and mobilization of
commitment, where a critical mass of people must make the vision happen.
Finally, in Act III, there is institutionalization of the change-a new organizational
culture must be developed to support the vision.
If the transformational process is to be successful, the transformational
leader must also manage the individual psychodynamics of the change process,
along with the critical aspects at the organizational level. Tichy and Devanna
(1986) use Bridges’ (1980) model of individual transition discussed in the book,
Transitions-Making Sense of Life’s Changes. They apply this model to the
individual’s change process in each of the three acts. In Act I, there are endings,
where individuals must disengage from the past and develop new assumptions and
behaviors that are more appropriate to the new order. Transformational leaders
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provide people with support during this phase by helping replace the past with
future opportunities. They acknowledge individual resistance that is derived from
a sense of loss in the transition and help employees to accept failures as learning
without feeling as if they had failed. In Act

n, there is the neutral zone, where

individuals need time to gain perspective on the ending. They learn what went
wrong, why there must be a change, and what must be overcome to make a new
beginning. Finally, in Act III, individuals have new beginnings. If there has been
successful movement through the neutral zone, there will be inner realignment,
new scripts, and new energy released in the individuals of the organization.
Transformational leaders must assist their followers in going through these
stages at the organizational and individual levels. It is implicit that the
transformational leader, as part of the organization, is going through these same
stages; but their study offers little guidance on how this is done. In face, one of
the leaders interviewed stated that, in his experience, the top of the organization
is usually the last to recognize that there are problems.
The top of the organization comes out of denial last. The bottom
comes out first. . . .Perhaps they have less to lose, personally. The
bottom grumbles about why can’t they see this up at the top. . . .
Just like the troops out there saying the guns don’t work and the
Pentagon is saying, the hell they don’t. (Tichy & Devanna, 1986, p.
69)
Tichy and Devanna (1986) end their book deriving from their research
seven characteristics of transformational leaders. Essentially, the transformational
leaders tend to: (1) identify themselves as change agents; (2) emphasize visions
embodying change; (3) take risks; (4) empower others; (5) be able to deal with
complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty; (6) be driven by their values; and (7) be
life-long learners. 'They have an appetite for learning and growth. They go
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through learning processes where they themselves are transformed and renewed"
(pp. 276-277). In part, this study is dedicated to understanding the relationship
between these processes and transformers’ approaches with others.
Lewis and Kuhnert and Constructive/Developmental Theory
Like Bennis and Nanus (1985) and Tichy and Devanna (1986), Lewis and
Kuhnert (1987) place great emphasis on the personal characteristics of
transformational leaders. Lewis and Kuhnert, however, apply constructive/
developmental theory to argue that leaders may proceed through personality
stages. They relate these stages to the distinction between transformational and
transactional leadership. This literature is relevant in terms of the use of self of
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the transformational leader.
At the first stage, which they call "lower-order transactional," leaders are
oriented to their own personal goals and agendas. Such leaders lack an ability to
reflect on their own goals or agendas. They are also oriented to their immediate
concerns and lack the ability to reflect on future possibilities. At the second
stage, "higher-order transactional," leaders can reflect on their personal goals and
agendas and are able to override personal needs and coordinate their needs with
the needs of others. This stage is still considered to be transactional because
there is a bargain between leaders and followers to get mutual needs met. Much
of organization development theory, however, would argue that good leaders are
operating in this second stage.
At the third stage, leaders are able to define themselves not in terms of
their connections to others, but in terms of their own internal values or standards.
"At this stage, leaders are able to take an objective view of their goals and
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commitments; they can operate from a personal value system that transcends
their agendas and loyalties" (p. 200). They are able to achieve a self-determined
sense of identity. From this description, one can infer that a leader at this stage
is better able to act in accordance with his or her visions despite external
pressures. Since leaders at this stage hold independent, self-authored world views
and visions, they are often able to convert followers to their way of thinking and
integrate their values into a work group. In other words, since the leaders are
speaking of a vision that they have experienced in their own reality, they evoke a
confidence that others follow. In OD, we are often afraid of such leaders, fearing
they have too much power.
Aviolo and Gibbons and Life Span Theory
Aviolo and Gibbons (1988) build upon this constructivist/developmental
view, but combine it with psychoanalytic and humanistic models. They summarize
the results of research by Gibbons, who administered Bass’ Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire to sixteen senior executives. The results were classified
in terms of their tendency to be transactional, transformational, a mixture of both,
or laissez-faire. Detailed retrospective clinical interviews were then carried out to
determine the personal antecedents to what they referred to as charismatic/trans¬
formational leadership. They found that transformational leaders were more
likely to have: (1) had parents who set high expectations for them and offered a
great deal of encouragement; (2) had family circumstances which might have
been difficult or demanding, but enough resources existed within the system for
the individual to cope and not be overwhelmed; (3) learned how to deal with
conflict and disappointment either through the family or later in life; (4) had
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many previous experiences in exercising leadership in a variety of settings; (5) had
a strong desire and interest to engage in personal growth and development; (6)
had role models and mentors; (7) viewed all experience as opportunities to learn;
and (8) been able to be self-reflective and integrate their learnings (pp. 289-290).
Aviolo and Gibbons (1988) criticized the constructivist view for not
explaining how transitions between and within stages occur. They also disagree
that a leader must reach the highest stage of development to be considered
transformational. In their view, transformational leadership can occur even at
lower levels of cognitive development. Moreover, raising followers from the
lowest developmental level to the next level up is an act of transformation,
according to Aviolo and Gibbons. They also assert that transformational
leadership does not have to be leadership at the top of an organization but can
occur at all levels of an organization. Finally, they stress that challenges
throughout the life span can stimulate a continual process of learning from which
personal transformation can be achieved.
On the whole, Aviolo and Gibbons do an excellent job of highlighting
aspects of the backgrounds of transformational leaders that contribute to their
abilities to be transformers. From their work, it is clear that one may be an
excellent manager and even a good change agent and leader without being a true
transformer. It also clarifies the potential for members of all identity groups to
play a role in transformation in the future, given the backgrounds of some of
these potential leaders in a variety of situations which they have had to overcome.
Malcolm X, for example, is one such American leader, whose background
provided many negative experiences which he ultimately transformed for his own
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healing and the leadership of others. One might ask whether suffering is a
prerequisite for being a transformer. It is possible that a person can draw on
previous life experiences as a basis for compassion and motivation to make major
shifts in reality.
Senge on the Leadership of a Learning Organization
The importance of developing individuals and organizations who have the
capacity to engage in a continuous learning process is the theme of Senge’s
(1990) book. The Fifth Discipline. Senge does not use the term "transformational
leadership," but his discussion of the need for a "new leadership" is consistent
with the literature on transformational leaders. Also, his discussion of how a
leader should function in a learning organization corresponds with some of the
literature on processes for transformational change.
Senge (1990) describes the traditional view of leadership as based on
assumptions of people’s powerlessness, their lack of personal vision, and inability
to master the forces of change. These are deficits which can be remedied only by
a few great leaders. By contrast, the new view of leadership in learning
organizations centers on the leader serving three roles: designer, steward, and
teacher.
Senge asserts that a leader should function more like a designer of a ship
as opposed to a captain. The leader needs to design and integrate the system of
the organization. Initially, this involves building a shared vision as well as gaining
insight into current reality. Also important is unearthing underlying assumptions
which Senge refers to as mental models. Senge cautions that, if there is
resistance to new ways of thinking, the new leader should investigate the source
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of the resistance as opposed to pushing ahead. In essence, the leader is the
designer of the learning processes which people utilize to deal with and learn
from the challenges they face. Requisite skills to be developed are mentoring,
coaching, and helping others, rather than the traditional skills of decision-making
and problem-solving.
A second role necessary for the new leader, according to Senge (1990), is
to be the steward of the vision for the organization. The leader provides a larger
purpose story for the organization. Senge found that leaders perceived a deep
story and sense of purpose that lay behind their visions. This "purpose story" is a
larger "pattern of becoming" that gives unique meaning to the leader’s personal
aspirations and hopes for his or her organization. The larger purpose story places
the organization’s purpose, its reason for being, within society and humankind in
general. This larger purpose story has a transformational affect on the leader
and his or her personal vision:
Being the steward of a vision shifts a leaders’ relationship toward
his or her personal vision. It ceases to be a possession, as in "this is
my vision," and becomes a calling. You are "its" as much as it is
yours, (p. 352)
Finally, Senge views the new leader as a teacher, whose first responsibility
is to help people to achieve accurate, insightful, and empowering views of reality.
An empowering view of reality is a view which is not predominantly reactive,
bouncing from crisis to crisis. Instead, an empowering view of reality is one
which uncovers underlying structures, i.e., helps people to understand the systemic
forces that shape change. What is empowering is that individuals can use their
new understanding to see the decisions that need to be made. What other people
in the organization see as a result of their new understanding may be different
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from the leader's vision. Consequently, the leader’s vision becomes open to
challenge and further improvement. Fostering learning and a commitment to the
truth is the goal of the role of the leader as a teacher.
Senge (1990) contends that the core task of leaders, who are designers,
stewards, and teachers, is to generate creative tension. Creative tension is
generated by holding a vision and concurrently telling the truth about current
reality relative to that vision "to dramatize the issue so that it can no longer be
ignored" as Martin Luther King, Jr., put it (p. 378). Senge asserts that King was
talking about the creative tension of personal mastery. He describes more about
how the leader uses this tension to create change:
The leader’s creative tension is not anxiety: that is psychological
tension. A leader’s story, sense of purpose, values, and vision
establish the direction and target. His relentless commitment to the
truth and to inquiry into the forces underlying current reality
continually highlight the gaps between reality and the vision.
Leaders generate and manage this creative tension-not just in
themselves but in an entire organization. This is how they energize
an organization. That is their basic job. That is why they exist.
(p. 357)
The leader’s relentless commitment to the truth and to inquiry into the underlying
systemic forces of the current reality highlights the gap between current reality
and the vision. Mastering this creative tension allows people to understand how
they can influence reality and achieve their vision.
What distinguishes the new leader, according to Senge (1990), is:
... clarity and persuasiveness of their ideas, the depth of their
commitment, and their openness to continually learning more. They
do not "have the answer." But they do instill confidence in those
around them that, together, "we can learn whatever we need to
learn in order to achieve the results we truly desire." (p. 359)

These new leaders are not born but are self-made. They become leaders through
five learning disciplines: systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models,
building shared vision, and team learning. These disciplines provide the
framework for focusing the effort to develop the capacity to lead. Three of them
(systems thinking, personal mastery, and mental models) are essential to
developing the individual capacity to lead.
Senge defines systems thinking as a conceptual framework for making full
patterns clearer and to help us see how to change them effectively. Systems
thinking refers to getting at the root of a problem as opposed to addressing
symptoms. Tackling a difficult problem is a matter of determining where the high
leverage lies, i.e., a change that would produce significant, enduring
improvements. Systems thinking also does not blame outside circumstances for
problems such as competitors, the marketplace, or government regulations.
"Systems thinking shows that there is no outside; that you and the cause of your
problems are part of a single system. The cure lies in your relationship with your
enemy" (p. 67).
Another essential discipline for new leaders is personal mastery. It
involves personal growth and learning. It is more than competencies and skills.
It reflects living life from a creative viewpoint rather than a reactive viewpoint.
When personal mastery becomes a discipline--an activity we
integrate into our lives--it embodies two underlying movements.
The first is continually clarifying what is important to us. We often
spend too much time coping with problems along our path that we
forget why we are on that path in the first place. The result is that
we only have a dim, or even inaccurate, view of what’s really
important to us... . The second is continually learning how to see
current reality more clearly.... We’ve all known people entangled
in counterproductive relationships, who remain stuck because they
keep pretending everything is all right.... In moving toward a
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desired destination, it is vital to know where you are now. (Senge,
1990, pp. 141-142)
To develop personal mastery, Senge (1990) asserts that individuals must develop
their personal visions out of a sense of why they are alive. A mark of a high
level of personal mastery is the ability to hold visions that are not in the social
mainstream. Then truly creative people are able to use the gap between current
reality and vision to generate energy for change. For many of us, Senge argues,
current reality is the enemy. We fight against what is. We are not so much
drawn to what we want to create as we are repelled by what we have in our
current reality. This mindset is what leads to the mistaken belief that
fundamental change only occurs when there is a threat to survival, according to
Senge. Current reality should be an ally, not an enemy, and can be used
proactively under the second key to personal mastery.
It is one of the hypotheses of this study that true transformers have the
capacity to respond to the opportunity of a new vision rather than only
responding to the negative cases presented by actual reality.
The third key to personal mastery, according to Senge, is overcoming
internal structural conflicts. Internal structural conflicts are beliefs of which we
are usually unaware that limit our ability to create what we really want. Senge
cites the work of Robert Fritz regarding structural conflicts in The Path of Lease
Resistance (1984). The two most common beliefs are that we are either
powerless to bring what we want into being, or that we are unworthy of having
what we truly desire. The structural conflict manifests itself in self-sabotage
either through losing our energy, questioning what we really want, or unexpected
obstacles which arise to block us. Senge argues that the leverage in dealing with
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structural conflicts comes in changing the root belief. This can be accomplished
through committing ourselves to the truth and a relentless willingness to
recognize recurring patterns in operation. Structures of which we are unaware
hold us prisoner. Once we can see and name them, he argues, they no longer
have the same hold on us. This is as much true for individuals as it is for
organizations, contends Senge.
A fourth aspect of personal mastery is the ability to develop a stronger
rapport with the subconscious. This skill is important because lack of clarity on
an individual’s intrinsic goals can cause internal stress. The subconscious gets
mixed signals or does not have accurate information about where we are in
relation to our vision. Consequently, the subconscious is unable to focus or
prioritize. Again, this gets back to Senge’s point that it is critical to be clear on
the goals to which we aspire and that these goals be in line with our deeper
aspirations and values.
Finally, Senge relates personal mastery back to the first discipline, a
systems perspective. To the extent that an individual has developed a personal
vision, that person is able to continually see more of their connectedness not only
to an organization but to the world.
The third discipline that the leader of a learning organization masters is
the discipline of mental models. Mental models are theories in use as opposed to
theories that are only espoused. It is how people or organizations really act and
what assumptions underlie those actions. According to Senge, mental models
create problems when they exist below the level of awareness. They can create
an inertia that can overwhelm the best of the systemic insights. They impede
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learning. Mental models can be used productively if they are made conscious and
explicit in interactions with others. Research shows that most of our mental
models are systematically flawed. The leader who encourages them to be brought
to the surface and exposed will succeed in altering our ways of thinking; that is,
shifting mental models to reflect reality better and to create shared
understandings.
A fourth discipline which the leader of a learning organization must
/

master is shared vision. A shared vision is a vision which comes not from
compliance but from many people being truly committed to a shared, compelling
picture of a reality that they desire to create. Shared visions are rooted in
personal visions. Each personal vision represents the whole image of the shared
vision but from a different point of view. It is like looking at different sides or
views of the same mountain. Thus, shared visions are very different from topdown visions because the people of an organization both understand and own a
shared vision. In addition, the process of visioning is not a one-shot deal. Senge
considers it to be a central element of the daily work of the leader. It is ongoing
and spans the life of the organization. This view has implications for the
transformational leader.
Visions that are truly shared take time to emerge. They grow as a
by-product of individual visions. Experience suggests that visions
that are genuinely shared require ongoing conversation where
individuals not only feel free to express their dreams, but learn how
to listen to each others’ dreams. Out of this listening, new insights
into what is possible gradually emerge. ... As one highly successful
CEO expressed it, "My job, fundamentally, is listening to what the
organization is trying to say, and then make sure that it is forcefully
articulated." (Senge, 1990, p. 218)

The fifth leadership discipline Senge notes as necessary to leading learning
organizations is team learning. The discipline of team learning begins with
dialogue where members of a team suspend assumptions and think together.
Again, this involves a commitment to the truth, not only in terms of what is going
on out there in the business reality, but also in terms of what is going on with on
the team itself. The goal is to align the team. Paradoxically, this occurs through
the conflict of ideas.
The conflict helps to develop a loftier vision if used productively. If not
used constructively, or in a way that aligns the team, it can result in polarization
or the appearance of no conflict. Movement and team learning occur when the
conflict is on the table and the assumptions underlying the conflict are exposed
and become the data for learning and developing shared visions.
The common theme in Senge’s work as it relates to organizations and
leadership is the need to alter the way individuals think, not just what they think.
In this sense, he contends that learning organizations may be a tool for the
evolution of intelligence, not just the evolution of organizations. His purposes are
similar to mine, in shifting thought patterns through REAP and to Koestenbaum’s
(1991) in stretching the mind.
Koestenbaum and the Leadership Diamond
Thus far, it is difficult to get a picture of how the transformational leader
experiences the change process itself in a way that prescribes a path.
Koestenbaum (1991), in his book, Leadership: The Inner Side of Greatness, also
emphasizes the need for changing the way people think, like Senge, Funches, and
others. Koestenbaum comes closest among traditional theorists to describing
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theoretically some of what is at stake in the inner experience of the leader. He is
looking conceptually at the person behind the experience, and is doing so beyond
the issue of traits. Like myself, Koestenbaum is interested in developing the
leadership mind. Although he does not concentrate on transformational leaders,
his emphasis on the paradigmatic shift of the leader speaks to the central
questions of this study: What is the inner experience of the transformational
leader? How does he or she use the self effectively to lead transformational
change?
Koestenbaum (1991) contends:
Leaders think differently. The leadership mind is radically different

from the nonleadership mind or common sense. The leadership
mind is different in kind and not just more of the same. The
difference lies not in quantity but in quality, not only in incremental
improvements but also in a paradigm shift, (p. 31)
He describes leadership as a "... fundamental characterological and perceptual
phenomenon" (p. 32) which can be taught. He presents his model in the shape of
a diamond. Greatness is at the center of the Diamond because it is central to
leadership. Greatness results, according to Koestenbaum’s theory, from the
simultaneous activation of four leadership strategies: vision, reality, ethics, and
courage.
Koestenbaum equates leadership to a conversion experience, where the
focus is on breaking through to new worlds, on thinking differently, and in doing
so in dramatic ways. As a philosopher, he is more explicit in pursuing the notion
of stretching the mind of the leader. Developing the leadership mind calls for a
radical transformation similar to conversions following a religious experience,
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reconstructive psychotherapy, in culture shock, in artistic inspiration, and in
Plato’s allegory of the cave, discussed earlier.
Also, Koestenbaum distinguishes between higher and lower or
breakthrough and pragmatic levels of leadership. The pragmatic is practical,
incremental, and on a lower level than breakthrough leadership, which is
advanced and transformative.
As stated previously, Koestenbaum (1991) identifies four strategies for
greatness. For each strategy, there are four tactics. The tactics form a sequence
starting with what is simple and measurable and moving down to the philosophic
structures of the leadership mind. Also, each tactic represents a different level:
professional, social, psychological, and philosophical. The professional level
represents the skill expected on an everyday basis on the job. The social level
involves skills expected in the larger setting of the community. The psychosocial
level touches the unconscious level. Finally, the philosophical level represents the
fundamental structure of being human.
Koestenbaum’s (1991) first strategy for greatness is vision. He defines
vision as thinking big and new or seeing the larger perspective. The focus is not
so much on the content of the vision but on the process of visioning, which is a
way of thinking that is creative and touches the mind’s potential. The visionary
mind’s tactics are the following:
(1)

Logical intelligence: abstract reasoning and analysis. (This
tactic exists on the professional level.)

(2)

Systemic and strategic thinking: the ability to see larger and
novel patterns. (This tactic is on the social level.)

(3)

Creativity and access to the unconscious: developing
intuition in the leadership mind. (This tactic is on the
psychological level).
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(4)

Expanding and exploring the experience of inner or
subjective space-time: in touch with the full spectrum of
human potential-described as the study of pure
consciousness. (This tactic exists on the philosophical level
and is the most difficult.) [pp. 85-86]

Reality is the second dominant leadership strategy. It means being in
touch with the truth, i.e., to be objective and rational about facts, markets, and
the general environment and social culture in which the business functions. This
includes an awareness of the acceleration of change. Most of the other
transformational leadership theories are not dealing with this critical issue of the
element of time, which raises some questions about their view of the
phenomenon of transformation.
Koestenbaum’s view also means that the leader is conscious of his or her
own internal values and beliefs, and is aware of how he or she is perceived by
others. It means both contact with others and presence, being in touch with
oneself. In essence, realism is having no illusions. This aspect of the theory is
consistent with the gift of discernment (Funches, 1989), Gardner’s (1983) view of
intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligences, and Thayer’s (1961) view of
strategic competence in communication. In fact, Koestenbaum’s framework
appears to match Thayer’s to some extent in terms of the view of the relationship
between strategy and tactics and competence:
The four tactics of realism are:
(1)

Attention to details and attending to the particular needs of
the customer;

(2)

Knowing the business thoroughly as well as the expectations
of the business and professional communities;
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(3)

Focused attention on survival in the market;

(4)

Direct contact and embodiment with oneself, others, and how
one is perceived.

Koestenbaum’s (1991) third strategy for a leadership mind ethics. He
defines ethics as both valuing and being sensitive to other people, and using one’s
power to serve others. When clarifying the strategic nature of ethics,
Koestenbaum discusses the need for the meaning of one’s life; the willingness to
stand up to death and evil in a search for greatness; immortality; the concern for
one’s destiny and legacy; and effective leadership through love, authenticity, and
caring. He describes the formula for effective leadership through love as
presence and contact.
This means you must first develop your heart, and then show your
heart to your people. Many CEOs are high quality individuals but
have never shown that adequately to themselves or to their people.
They may engage management consulting firms or public relations
specialists while they shy away from visibly leading the charge. But
leaders’ ultimate influence, their leadership clout, their credibility,
lie in revealing themselves as they are. (p. 167)
This is similar to the ’'gift of the heart” (Funches, 1989) as a part of the use of
self of the transformer.
The four tactics of ethics are:
(1)

Teamwork and loyalty to task forces, accomplishing tasks
through people working together;

(2)

Meaning in your own work and the work you create for
others;

(3)

Love, commitment, and loyalty-through communication,
mentoring, and making contact with the souls of others;

(4)

Integrity, morality, and principle, adhering to core values,
[and] truthfulness, (pp. 169-170)
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Finally, Koestenbaum’s fourth strategy for the leadership mind is courage.
He defines courage as the willingness to act with sustained initiative. This
involves risking and taking charge of your own life first and then leading your
organization. The implication here is that one must transform oneself first, if one
is the transformer.
The purpose of courage is to reach that inner still point that is considered
the goal of many religions. Koestenbaum perceives that this is where one’s inner
earth lies, and is the ultimate stability and discovery of maturity.
Again, the strategy of courage fits with the gift of presence articulated by
Funches (1989) and the use of presence as explained by Nevis (1987). The four
tactics of courage are:
(1)

Leading in designing and introducing products in the
marketplace, not responding to the market;

(2)

Inventing who you are and taking responsibility for who you
are and not delegating your leadership;

(3)

Deciding to tolerate high anxiety and to manage your anxiety
constructively and understand it as part of individual growth;

(4)

Clearly comprehending free will, appreciating your own
freedom to choose.

In addition to the four strategies and accompanying tactics for achieving
greatness in the leadership mind, Koestenbaum identifies four emotional elements
necessary for transcending from pragmatic to transforming leadership: reflection,
an existential crisis, genius levels, and aesthetic intelligence.
Reflection is foundational and involves uncovering core assumptions,
looking at how we reflect, think, learn, and feel. The second, the existential
crisis, involves a willingness to experience the maximum anxiety that accompanies
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life-transforming personal choices and manage that anxiety positively. The third
skill is genius level, which includes vertical and horizontal expansions of the mind.
Vertical expansions include being in touch with the unconscious and reaching for
eternal questions. Horizontal expansion aims at creativity and brilliance. The
fourth skill for breakthrough thinking is aesthetic intelligence: the use of
metaphor and abstractions as opposed to literal and concrete language. This is
considered with the use of sacred geometry and other symbolic ways to
communicate beyond language.
Koestenbaum’s perspective overlaps with much of mine in terms of use of
self. The three gifts of the organization development practitioner-discernment,
heart, and presence-are represented in his strategic and tactical abilities.
Moreover, the earliest versions of the REAP model (1985) included four tasks for
managing strategic change-the reflective task, the existential task, the
developmental task (or acquisifional task), and the performance task. Certainly
the first two connect to Koestenbaum’s views on breakthrough thinking.
Haas: The Leader Within
Haas (1992) addresses one of the most prevalent themes in the literature
on transformational leadership-that it begins with the process of self-discovery
and self-mastery. Haas is clearly influenced by Zaleznik’s (1977; 1989) model of
twice-born personalities in that he emphasizes that leaders tend to have
undergone trauma in their lives and learning from these experiences has shaped
them to be leaders. According to Haas, "Leadership is less about sheer talent
than about introspection forged from suffering" (p. 73). This matches Aviolo and
Gibbons’ (1988) perspectives about the significance of moving through obstacles
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and one of the hypotheses in this study about the importance of the transformer’s
personal experience with transformation.
Haas cites Gandhi, Lenin, and Eleanor Roosevelt as examples of leaders
whose early traumas molded them for future leadership roles. Gandhi was reared
in a seedy home with an authoritarian father who had been married four times, a
saintly mother, brothers, sisters, and five uncles and their families. This enabled
Gandhi to learn mutual tolerance, according to Haas. Lenin, by contrast, came
from a secure and affluent family. However, his father was away from the family
for long periods of time. In addition, his older brother was executed for his
opposition to the czar. Alienation, desertion, and loneliness were molding
experiences in Eleanor Roosevelt’s life. Haas indicates that the significance of
these traumas was that out of those experiences grew insight and vision along
with a will to change things and to create their own reality. Haas (1992)
contrasts the manager with the leader mentality:
Unlike managers who focus on stability, abide by rules made by
someone else, and procedures that accomplish forecasted goals . ..
leaders are creators of change because they in fact have changed
themselves, (p. 71)
Leaders have changed themselves through achieving access to past experiences
and understanding how old memories and experiences are fused with their
current reality. Haas, however, does not present a specific model for the process
through which leaders change themselves and overcome inner conflicts while
helping to transform organizations, or other systems.
Rost and the Post-Industrial Model of Transformational Leadership
The Post-Industrial Model of Transformational Leadership is based on the
assumption that Western civilization is going through a paradigm shift and that
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our values are changing radically. One of these values which is being
transformed is our concept of leadership. In Leadership for the Twenty-First
Century. Rost (1991) builds upon Burns, (1978) definition of transformational
leadership to explain his post-industrial definition of leadership: "Leadership is
an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes
that reflect their mutual purposes" (p. 102).
Under Rost’s model, leadership involves influencing others; but, unlike the
traditional model, the influence flows in all directions, not just from the top
down. Thus, anyone can be a leader, and leaders and followers may change
places in the relationship. Influence is also non-coercive. It is based on
persuasive behavior as opposed to being based on authority or power. A second
essential element in Rost’s definition of leadership is that both leaders and
followers are active. Leaders and followers form one relationship called
leadership. They are in the relationship together, and together they intend real
changes. People who are passive are not part of the leadership-followership
relationship. For a leadership relationship to exist, there must be more than one
follower and typically there is more than one leader. In the post-industrial era,
the idea that one person is in charge will fall away, according to Rost. There will
be an emphasis on shared leadership.
A third ingredient of leadership in Rost’s model is that leaders and
followers intend real changes. The intention is in the present and evident by the
actions of the leaders and followers. Also, the leaders and followers intend
substantive and transforming change. Finally, whether or not they actually
achieve the changes they intend is irrelevant to determining whether there was
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leadership. Leadership is seen as a process and not measured by the content of
its results.
In this study, our criteria for selection of leaders will not depend on the
perceived impact of their effectiveness in accomplishing the change, only on
whether they meet the criteria regarding their intentionality in relation to the
system and their pursuit of that intention throughout their leadership.
Rost’s fourth element of leadership is that the changes followers and
leaders intend must reflect their mutual purposes. Rost distinguishes between
goals and purposes. Purposes are more holistic and closer to visions and
missions. Goals, by contrast, are more specific and more easily quantifiable.
Also, he specifically chose the word "reflect" rather than "realize" to eliminate the
cause-and-effect mentality of the industrial era and to suggest development and
change in the purposes of leaders and followers. Rost (1991) also uses the term
"mutual purposes" to demonstrate leadership as a common enterprise between
leaders and followers.
When leaders and followers reflect true mutual purposes, leadership
expresses the common good: (1) A common striving for community
wherein public discourse about end values is commonplace; (2) A
common commitment to a social ecology wherein public disclosure
addresses the issue of how living things, including human beings,
can exist in relationship with one another in their common habitat;
(3) A common mission to transform our culture and our society as
to reconstitute the social world. (Bellah, 1985, in Rost, p. 123)
Rost wants transformation to be the cornerstone of leadership in the post¬
industrial era, and he sees his definitions and elements of leadership are keys to
the transformational process. Leadership helps transform people who engage in
the leadership relationship. As a result, organizations and societies may also be
transformed. Like Bass and many other authors in this review, Rost does not
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include a moral requirement in his definition of transformation. He leaves this
element out because of societal disagreement over what the higher moral ground
is. He offers abortion and capital punishment as examples of where such
disagreement exists. He does, however, include ethics in his model of leadership.
Under his model, ethics has to do with the process of leadership as opposed to
the content. It also has to do with the centrality of influence and mutuality of
purpose in the leadership process. Rost contends that such an approach will
facilitate Western civilization’s transition to the post-industrial era.

Use of Self as an Instrument
One of the most important discoveries in reviewing the literature was the
scarcity of theory regarding the use of self as an instrument of change. Using my
own studies as an information base, I looked to Gestalt theory, where I found a
clear definition of the concept by Nevis (1987):
Awareness of one’s own immediate experience, and ability to use
this in here-and-now interaction with the client system, become the
key skills for the practitioner of influence. The use of self is
defined as the way in which one acts upon one’s observations,
values, feelings, and so forth, in order to have an effect on the
other. This includes the articulation of awareness of all kinds, such
as feelings and sensations, thoughts, images, and fantasies, (p. 125)
Nevis’ definition emphasizes the active or doing aspect of the self in
relation to the organism or system with which one is working. Yet he begins with
the notion of one’s awareness as equally significant. Notably the awareness
t

component is emphasized in the context of now-immediate interaction with the
client, not awareness when one is separated. As a starting point, the definition
leads to exploration of a few key concepts: (1) the nature of the self and
transformation; (2) the purpose or intention of the instrument; (3) the
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components and principles of operation of the instrument: and (4) development
of the instrument.
Most of the literature in the fields of OD, OT, and leadership address
traits, skills, style, but not an entire concept of use of self, which can encompass
the whole of the transformer's instrument. Moreover, the literature focuses more
on how the interventionist sees the organization and helping the organization see
itself (Argyris, 1970; Block, 1981; Lewin, 1951; Weisbord, 1978, 1989) than on the
nature of the self of the interventionist in this process. Certainly, the filters,
biases, and assumptions of the interventionist can influence what he or she sees
and does not see (Alderfer, 1985). Also, the level of consciousness of the
interventionist influences what he or she is able to see. That is, some levels of
consciousness allow one to see beyond the boundaries of the physical reality and
into the origins of the organization's patterns. Hence, the interventionist’s
awareness of patterns and transformation of patterns within the self becomes
significant (Covey, 1990; Funches, 1990). Figure 2.30 is a tool for examining the
individual patterns of the leader or change agent in terms of perceptions,
emotions, and behavior. The same structure is a tool for organizational patterns
as well, although this study may result in improved ways of perceiving and shifting
patterns in organisms.
At a broader level, however, it is important to explore some of the related
concepts to use of self as highlighted from Nevis’ comments.
The Nature of the Self and Transformation
In metaphysical contexts, the self is often spoken of in terms of the "higher
self' or Self and the "lower self' (Eastcott, 1980; Pierrakos, 1990), where the
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PATTERNS OF PRACTICE
for Individuals and Organizations
by: Darya Funches

WHEN_

..(TRIGGER EVENT),

I/WE THINK OR ASSUME,

.(INTERPRETATION),

AND I/WE FEEL_

_(EMOTIONS),

AND I/WE_

_(BEHAVIORS).

1) Origin: When did I/we iearn this pattern? What was a key incident?
2) Payoffs: What are the "benefits" I/we get from continuing the pattern. Rate
each benefit from 1 to 7 (Hi).
3) Price: What is this pattern costing me/us currently?Rate each cost 1 to 7 (Hi).
4) Ratio:
Divide the Payoffs by the Prices. If the ratio is > 1, I/we may want to
maintain the pattern. If it’s < 1, I/we may want to change.
5) Choice: 1) To maintain the pattern, how I/we can reinforce it? 2) To change
it, what are the possibilities? How would I/we prefer to be? How should it have
been in the original incident (Reflect and Release the Past).
6) Action: One action I/we will take to move forward beyond the above pattern.
Use this structure as an opportunity to recognize and change any patterns you have which limit
your effectiveness. Sample individual pattern: "When I make suggestions of what to do in a
new group and my ideas are not accepted (Trigger Event), I assume they think I’m incompetent
(Interpretation) and I feel embarrassed, resentful and angry (Emotion). As a result, I withdraw
and don’t make any more suggestions for a long time (Behavior).
Sample Organizational Pattern: When a new change initiative is announced, we think or
assume that it’s not real and that it’ll all blow over in a while and there will be business as
usual.. We are frustrated and angry that we are bothered by these interruptions about changes
that don’t really matter. We go through the motions to comply on the surface but don’t attempt
to alter anything of substance.

(D. Funches. Reference: A. Beck, Ph.D., Cognitive Psychologist. Copyright
1991, The REAP* 1 2 3 4 5 6"1 Gallery Unlimited Corporation. Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.30. Patterns of Practice for Individuals and Organizations

higher self is that part of the person which is connected to divinity and unity and
the lower or small self is that which is embedded in the physical senses and
personality, preoccupied with habit patterns, and needs satisfaction. This is why
the higher self is often capitalized, Self, to indicate God in the person, which
operates without limitation.
The purpose of transformation in the spiritual and metaphysical contexts is
to move one’s consciousness from resting totally in the body and in social
consciousness to being synonymous with god-consciousness. The average person
is responding to society’s construction of reality and maintaining his or her
belonging to appropriate identity groups through reinforcing this process, as in the
cave dwellers in Plato’s Allegory. This, we can term "social consciousness.” Also,
to equate oneself with one’s body is "body consciousness,” considering that the
body determines what you need to do and not do. Here, one could easily be
preoccupied with pain, fear of death, hunger, and so forth. In both cases, the
body is in charge or society is in charge of the individual’s thoughts and actions.
Transformation involves a freedom from these structures and the discovery
of the god within. This was the basic message of Jesus, Buddha, and other great
masters across religions (Blavatsky, 1992; Foundation for Inner Peace, 1975).
Both body consciousness and social consciousness are barriers to use of self from
the perspective of perceptivity, if we understand the nature of the universe as
whole. Social consciousness and body consciousness are based on matter, the
material, and the making of images, such as how we want to be perceived and
what we want to consume or believe we need to consume. Most of this is
considered actual reality from a social point of view. Here the spiritual is
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unmanifest, or latent. God consciousness addresses the spiritual in which the
whole of the universe and a situation can be perceived and material aspects are
latent or unmanifest in this consciousness. Rather, the material is potential
reality from this perspective (Haich,1974; Reeve, 1992).
In psychological terms, Jung considers the self the sum total of the
personality, which can never be fully known (Aion for Jung, 1959). According to
Jung (1959), the function of the self is to guide and integrate the whole of psychic
being, conscious and unconscious; and the medium through which this is done is
through dreaming. The persona would be akin to what metaphysicists call the
image, that is, the part of the self which one puts on in order to appear a
particular way or make a particular identity. The ego holds all conscious material
in Jungian terms.
In a metaphysical context, a goal for the self would be the integration of
all levels of consciousness with God consciousness, transcending the world of
matter, yet having the ability to manifest matter from spirit, which is essentially
the principle of creation (Dossey, 1989; Eastcott, 1980; Raleigh, 1932; West,
1993). The soul is also a critical aspect of self, usually only referred to in
spiritual, metaphysical, or religious contexts.
The soul element manifests very differently in various kingdoms of
nature, but its function is always the same--the relation of spirit and
matter. This "middle principle," the link between God and form,
"Father" and "Mother," is also sometimes called the "Son," the Christ
principle; and St. Paul was referring to his evolutionary force when
he spoke of "the Christ in you, the hope of glory." (Eastcott, 1980,
p. 56)
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In this sense, the terms "Father” and "Mother" are used to represent the
masculine and feminine principles in nature, which exist in both men and women.
The terms are not meant to represent men and women, respectively.
The Purpose or Intention of the Instrument
"Use of self as an instrument" raises the question of purpose, or "toward
what end?" That is, is the purpose of use of self to help accomplish change or
transformation for the organism in its desired direction, regardless of the nature
of this change? Is the purpose of the instrument to influence the organism to
fulfill the transformer’s needs and wishes? Is the intention of the transformer to
fulfill some superordinate will or beyond the boundaries of wishes based on his or
her personality or the personalities of the organism through its members? Such
an intention is a "third thing," greater than the limitations of the transformer or
the organism. This third possibility may be what Kuhnert and Lewis (1989) refer
to as transformational leadership. Only they contend that it transcends personal
loyalties and agendas and adheres to an internal value system of the leader. If
this is the case, I argue that the transformer’s value system transcends his or her
personal needs and is connected to what he or she apperceives as a collective
good from an expanded level of consciousness beyond personality or the social
traditions.
What strikes me most regarding the "toward what end" question is the
tendency in OD to act as if the answer is to meet everyone’s individual expressed
needs or to meet some notion of shared happiness. Joy is certainly a laudable
goal in a personal or organizational context. I doubt that transformers are
bargaining, per se, with organisms about vision as much as they are working to
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evoke visions that transcend boundaries of the past and reflect evolutionary
potential that is revolutionary by the terms of the status quo.
From a perspective of sacred geometry, the transformer’s purpose may be
to be that of an intermediary that enables the continuous proportion and flow
between the past and the desired future for the organism. The transformer’s
purpose, then, is an instrument that enables or assists this flow in what may
otherwise be considered an impossible leap--as in the movement from the
caterpillar to the butterfly, or from lead to gold.
The Components and Principles of Operation of the Instrument
Often, discussions in use of self as an instrument include guidelines for
operation, rather than a construct of the self as instrument. I recently asked
graduate students what "use of self as an instrument" means and what they knew
about it, since it was a term they often used. Responses included: work on
yourself first; be authentic; you can’t take anyone where you haven’t been;
parallel process occurs between you and client; and so forth. They understood
things, not a phenomenon, as a whole. I then asked them: What do you want to
know about use of self as an instrument? The best response, I thought, was:
What is the range of the self as instrument? Of course, this was one of the
questions underlying my research, so I would appreciate its worth.
To consider the range of the instrument, however, we have to consider its
components and principles. Psychologists, philosophers, and spiritualists have
always defined the self in various terms as discussed earlier. Considering the
literature thus far, however, terms that have arisen are: consciousness (including,
but not limited to, conscious, subconscious, and unconscious); mind; the brain;
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emotions; values; beliefs; behavior; skills; strategies and tactics; principles;
characteristics; perceptions; assumptions; soul; spirit; essence; body (including its
cells, systems, and parts); aura; chakras; ego; and persona. The list could
continue, as it reflects the parts of the instrument defined by different schools of
thought.
Although I could propose a frame of reference at this point, the study is
better served by considering this aspect after the data collection. For now, let us
say that the instrument is comprised of body, mind, emotions, and spirit, where
the term "mind" may be much larger than "mental," and may be the most
differently used concept among the four terms.
According to the literature and personal experiences cited earlier in this
chapter, our physical selves are a result of our consciousness and the movement
(or lack thereof) of energy through various layers or dimensions of reality. The
range of the instrument must also depend on our consciousness then, although we
must often attempt to alter our skills and technical competence, more than our
strategic understanding of self and systems.
From a Gestalt perspective, an important aspect of the self, for example, is
one’s polarities. Zinker (1977) notes that one of the critical ways to increase
awareness of the self is to examine the polarities with which one identifies as
"me" and "not me" or as accepted parts of the self and rejected parts of the self.
In this sense, polarities are opposing forces which have distinct emotional
identification, more than representing a pure semantic difference. I may see
myself as being independent, for example, and see another person with whom I
have difficulty as being "needy." Based on my soul’s urge for freedom and
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autonomy and my history of difficulty depending on certain material goods, I had
a great discomfort with "neediness." I would structure processes so that I could
minimize my dependence on others and become anxious if I had to depend on
them. Transforming myself meant resolving my past regarding dependence and
learning to be interdependent when this was appropriate. If I had not made this
shift, it would have created tension in me and between myself and clients
whenever I had a client with this same polarity (such as a company undergoing a
similar cultural change).
Use of self as an instrument involves becoming whole, and interacting with
the universe as a whole. If one is to be competent as an instrument, he or she
must be able to perceive and conceive accurately the multiple realities of any
system, including self in relation to that system; and act in accordance with that
knowingness, including application of appropriate characteristics and skills
(Funches, 1989). Together, these competencies are considered strategic and
tactical competence.
Use of self is more than the skills and behaviors; it is the consciousness
that goes with these. For example, it is common for someone to call me and say:
"I really liked the exercise you did the other day, but I tried it and it didn’t work
for me. Would you go over the steps for me so that I can apply it with the next
group I have?" This is a misunderstanding of the importance of strategic
competence in use of self. The person needs to learn more about how he or she
is seeing the given system, what its needs are, what his or her consciousness is in
relation to it and its to him or her, what he or she needs to do to help it move
forward. Any exercise can fail without such consciousness, no matter how well
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applied or designed it is. When a person is attempting to recreate an experience
he or she had under other circumstances by applying the visible steps, he or she
is missing the invisible consciousness and energy that created the first experience.
Developing the Instrument
I used the "Three Gifts of the Organization Development Practitioner"
(Funches, 1989) to capture a frame of reference for capabilities needed of the
change agent and leaders regarding use of self. The three symbols reflect these
(see Figure 2.31).
The gift of Discernment is the ability to frame and focus; distinguish real
work from pseudo-work; and perceive multiple realities of a system (including its
past, present, and future). The gift of Heart is the ability to convert to the
organism and the universe as one, including connecting to oneself as a whole. It
captures connections while discernment reflects seeing and knowing the Reality.
The gift of Presence is the ability to be the embodiment of the vision and the
reflection of what you desire to create. I used Nevis' distinctions about evocative
and provocative presence (see Table 2.2) to demonstrate ways of doing the work
of change.

The three gifts have become more relevant in this study regarding

the findings in Chapter IV than I expected.
As we come to understand ourselves, our bodies, and our consciousness,
we can understand more about how to use our energy to support the purposes of
the organisms with which we work in accordance with the principles of the
universe.
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The Gift of Heart

The Gift of Discernment

The Gift of Presence

"I can see clearly now.”

The Three United in One

”A masked, winged, impregnated
warrior with a heart for a shield.”

Figure 2.31. Three Gifts of the Organization Development Practitioner (by D.
Funches, 1989)
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Table 2.2
Examples of Provocative and Evocative Modes
of the Use of Self in Change Efforts

Evocative Mode

Provocative Mode

Modeling

Elicitation

Confrontation

Assault

Buddha’s life style

Confucius* Analects

Evangelical preaching

Coercive Persuasion

Ghandi’s ascetic life

Tao Te Ching

Boycotts and sit-ins

Draft card burning

Utopian communities;
social experiments that
may be observed by
others; trend-setting,
new lifestyles

Client-centered counseling
Teaching through the
lecture method

(e.g., Ghandi, King’s
bus boycott)

Terrorist acts such as
bombing, kidnapping,
airplane hijacking

Apprenticeship learning
arrangements

Uses of rich language;
metaphor, imagery, poetic
modes, gestures

Peaceful demonstrations

President Reagan saying,
"there is no energy
shortage in this great land
of ours" (paraphrase of his
remarks)

M. L. King’s protest
marches

President Carter wearing
a sweater, walking to the
White House on Inaugura¬
tion Day
President Reagan wearing
Western-style clothes
and riding a horse
Being attractive in manner/
style, so as to draw
attention, interest
Vicarious learning,
observing without trying
or simply by being in the
same space with another

M.L. King’s speeches

Techniques of S.
Alinsky

Strong rhetoric; propaganda

Sadat’s historic trip to
Jerusalem

Wildcat strikes, Clamshell
Alliance break-ins at
Seabrook Nuclear Facility
D. Ellsberg’s release of
the Pentagon papers to the
press
Synanon theory
Rolflng
est programs

Asking questions or making
remarks that gain the
attention of others
Awareness-enhancing tech¬
niques, such as those used
in Gestalt therapy, psycho¬
synthesis synectics, body
therapies (Alexander,
Feldenkrais, etc.)

Encounter groups
Assertiveness training
Tavistock Group
Confrontation meetings

Acts that browbeat or
"rape" others into
responding; any act of
hostility or any act that
strongly violates an
agreement

Bioenergetics
Third-party intervention
Interpreting another’s
behavior to them
Statements to clients that
stretch, or go beyond,
established boundaries

(From Organizational Consulting: A Gestalt Approach by E. Nevis, 1987, p. 131.
Reprinted by permission.)
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Finally, a strong message from Ptahotep to the initiate about use of self as
an instrument:
To play a useful role in the great divine plan, you must be able to
use your own person, like an obedient instrument, in front of the
public. You must be able, in front of groups of other people, to
animate your talents and abilities with your spiritual forces, raise
them to a climax of brilliance in such a way that you manifest your
spirit in the highest degree through your person, through the
posture of your body, through the movements of your hands,
through the glance of your eyes, and through the persuasive power
of your oratory, all so that you can bring people under your
influence and carry them upward with you to a higher spiritual
level. ... But the art of appearing in public must never be allowed
to awaken the devil of vanity in you.... It must never be allowed
to degenerate into self-complacency and the base desire to show off
with your God-given talents. When crowds of people enthusias¬
tically cheer and applaud you, you must constantly carry in your
consciousness the awareness that the people are not enthusiastic
about your person-which is only an empty garment-but about God
who has manifested . . . through your earthly instrument. (Haich,
1974, p. 184)

Summary and Gaps in the Literature
Much of the literature on transformational leadership emphasizes the
importance of the leader experiencing a personal transformation in order to be
able to transform an organization. With the exception of Senge (1990), Funches
(1989a, 1989b, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993a, 1993b), and, to some extent, Tichy and
Devanna (1986), there does not seem to be a specific model for self
transformation as a part of the transformation process of the system.
Koestenbaum (1991) speaks more specifically to what needs to be developed in
terms of strategy and tactics. Although everyone agrees that the transformational
leaders they studied have certain traits and abilities in common, there is not a set
of techniques to develop the strategic and tactical competencies as part of the
transformational process.
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Tichy and Devanna’s (1986) use of Bridge's (1980) transition model to
explain individual change is a useful basis for understanding self-transformation,
but it is not specific enough in discussing exactly how one achieves endings so as
to move to new beginnings, nor how the transformational leader deals with his or
her own endings and beginnings.
Senge (1990) discusses elements covered by the REAP model, such as the
importance of overcoming internal structural conflicts, making our assumptions,
conscious, and developing personal visions. Still, Senge’s work does not provide a
theory for accomplishing these goals. For example, he argues that to overcome
structural conflicts, the root belief system must be changed. What is the
methodology for doing this? REAP offers a technology for shifting these belief
systems, so that the path of least resistance changes. Bridges (1980) offers the
use of rituals for endings. Fritz (1984), on the other hand, argues that these
cannot be changed directly. Senge, whose discussion in this area is based on
Fritz's work, never gets to how to change the root belief system other than to say
that to do so requires a commitment to the truth. The implication is that
awareness of the beliefs changes the root system. If this is the case, the change
theory here is consistent with the gestalt paradoxical theory of change (in Nevis,
1987), that change takes place based on full awareness and acceptance of the
present state.
Also, while Senge explains the importance of visions, especially the affect
of visions on the individual's subconscious, he does not present a methodology for
bringing the vision into reality. He merely states that creative people use the gap
between vision and reality to generate energy. The techniques for engaging the
vision and activating the change directly relate to how to generate this energy.
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We can learn from the principles of quantum physics in this regard and
understand how to help a system make a quantum leap into a new reality.
Also, none of the models discuss the internal process the leader goes
through as he or she attempts to transform their organization. What does he or
she conceive and perceive? What is their strategic understanding and intent?
What are their tactical choices and how are these made? What resistance is
found within the leader to changing and what resistance is experienced in the
system? How are these resistances perceived, conceived, and responded to?
Although the anecdotes provided by some of the research speak to such issues,
the research does not result in a clear framework that can be followed by one
who leads transformations. How should he or she proceed from beginning to
end--to use the self, to change the self, to change the system.
Those who lead transformations need a model within a model. They need
more than a model for changing themselves. They need more than a model for
changing the system. They need a model for doing both, since both are in
question. Having such a frame of reference will only increase the conscious
competence of those who would dare lead transformations.
The REAP model and the leadership formula (see Figures 2.32 and 2.33)
lays out a framework for the leader and for overall change, but the techniques
have not been made explicit to the leader who seeks to begin the journal of
transformation. By studying the journeys of several persons who have led
transformational efforts in a variety of roles as change agent, we may enhance
our understanding of the use of self and transformation of self involved in
changing the system. As a by-product, we may learn more about the
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The Leadership Formula
r=reflect
R=Release
e=envision
E=Engage
a=activate A=Assimilate
p=position P=Produce
n=the number of people involved
1. r + e + a = p

You have positioned us for change

The leadership and a cross section of others throughout
thesystem reflects on the present, past and identifies patterns that
you want to end, as well as what you want to maintain and build
upon. You develop the vision based on input from all. You
immediately activate to create forward motion, selecting an item
that will help to release energy that is tied up in patterns we need
to change. The "a" item(s) must be "out of the box",not
reminiscent of what we’ve always expected. At the same time,
it must be a way of making it clear that it is a new day,
consistent with the vision. You/we have positioned us for
change.
2. p + RxExAn = P
The momentum from the first round above is part of what
accelerates the change. The second critical factor is when you
facilitate the release of old energy by helping people see how "it
should have been" so that they can let go. The energy from
release propels us forward further to the point where we take
ownership and commitment for the changes we will make
(assimilate).

(Copyright 1991, The REAPtm Gallery Unlimited Corporation. Reprinted by
permission.)

Figure 2.32. The Leadership Formula
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FOUR OPERATING PRINCIPLES:
1.

"FREEDOM"

Freedom from limitations of the past as practiced in the present. The past becomes
background with all other potentials. It can be used as relevant, rather than being the
compelling structure or pattern that determines the status quo and future. Move "outside
the box." There is clear space and destructuring, hence chaos. All is "up for grabs.”

2.

"FOCUS"

Focus on what the organization wants to create—on the vision. The strength of focus
includes discerning the connection to the system’s essential purpose. See the multiple
realities, yet put your focus on a desired potential reality. You and the vision become one.
Bring more into focus with pictures and spoken and written words. FOCUS, no matter
what goes on around you. Focus is the order in the chaos. Creation is where something is
made from nothing. Restructuring begins. Feelings provide the fuel and fire.

"FAST
FORWARD" or
"FORWARD"

You need accelerated movement to bring the vision into physical reality. Create processes
to assimilate/intemalize experiences as well. Hesitating and delaying movement is a way of
creating obstacles in your own and others’ path. Forward motion is required. Move in ways
that create the vision now. What appear to be mistakes along the way are educational
incidents to sharpen your focus and provide additional information or guidance. Collisions
may be opportunities to pick up more momentum, redirect you to a shorter path, or release
more old patterns. Learn as you go and keep a joyful heart. While in motion, the
movement and the vision are the same.

"FLOW TO
THE FINISH"

Recognizing that everything has already been created, step into the final picture. Move with
what has already been put into place to achieve desired results. You may get there so fast,
you wonder how it happened. Mark the moment and then put this energy immediately into
the next result to be created. Reflect on the entire process to sec what you’ve learned.
Begin to value the learning and adventure more than the material results.

(D. Funches. Copyright 1992, The REAPtm Gallery Unlimited Corporation.
Reprinted by permission.)

Figure 2.33. Reaping the Winds of Changetm-The Leadership Formula
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transformational process itself, which may be of assistance in guiding those who
lead transformations.
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CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses the methods, underlying assumptions, and
procedures for the study, and is organized as follows:
•

The Qualitative Approach

•

Relevant Methodologies and Techniques

•

The Research Setting

•

Selection of Participants

•

Data Collection Design

•

Data Collection and Analysis Process

The Qualitative Approach
The focus of inquiry is the internal experience of those who lead
transformations in organizations. How do they use themselves as instruments of
change? What are the steps of their own personal transformation in the context
of leading organizational change? What is the nature of their strategic and
tactical consciousness and energy? Are there steps to changing themselves and
the organization that others who aspire to lead transformations can learn from in
relation to their respective cultures?
The approach to this study requires the ability to get inside of the
perspective of the subjects themselves, to understand their world view in terms of
the experience of leading transformational change in the organization with which
the transformer has a relationship. Qualitative research was most appropriate
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because of my interest in understanding a complex experience that must be
explored in depth by the human instrument in order to apprehend the variety of
possible meanings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The specific methods I used and the
relationship to the paradigm of inquiry are discussed as appropriate in the
following sections.

Relevant Methodologies and Techniques
As qualitative research is gaining in use, it has become more difficult to
discern a single approach that is best for the focus of inquiry. Lincoln and Guba
(1985) identify ten perspectives of qualitative inquiry in terms of the theoretical
traditions of their roots (physics, philosophy, psychology, anthropology, and more)
and the central questions which match these perspectives. The five perspectives
of most interest regarding this study are ethnography, phenomenology, heuristics,
chaos theory, and hermeneutics. The central question for ethnography is, "What
is the culture of this group of people?" For phenomenology, the question is,
"What is the structure and essence of experience of this phenomenon for these
people?" In heuristics, the central question is, "What is my experience of this
phenomenon and the essential experience of others who also experience this
phenomenon intensely?" The central question for chaos theory is, "What is the
underlying order, if any, of disorderly phenomenon?" Finally, from a hermeneutic
perspective, the question is, "What are the conditions under which a human act
took place or a product was produced that makes it possible to interpret its
meanings?" Although all of these perspectives might be able to contribute
something to the study in question, the overall tradition that most strongly fits the
nature of this study is the heuristic tradition because of my personal experience
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with and passion about the phenomenon of leading transformations as a spiritual
student, as a teacher and guide for transformations, as an expert change agent,
and, in particular, as a leader in a specific case of organizational change.
In selecting the methods, the overall guiding questions were: What
approaches will help most to discover the truth in relation to the focus of inquiry
for myself and other co-researchers? What theory of inquiry fits most with the
theory or assumptions underlying the study? What theory of inquiry will make
the findings most trustworthy? What is the fit of approaches with my training in
various disciplines? I combined techniques from several authors to increase the
likelihood of high-quality results.
On the whole, the concepts of heuristic research, as outlined by Moustakas
(1990), best fit the research question, overall paradigm of study, and my
approaches to knowledge building as the principal researcher. This approach
made exploring my own experience critical in relation to the phenomenon, and
allowed me to include others’ experiences as well, expanding the possibilities for
understanding my own experiences. In addition to Moustakas* approach, some of
the principles and techniques offered by Strauss and Corbin (1990) on coding
data for developing grounded theory, and Lincoln and Guba (1985) on
trustworthiness in naturalistic inquiry, were important for managing the data and
building quality results. In the following sections, I discuss the relevant aspects of
each of these methodologies in relation to the study. Since heuristic research
provides a firm fit with the overall nature of the study, more detail appears on
this approach and related assumptions. The other methodologies were employed
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to support the quality of the analysis and results in areas where Moustakas’
framework was not sufficiently explicit for the overall study requirements.
My training in several areas supported me in using the techniques
suggested by Moustakas (1990), Strauss and Corbin (1990), and Lincoln and Guba
(1985). I relied on my background in: (1) Shifting between inductive and
deductive reasoning as a mathematician; (2) working with figure and ground in
perception, detailed observations of sensory data, and self-dialogue in my training
as a gestalt practitioner; and (3) spiritual and scientific training to expand levels
of consciousness and perception through intuition. My experience with the data
collection and analysis processes, in fact, may be as important as the findings.
This experience is covered more closely in Chapter V. Table 3.1 captures an
overview of the concepts and methods used in the study. Details follow in the
subsequent sections.
Clark Moustakas and Heuristic Research
The word ’’heuristic" comes from the Greek word heuriskein, meaning to
discover or to find. It refers to a process of internal search through which one
discovers the nature and meaning of experience and develops methods and
procedures for further investigation and analysis. Moustakas (1990) notes that:
The self of the researcher is present throughout the process and,
while understanding the phenomenon with increasing depth, the
researcher also experiences growing self-awareness and selfknowledge. Heuristic processes incorporate creative self processes
and self-discoveries, (p. 9)
Heuristic research provides a framework for the researcher to be immersed in
and become one with the phenomenon he or she is studying, while using
processes that also support clarity of perspective on the data informing the
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study. The heuristic process is a way of being informed, a way of seeing and
knowing that is based on the principles of the creative process and use of self of
the researcher as a clear instrument of discovery. Throughout the investigation,
the heuristic method calls for self-search, self-dialogue, and self-discovery. In
fact, the research question and methodology flow out of the inner awareness and
inspiration of the researcher, according to Moustakas.
Rather than being distant from the topic, then, the heuristic researcher
becomes one with it and enters into it fully, determined to extend his or her
understanding and knowledge of an experience. Douglass and Moustakas (1985)
clarify some distinctions between phenomenological research and heuristic
research:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Whereas phenomenology encourages a kind of
detachment from being investigated, heuristics
emphasizes connectedness and relationship.
Whereas phenomenology permits the researcher to
conclude definitive descriptions of the structures of
experience, heuristics leads to depictions of essential
meanings and portrayal of the intrigue and personal
significance that imbue the search to know.
Whereas phenomenological research generally
concludes with a presentation of distilled structures of
experience, heuristics may involve reintegration of
derived knowledge that itself is an of creative
discovery, a synthesis that includes intuition and tacit
understanding.
Whereas phenomenology loses the persons in the
process of descriptive analysis, in heuristics the
research participants remain visible in the examination
of the data and continue to be portrayed as whole
persons. Phenomenology ends with the essence of
experience; heuristics retains the essence of the person
in experience, (p. 43)

One key aspect of heuristic research is the relationship of the researchers
to the study in terms of motivation and impact. One of the key assumptions of
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the method is that the initial data is within the researcher. Moreover, he or she
is passionate about the subject and has personally experienced it. The challenge
is to reach in and capture the underlying experience and then explicate its nature.
In the process, the researcher is not only learning about the focus of inquiry, he
or she is also transforming the self, meaning the process is intended to have an
impact on the consciousness and behavior of the researcher.
Concepts and Processes of Heuristic Research. I used the seven basic
concepts of heuristic research in the analysis process: (1) Identifying with the
focus of inquiry; (2) indwelling; (3) focusing; (4) tacit knowing; (5) intuition; (6)
the internal frame of reference; and (7) self-dialogue. I used several of these in
combination, however, experiencing the greatest impact in this way. For me,
"indwelling" and "focusing" activate the intuitive mind and knowingness. Since
"tacit knowing" includes the using of physical cues, I relied on this approach
primarily for observation of analytical and physical data rather than for deeper
inquiry and understanding. The concepts are explained in the following
paragraphs.
(1) Identifying with the Focus of Inquiry. "Identifying with the focus of
inquiry" requires becoming one with it in consciousness. Salk (1983, in
Moustakas, 1990) refers to this as the "inverted perspective" where one imagines
being the subject or entity one is attempting to understand. In my spiritual and
scientific development, I have been trained in this particular way of perceiving as
being in analogical mind. It is a way of seeing and knowing that diminishes the
separation between observer and the observed, such that the object can be known
without the filters of the observer (Markides, 1985; Toben & Wolf, 1982). The
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emotions and experiences of the researcher, and his or her empathy, are not a
part of this process. This is one aspect of what can happen when I focus on the
subject or the person in question; I become one with it in consciousness.
(2) Indwelling. Indwelling refers to the heuristic process of turning inward
to seek a deeper, more extended comprehension in the nature or meaning of a
quality or theme of human experience.
It involves a willingness to gaze with unwavering attention and
concentration into some facet of human experience in order to
understand its constituent qualities and its wholeness. To
understand something fully, one dwells inside the subsidiary and
focal factors to draw from them every possible nuance, texture, fact,
and meaning. The indwelling process is conscious and deliberate,
yet it is not linear or logical. It follows clues wherever they appear;
one dwells inside them and expands their meanings and associates
until a fundamental insight is achieved. (Moustakas, 1990, p. 24)
As I use this process, I also use the following one of focusing on the idea
or object in depth. For me, full focus includes indwelling and identifying with the
focus or object of inquiry. As I focus and dwell within the context of a facet of
experience, it takes on dimension for me, which then contributes to my
understanding of its depth, texture, motion, and structure.
(3) Focusing. According to Moustakas (1990), '’focusing" is both a process
that is relevant to personal growth, insight, and change, and a process that has
advanced as a therapeutic strategy by Gendlin (1978, in Moustakas, 1990).
Moustakas does not discuss focusing as a process critical in most disciplines of
spiritual development. The steps of focusing as used in heuristic research
include: clearing an inward space to enable one to tap into thoughts and feelings
that are essential to clarifying a question; getting a handle on the question;
elucidating its constituents; making contact with core themes; and explicating the
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themes. Focusing is an inner attention, enabling one to see the subject as it is
and to make whatever shifts are necessary to remove clutter and engage with the
insights into one’s own experience. If one is focusing on something or someone
outside of the self, focus excludes one’s own thoughts in relation to the object;
rather, one learns how to be clear of one’s own personality and thoughts and
enter a level of expanded consciousness that is not particular to one’s small self,
so to speak. This is practiced in most of the world’s spiritual practices under the
auspices of various forms of meditation, wherein one learns to clear thought and
move into states of "no-thing-ness."
(4) Tacit Knowing. 'Tacit knowing" underlies all other aspects of heuristic
research. It is the capacity that allows one to sense the unity or wholeness of
something from an understanding of the individual qualities or parts. One can
sense the "treeness of a tree," for example, having only seen some of its parts,
without seeing the entire tree. Moustakas (1990) bases the importance and
validity of tacit knowing on the work of Polyani (1967). Tacit knowledge, which
is based on the invisible and unseen, is distinguished from explicit knowledge,
which is based on what is visible and observable. Polyani (1967) perceives tacit
knowledge as based on a combination of subsidiary clues, which are visible, and
what he terms "focal" aspects of an experience, which are unseen and invisible,
but necessary for the person to form wholeness and integration in what they
perceive. Moustakas (1990) comments: "Because ’focal’ is associated with focus,
perhaps a more appropriate designation would be ’implicit’ or ’subliminal’;
nonetheless, Polyani’s language will be retained here" (p. 21).
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Both Moustakas’ comment here about the oddness of the term "focal" and
Polyani’s (1967) significant attempt to explain how it is possible that someone can
know the whole of something when only a part is visible illustrate somewhat of a
conceptual trap. Although both authors may intend to explain the opposite
phenomenon, the ability to know without seeing, they appear to be caught in the
conceptual trap that one must see something in order to know something, and
seeing that something must take place with the physical eye. If one considers
instead that the brain is the organ of sight, not the eye, which only reflects light,
then it becomes simpler to accept that the brain sees what the physical eye
cannot see (Hooper & Teresi, 1986).
Hence the use of the term "focal" is quite appropriate in terms of what can
be seen by the "mind's eye," so to speak, versus being seen by the physical eye or
sensed by other physical means (sound, smell, taste, touch) within a particular
dimension of space and time. Moreover, if one considers the perspective that all
of physical reality is a hologram (Talbot, 1991), and that the brain is a hologram,
then the whole is contained in any of its parts. It appears logical then that the
brain have the capacity to perceive the whole of something by coming in contact
with a part of it.
Developing the ability to focus, "to be still and know that I am God," is
essential to the ability to have tacit knowledge and beyond--to be able to know
that of which you can see only a part and to be able to know that which you
cannot see at all. The latter way of knowing is more commonly referred to as
intuition, another concept in heuristic research.
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(5) Intuition. Moustakas (1990) considers "intuition" to be the bridge
between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Intuition makes possible the
perceiving of things as wholes. He contends, however, that the whole tree is
intuited by the clues that are provided by careful observation, experience, and
connecting into patterns what one sees with the physical eye or knows explicitly.
Although I agree with Moustakas that intuition is critical to the work of heuristic
research, and, for that matter, critical to the work of leading transformations, I
disagree with this tendency to define intuition as something that works only based
on physical clues. Working with physical clues could explain how you recognize a
tree when you see a piece of bark, because you have learned that this is part of
tree. It does not explain how one could know what is on the other side of a wall
when one cannot see it, or how Person A could know what Person B is thinking
when Person A has not said what they are thinking and Person B cannot
physically observe Person A’s bodily clues. Some of the work in quantum physics
can explain these phenomena, however (Toben & Wolf, 1975).
Legitimizing intuition as a key concept in heuristic research is important.
Again, Moustakas (1990) does limit the true meaning by defining it as operating
based on physical cues. This makes intuition the same as tacit knowing, which
Polyani (1967) contends operates based on combining the visible clues with the
invisible or focal perspective. In this study, I have kept the use of my intuitive
processes separate from tacit knowing because the latter involves filling in the
blanks, which I am most likely to do from my own subjective experience. Pure
intuition, on the other hand, is. a level of consciousness that overrides my personal
experience.
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Intuition comes from the latin word, intuitus, and the verb intueriy which
means to look at or to view. According to Webster’s New World Dictionary,
intuition is:
The direct knowing or learning of something without the conscious
use of reasoning; immediate apprehension or understanding;
something known or learned in this way; the ability to perceive or
know things without conscious reasoning. (Guralnik, 1984, p. 740)
When I am using my intuition, I am perceiving something from a realm of
knowingness that does not come from my accumulated knowledge base and sense
of linear logic.
(6) The Internal Frame of Reference. Whether knowledge is obtained by
tacit, intuitive, or observed phenomena, one must always have the experiencing
person’s world view as the anchor in heuristic research. The quality of the
research depends, in part, on the empathic abilities of the researcher to identify
and get into the world of the subject so that he or she fully explicates and
explores the experience in question. Their behavior and choices will always have
a logic in the context of their own world view. When I use the techniques of
focus and indwelling well, connecting to the co-researcher’s world view is a part
of the process; it is not a stretch. When I operate from my own frame of
reference, it is difficult to take information in from a co-researcher who does not
see the world as I do.
(7) Self-Dialogue. Since heuristic research is seeking unity from among
hidden likenesses, it is important to have the ability to separate and dialogue with
the phenomenon and with oneself. Moustakas (1990) describes learning to use
"self-dialogue" along with identification with the subject as moving from whole to
part and back to whole again. One makes this movement repeatedly in the
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process of the research until one uncovers multiple meanings. The researcher
begins, however, with one’s own experiences and discoveries related to the focus
of inquiry. Hence, self-dialogue is a critical process in the early stages to set the
stage for broader research. This is why it was important in this study to interview
myself before I interviewed anyone else.
The Phases of Heuristic Research. Moustakas (1990) outlines seven
phases of heuristic research, which comprise the basic research design of this
methodology: (1) initial engagement; (2) immersion into the topic and the
question; (3) incubation; (4) illumination; (5) explication; (6) culmination of the
research into a creative synthesis; and (7) validation. Each is briefly defined
below.
(1) Initial Engagement. The task of the "initial engagement" is to discover
an intense interest, a passionate concern that is compelling for the researcher.
Rather than seek out a topic in which he or she is merely interested, the
researcher selects a compelling area and permits intuition to run freely in order
to allow the question to take form and significance.
(2) Immersion. Once the question and key terms are defined, the
researcher immerses into the question, living it through all states of awakening
and dreaming. Everything in his or her life, contends Moustakas (1990), becomes
crystallized around the question. This is exemplary for me of making the
question the point of focus in the meditative sense of the word. The question is
figural for the researcher during this immersion period. All else is background or
ground, in the gestalt sense of these words.
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(3) Incubation. In this phase, the researcher retreats from the intense,
concentrated focus on the question. Meanwhile, growth is taking place on an
unconscious level. It is during this process that discovery can take place.
Moustakas (1990) notes that "Incubation is a process in which a seed has been
planted; the seed undergoes silent nourishment, support, and care that produces a
creative awareness of some dimension of a phenomenon or creative integration of
its parts or qualities" (p. 29).
This phase is considered a part of the discovery process and creative
process. As a mathematics major in college, I discovered that my understanding
of how to prove a particular theorem often came after a long struggle to do so. I
would withdraw from the problem and, at some point, an insight or understanding
would occur. Both the direct effort or immersion in the problem and the indirect
removal contributed to the subsequent spontaneous discovery.
(4) Illumination. This phase includes a breakthrough into conscious
awareness of qualities and a clustering of qualities into themes inherent in the
question. Some aspect of the question may have been in the background until
this phase. At the point of illumination, a key dimension which has been present
all the time emerges as a critical organizing theme in the entire question.
(5) Explication. In this phase, the researcher fully examines what has been
awakened in consciousness in order to understand all the layers of its meaning.
All of the various processes in heuristic research are used here: self-dialogue,
indwelling, focusing, self-searching, and so forth. Moreover, the researcher
attends to his or her own feelings and thoughts as a prelude to deriving
understanding from the conversations and dialogues with others.
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A clearer picture of the key ingredients of the experience under inquiry is
painted and these can be organized for each subject or co-researcher. The
researcher wants to gain a full explication of each subject and a composite picture
of the phenomenon under study. This comprehensive picture prepares the
researcher for the creative synthesis.
(6) Creative Synthesis. Other than validation the findings, this is the final
phase of heuristic research. This aspect can only be achieved through tacit and
intuitive powers, despite the fact that other techniques may be employed to assist
with themes in the earlier phases.
The researcher must move beyond any confined or constructed
attention to the data itself and permit an inward life on the
question to grow, in such a way that a comprehensive expression of
the essences of the phenomenon investigated is realized.
(Moustakas, 1990, p. 32)
The creative synthesis may take a narrative form with examples from the
data, or it may be compressed into an art form, such as a poem, story, drawing,
or a combination. In this study, the creative synthesis takes the form of a story
about a proposed conference, found in Chapter IV.
(7) The Validation of Heuristic Research. Validation of the findings is a
major challenge in qualitative methods of research, and heuristic research is no
exception. Moustakas (1990) considers the principal researcher the primary
instrument of validation since he or she has been with the experience from
beginning to end. The researcher repeatedly checks the original data for
understanding and themes to examine and potentially discover more or different
understandings. If the findings are different in one round of checking from a
previous one, he or she can check for themes again from the raw data and
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determine whether the third analysis matches the second and so on. Moustakas
also suggests having the co-researchers review the individual depictions of their
experience to determine accuracy. This is consistent with Lincoln and Guba’s
(1985) notion about member checks, which I used.
Strauss and Corbin on Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques
Strauss and Corbin (1990) present concepts and techniques in data analysis
that contribute to developing grounded theory:
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study
of the phenomenon it represents. That is, it is discovered,
developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data
collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon.
Therefore, data collection, analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal
relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory,
then prove it. Rather, one begins with an area of study and what is
relevant to that area is allowed to emerge, (p. 23)
This approach was significant for this study for two reasons. First,
developing the REAP model was grounded in my personal experiences with the
process of creating what I wanted. Hence, evolving theory from reflection on my
own experience is my primary and preferred approach. In this study, however, I
added the dimension of including the experiences of others to influence my
thinking. Having already developed a model for transformation and change
brings me to the second point of significance: It was important for me to remain
in the discovery mode rather than using the study only to affirm or test my own
model. I wanted to stay open to discovering aspects I had not discovered before.
The study has given me the opportunity to apply research principles to a
phenomenon about which I have great passion and eagerness to learn. What
emerges goes beyond what I discovered earlier when reflecting on my own
experience about transformation and change, and is discussed in Chapter IV.
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Having previous experience is an asset in what Strauss and Corbin (1990)
term "theoretical sensitivity." Theoretical sensitivity comes from several sources:
Literature on the subject, including biographies, research, and theory. Although
Strauss and Corbin do not mention it, theoretical sensitivity may also be found in
movies, writings of fiction, and in music and other works of art related to the
subject. Since I used these media for my own reflections on the subject, it is
important to acknowledge their influence.
Professional experience is a second source of theoretical sensitivity. It
gives one an understanding of the language and of how things happen or occur in
a particular occupation, role, or field of study. This type of sensitivity may aid in
reviewing and understanding the phenomenon, and may block you from seeing
what is obvious or what has become routine.
Personal experience with the phenomenon is a third type of sensitivity.
This is akin to the experiences I used to gain insights into the critical concepts
involved in creating what you want and creating change. I also had this type of
sensitivity based on my experiences as a leader of transformation in the NTL
Institute, as an outside consultant to leaders and change agents attempting to
transform their companies, and as a professional in the field with large exposure
to data about issues and trends.
Finally, the analytic process provides a fourth type of theoretical sensitivity
in that insight and understanding about the phenomenon increase as you interact
with your data. Hence, the authors provide a process for interweaving data
selection with data analysis, which helped to evolve the parameters of the
evolving theory.
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While the assumptions underlying heuristic research have given me free
license to be influenced by my theoretical sensitivities, Strauss and Corbin (1990)
provide procedures which help one to look beyond these as well. Strauss and
Corbin offer a detailed guide and set of procedures for coding data that assist in
developing grounded theory. As the authors note, these procedures are designed
to:
(1)

Build rather than only test theory;

(2)

Give the research process the rigor necessary to make the theory
good science;

(3)

Help the analyst break through the biases and assumptions brought
to, and that can develop during, the research process; and

(4)

Provide the grounding, build the density, and develop the sensitivity
and integration needed to generate a rich, tightly woven,
explanatory theory that closely approximates the reality it
represents.

There are many detailed procedures in Strauss and Corbin’s approach to
coding. I incorporated these, however, to give more structure the Moustakas’
(1990) approach and to give me the opportunity to discover whether others’
perceptions were similar to or different from mine in terms of how they viewed
the data. Below, I explain the basic techniques of Strauss and Corbin for: open
coding; improving theoretical sensitivity; axial coding; and selective coding. In
addition to Moustakas’ techniques, these assisted in clarifying the concepts and
relationships of concepts in the analysis.
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Open Coding. Open coding is the process of breaking down, examining,
comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data. These terms have specific
meanings listed below:
Concepts: Conceptual labels placed on discrete happenings, events,
and other instances of phenomena.
Category: A classification of concepts ... discovered when
concepts are compared one against another and appear to pertain
to a similar phenomenon.
Coding: The process of analyzing data.
Code Notes: The products of coding . .. [and] one type of memo.
Properties: Attributes or characteristics pertaining to a category.
Dimensions: Location of properties along a continuum.
Dimensionalizing: The process of breaking a property down into its
dimensions, (p. 61)
In coding, the two main analytic procedures are: asking questions and
making comparisons. In Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) approach, you first label the
data in terms of concepts, then discover categories, which are provisional until a
later phase, name categories, identify properties of categories and then the
dimensions of each particular property. The authors use an example of a
category called "watching" among food orchestrators in a restaurant. For this
category, examples of properties are frequency, extent, intensity, and duration.
An example of dimensional range along a continuum for the frequency property
is "often" at one end of the continuum and "never" at the other end.
One can code by sentence or paragraph, depending on the discrete nature
of information in relation to the phenomenon. Coding an entire interview or
document is also permissible as long as one returns for more specific analysis. In
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this study, I coded mostly by paragraph, some of which included multiple codes.
In a few situations, where there were concepts we wanted to explore in depth, we
coded by word or phrase to find out the different ways in which a particular
concept was being used by the co-researchers. In the early stages of coding,
however, we were only attempting to identify key concepts important to each case
and important across cases.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) suggest several techniques to minimize the
negative impact of blind spots based on theoretical sensitivity. First, is the use of
questioning to open up data, such as: Who? When? Where? What? How?
How much? and Why? For example, in the case of data for this study, the data
may open up questions, such as: When did you know where the resistance was
going to come from in the change effort? How did you know? How did you feel
when you realized this? Why does the source of the resistance matter? What
does resistance mean to different people in a similar situation? Sometimes the
answers to these questions were not found within one particular case, but were
more apparent and we studied from to case to case. Through self-dialogue
(Moustakas, 1990), I was able to probe in depth regarding my own experiences
throughout the research effort, questioning why I responded as I did and what
drove me to perceive and act in the ways that I did in various transformational
efforts.
A second way to minimize negative impact of theoretical sensitivity is
analyzing or scanning a document based on a word. The researcher looks for any
word or phrase that stands out. I did this in part by using sets of eyes in addition
to my own at the early stages of coding, noting what others may have seen that I
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did not notice. In a few cases, this was significant, where others noticed
something that I had taken for granted.
Third is the flip-flop technique. With this technique, you presume the
opposite of what the data say in order to find out more about the particular
concept or category in question. This technique is useful where there is an
important concept in the data with little or no supportive information in the field
notes. I used this approach to help me with the issues about whether all coresearchers were truly transformers.
A fourth technique is systematic comparisons of two or more phenomena
early in the analysis. This is useful when the researcher knows a substantial
amount about the technical phenomenon under study and may be blind to other
possibilities. With this technique, the researcher creates a situation different from
that he or she expects and uses the created scenario to invent additional depth
and breadth to the categories. As a result, the findings may be different from
what was expected in the review of the literature, or they may be similar. If they
are similar, the researcher’s ability to explain the phenomenon will have
improved. I used this approach to explore the differences within the group
regarding personal experiences with transformation.
A fifth technique is far out comparisons, where the researcher selects an
area substantially different than the area of study to generate more ideas about
categories, properties, and dimensions. If you are studying about change agents,
for example, you may decide to focus on carpenters, cooks, or secretaries to
evoke more ideas through a comparative process.
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A final technique is waving the red flag, where the researcher pays
particular attention to words and phrases used that are cues for cultural
assumptions in the data. Examples are "of course not," "always," "never," and
"There’s no need for discussion." The cultural contexts of the co-researchers were
so different in this sample that I had to think of such assumptions as a part of
each person rather than connected to the group as a whole. This was important
when I began to discover the significant differences in the consciousness of some
co-researchers compared to others about principles and processes for
transformation, the state of being of their respective organisms, and the gaps in
consciousness and language about themselves as transformers. For example, in
most cases, I could ask a co-researcher about the presenting situation or needs of
the organism at the beginning of the transformation effort, and the responses
were clear, specific, and precise. In one case, however, I asked a co-researcher
about the same thing and I could barely get an answer, almost as if what was
going on with the organism was not particularly important or that I should know
already what the specifics were. I had to explore whether this type of response
had to do with the cultural context of the co-researcher, or with his individual
attitude, or both.
Axial Coding. Axial coding includes procedures for making connections
between categories. In reality, this is done intermittently with open coding. The
emphasis in axial coding, however, is understanding the connections between
concepts and the context in which the concepts exist. The key terms used for
axial coding are: causal conditions, phenomenon, context, and intervening
conditions. Causal conditions are the events, triggers, incidents that lead to a
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particular phenomenon occurring. A phenomenon is the central idea about which
a set of actions are focused. The context is the set of properties that pertain to a
phenomenon. Intervening conditions are the structural conditions that affect the
strategies regarding a phenomenon. These influence what happens and does not
happen in a given context. In axial coding, the result is a paradigm model with a
flow from left to right:
(A) CAUSAL CONDITIONS-> (B) PHENOMENON->
(C) CONTEXT — > (D) INTERVENING CONDITIONS->
(E) ACTION/INTERACTION STRATEGIES->
(F) CONSEQUENCES (p. 99)
This was a complex process because I was intermittently relating subcategories to
categories, forming hypotheses, testing hypotheses against the data, and searching
for properties at the same time. This meant shifting between deductive and
inductive thinking.
The major difficulty I experienced here, however, was not in exploring
relationships between key concepts or categories. Rather, I found that the
breakdown of the items into the sequence above was beginning to feel like
forcing or falsifying the phenomenon, to some extent, into a linear frame of
reference. To move beyond this paradigmatic conflict, I began to frame the
concepts and questions about their interrelationships in geometric terms, making
alterations and asking questions as I progressed. The more I worked with the
data, the less useful I found the above framework until I placed the notion of
causality in one of the highest abstractions possible: universal consciousness.
Given the entire literature review and the views of the universe as dual or whole,
it becomes absurd to view one person’s actions as causing another’s actions.
Rather, it becomes more meaningful to explore results in terms of the
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consciousness and actions that co-created these, including whether and how that
consciousness is limited or unlimited.
Selective Coding. Selective coding is the process of selecting the core
category and validating its relationships for other categories while completing
categories that call for more development. In this context, the core category is
the central phenomenon around which all other categories are integrated. This is
partially done through a story that is a descriptive narrative of the central
phenomenon of the study. The authors define the "story line" as the
conceptualization of the story or the core category. Selective coding is a higher
level of abstraction than axial coding and is more akin to the integration aspect of
the individual depiction or the creative synthesis for the entire group (Moustakas,
1990). One can approach the task intuitively, as in the process outlined by
Moustakas (1990), or analytically, as suggested by Strauss and Corbin (1990), or
both. Strauss and Corbin provide guidelines for identifying and committing to a
story line in the midst of substantial detailed data, including how to select
between two or more salient phenomena, determining the properties and
dimensions of the core, uncovering the patterns, and solidifying the connections.
These tasks are all central to laying out the grounded theory itself. The theory
emerging from the analysis is the product of the selective coding task, after
validating the theory against the data itself.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) have influenced the study in another way with
the distinction between substantive theory and formal theory, both of which can
ba grounded theory. They refer to a conditional matrix (see Figure 3.1) which
identifies several levels of analysis. Action pertaining to a phenomenon is at the
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Figure 3.1.

Conditional Matrix
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center, and each outer circle includes the following, respectively: Interaction;
group; individual and collective; sub-organizational, sub-institutional level;
organization and institutional level; community level; national level; and
international level. A substantive theory evolves from the study of a phenomenon
placed in one particular situational context. For example, this study could result
in a substantive theory if I studied transformational leaders in one organization,
or several different transformational leaders in different organizations. A formal
theory, on the other hand, comes from studying a phenomenon under many
different types of situations. If I had studied executives from different companies,
the result would still be a substantive theory, although it may be more easily
generalized to other executives in similar situations. If I wanted to develop a
theory about leading transformations that went beyond the boundaries of
organizational behavior, I had to include persons who work in other contexts with
transformations. The subsequent sample reflects this variety and is discussed
further in more detail later in this chapter.
There are additional procedures included to build trustworthiness in the
data.
Lincoln and Guba on Naturalistic Inquiry
Naturalistic inquiry is never concisely defined by Lincoln and Guba (1985),
yet it is consistent with the overall heuristic approach for the most part. As a
paradigm, it operates on the following five axioms. First, realities are multiple,
constructed, and holistic. Second, the knower and the known are interactive and
inseparable. That is, there is no such thing as a reality "out there," beyond the
consciousness of the perceiver. Third, only time- and context-bound working
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hypotheses are possible. These are idiographic as opposed to context-free truths
or generalizations. Fourth, all entities are mutually influencing and shaping one
another, so it is impossible to distinguish cause from effects. Hence, we need to
understand the relation of phenomena, rather than having only a linear sequential
view of the world. Fifth, inquiry is value-bound, rather than value-free.
The one aspect of Lincoln and Guba’s perspective, however, which is not
consistent with my own is that it is possible for the human instrument to elevate
its consciousness beyond the boundaries of the values and personal
predispositions of the individual who is expressing the consciousness. If this were
not possible, then the phenomenon experienced and observed by masters of mind
over matter would not be possible. The work in higher dimensions of
consciousness is based on the ability to transcend the limitations of the physical
world and consciousness and tap into progressively unlimited domains of
consciousness, as discussed in Chapter II. The researcher, then, needs to be clear
when he or she is operating based on personal predispositions and when insights
and observations are coming from a different dimension of consciousness. In
using myself as an instrument in this study, I had to make such distinctions.
I maximized my ability to take into account the local conditions and local
values, hoping to make the outcomes more transferable. The size of the sample
was controlled by the appearance of redundancy, when no new information
appeared to be forthcoming. Purposive sampling is intended to maximize
information, not facilitate generalization. Upon beginning the analysis, however, I
discovered the need for more depth in certain areas than I had explored in the
initial interview. For further study, this would lead me to alter my questions.
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The third major research implication is that the researcher prefers to
negotiate outcomes and interpretations with the human sources because it is their
reality we are attempting to reconstruct. In the case of those who lead
transformations, for example, the co-researchers were in the best position to
understand the complex interactions that are reflected in the use of self in the
context of the particular organizational culture in question.
Fourth, it may be more appropriate to generalize about use of self in the
context of one’s culture, for example, than to generalize about use of self in the
change process on the whole. This is particularly relevant for transformational
leaders who work with organizations, communities, and nations, since the
fundamental task is likely to include transforming aspects of the culture in
question, which may be different than helping an individual to transform.
Finally, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest special criteria for
trustworthiness in naturalistic inquiry. They argue that the conventional criteria
for trustworthiness are inconsistent with the naturalistic paradigm. Convention
calls for a match between research outcomes and a single tangible reality; for
generalizability; and for absolute stability and replicability, which are not possible
in emergent design. They replace these traditional criteria with four others:
credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability to affirm the
trustworthiness of naturalistic approaches.
The attention to trustworthiness is one of the significant contributions of
Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) work to this study. The four basic questions
underlying trustworthiness are:
•

How can one establish confidence in the '’truth" of findings of
an inquiry for the respondents with which and the context in
which the inquiry was carried out?
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•

How can one determine the degree to which the findings of an
inquiry may have applicability in other contexts or with other
respondents?

•

How can one determine whether the findings of an inquiry would
be consistently repeated if the inquiry were replicated with the same
or similar respondents in a same or similar context?

•

How can one establish the degree to which the findings of an
inquiry stem from the characteristics of the respondents and the
context and not from the biases, motivations, interests, and
perspectives of the inquirer? (p. 218)

Lincoln and Guba label these questions as "truth value," "applicability,"
"consistency," and "neutrality." To accomplish these, the researcher must develop
"credibility," "transferability," "dependability," and "confirmability." I used their
guidelines for each of these criteria.
Building Credibility. The five types of procedures for building credibility
are: activities to increase probability of producing credible findings (prolonged
engagement, persistent observation, triangulation); peer debriefing; negative case
analysis; referential adequacy; and member checking. Prolonged engagement
includes sufficient time to learn the culture, test for misinformation based on the
self or the respondents, and building trust. It provides breadth to the scope of
the effort. Of the eleven cases in the study, I had direct knowledge and
experience with the respective cultures and contexts in which seven of the subjects
lead transformations. I had been either a consultant to, customer of, and/or
observer of their processes prior to the conceptualization of this study.
In one of the three cases in which I had no direct exposure to the culture,
I had previous familiarity with it through one of my individual clients who had
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been working to help change the culture in that particular system. I made this
interview my pilot interview.
In a second case of non-familiarity, I was familiar with the current context
in which the co-researcher worked, but lacked direct exposure to the context
which the co-researcher used as the illustration of the transformational
experience. This co-researcher was also one of two who appeared to have less
awareness than most others about his own inner process in relationship to
transformation. Also, I had less exposure to and familiarity with him than with
most other subjects, which also may have influenced the data. This made this
particular case useful for negative case analysis, explained more fully below.
In the third non-familiar context, I participated in a session directed by the
co-researcher subsequent to the interview. This helped clarify the nature of the
content and dynamics of the work he spoke of in the interview and allowed me to
be as familiar with the context in which he worked as I already was with several
of the other co-researchers.
A second activity to support credibility is persistent observation, which
provides depth by identifying those characteristics and elements in the situation
most relevant to the phenomenon being studied and addressing these in detail. I
was able to do this in the situations where I had a follow-up interview and in
conjunction with the coding procedures outlined earlier from the work of Strauss
and Corbin (1990). When I or a Research Associate found an item of interest in
one case, we pursued it in other cases as well.
Triangulation is a third type of activity for improving the probability of
credible findings. Triangulation may be achieved by having more than one
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source, one method, or one investigator to report information. This is a way of
assessing whether the same information results from using different means, which
would make it more credible. It is more difficult, however, to use multiple
investigators in the context of naturalistic inquiry unless they operate as part of a
team. This was a challenging task in the context of this particular research
design. I used an Intuitive Panel and Research Associates to provide information
by different means and different investigators. The Intuitive Panel focused on
each subject and described the key processes of the co-researchers based on the
central research question and a core structure. After I completed the other steps
in the analysis process, I reviewed the results of the Intuitive Panel to ascertain
similarities and differences. I checked the data for validation of either and made
appropriate modifications in the findings based on the data. The Research
Associates assisted in the coding, helping to see if different Associates would get
similar results in terms of perceived categories. More detail on the steps in the
process is provided at the end of this section.
Peer debriefing is a means of giving the researcher a place to discharge
any concerns, emotions, and anxieties; talk through possible hypotheses; and
expose himself or herself to one who will question hypotheses and activities. It is
important that the peer debriefer(s) be of equal status and not junior or senior to
the investigator. Moreover, they should be familiar with the substance of the
study and the issues involved in conducting it. I used three peer debriefers in the
process of the study. They helped to clarify my perceptions and assumptions
about transformational leaders and their behavior. Each peer is familiar with the
subject area of transformational leadership and with qualitative research.
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Moreover, they were each familiar with my own orientation regarding
transformation and change, which helped balance my biases in this area. I
discuss the specific panel more later in this chapter.
Negative case analysis requires continual revision of hypotheses until there
is a fit between all cases and the hypothesis. Hence the researcher eliminates all
"outlying” data. This was an essential process when examining the vast
differences between co-researchers in this study.
Referential adequacy provides a form of the data that enables others at
later dates to experience it and determine for themselves that different people
would come to similar conclusions about the same situation. This approach may
be used with videotapes of specific incidents, documents, photographs, or excerpts
of raw data which will be "archived" for this specific purpose. For a year after
the study, I will archive the transcript information so that other Research
Associates may work with it as well to support further research. Given the
agreement with the co-researchers as to confidentiality, I cannot make the
information available beyond these boundaries. I also kept a journal and record
of my experiences with the research which is available for further study.
Member checks are the final way to establish credibility. The researcher
checks with the participants or co-researchers and finds out if his or her findings
fit with the participant’s experience. This approach matches Moustakas’ (1990)
approach to validating heuristic research, and goes further since member checks
may be done throughout the study and not just at the end. If participants share a
common myth, however, member checks can result in difficulty perceiving any
finding outside the context of that myth, or recognizing it as a part of subjective
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reality. I sent versions of the individual depictions to co-researchers as indicated
in our written agreement about the research. I discuss this step further in a
subsequent section of this chapter.
Transferability.
... The naturalist cannot specify the external validity of an inquiry;
he or she can provide only the thick description necessary to enable
someone interested in maJdng a transfer to reach a conclusion
about whether transfer can be contemplated as a possibility.
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 316)
It is the responsibility of the researcher to provide the data base that makes
transferability judgments possible on the part of potential appliers. The selection
of the sample across a variety of contexts and roles will support others who wish
to consider transferability. The raw information is not available for others'
review because of confidentiality. The individual depictions, however, provide
some of this support.
Dependability. The techniques used for credibility can be argued as
sufficient to establish dependability of the findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985)
also suggest an "inquiry audit” here if the researcher seeks to go to further limits
for dependability. In this case, one would use an independent researcher to
perform a task similar to a financial auditor. He or she would sample the
records and data entries and corroborative documents to verify the accuracy of
inputs and the 'bottom line," so to speak. The inquiry auditor is verifying and
attesting to the process and product of the analysis. If this is done properly, it
meets criteria for both dependability and confirmability. In this study, the
Research Associates who reviewed all files for coding possibilities separate from
my review served this function to some extent. My experience in the overall
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study is that different people may not arrive at similar conclusions for each phase
of the data analysis because of the differences in intuitive, inductive, and
deductive skills and differences in knowledge of the disciplines of the respective
co-researchers. On the whole, however, others who review the information are
likely to arrive at similar theoretical conclusions despite differences in the
processes and constructs they use to evolve theory. Going further than the
credibility activities to meet the dependability criterion may be important for a
study of this type to be published in a refereed journal. It does not appear
necessary for a high-quality dissertation, however.
Confirmability. The main technique for confirmability is the audit,
described above. I conducted the study with a clear audit trail, including all raw
data, interview notes, notes for data analysis and coding discussions, index cards
with preliminary perspectives on co-researchers and the resulting theory,
predictions from remote interviews, notes from the intuitive panel, and journal
notes from the debriefing panel discussion. All the raw material from the co¬
researchers, however, will only be available to members of the research team.

The Research Setting
My original interest in this area led me to want to study a large, diverse
group, with several representatives from subgroups of disciplines, such as:
politics, the visual and performing arts, business, athletes, organization
j.

development and transformation, metaphysics and religion, and science. When
thinking of simplicity, however, I later considered selecting a single research
setting for the study, wherein I could concentrate on the phenomenon in the
context of a single corporate culture. The difficulty here was that I did not have
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access to a company in the short term that was sufficiently transformational to
support what I desired to study. Along these same lines, I also considered using
several different companies, while keeping the context of a corporation as a
constant. As I became interested in the notion of a formal, rather than a
substantive, theory for use of self as an instrument of change, I returned to
pursue a closer version of my original idea. I chose to study different people who
work with transformation from different contexts. The research setting, then,
varies from person to person. I have modified Strauss and Corbin’s (1990)
concept of the conditional matrix to illustrate the range of levels in which the co¬
researchers work (see Figure 3.2). In all cases, I am exploring the central
question of the inner experience and use of self. The visions and conditions they
contemplate and actions they take may cross multiple levels.
I conducted the face-to-face interviews in the respective facilities of the coresearchers, except for three occasions, which were done by telephone (Chopra,
1993b; Johnston, 1993; Powell, 1993). In the telephone interviews, the coresearchers were at their work location and I was at a hotel or my office.
Beyond the context with the co-researchers, my investigations included an
in-depth study of films, which I reviewed in my own home or office during the
past five months. What I have learned from showing some of these films to
participants and Research Associates has also influenced my thinking about the
subject of inquiry, discussed more fully in Chapters IV and V.

Selection of Participants
I began the process of selecting participants (co-researchers) by identifying
preliminary criteria in the research proposal and asking a few colleagues for
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Figure 3.2.

Co-Researcher’s Contexts
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recommendations of persons who lead transformations. At the time of the
research proposal, I expressed the following criteria in writing about the
prospective co-researchers:
1.

They currently work or have worked in relation to an organization in
which they have played a significant leadership role in an effort to
transform the organization (whether as a consultant, member, manager).

2.

They think differently (often in great measure) than the dominant culture
of this system does or did at the time of the change effort.

3.

They tend to or tended to challenge the system’s assumptions by their
thoughts, actions, and words.

4.

They have or had a conscious intent to create and/or facilitate
transformational change.

5.

If they are still in the role of leading the transformational process, they
have done so for at least two years at this point. (This last criterion was
intended to help avoid people who were just beginning to engage in their
first attempt at leading transformation.)
Several considerations led me to change these criteria early in the process,

however, as I spoke with colleagues. I began to reconsider the statement of the
problem, preliminary literature review, and my long-term goal of developing a
theory for use of self as an instrument that is formal and prescriptive (and
possibly predictive), rather than merely describing what people do who say they
are transformers. I was concerned that most theory in organization development
and leadership is descriptive, capturing the behavior of what tends to happen and
then using the themes to guide behavior, rather than seeking an ideal and
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prescribing based on that ideal. I knew this study would lack the empirical basis
to predict certain results based on a prescribed approach to use of self as an
instrument. Yet, this initial study of the transformer’s inner experience could be
important to approach subsequent empirical research.
To work toward the formal theory, rather than substantial theory, I needed
co-researchers who worked in different rather than similar contexts. Also, my
experience indicates that there are far fewer people who actually function as
transformers than there are people who use this language to describe themselves
and what they do. That is, as with many phases of organizational and personal
growth and change, transformation has become a popular and common term
among change agents and leaders in the past several years. When this popularity
occurs, the distinctive meaning of the word can lose clarity and focus. By
broadening the contexts in which co-researchers do their work in transformation,
I knew I could increase the probability of getting people who truly do
transformational work and are potentially true transformers. I realized that I had
more predispositions about criteria for transformers than I had been explicit
about in the research design.
I began to add to my criteria as I progressed, asking for recommendations
from colleagues. The criteria changed to the following:
1.

They currently work or have worked in relation to one or more organisms
(individuals, groups, organizations, communities, nations) in which they
have played a significant role in an effort of that organism(s) to transform.
Their work may be geared toward transformation of a discipline or
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institution, the person, a community, an organized entity (profit or non¬
profit corporation), a cultural or reference group, or the planet.
2.

They think differently than the dominant culture in which they are working
or from which their clients/customers come at the time of the change
effort.

3.

They tend or tended to challenge the organism’s assumptions by their
thoughts, actions, and words. That is, the direction of the change is
counter to the dominant path of the past.

4.

They have or had a conscious intent to create and/or facilitate deep
change or transformation.

5.

They have experience with transforming themselves personally and
recognize the importance of transforming the self.

6.

They are articulate about their experiences regarding transformation,
personally and professionally.

7.

If they are still in the role of leading the transformational process, they
have done so for at least a year.

8.

The overall group should include diversity of gender, culture, race,
disciplines, and geography.
The addition of the fifth criterion, above, was significant in eliminating a

number of people who may be excellent leaders of campaigns to shift the
direction of an organization, but are not particularly interested in changing
themselves. I was concerned that having a predominant sample of such leaders
would minimize the probabilities of working with co-researchers who had
sufficient insight into self. More important, I was clear that one of my most
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significant standards and assumptions was that people with experience in personal
transformation would be more consciously competent about the inner experience
of and processes of transformation than those who were leading processes which
they had not experienced themselves.
This assumption was also an important one to question, since it is clear
that people can perform roles and duties for others which they have not
experienced as a customer. Their conscious use of self in those roles, however,
tends to be expanded by their abilities to connect with the experience of the
significant other in the process. One of the films I reviewed during this process
was particularly helpful in this regard. The Doctor is a film where a prominent
surgeon who is considered highly competent among his peers is transformed as a
medical practitioner by the experience of getting cancer. As he becomes a
patient in the hospital where he has served others, he recognizes the negative
impact of the culture on others.
Using the fifth criterion also made a change in the original design.
Initially, I had intended to explore the extent to which personal transformation
was also pursued by those who lead transformations. Now, I was deciding to
study only those who had experience with personal transformation. Again, the
importance of developing a theory that would be prescriptive and not descriptive
influenced me in setting this standard. It was also apparent that it would be
difficult to study the connection between the experiences with personal
transformation and leading transformation if I did not have co-researchers with
both experiences.
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Despite the emerging clarity of focus about criteria, I still had persons in
the sample who did not meet one or more of the criteria. I have kept these
persons in the research set, however, at this early stage of theoretical
development because their situations and perspectives helped to clarify potential
differences between transformers and others; and helped me to question my
predispositions about what it means to be a transformer.
In addition to asking colleagues for recommendations of co-researchers, I
also asked co-researchers who they would recommend, given the nature of the
study. In many cases, they could not think of additional people who they felt met
the criteria, particularly within the boundaries of their own organizations. In
other cases, they had recommendations of people whom I included; also, there
were cases where we could not make arrangements for inclusion within the time
scheduled.
There were also two areas in which I actively sought participation by coresearchers which did not materialize within the time frame: politics, athletics,
the arts, and religion. I do have one co-researcher whose background is primarly
political, so this area has not been totally excluded. The position which this
person holds now, however, is not a political one. The playwright whom I had
scheduled for inclusion became ill and was unable to reschedule the interview
within the time frame. Although I have several co-researchers whose work is
partially spiritual in nature, only one of them considers herself a religious leader.
She is a minister in one of the Native American traditions (L. Diamond). The
nature of her work in that role, however, was not the focus in the study, despite
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the influence of this identity on her work. Consequently, I intend to pursue these
areas in the continued study.
Currently, the co-researchers represent at least the following disciplines in
terms of their backgrounds and/or current roles: business, metaphysics, religion,
organization development and transformation, politics, journalism, public
administration, international relations, medicine, physics, mathematics, and
psychology. Chapter IV includes a detailed discussion of their various
backgrounds.

Data Collection Design
The primary data collection instrument was myself, the principal
researcher, using my training in intuitive perception and an open-ended, in-depth
interview guide as a tool for a face-to-face interview which was intended to take
an average of two hours. The interview guide is shown in Appendix A, and is
designed to provide information on the inner experience of the co-researcher in
terms of perceptions, concepts, emotions, and responses to the organism and
specific events. It is also designed to provide information on the co-researcher’s
background on the whole, and with respect to the transformation in particular.
To gain more clarity on the co-researcher’s own views, I also asked him or her to
compare his or her own perception to those of the organism on several occasions.
I rearranged the interview guide during the analysis process, to support
distinctions between items and comparisons between responses (see Appendix D).
The design also included conducting a remote interview of each coresearcher prior to the face-to-face interview in order to gain understanding and
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insight into the person in relation to the research question prior to the actual
interview. The intent was to facilitate the depth of the actual interview.
Observing the co-researcher in action was not a part of the design because
of the complexities of such arrangements in this phase of the research. Since I
had familiarity, however, with the work of six of the ten co-researchers other than
myself, I had direct knowledge of their modes of operation.
As part of the heuristic process, the data collection design also included
plans to review relevant documents, articles, and journals of the co-researchers
and a review of my own journals as well. I also intended to immerse myself in
the topic through use of films, biographical studies, and any other relevant means
to explore transformational leaders in depth. The specific implementation of the
design is discussd in the following section.

Data Collection and Analysis Process
In the heuristic process, the data collection and analysis are interwoven, so
I will discuss these together. Also, the data analysis was not a linear, sequential
process, as explained by Strauss and Corbin (1990). In Figure 3.3, an overview of
the data collection and analysis process is presented.
Step 1. Made Initial Contact and Conducted Remote Interview
I contacted the prospective co-researcher. Since heuristic inquiry combines
the use of intuitive and explicit knowledge, I incorporated intuitive perception as
t

a technique prior to the actual interview. I conducted a "remote interview,"
wherein I focused on the person to be interviewed in terms of the central
research question. Once he or she agreed to the interview and we scheduled a
time for it to occur, I did this "remote interview," focusing only on what I
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Note: The process was not linear and sequential, as shown in the above diagram.
Activities in the same circle were initiated in a similar time frame. Once an
activity began, however, it recurred as needed until completion of the study.

Figure 3.3. Overview of Data Collection and Analysis
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most needed to know in order to understand their experience of leading
transformation. It was also at this time that I gave each person a code name.
Although it was not the original intention, the code name eventually became a
symbol for understanding more about the person in addition to the information
provided by each co-researcher directly. I then documented the process and
results of the remote interview. This term is descriptive of the activity since the
focus was done after the participant agreed to an interview, but prior to the
actual interview. I was able to do this effectively in all but two cases in advance.
In one case, the prospective co-researcher agreed to the interview and wanted to
start it at the time I reached him on the telephone. In the other case, one
interview went beyond the scheduled time, which left no time to focus prior to
meeting with the next person. In these two cases, I had to do the focus while
meeting with the interviewee at the same time. I set the code names instantly,
took a few notes about the person from my own intuitive reading and proceeded
with the interview.
On the whole, the remote interview process supported me in getting to
areas that might be particularly important in the interview of each person. The
approach also served to confirm some of my intuitive process, which I would use
actively throughout the research. Although this approach is not traditional, it is
consistent with the overall paradigm of inquiry and the focus of inquiry itself.
Step 2. Total Immersion in the Subject
To immerse myself in the topic, I reviewed numerous films which had a
transformational message, wherein the central character(s) were attempting to
transform a field or a nation, solve a problem (which transformed others and
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themselves), and/or transform themselves. I reviewed such films throughout the
entire study, a few of which I have used for several years in my own work with
leading transformation. The study enabled me to view these from another
perspective, however--use of self as an instrument and the inner experience of
leading transformation. The films included: Gandhi: Malcolm X: Stalin: The
Doctor: Regarding Henry: Field of Dreams: The Mission: Amazing Stories-The
Mission: Mind Walk (a film about the impact of the quantum view of the
universe); A Brief History of Time (about Stephen Hawkings); Jane Pittman:
Sarafina; Bladerunner: Lorenzo’s Oil: Joan of Arc: and more. Two additional
films highlighted women: Margaret Sanger, who was responsible for eliminating
the Comstock Act, precluding birth control and contraception; and Sister Kenny
of Australia, responsible for an alternative treatment for polio victims. There are
a scarcity of films highlighting the transformational leadership of women of all
races and particularly a scarcity regarding the leadership of people of color. I
made notes from the films to track my reactions and observations of what the
characters appeared to experience. I also read novels and biographies which
spoke to the subject.
Step 3. Established Debriefing Panel
As discussed earlier, I established the "debriefing panel" as recommended
by Lincoln and Guba (1985), using two colleagues who were familiar with my
topic and methodology as resources to discuss potential findings throughout the
process of collection and analysis. When I began to have concerns about the
criteria for selection, and the potential implications, discussions with these
colleagues were helpful. Both are experts in organization theory and change; one
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is an expert in qualitative research methods; both have expertise in the dynamics
of diversity and issues of leadership. One panel member was an AfricanAmerican woman and the other a Caucasian man.
Step 4. Established Intuitive Panel
I identified one person to operate in this role at the time needed to
triangulate the findings regarding each person in relation to the focus of inquiry.
Step 5. Conducted Interviews
Prior to the first interview, which was a pilot, I interviewed myself with the
primary goal of removing any preoccupation with my own experience with
transformation prior to engaging with others about their own experience. This
assisted in allowing me to move my own experience to the background or
foreground during the collection and analysis processes. In addition to
interviewing myself, however, I subsequently had a Research Associate interview
me for follow-up questions. This decision was based on recognizing that I had
focused more in my initial interview on "unloading” anything I might take into the
interviews based on the need to articulate about my own experience. I had
focused less on being explicit about my use of self as a transformational leader.
Although I intended to do all face-to-face interviews, four of the eleven
interviews were conducted by telephone instead because of conflicts in travel
schedules between the co-researcher and me. In two of the four cases, I already
possessed a knowledge of the contexts to which the co-researchers refer in their
experience with leading transformation (Delano, 1993; Johnston, 1993). In a third
case (Powell, 1993), I subsequently gained direct familiarity with the coresearcher’s environment by participating in one of his educational sessions. For
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credibility of findings, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested the concept of
prolonged engagement, wherein the researcher has sufficient time to learn the
culture of the co-researchers. In the fourth telephone interview, I was not able to
meet with the co-researcher in one of his work contexts prior to completion of
this phase of the study (Chopra, 1993b). I am satisfied on the whole, however,
with the aspect of prolonged engagement since my familiarity with the cultural
contexts of most co-researchers ranges from moderate to substantial.
At the time of the interview, I also observed the co-researcher in action
whenever possible, noting how he or she operated in their respective context.
This gave additional depth to the discussion and analysis. I also established the
permission for a follow-up interview in the consent form and reconfirmed this at
the time of the actual interview.
I allowed the interview guide to provide some structure to the process
without controlling the flow of information. In the spirit of heuristic research, I
followed lines of conversation which helped to describe the situation and the
co-researcher’s perceptions of the experience, including how, and why, he or she
acted and responded in certain ways:
In heuristic interviewing, the data generated is dependent upon
accurate, empathic listening; being open to oneself and to the coresearcher; being flexible and free to vary procedures to respond to
what is required in the flow of the dialogue; and being skillfiil in
creating a climate that encourages the co-researcher to respond
comfortably, accurately, comprehensively, and honestly in
elucidating the phenomenon. (Moustakas, 1990, p. 48)
I audiotaped the interviews, with the permission of the co-researcher, and
took notes as well, tracking my own observations and experience.
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Step 6. Transcribed Interviews
I transcribed the telephone and face-to-face interviews, resulting in
approximately nine hundred pages of raw material.
Step 7. Collected Additional Documentation
At the end of or after the interview, I also collected relevant articles,
documents, and books relevant to the co-researcher’s experience in leading
transformation. In some cases, he or she had a publication to share or a model.
In other cases, articles had been written about the co-researcher, or he or she had
written books that were informative about aspects of use of self or the inner
experience of transformation.
Step 8. Total Immersion for Each Co-Researcher
After an interview, I gathered all the information from one co-researcher,
including the transcript and supporting documents, except for the notes from the
"remote interview." Regarding each co-researcher, I engaged in total immersion
(Moustakas, 1990) until I apprehended all of the information regarding him or
her. I documented the insights from the immersion process on index cards and
on computer.
Step 9. Developed a Draft Narrative Portrait
I developed a narrative portrait, using the co-researcher’s language. I was
not fully satisfied with these, however. I did not feel they truly captured the
essence of the person.
Step 10. Incubation Period
-•

I removed myself from the data in an incubation period (Moustakas, 1990)

for approximately two weeks. During this time, ideas emerged without me
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pursuing the study directly. I also participated in a Native American Vision
Quest during this time, which contributed substantially to the breadth of my
learning regarding the dynamics of transformation and supported me further in
the development of the emerging theory.
Step 11. Started Open Coding
Simultaneously with Step 8,1 started the open coding process. During this
process, we coded the pilot interview together, comparing notes and discussing
the concepts we chose in depth. Each Associate then separately coded the
interview for categories. We discussed the similarities and differences in their
approaches and decided to have each do an initial coding of another interview,
based on the different perspectives. One approach was tracking the categories
within the questions asked. The other was organizing information based on the
language only of the co-researcher. At a later time, a third Associate reviewed
all interviews and made independent recommendations of categories. I also
identified six meta-categories during this time, but did not discuss these with any
of the Associates. Three of the six were also identified by each of the Associates,
with only slight variations in language. In one case, the Associate perceived the
three categories that others described as four distinct differences, rather than
three.
Step 12. Intuitive Panel Reviewed Co-Researchers
Simultaneously with Step 9, above, the Intuitive Panel developed
comments on each individual, in the context of three of the meta-categories. I
did not review this information. Rather, I kept it in a confidential file to be
reviewed at a later step, below.
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Step 13. Developed Individual Depictions
I wrote a poem to describe one co-researcher. Pleased with the results, I
wrote a second one. I called each co-researcher for his or her response. I
realized this was the best medium for me to use for all co-researchers as an
individual depiction. In a sense, the process was one of transforming
approximately seventy-five to one hundred pages per co-researcher into a
description that would reflect the essence of them and their experience. If I
approached the task from a reductionist perspective, I would miss the essence.
This is why I was dissatisfied with the narrative depictions; these had a
reductionist quality.
Writing the poetiy was like finding an algorithm between the larger
interview and the essence of the person and their experience. I focused on the
person, their code name, and got a sense of meter for their energy. I wrote each
poem, and then checked it against the data, my remote interview, and the results
of the intuitive panel.
Step 14. Searched for Possible Theoretical Frames of Reference
Concurrently with Step 8,1 began to get images of potential frames of
reference for a model or theory. In fact, ideas emerged for me in the interviews
as well. I did not begin to spend substantial time, however, until I had reviewed
the transcripts with potential ideas. I even began to see different aspects of my
own model and concepts that I had not previously integrated. I also tracked
notions of what may be connected in terms of concepts being raised by co¬
researchers. I drew a picture of the geometric images that occurred to me during
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this process and throughout and kept them visible in my office while I continued
to do the research.
Step 15. Linked Open Coding with the Individual Depictions
Meanwhile, the coding process continued, and I attempted to incorporate
similar information on each person in accordance with emerging categories, while
keeping each person’s essence fully intact. I returned to the data to check it
against each person’s depiction. I made additions where I thought I had omitted
some critical aspect.
Step 16. Checked Findings of the Intuitive Panel
At this point, I checked with the results of the intuitive panel to discern
similarities and differences in our findings regarding each person. This was also a
way to triangulate the research for each person. The intuitive panel’s perceptions
matched mine regarding each co-researcher. The comments from the panel were
particularly helpful regarding my case, since one of the observations made by the
panel (and another Research Associate subsequently) was on a facet of my use of
self which I tend to take for granted.
Step 17. Conducted Member Checks on the Data and Depictions
I submitted the transcripts and individual depictions to the co-researchers
for approval and accuracy checks. This accomplished the member checking
standard discussed earlier by Lincoln and Guba (1985). One co-researcher made
changes to the transcript. All co-researchers agreed to the substance of most of
the poems. Two people made suggestions. Both wanted their biographical
introductions changed to some extent. One also wanted to change the text of the
poem to eliminate the identify of another person who was involved in his case. I
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incorporated these changes. When it came to concerns about the image of the
co-researcher, I was clear that I would rather write something that described as
much of the truth of their experience and disguise their identity, rather than be
obscure about the experience and publicize their identity. This only became a
concern with one co-researcher, whose spouse called, with the permission of the
co-researcher, with additional suggestions to those that the co-researcher and I
had discussed. This was an awkward situation, which I resolved by calling the
co-researcher a second time to discuss the text. With the exception of one
substantive change to which we agreed, all else remained the same. It was
apparent that the spouse was concerned with the co-researcher’s image, while the
co-researcher’s position was, "I’ll stand by what I said." Finally, I had made an
error in one poem in terms of how I described the co-researcher’s organism
(client) and I corrected this. The error was one in which the language I chose
actually reflected the nature of the imbalance between the key parties in the
organism. Hence, the language I used was inaccurate technically, but
psychologically reflective of a power dynamic present in the system.
The pilot interviewee was the only person who decided from the beginning
of the research process that he wanted to remain anonymous and also keep his
company’s name out of the study. Other co-researchers either made the decision
from the beginning to have their identity included or made the decision upon
reviewing the transcript and the individual depiction. In retrospect, keeping
everyone anonymous would probably provide more license for individual analysis
in addition to the goals for group analysis in this study.
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As soon as I began to experiment with possible theories in relation to the
data, I had begun the process of axial coding in an informal sense. I formed
possible connections between categories and searched for these in the data.
Meanwhile, I identified themes within the group without attention to the relation
of these to one another, based on the open coding and meta-categories. I
returned to the data of the entire group to search for themes across the group,
categorizing the questions, and exploring themes that cut across the questions. It
was important that I stayed open at this time regarding the final theory, while
working with findings as these arose.
The poems also became an unexpected resource at this time. We
examined these for clarity about some of the categories. As a result of this
process, I also made some modifications in a few poems, which I checked with
the co-researchers.
I prepared a composite depiction, highlighting themes of the group, using
the categories, which had been cross-tested with Associates. The entire group did
not have to fit a theme in order for it to be selected. I explored the differences
between group members regarding various categories and began to recognize a
potential differentiation in theory among people who lead transformations. Based
on the literature review and the sample, I determined that all co-researchers were
probably not transformers, which do^s not mean that they are not involved in
leading transformations. The distinctions here are discussed in Chapter IV.
Keeping all co-researchers in the data set helped to develop an alternative frame
of reference, discussed in Chapter IV. I consulted with the peer debriefing panel
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during this time because of my own biases on the subject One option I had was
to eliminate anyone from the sample who I thought may not be a true
transformer based on the emerging criteria. Since I was striving to reflect
transformers in the most ideal sense in the context of the literature from various
disciplines, I wanted to develop themes that would help to understand use of self
in the context of such ideals. At the same time, it would be important to
understand something about variations from this ideal in both a developmental
and situational context.
Step 19. Developed Exemplary Portrait of a True Transformer
I prepared an exemplary portrait of a fictitious transformer to highlight key
aspects of the group. E.T., or the Exemplary Transformer, was developed by
integrating some of the critical aspects identified in the themes into this one
person. Another option here was to take two or three of the transformers and
write a comprehensive narrative discussion of each person as a select portrait. I
chose to let more of the individuality of the people emerge through the
quotations used about them in the discussion of the group as a whole in Chapter
IV, rather than to portray individuals in depth at this time.
Step 20. Developed Emerging Theory and Select Coding
I examined the aspects of the co-researchers that appeared to be the
strongest representations of the phenomena of use of self as an instrument of
transformational change and experimented with structures that reflected this
dynamic. I found geometric structures helpful in thinking dimensionally rather
than with linearity, and allowing me to integrate rather than isolate critical
aspects together.
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Step 21. Immersion in the Field
I had not anticipated the opportunity of exposing myself to large numbers
of practitioners during this research period. However, I had been invited to be
one of the twelve sages of the field of organization development (OD) and
change for the National OD Network Conference in October, 1993, in San
Francisco. Our task was to "consult to the profession about re-inventing itself by
observing all sessions, conducting two plenary sessions, and facilitating several
dialogue groups throughout the week. The theme for the overall conference was
the combined symbols of the Phoenix and Dragon, destructuring ourselves and
emerging from the ashes. In addition to the role I played as one of the twelve
sages, I also presented a session along with one of my client organizations on
"Changing the Change Agent." Our focus was on effective use of self as an
instrument by recognizing and changing patterns that limit your perceptions and
actions when assisting clients in making major cultural or strategic changes.
While the sages struggled with helping the two-thousand-person population work
with the dynamics of the past, present, and future for the profession, I had the
opportunity to be an active observer on the perspectives shared by these leaders
in the field in comparison to the perspectives shared by those in my sample, and
in comparison to the presenting needs of all of our client populations. This
helped to affirm the path I was already on and the importance of effective use of
self as an instrument in these challenging times. At the same time, the
experience demonstrated the apparent lack of conceptual clarity about this
important area. After the event, I realized what an important planned part of my
research it could have been, in addition to attending a similar conference for
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Organization Transformation (which is held annually) in July, 1993. There are
practitioners in organizational change who attend both gatherings, particularly
since OT is often considered a sub-culture of the overall OD profession or field.
During this process, I found it important to seek the internal frame of
reference of some of the other sages (Moustakas, 1990) as a way of connecting to
their perspectives about the future, most of which seemed to be different from
mine. What led to some of them seeing the future so differently? What was so
unappealing about the perspectives from science and notions about chaos? What
was unattractive about a perspective that argued for a need to learn new and
different substance to be more effective in use of self? I realized how different
my own experience was compared to a few years ago when I wanted to convince
my colleagues and elders of the need for a new point of view. Now, I had less of
a need to convince others; I expressed my perspectives and studied the nature of
theirs, seeking it from within.
At the same time, the demand for the work we did on use of self was high.
We set a limit for fifty participants and had almost one hundred and fifty.
Step 22. Developed Creative Synthesis
I used the results of a meditation I did about bringing together the co¬
researchers.
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CHAPTER

IV

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS FOR INDIVIDUALS

The findings of the study are arranged to accomplish several goals:
•

To assist the reader in experiencing the discovery of findings;

•

To represent the uniqueness of the individuals who participated in
the study;

•

To highlight aspects of co-researchers which address the original set
of problems and opportunities presented at the beginning of the
study;

•

To depict the group as a whole in terms of themes; and

•

To revisit the research question.

Regarding the first goal, I present the findings in terms of relevant aspects
of the individuals and the group as a whole, rather than beginning with a
conclusive theoretical frame. This enables the reader to experience some of the
discovery process through the content itself.
Chapter IV accomplishes the second and third goals, above, while Chapter
V accomplishes the fourth and fifth goals. I discuss a possible theoretical
framework in Chapter VI, since it is stimulated by, yet goes beyond, data in the
findings.
A key choice point was whether and how to include data about myself in
the findings. Moustakas’ (1990) work presumes expression of the author’s
experience. Though the study, I came to understand that I am discovering the
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truth about my own experience as a transformer by studying others. This is part
of the uniqueness of heuristic research.
The self-reflection emphasis makes the study vulnerable to concerns about
subjectivity from other paradigms of research. At the same time, including myself
makes the study more transparent because it makes my personal experience with
the phenomena under study more visible at each level of detail provided for
other researchers. In this way, the connections and disconnections between my
personal predispositions, my perceptions of the co-researchers, and the overall
conclusions of the study are more clear. On the whole, I concluded that making
myself visible in each aspect of the findings makes the study more authentic than
studies which submerge such information in the analytical process. The criteria
for self-inclusion in this case, however, is less because of the exemplary nature of
my experiences as a transformational leader and more for the purpose of
disclosure.
To accomplish the first goal listed earlier, I include an individual depiction
of each co-researcher in the study in the form of a poem. This individual
depiction is intended to represent the- essence of the person’s experience as one
who leads transformations. In one case, because of the needs of the coresearcher, the name of the individual and his respective organization has been
disguised. In other cases, the actual identity appears. When a person’s identity is
disguised, I note it as such. I developed code names for each person through my
intuitive mind prior to the interview. These code names appear occasionally in
the findings and are the titles of the poems.
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Regarding the second goal, I present an exemplary portrait of an ideal
transformer. This portrait emphasizes those perspectives and experiences which
best address the problems and opportunities discovered in the literature and
practice of leading transformations. The exemplary transformer (ET) is not
intended to include aspects of every co-researcher.
As to the third goal, above, I provide a composite depiction of the coresearchers as a group through a discussion of themes and excerpts of statements
(Moustakas, 1990). These are organized based on the categories discovered and
applied during the data analysis. I am attempting in this section to gain breadth
and depth on aspects of the problems and opportunities presented in Chapter I.
As explained earlier, my comments from interviews and other documents in terms
of personal experience with transformation are also included where appropriate in
relation to specific themes.
As to the fourth goal above, I present two forms of synthesis: First,
emerging theory based on the data, analysis, and literature; and second, a story
which reflects the findings metaphorically while presenting theoretical and
practical possibilities for the future.
In the fifth and last section, I challenge the study in the context of the
hypotheses and the original research question discussed in Chapters I and II. As
is the case with most studies, I discovered information that was different than the
objects of my pursuit. My understanding of the transformation also influenced
the results. Given these concerns, I take the opportunity to question the results
of the study.
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Meeting Those Who Lead Transformations:
Individual Depictions
The form most useful to me in capturing the essence of the person and
his/her experience regarding leading transformation is a poem, written using the
person’s ideas, words, and emotions. The poems have been checked for accuracy
by the co-researchers and altered based on any suggestions they made in terms of
content or feelings. Each poem is intended to reflect a small view of at least
three aspects of each co-researcher’s expression: factors that have been
important in how they have come to do what they do; principles that guide what
they do; illustrations of how they do what they do. The emphasis on the three
aspects may vary for each co-researcher based on who she or he is and on the
information they provided. More detailed information regarding each person is
available as appropriate in relation to specific themes discussed in the composite
depiction. The poems are listed on the following pages in alphabetical order by
the code names I gave to each person prior to meeting with him or her.

Adventure (Kathleen Hudson: Individual Depiction')
Background Information on the first co-researcher in this study, Kathleen
Hudson, includes the following:

Caucasian woman; 46 years of age
Vice President and General Manager, Professional, Printing and Publishing
Imaging Group, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York
Director of the Talberg Foundation for Worldwide Leadership and
Change, based in Sweden
Formerly Chief Information Officer, Eastman Kodak; managed several
other key businesses in the Company during her tenure
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Active board member for Managing Apple Computers in Information
Systems; YWCA; Museum and Science Center; and the Boy Scouts
Advisory Council for the Center for the New American Workforce at
Queens College; Indiana University Office of Women's Affairs; and
Clarkshon University School of Management
Recognized as Chief Information Officer of the Year, 1990; Inducted into
the Indiana University School of Business Academy Fellows
Native of Rochester, New York
B.S. in Business Management, Midwestern Central University
Masters Degree from Cornell University, where she was a Lehman Fellow
in the Department of Economics
Married; one child
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Kathleen Hudson.
Adventure
I don't appear to be that different.
Deep inside I'm an Adventurer,
forging new paths with others, a Pioneer for sure.
One who loves a crowd of diverse descent.
Despite what appears to be normal
about me from the outside
I've always had this yearning or call
to be and show who I am on the inside.
It's fun to do what others don’t expect
and to create fresh energy
that marks a new path to be set
The dramatic moments of life are what we see.
I’ve been a transformer at this Company
already more than three times.
It's a thrill to make us money
when all the pleasure is really mine.
I came to this Company, the second in my line
My Dad was also a good manager here.
It was a treat when one day his office was mine
He would be proud, I know he would cheer.
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At work Fin a cheerleader waving a pom pom
Trying to get others to see a new way.
At home I learn as much in the midst of play
with my young son, just being Mom.
I learned that making a 180 degree turn
might only require a tiny switch
in something like how you make your pitch
In how you send out what you want to return.
When you want to make a significant change
It’s best to communicate a simple message yourself.
Repeat it over and over and receive the wealth
from being directly engaged.
When I have a vision, I don’t do it alone.
It works when others really want to go.
The skill is to hold the focus long
and help others discover what I now.
I’m usually right about what I see ahead.
I need details from others, getting from here to there.
I have the kind of ego that lets me share.
Don’t hold back, tell me now instead.
If I find that my direction has somehow been wrong
I don’t waste time continuing to sing that song.
I’m like teflon, not even attached.
I leave that to velcro, since I’ve got to dash.
How we think of time is a major change to be made.
Building the pressure, that sense of urgency
makes all the difference in the results we see
Moving the business forward every day.
When I took this new assignment
I did my 90-90-90-90 plan.
90 days each to Listen-Make an Agenda-Experiment.
Then 90 to just do it; play your hand.
I listened to a man who often was unheard.
With great ideas, being different
made it hard for others to hear his words.
Partners in change became our commitment.
Having an ally who had developed the same
vision, strategy and timing,
a good sense of the game
Helped to keep seeing that silver lining.
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Here we were in a company that always kept control.
Anything it needed became part of the fold.
And our idea to save the business money
was to out-source computer operations, honey.
In the midst of changing an entire paradigm
Others tend to misperceive the scheme.
A strategic alliance may look like a loss of mind
in a culture where caution and control reign supreme.
I had to stay courageous
and in forward motion.
While others could be dubious,
the transformer needs devotion.
Sure there were moments when I was afraid
when people made threats
and wanted to have my head.
Until you win, most don’t place their bets.
The people below me were better than my peers
The boss above supported me with all ears.
When it came to whether this was a win or a whim
I was the one really out there on that limb.
My partner and I were working for change
Seemed like many others wanted to stay the same.
We had a vision about us enabling our customer.
With right information they could "Suddenly See More."
But we made our case and explored the field
Dated one vendor ’til another knocked off our socks.
Took the deal to the top, a new era was off the blocks.
Opened with "Suddenly Seymour," a memorable spiel.
We involved all employees
We downsized it right.
The Company stayed out of the unions.
The thought of otherwise had given me fright.
When it was all said and done, our goals were met.
Saved the Company millions of dollars.
Business journals then sent cheers and hollers.
Until you win, most don’t place their bets.
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I have a flair for drama, props, symbols and fun.
I fill the office with artifacts of adventures Fve done.
Bears, boots, balloons, swords and songs,
These remind me of each place I’ve gone.
How do I make it through all of this stuff?
It helped that my parents thought I was good enough.
I could do whatever I wanted to do.
I was a young girl with business goals to pursue.
One day the college campus almost blew up.
The tragedy of emotions not heard
Black students next door were ready to jump.
I realized Fd never really communicated a word.
Since then I know what can go asunder
if you don’t communicate and relate with one another.
As a leader I bring everyone together,
carry my own message, listen for potential thunder.
I realized I wasn’t part of the status quo
when I couldn’t get a job, out of college you know.
A fellowship with more money fell from the sky.
I took it and got another chance to achieve and fly.
Sports probably helped to teach me a lot.
I find the zone to perform in no matter what.
I can’t survive without that immediate approval.
I’m a woman, not the status quo’s major symbol.
I support women in the workplace
I speak for diversity much more than most do
Sometimes I don’t think others have a clue
This is about truly being who they are too.
As for the future, Fd be bored to death
if my work had no Adventure left.
I’m not afraid to be the differential.
My family’s first, nothing else is as essential.
I’m on the inside and it sure feels good
to know I can speak about transformation.
Sometimes I cut through the reservations.
This is a conservative neighborhood.
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Yes, I feel the rhythm of the cautious beat
but my name is still Adventure today.
We’re starting another lively transformation play.
Perhaps I’ll enjoy turning up the heat.
After all, that’s when I’ve seen something change.
(Funches, 1993)

Blazing Line (June E. K. Delano: Individual Depiction")
Background information on the second co-researcher in this study, June E.
K. Delano, includes the following:
Caucasian woman; 44 years of age
Director, Organization Development and Change
Kodak Imaging Group, a $14 billion business of Eastman Kodak Company
Former Director, Management Development, Florida Center for Public
Management; former Assistant Commissioner, Department of Personnel,
State of Maine; former public relations director, former journalist, United
Press International
Member, American Psychological Association, Executive Advisory Panel of
the Academy of Management Executive, Rochester Women’s Network,
Gestalt Institute of Cleveland, and Society for International Education,
Training and Research
Divorced, currently single
Originally from Maine, has also lived in Mexico and is fluent in Spanish
B.A., Joumalism/Labor and Industrial Relations, Michigan State
University;
M.S., Human Resource Development/Organization Development, The
American University;
Graduate study in Clinical Psychology, The Fielding Institute
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, June E. K. Delano:
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Blazing Line
Fd never want to go back to being fifteen.
Those were years when rebellion was the scene.
I got myself into a lot of minor trouble.
Made life tough for myself, moreso than others
Although my actions were never very subtle.
I was raised to be independent and a thinker
Mary Baker Eddy was a familiar early fixture.
Two parents as professors made intellect abound.
Mind/body/emotions together was the task I found.
Over the years, Fve worked a lot on myself
I think Fm in good shape to support other’s health.
NTL’s T-group, AU’s Master’s program
were places I looked, validating who I am.
Fve worked inside and outside of bureaucracy
Confronting from the outside what shouldn’t be
Creating from inside alliances for new reality.
Now Fm a "behind the scenes" person
transforming without making waves
of resistance that may worsen and worsen
at a time when leaders need to be brave.
I hate working uphill
since its so much easier to roll
when top management decides itself
that it’s time to let go of the old.
Transformation is best when it can be
transparent, and not all connected to me
They are doing what needs to be done
without knowing the consequences
and substantial change that can come
from involving more people in decisions
getting ideas and making revisions
while not giving up control.
The key to making culture change
is not the fads or the techniques around.
I transform nothing when my use of self
-my energy-is all tied up and bound.
We could hire millions of consultants as forces
without ever changing or managing to learn
how to use our own resources
in helping a client make a critical turn.
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It’s a fun process for me
to figure all of this out, you see
I was the one in my family to discern
how the puzzle pieces should make a whole.
Anyone else could finish, I had my turn.
The figuring out process feeds my soul.
Six years Fve puzzled-how can large systems change?
Now, we’re transforming, I understand the game.
It was interesting, no matter what the change,
our mode of operation was usually the same.
We were driving others on a trip
and acting as if it was okay to skip
exchanging information, ideas and dialogue.
We locked our passengers in the trunk
and then were shocked when they were in a funk
when we got to the end of the ride.
They asked OD for help with downsizing and the rest
I knew to do research to see who does it best.
No matter what the words,
fear was every where we turned.
We heard so much of it, our ears began to bum.
Working on the inside means we
had the same concerns.
Making us a barometer for what
the Company needed to learn.
When it comes to how I know things
often I don’t even understand.
When I feel my energy shift into gear,
Move, knowing in the right place I will land.
So, we searched and searched
until we found the key
to get people out of the trunk
and involved in the entire journey.
We chose to create an involvement culture
Empowerment was much too far
from what anyone who’d ever been in the car
could consider as part of our basic nature.
Strong leadership has been our tradition.
Empowerment was much too far
when involvement of others from high to low
would be a dramatic change from what we know.
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I think when organizations try to transform
by becoming who they are not
they do more harm and cause alarm
putting everyone on the spot.
Why not seek to change into something instead
you can conceive of becoming, not dread.
Then transformation is taking off the layers
until you reach what’s underneath that’s rarer.
I’ll never forget that special moment with the top
when I finally got the message through
that we absolutely had to stop
holding information to only a few.
It’s not that what I said was new.
The car metaphor really drove it home
right to their tissue.
They felt it deep in their bones.
I knew a shift had been made, I felt the energy.
I was ecstatic, could barely sit in my seat.
But now was not the time to jump and shout with glee.
It could have caused envy or a sense of defeat.
Better to be calm, move forward without alarm.
Join forces with others who could help to achieve
new ways of being and doing
Closer to the heart of where we need to be.
Thanks to the colleague who had the first idea
about people leaving, and survivors still being here.
I appreciate my partner on this entire project
He helped bring perspective, I’ll never forget.
Changing a huge company like this
I want more like him in our midst.
How about a few change agent clones?
No one should do this work alone.
I’m changeable like water, flowing, icy or stormy
I move where I need to and always find home.
Work is like my New England history
Polite, conservative, ethical to the bone
Not demanding, yet understanding
shy of too much glory.
I know how to work within the box
And never tell my whole story.
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At home Fm the adventurous one
moving in and out of diverse circles
Living in a world of rhythm and drums
working in a world that barely hums.
Fm in it but not of it except for Personnel.
Marginal is what I usually feel.
I like it that way, it gives me more reel
The Company likes me marginal as well.
At work, I must attend to how things appear
Since Fm the one responsible, perhaps I should.
Journalistic probing and writing press for years
makes my political and social instincts quite good.
I know how my actions are perceived by traditional thought
so Fm cautious about strategy, positioning and stuff.
Why risk the change we’ve so long sought?
I want the image to look as good, why not?
When I get frustrated with how the culture
unwittingly treats me and you
I use my mastery of metaphor.
It helps me figure out what to do.
Don’t know if I can answer how things
usually transform and change
The more transparent the dynamics
the more likely a new formation can arrange.
A long time ago I gave up needing to have
rational explanations for events that occur
outside the limits of normalcy most prefer.
I sort of accept that these can happen as enough
and I go forward without understanding the stuff.
I’ve been with the indigenous, been where time stood still
Experienced consciousness shifting a body
and then it created a new field.
I move around for a while, not knowing
how, why or where we’re going
But there comes a moment when a light that’s red
goes off in full color, blazing in my head.
I start moving full speed ahead,
knowing what Fm doing is absolutely right.
My energy is like a blazing line
knowing we’ll reach the right goal on time.
(Funches, 1993)
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Crosson (Deepak Chopra: Individual Depiction’}
Background information on the third co-researcher in this study, Deepak
Chopra, includes the following:
Asian man, from India
Author of several major books, Quantum Healing. Perfect Health. Ageless
Body. Timeless Mind. Return of the Rishi. Unconditional Life. Creating
Affluence, and numerous articles
Executive Director, Sharp Institute for Human Potential and Mind Body
Medicine Consultant, Center for Mind Body Medicine, San Diego,
California
Public Speaker and Conductor of Seminars on Quantum Healing
Member, National Institutes of Health, Advisory Panel on Unconventional
Medical Practices; Longevity Magazine’s Scientific Advisory Board
Formerly President, American Association for Ayurvedic Medicine;
Director, Maharishi Ayurveda Health Center for Stress Management and
Behavioral Medicine, Lancaster, Massachusetts; Chief of Staff, New
England Memorial Hospital, Stoneham, Massachusetts; Faculty of Boston
University School of Medicine; Tufts University School of Medicine

Originally from India; currently lives in California; has also lived in
Massachusetts and New Jersey
M.D., All Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India; Junior Resident,
Internal Medicine, Lahey Clinic Foundation; Senior Medical Resident,
Boston V.A. Hospital; Fellow in Endocrinology and Diabetes, Lahey
Clinic, New England Deaconess Hospital, and Josline Clinic; Chief
Resident in Medicine, Boston V.A. Hospital; Fellow in Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Boston V.A. Hospital
Married; 2 children
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Deepak Chopra.
Crosson
Transformation of others is not my intention
so there need not be an organized plan or intervention
for an operation I may or may not even have.
Transformation is a phenomenon
that may occur at any given moment between you and I.
Timeless awareness is the eternal place
where transformation has its way
As long as you operate in time boundedness
Transformation has no existence.
Its only the ego that is running loose.
The ultimate goal of transformation is freedom
from the outer world’s approval to the inner kingdom
I was never free when my voice kept saying
Come, look at me! See and do what I’m doing!
Its only the ego that was running loose.
I didn’t start out this way, I truly had to evolve
Transforming the patient’s personal reality
was once my puzzle to solve
Now this result does not drive my activity
You’ll heal if you want that to be.
The Ayurveda has a framework for practicing medicine.
To it, I am not attached, I use it for relating patterns.
There is no substitute for getting to know one another
and allowing whatever information to uncover
Perhaps there will be an insight, something we discover.
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Workshops, seminars and retreats
where the primary goal is transformation
don’t seem to fit with my personality.
They turn me off with all the machination.
Creating an atmosphere, what I call mood-making.
Trying to prove to others your technique
puts outside approval in the driver’s seat
Just share knowledge and information
How others use it is their initiation
To be transformed is to be free.
When I first left Western conventional medicine
I committed to working with the whole patient
not just the disease that was manifesting
Helping them achieve comfort, peace and joy
May precede the health they are questing.
Some peers looked at me with dismay when I left
Saying I was once such a good doctor.
"What happened to you?" They sounded miffed.
Then I was sad and irritated at their wonder
Now I am at peace, and allow them to ponder.
I practice non-judgment, experiencing love and peace
My process is a simple meditation technique
I teach it to patients and they learn to witness
Its also a process to expand consciousness.
This is all very simple and spontaneous.
My own transformations influence how I work
Transcendental meditation has been one of the ways
of coming to be as I am today.
Krishnamurti and Maharishi were my teachers
What I learned then is part of my being.
I share with patients who are also reaching.
They learn to see what they are creating
How to increase joy and peace through meditation
For us they are an entire person
Bringing consciousness and a need to learn
We share our knowledge, their lives they discern.
Recently I have a patient who is HIV-positive.
I told him of another who became HIV-negative.
All of a sudden the patient realized
He was invested in staying as he was.
There’s a specialness to his life now, he surmised.
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It’s up to him what he does with his awareness.
Health would only put him in the mainstream.
Facing the existence of the ordinary dream.
What he decides to do is up to him alone.
I have no investment in a particular outcome.
I’m only a mirror, a mere reflection
What do you see that you like?
It is what you see, your own perfection.
What do you see that you dislike?
Perhaps its also in you, your own rejection.
We get what we want in life
no matter what shows up.
We can resist, persist or flow
as long as we always know
we get what we want in life.
Each one has a special gift to give
The dharmic principle is the timeless way to live
At one with your unique presence
Today, this moment it is good to be free.
Past, present, future are illusions
These cross-as-one
a timeless eternity.
(Funches, 1993)

Dr. Edge (Robert L. Powell. Sr.: Individual Depiction!
Background information on the fourth co-researcher in this study, Robert
L. Powell, Sr., includes the following:
African American male; 70 years of age
Executive Director, Practical Science Institute, Houston, Texas
Peace Elder of the Indigenous Council of Elders world-wide
i

Physicist and Engineer, formerly of American Optical Corporation,
Optonics, Inc., University of Michigan, IBM, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Inventor of the holographic interferometer at the University of Michigan
Former Professor of Physics, Texas Southern University, Houston, Texas;
Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee
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Divorced; single, with three adult sons
Originally from Texas
M.A., Physics, Fisk University
B.A., Physics, Magna Cum Laude, Fisk University
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Robert L. Powell, Sr.:
Dr. Edge
Pve left a trail, you know
so others can find the glow
of the knowledge some historians
made hard to find.
Pve left a trail, you know
that takes us to the edge
of what we think is so
about this universe of yours and mine.
Sometimes I stay on the perimeter
of things so I can see from
all points you know and remember
the edge appreciating all choices as divine.
I can walk the line, direct and fine
obeying the laws of order
which govern my mind.
I’ve got work to do; yes, I know it’s mine.
Like the alchemists of old,
its practical science turning
lead into gold
They’ve been thrown away like they were mold
There’s nothing like watching
children who’ve been labelled waste
become radiant once they taste
the meaning of the Golden Understanding as theirs.
I let them draw so that they can see
how the pictures can set them free
[whether ages of 15, 20, or 60]
because knowledge turns on the brilliance of their mind.
I do my thing like Leonardo and Plato
like Pythagoras and those who know
that sacred geometry
shows all the universe, so sublime.
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I work with artists, lawyers and poets,
architects, botanists and gentle spirits.
We work with threeness, foumess and five.
Because of the tetrahedron, we’re all alive.
I discern at the outset
whether two handles are on the bucket
that say we’ll be equals
and only then do I go for it!
One of my favorite students
is an artist named Vandom Hinnant
He started out rather spastic
but our beginning was quite fantastic
A mutual friend said we had to meet
The connection was so instant
It was natural, not a major feat
Right away we said "let’s go draw!"
First we must have two crossings
of circles equally sized
I don’t want the responsibility to
take care of the learner as mine.
Don’t impose my understanding
about change, reincarnation and such
I’m here to help educate
contribute and love them as much.
Vandom was a partner, two handles to start
With form he was intuitively working well
The structure of the geometry made it gel
Before he knew what he wanted to do
He’d hear sounds in his head
Wanted to bring these vibrations through
Now he knows the key to perfect symmetry
He knows where the drawn line should be.
I see the form in mathematics
He saw it in art
With no knowledge of formal patterns
He sees food, but has no digestive parts
Saturated with the artistic need to express
He was motivated to learn, he passed the test
I gave him the instrument
It works, his art has made an ascent.
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Sometimes I felt like father
but that word is not good enough
My son watches me do father stuff
and enjoys seeing the role I play.
It is rich to be able to share parts of the self
There's enough to go around of this wealth
It's challenging, working this close with women
The mate's threatened by love shared through learning.
I like language that is precise
that tells the truth about us,
transformation and light.
Most words aren't good enough
to describe transformational stuff.
For the sake of convenience and short cuts to boot.
Western reductionism, Newtonian mechanism
tried to hide all of our true roots.
I’m onto something that needs to unfold
I’m leaving a trail, it’s clear and it's old.
The fly in the ointment of quantum physics
[who may still be afraid of being called mystics]
is attachment to language and numbers called rational.
African math knows about the square
whose root takes those who dare
the first step into the irrational, with the intellect and emotional
Now you can discover and act on some hidden truth.
I'm in silent conversations all the time
Pythagoras, Carver, Ouspensky, and Rolf
they're friends of mine.
Communicating across dimensions is like breathing
once you are conscious of the divine.
I'm a scientist whose on the edge
daring to share love through knowledge
Don't waste my time.
No matter what you think you see
when you take your first look at me
A colored boy in Fifth Ward Texas
Still remembering how the beauty
of long division first blew my mind.
I’m like a fractal, enjoying beauty and utility
with the instructions of how to unfold clearly
the natural intelligence of all that’s divine.
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I’ve got some things to get students equipped
discovering what Pythagoras received in Egypt
time to move beyond the limits
of resentment and perceived wrong.
Not getting the money to do my work
Working for less knowledgeable people
[Did I ever call them jerks?]
Breaking the rules of how the priests of
Physics say the game is played.
I listen to the tones of what you say
sometimes pure words just get in the way
Watch your body, it tells if you want to play
I’m gonna find out immediately
if you will surrender and learn.
We both dropped out of a womb
So shut up and learn beyond your limits
Before you jump in the tomb
that not knowing provides for everyone.
I’ve been a father, and also a son
Where’s my mother, I was a husband
I love my brothers, sisters so fine
I’m facing the shadow of that femi-nine
in the world’s design as mine
Give me that joining of the circle and the line
Let me rise from the edge and spiral the sky
I’m hopeful and still desire to fly.
Let’s leave a trail, I’ll help you see
why the first page is always empty
why red, blue, yellow and black
make a gestalt, getting you back on track.
Come with me, I’m on the edge
of something small and of great proportion.
Let flow the tears in both our eyes,
stars in our soul when we recognize
the whole of the universe in your own mind.
Come with me, I’m on the edge
Don’t waste my time.
Let’s go draw,
and blow both our minds.
(Funches, 1993)
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Fire and Water (Flo Calhoun: Individual Depiction^
Background information on the fifth co-researcher in this study, Flo
Calhoun, includes the following:
Caucasian woman; 45 years of age
Channel of The Nameless Ones, Researcher of the Soul
Speaker, group facilitator of spiritual networks
Registered Nurse, Holistic Health Practitioner, Therapeutic Touch
Practitioner, First Degree Reicki
Originally from Delaware; has also lived in Maryland; currently lives in
Connecticut.
Associate’s Degree, Mattatuck Community College;
Bachelor’s Degree in Humanistic Parapsychology, Patricia Hayes School
for Inner Sense Development
Second marriage; two adult children
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Flo Calhoun:
Fire and Water
I process quickly like wildfire
Allowing visions for peace
and the aggregate to inspire
people from diverse walks of life.
I’m a channel, helping the vision of unity
happen within the laws of order
outside of the limitations of time.
I like to flow like water
the eternal primordial soup
With no fear of people, never separate
or out of the loop
of the fluid breathing existence
from all the cosmos
to this planet.
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I and others carry the imprint
of humanity and its design
like a blueprint
co-creating a structure
making its full descent,
realizing divinity and oneness
on the planet.
I am a channel, I am a frequency
in communication with the heavenly
messages we left about what we
each wanted to be
Letting the information just flow through me,
since I transmit and receive
simultaneously.
I’ve been a true student and teacher
a nurse, a healer and a leader
teaching and learning whatever
Fve wanted and needed
through systems, sounds, and readings
tracking dolphins, networks and linking
3000 souls at the same time.
Fve been a singer and the song
that moves energy
to where it belongs.
Reading the energy of the soul
makes perfect communication unfold
no matter what illusions of
separations you may hold.
Clients spend a few hours in one day
to rediscover the path that they lay
We open and connect the brain pathways.
When they act with the momentum of the now
dissolving the limitations and the how
they arrive at a new place
manifesting the transformation with grace.
Once a client came struck with leukemia
Doctors had predicted her death would be immediate.
Leukemia comes because of the lack of joy
In such pain, it’s hard to find in life any toy.
She joined our Life Circle where we processed
emotion and experience until we could confess
understanding and acceptance of our own divinity.
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She explored the places that hurt and beheld
lifetimes of experience stored in the cells
some of which needed to be healed as well.
She found a new purpose healing others
They called her an angel sent to love us
For four more years she was among us
She lived in absolute joy, fueling her further.
It was with her I discovered the inevitability
of the Union of all souls in humanity
Recalled a previous lifetime, hers and mine
She ran me through with a long sword
and the moment I died, our souls unified.
Hostile acts of separation don’t break the chord.
They cement the karmic issue coming forward.
We resolved our history
by understanding our divinity
After four years she finally chose to die
she’d had her lessons, chose another place
Sometimes I’ve wished for the chance to apply
what I know now, healing from the Feminine space.
In retrospect, she had learned what she needed
to learn in physical form while healing
Teaching others with her example of being.
She’s active in another dimension today
Everyone doesn’t need to stay in the body
It’s not their way
We agree on the Design, we have our say.
I used to think I was weird
but now I know that’s not what shows
because I’m connected to
the seed inside us that glows.
No one has burned me at the stake
for the conscious actions I take
Congruence is the key word.
When I’m not Congruent
there’s still a master Design
and everything’s perfect
yet shitty at the same time.
So I’m learning to walk my talk
let go of attachments, manifest what’s needed
from the Feminine substance within.
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Fve worked behind the scenes
until I got the message from deep in my genes
to put the book out that tells
a great story for all time.
How Jesus, the Christ
is seen through the eyes of Mary Magdalena
one of the most powerful and bright
women ever to shine.
There are 144 souls for Jesus, Judas and Mary
Here now to help us all remember the story
is about our own divinity
not waiting for another to save humanity
like everyone else we chose in the swing
between worlds the parts needed to bring
conscious connectedness harmony with order.
As a person I meet the urge in my soul
Face the hardest challenges first
catalyzing my ability to unfold.
Fve ridden the rough waters
Initiated without my anchors
Walked upside down without my ladders.
Fve disintegrated and know that I am whole.
Went through the eye of the needle
to meet my own soul.
I process quickly like wildfire
Allowing visions for peace
and the aggregate to inspire
people from diverse walks of life.
Fm a channel, helping the vision of unity
happen within the laws of order
outside of the limitations of time.
I like to flow like the water
the eternal primordial soup
With no fear of people, never separate
or out of the loop
of the fluid breathing existence
from all the cosmos
to this planet.
(Funches, 1993)
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Fomo (John W. McDonald: Individual Depiction^
Background information on the sixth co-researcher in this study, John W.
McDonald, includes the following:
Caucasian man; 71 years of age
Chairman and Co-founder, Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy,
Washington, D.C.
Member, NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science
Career diplomat with 40 years of service. Former Ambassador for several
United Nations World Conferences under Presidents Carter and Reagan.
Retired from the U.S. State Department, Foreign Service, 1987.
Distinguished Visiting Professor, George Mason University Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, Virginia. Former Professor of Law and
Political Science
Formerly President of the Iowa Peace Institute
Published author and expert in multi-lateral diplomacy, conflict resolution,
peace studies and building consensus on global issues
Military family; lived all over the United States; 20 years in Western
Europe; also lived in the Middle East
Older of two children; one sister
J.D., University of Illinois;
B.A., University of Illinois;
Graduate of the National War College
Second marriage; four children and four grandchildren from first marriage
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, John W. McDonald:
Fomo
Walk in any room full of people from different countries
it's likely I have been to each one of these
Giving me a point of reference that is rare to find
Fve learned to listen for all the cues people give
Of what’s important for them to be able to live
in peace and agreement on this planet.
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I decided at an early age that diplomacy was for me
Perhaps this was after eliminating the military
Wished I could follow my father, an army career man
We travelled all over, that was the military plan.
At the age of 8, illness came to visit me
For 2 whole years and 13 operations I coped with it.
Osteomyelitis was the diagnosed dis-ease
The bone becomes thin, can’t move as you please.
They gave me 99% odds for being dead.
From age 8 to 10,1 was stuck in bed.
>r
I was tutored and became a voracious reader
Raised at Walter Reed Army Hospital, all those military leaders.
I almost died, but never even knew it
I knew something was wrong, didn’t dwell on it
Family support kept me, my mind from losing
From then on, no contact sports or military musing.
Had to learn to read and write all over.
Use my left hand, not my right for whatever.
I grew up with the military mind.
How rigid and closed to anything not designed
to fit the paradigm the country had set
"It was only the communists we had to get."
Sure, many knew better but the party line
Has always been "nuke-em" they’re the crime.
I learned to build agreement across diverse groups
working in situations where votes were only a dupe.
If one faction disagrees and loses the vote
implementation truly has no hope.
So winning isn’t getting what you want.
Only consensus brings a true advocate.
I know how to work through others to get what I want.
Complex situations aren’t even enough to daunt
one who’s negotiated across many countries at one time.
When I see something I think is not right
I won’t stand for it, I’ll even launch a fight.
Once upon a time this approach got me fired.
I crossed one boss more than one time
Reversing two decisions which I thought were a crime.
Didn’t try to negotiate with her in advance.
A reasonable discussion with that woman wasn’t a chance.
Worked out an agreement with other countries instead.
A few months later, she handed me my head.
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Fve done so much social change it’s hard to pick
one single incident about which I’ll be deeply specific
Three years I enjoyed running the Iowa Peace Institute.
It was conflict in the schools we wanted to transmute.
Trained teachers and their students in mediation skills
Solving conflicts with communication, not strong wills.
Being a good bureaucrat, I knew just what to do
Bring together the people who could block you.
Sell them on the idea’s worth and value
Especially what they all have to gain.
Ask for nothing in return for you
Ask them to allow, not block it, it’s an even exchange.
I work within the system as much as I can
Go out of the parameters only as the last plan
I couldn’t transform the bureaucracy from within.
As an outsider I always confronted issues
Of course, officials hate being preached to
I’ve learned to help them from this new venue.
I’m no expert in metaphysics and such
Many of my friends are, they keep me in touch
sharing images of what I was born to do
as a leader and a healer, to name a few.
I had a global vision before it was popular.
In 1955 I could see the earth as a whole from afar.
I’m still concerned about my image and disclosure
The media can kill you if you make too much exposure
of who you really are and what you think and feel.
In life, don’t worry about the overall plan, I adapt
I know the next step always falls in my lap.
Take it, do what I’m supposed to, fulfill my destiny.
Most changes I’ve done haven’t transformed me.
It’s a question I’m always asked, but I don’t really see.
Working with others in a circle of multi-lateral diplomacy
Not a line, not a hierarchy the way it used to be
is probably the greatest transformation affecting me
It’s a new way of thinking, influencing our strategy.
Wish I’d continued playing the piano
I enjoy music with my grandchildren you know
I resisted because my mother insisted
It was part of taking a stand I suppose.
Fencing and swimming were the sports I chose
Despite my "disability," I’m healthier than most I know.
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I’m a practical man, with plenty of energy.
Others talk a lot, while I get it done, you see.
I work on projects, not philosophy.
Don’t know the difference between work and playing
That’s why I keep forgetting to take vacation.
I think I’ll be around for a long while.
(Funches, 1993)

Goldglow (Vicara: Individual Depiction!
Background information on the seventh co-researcher in this study, Vicara,
includes the following:
African American woman; 40 years of age
President, Quantum Visionary Tactics of Baltimore, providing personal
transformation services for individuals;
Partner, Quantum Adventures of Seattle, providing transformational
services and products for leaders and change agents;
Owner/Designer, Vicarium 2000, a clothing store in Baltimore
Formerly, Designer for French and New York fashion houses; Writer for
American and international fashion magazines; Instructor, Baltimore
School for the Arts, Community College of Baltimore
Master of Abstract Thought, Master of Visualization, and Master of
Energy in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition
"Giver of Light," in Native American traditions
Single; one adult daughter
Originally from Baltimore; has lived in Paris and New York
A.A., Fashion Institute of Technology in New York
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Vicara:
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PPPPIwe
I am the second oldest of five children.
The first died young of crib death.
I am a woman with three younger brothers.
At seventeen, a teenage mother
I grew up with my daughter myself.
I have experienced incest, rape and abuse
Experiences into which I have made good use
Helping others learn to transform and change.
I’ve always known I had a choice
I was the co-creator with a full voice.
The biggest transformation was learning
there are no victims, so I was earning
whatever unfolded in my life.
I knew to look at my part
and figure out right from the start
What I was attempting to gain.
I spent several key young years
with the Grandmother who reared
me to carry the masterful energy
She had as an Adept.
When she died I was bereft.
Just like her song, she had left
going home, swallowed by the tracks,
on the morning train.
I summoned up all I knew.
Right through the ethers I flew
leaving my body to find my heart.
She was so wise, more than smart.
I knew she didn’t have to go.
She left me, a small child to know
That mastery and responsibility were mine.
I learned exactly how to pinpoint
whenever my life got out of joint
where I’d made the choice to go
in a direction that ended up so.
There were lessons I needed to have
coming from childhood and other lifetimes.
Leaping forward across earth’s lab
for a balance that would harmonize.
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I’ve studied with masters from all planes
Those in bodies and those not in that game.
Some have been pure energy
Others, Tibetans or Native Americans, you see.
I had to communicate on those planes.
Needed answers beyond the physical domain.
I need not prove these things to you.
From my knowingness they are proven true.
I am an assistant, perhaps a guide
Don’t like the title teacher my clients devise.
I work with change agents, doctors, artists galore
No matter the profession, we work at the core
for those ready to transform today.
I tell them on the telephone
Ready to leave the old behind? Then come.
Otherwise, it’s really best to stay home.
I start with the assumption we’re equal up
It’s master to master, not this teacher stuff.
My role is to help them see
all the potential they are choosing to be.
When they make the choice to transform
the entire deal is already done.
In the quantum field I hold the space
whether they waiver or cut to the chase.
I put all my attention on their predicament
Focusing all the channels with the same intent.
Between the two of us with such concentration
there is no real magic to this transformation.
What we accomplish is based on science.
When results reach beyond our experience
we call it voodoo, witchcraft or magic
rather than quantum physics and logic.
Once I worked with a successful doctor
whose work had become less than great.
Full of anxiety, she’d reached a stalemate
All that traditional places could offer
Would be to say she was off her rocker,
Unable to explain her experience
Hands shaking just holding her instruments
and flashes of places she had never been.
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I helped her discover the origin and the scene
many lifetimes past when she’d been
a doctor who had once done her patients harm.
Choosing holistic medicine to practice this time
would bring this situation into balance and calm.
When she began to question this experience
She researched and found factual confirmation
of her own knowingness, leading to the revelation.
People don’t always come from desperation
Some come with a sense of desiring elevation
There’s something more to life, they seem to sense
and even these clients can encounter resistance.
It doesn’t matter whether clients have a regression
I keep the agreement, hold the space for transformation.
I recognize any signs blocking forward motion
I resisted myself before accepting all these notions.
I read the energy of each person like the common aura
Emotions surface and I see the events causing the trauma.
The large computer of the self holds all the information
Inner knowingness is the key, not rational explanations.
When we balance the past they’re ready to take leaps
not incremental mapped out steps in which they creep.
Transformation doesn’t leave footprints behind
In one fell swoop, from point zero to places sublime.
I teach you how to use "first up"
to know without confusion of rational stuff.
We are all bio-electromagnetic energy.
The chemicals in you send a frequency to me.
I only help you remember what’s in your soul
carrying information that is relevant and old
We don’t have any limits just bring your desire
We fill this space with your will and you’ll be lighter.
I’m like the butterfly sitting on the branch so light
talking to you, the chubby caterpillar dreaming of flight.
You want to fly, so go take the leap.
Just do it, I’ll help you in this feat.
Call me witch or sorcerer, drill sergeant or guide
whatever you call me, I’m here for the ride.
When we use my Upper Room we have a great space
geometrically inviting with triggers erased.
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Triggers are important because they take you to events
Bringing up issues your life represents
Here we can sit for 20 minutes and then be aglow
with all the information you need to know.
Answer the question eluding your mind.
Focus and concentrate, a treasure you’ll find.
I’m at the point where I read the energy matrix
Data pours out like printouts in only minutes.
Be ready to transform, forget about change
Change is when we drag stuff with us from before
Transformation is a now moment
Opening up a brand new door.
You only know that something’s different
when it’s now, not later waiting to implement.
Sure there is a grand design.
The beauty is, it’s changing all the time.
I’ve been black and I’ve been white
I’ve been murdered and I’ve murdered to spite
I’ve been rich and I’ve been poor
I’ve been robbed and been a robber
I’ve been a bigot and been a racist
I’ve been raped and been a rapist
I’m not attached to these things
I know fully the energy I bring.
I shine a light, bringing a golden glow
to all the wisdom you truly know
I move easily through all dimensions
flowing freely, removed from tension
Watch out, here comes Ascension.
(Funches, 1993)

Iron Fist/Purple Lily (John Williamson: Individual Depiction!
Background information on the eighth co-researcher in this study, John
Williamson, includes the following (all names and places in this depiction are
false):
Caucasian man; 51 years of age
Worldwide Chairman, Laserge, Inc., a biomedical technology firm
Chairman, XYZ Corporation, a Fortune 200 Company
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Formerly Vice President of Business Development and later President of
Balcor, Inc., predecessor of Laserge, Inc.; formerly Vice President of
Marketing, Primo Pharmaceuticals, a division of XYZ Corporation. Has
managed a variety of other businesses for XYZ.
Has served on the boards of various community-oriented organizations in
his city
Originally from St. Louis, Missouri; an only child; has moved 14 times
while working for XYZ Corporation
Married; one adult child, a daughter
B.A., Midwest University
M.B.A., Midwest University
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, John Williamson:
Iron Fist/Purple Lily
When it comes to leading change, Fve had several turns.
One of my achievements was making diversity ours to learn.
I don’t think of myself as one who’s had much strife.
When I step back and look, mine seems an ordinary life.
I grew up as a midwestem kid
Just decided to go to college, glad I did
I didn’t start out with a serious direction
Business seemed a reasonable profession.
We’re into sales, my wife, daughter and I
It’s the surest way to keep the customer in mind.
My father was known as a great turn around manager.
He wants to know if the change is mine that I’m after.
When I’m in charge, I usually make an imprint.
Don’t want others to make too much of a dent
in changing what I actually want to accomplish.
Laid back at the start, I stay on track to the finish.
What change can I recently claim as mine?
Splitting Balcor and creating Laserge wasn’t my idea
But, I can claim a lot of credit for the design
Given the competition, it was the way out of the rear.
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Our culture was too complacent and too slow to change.
The new technology made instant movement
a new standard for which we had to arrange.
Issues of the customer and the culture became urgent.
The President was the first who said we needed to split.
For the wrong reasons, but the idea was his to begin with
Once I studied the situation, I realized the best motion
was to go all the way and be global with this notion.
For most, splitting Balcor was revolutionary enough.
Going global with such a move was heretic stuff.
The Board and President, however, agreed
and it was up to me to get every one up to speed.
I knew how to present the case to the Board.
Unlike other managers, personal territory to hoard
was not at the top of their long agenda.
I painted a picture of how we could be a sure winner.
I knew that splitting was the right thing to do.
Not an ounce of doubt in me ever came through.
About your vision you must have absolute belief.
Opponents wait to block or knock you off your feet.
People I once respected began to show their true colors
When all they cared about was losing territory.
The decision had been made, yet they kept telling their story
Arguing against such drastic change, forget the competitors.
They wanted to think we could still win the game
Without changing most of what we’d done since time began.
I suppose a loss in the market was worth risking
If we minimized the personal change they’d be making.
I was sad about how much personal interests drove actions
Managers I had respected, attached to the past, were reactors
They challenged me as out for personal gain in these matters.
That the decision was final, to them, was a disaster.
Not coming from this part of the business
I wasn’t attached to the ways things were done
I acted on many decisions that were too long left alone
Firing people, changing policies, bringing issues to the finish.
Most people agreed these needed to be done
But in limbo, performance actions always hung
Coming to closure wasn’t their strong suit.
I opened doors for good performers, helped others move.
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As for the split, I pushed ahead through the resistance
I am tenacious, focused and quite relentless
Yes, it often felt like battling in war each day.
I stayed focused, knowing a new culture was the way.
Sure Fd have a smaller company to lead
once the transition was complete.
What drove me comes once in a life time
A chance for a billion dollar victory so fine.
Thanks for the outside consultant’s support.
He provided validation, I was surrounded by retorts.
We sought consensus but lack of it by all those involved
did not change a correct decision already resolved.
I never gave up on any strategy I set
Even when peers bad-mouthed me widely
attempting to block the resources I could get
I pursued with tenacity the people I valued highly.
I was right all along, I could see it made sense.
Don’t know if there were ways the outliers to convince
As for me, I wasn’t very open to others’ influence
With this decision, I was definitely on the offense.
All of a sudden changes in technology and market
showed we were right in our direction.
In a flash we’d have affirmation of our target
To compete with a market-based culture swift in action.
I watched minds accept ideas intellectually
But they couldn’t handle the change emotionally.
How are you going to transform an entire situation
and hold onto everything that lacks innovation?
The ratio of possible risk to potential gain
favored going ahead, not staying the same.
Those with blinders on just looked at current profits
No solid ground, when technology can knock you off it.
If it sounds like a war zone, the truth is it was
The opponents were like terrorists breaking the laws
To them I was the one who was so out of bounds
"Outsiders" weren’t entitled to make such sounds.
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When it came to getting the word out
I had to do it myself in person.
That ensured they’d hear the truth about
the changes ahead, with my own version.
We would have been massacred in the market
had we not made this change for a while.
Now Laserge is XYZ’s golden child,
money flowing through like a faucet.
At this point our wins are on time
moving from a 9% player in a $90 million market
toward a 50% player in a $2 billion market
We’re on a roll and the victory is part mine.
Don’t know what prepared me for this transformation
My life seems normal and stable to me
We don’t do radical things at home, you see
Yet at work you’d think I start revolutions.
I’ve learned to feed others ideas bit by bit.
Conservatives don’t like to change in big hits.
By the time we discuss the entire change issue
they are more malleable and open to you.
Understanding diversity was my greatest transformation
I had to look at how I grew up
and re-program some of that stuff.
Didn’t change too much in the Laserge situation.
Be good at painting pictures of what can occur each way
If you keep on like you’re going or change right away.
Build allies, prepare for the long haul.
Believe in the vision 100% and give it your all.
Communicate more freely--tell you own story
Put a positive spin on it,
don’t waste time with worry.
Fight one battle at a time.
(Funches, 1993)
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Puma (Louise Diamond: Individual Depiction^
Background information on the ninth co-researcher in this study, Louise
Diamond, includes the following:
Caucasian woman; 50 years of age
Executive Director, Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy, Washington, D.C.;
Member, NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science
Formerly, Founder and Director, Peaceworks, Washington, D.C.; Trainer
and Psychotherapist in Vermont; Independent consultant in drug education
and human relations
Provides education and consulting in peace, conflict resolution, health, and
human behavior
Author, publications on multi-track diplomacy and a video on the IsraeliPalestinian Conflict, "Many Voices, One Song"
Originally from Washington, D. C.; has also lived in Vermont
Younger of two children; one brother, deceased
B. A., Oberlin College, English;
C. A.S., Organizational and Human Resource Development, University of
Vermont;
Ph.D., Peace Studies and International Relations from The Union Institute
Divorced; single; 1 adult daughter
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Louise Diamond:
Puma
My experience with near death is at the core
The turning point when I decided life had to be
My subsequent understanding of transformation
is connected to my own healing and liberation
working for peace across Mother Earth
is like curing the cancer from my breasts.
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I almost left this world and had to turn around
Was told I had work to do, get back on the ground
It didn’t really feel like a conscious choice
I had to return and somehow give voice
Find the part of me that truly wanted to live
Find more joy, happiness and reasons to give.
I found solace in Vermont’s mountains of green
Nature’s balm flowed through with lessons I had not seen
Helping others moved me away from death
Through dance, art, talking-they found their health
I became Louise Sun Feather to everyone
Found the Native American Way-I was not alone.
I had always avoided politics, dirt I didn’t want to touch
Washington, D.C., full of power and deals was really too much.
Close family brought me back, needed my attention
To my surprise the return was also my own fortune
To fulfill my vision in the world it seems
Political connections must be part of the dream.
I re-educated myself on peace and politics
Did my Ph.D. on the Arab-Israeli conflict
Realized once again it was time to change my name
Institutional fund-raising as Sun Feather was not sane.
Louise Diamond became my choice
The spiritual and material parts of my own voice.
To help build peace between the Turkish and the Greeks
I’ve worked with my partner and NTL Institute
We’ve sought to build a bridge for each side to reach
forgiveness of the past and hope for peace absolute.
Each time I arrive it’s the countryside I seek.
Connecting with the energy of land, people feeling destitute.
There in silence lessons I receive
that teach me how to speak in images that communicate.
Ten Turks and ten Greeks are the catalysts who we believe
can make a difference in the Greek and Turkish community.
I’ve made deep abiding friendships in every faction
Not the experience of a consultant’s neutral reaction.
I hold them all close to my heart, even when apart.
My work continues when I arrive, it’s not the start.
I hold the space for peace, love and joy
although they suspected at the outside it was a ploy.
Over two years we now have built trust
But it’s between them that these feelings are a must.
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Perhaps Fm like a midwife, they say I am Mother
The U.N. has tried for 19 years to stop the fighting.
I know it’s possible or Fd not go any further.
Sometimes we seem so close to a major mind shift
Then energies slip back to positions reflecting the rift.
Soon there could be a generation that never has known peace.
One of the challenges is how I internalize the grief
Sometimes I become ill, and even weak
full of the toxicity that follows hate and violence
My body struggles without enough resistance
Letting me fully feel the current state
All its consequences carved into me as the template.
Learning and healing comes in so many forms
I need debriefing afterwards to help make sense.
So many acts and emotions loaded in each experience.
For cultures at war, often concepts and ideas seem to fail.
Then an intense night of music and dance can truly prevail.
Deep inside we all want to be together.
The key commitment of transformative social change
is showing up over and over, longevity is the range.
As an American, you have to pass the test
that peace and their interests is what you hold best
to experience wanting nothing that could interfere
with the potential for transformation here.
One day I greeted the land, in meditation and prayer
I allowed the correct metaphor to arrive from nature.
Watching the attempted flow of the waters of peace
Through a gateway blocked with rubble and debris.
The rubble blocked the water from reaching parched land
Yet the rubble was dissolvable, crumbling in my own hands.
I felt the peace right there, within my hands
The human debris collects in the heart
Nature helped me to understand.
Like the Cypriot Community, parts of me are still divorced
The brain and heart are sometimes apart
The professional and personal selves want to merge and rejoice.
I fell in love at the beginning with the land
Seduced by the mountains, I could firmly stand.
Is this the way a professional thinks and talks?
Speaking of love as a tool seems an honest way to walk.
They are more than clients to me.
They have become my extended family.
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I call on the guides and guardians of the land.
I see the issues transformed and transmuted.
Effective prayer is an important part of my plan.
When I’m not present, the prayers are still commuted.
This is why I stayed alive, although once I ran
This is the work for which I know I am suited.
The planet is at a critical turning point
We choose this time to transform, not be disjointed
One by one, city by city, nation by nation
We can be renewed, release all reservations
This is our quest, meet it with intention
The pain is only our test-before the transformation.
(Funches, 1993)

Starlight (David Johnston: Individual Depiction!
Background information on the tenth co-researcher in this study, David
Johnston, includes the following:
Caucasian man; 42 years of age
Consultant to business and industry, Planetary Solutions, Boulder,
Colorado
Former President and Founder, Lightworks Construction Co., Bethesda,
Maryland; Formerly Vice President, Potomac Energy Group, Inc.; Founder
and President, Passive Solar Industries Council; Instructor, Cornerstones
Institute of Building Technology;
Board of Directors, New Alternatives in Publishing, Retailing and
Advertising, Seattle, WA.
Named Contractor of the Year by National Association of the Remodeling
Industry in Washington, D.C., 1990; Named one of Remodeling Magazine’s
Big 50 (Magazine’s selection of top fifty contractors in the nation), 1989.
Originally from Illinois; older of two children, one brother. Has also lived
in Vermont, Mississippi, Colorado, Washington, D.C., and Maryland.
Single; no children.
B.S., Environmental Systems Design, Southern Illinois University
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, David Johnston:
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stmmafi
I’ve been a cosmic cookie for many years.
I’ve studied Insight and Buddhism
Carpentry, Architecture, and Theory of Systems
I was 17 when my life started to get into gear.
I did a lot of what I’d call radical personal growth and change
From being a football jock with sex and drugs as the game.
The Vietnam War hung over much of my life
For many years fighting with authority was my strife
From very early in life, I had telepathy.
It was a gift that made life confusing to me.
What people were thinking, I could always see.
The words came out different. Was something wrong with me?
I grew up in the suburbs of Chicago, lived like a hippie
in Colorado. Built restaurants in prejudiced Mississippi.
Buckminster Fuller and Jack Elner taught us systems and ecology.
Learned about 2500 years of so-called new age solar energy.
A Yankee in the South, I experienced a new discrimination
Nothing in my past prepared me for such recrimination.
During one incident my sense of indignation and rebuffs
almost turned into fisticuffs.
Before everything between me and Bubba turned into a fight
I just picked up my tools and started to drive.
This was the end of me and Mississippi
Some people had no use for a Yankee hippie.
One of my greatest experiences leading transformation
was through the company I owned and once called home.
Lightworks, it was called, making each answer of the phone
work as an explicit spoken affirmation.
It was a new paradigm business where we were transformers
for the outdated modality of the entire building industry.
We applied open hearts, hands and minds and a win-win philosophy
to our employees, competitors, and willing customers.
I started with no money, just a hammer and sports car
At the end we were named among the nation’s Top 50 Contractors.
Construction is a metaphor for spiritual principles in life.
It’s about a solid foundation, being level and doing things right.
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When we had clients who were spiritually inclined
We’d meditate together on the project
before any contracts were signed.
We wanted a positive impact wherever we’d construct.
When I first began I didn’t have a vision
Day after day I made it up, it seems
A perpetual state of creativity with decisions.
Still it was a reflection of a 20 year old dream.
As the Board at the Beach, we’d mind map each year
Setting our visions, goals, and strategies so clear
We’d reflect on what we planned the year before we met.
And enjoyed the miracle of accomplishing what we’d set.
I was like the Corporate Dad, where transformation began
Gays and straights, former addicts and dropouts,
artists and musicians, diversity was part of how we ran.
We had a staff other builders could not fathom.
For me life is tantric, an active meditation.
Lightworks was a way of practicing my path in the world.
We opened our books to all, even the competition
Made contracts and projects producing profit and recognition.
Often we knowingly made a positive difference
with our contracts as a family intervention
Improving couple dynamics and relations
Creating structures to express their love and visions.
I sold the business when management was all I did
Growing the company as a transformational tool
was really where I had placed my bid.
Now I’m back in Colorado, helping builders across the world.
Thanks to Grandma and Henderson the Handyman
I learned unconditional love could feel quite grand
I am blessed with all my other teachers
Their designs are part of how I see every creature.
Bob Preston was a master craftsman
Made sure I learned about integrity
while I was learning to use my hands
He was a kind of father in the master plan.
Dad was a dentist, didn’t have much time
My brother and I searched, a male model to find
Didn’t realize until much later
Some of what I learned from Dad, a precision maker.
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Matter, energy and information in every system
is the key to understanding its dynamics and existence.
What’s working, what’s not working, put it on the table
Concentrate where people want to move, not on resistance.
I work on myself and my relationships
Just as I do with clients, I follow my own voice
It’s just who I am~I have no choice
I’ve discovered a deeper love and a fellowship.
I feel like a phoenix. I’ve gone down so many times.
Come back up facing the sun, singing my song.
In the industry I’m the eagle showing the pathways, a new design.
Deep inside I’m like star, who’s been connecting all along.
Transformation is just a thought away
I’m aligning myself moment to moment each day
Transformation is an inner process, emanating outward
Not a manipulative one making something happen to others.
Each of us holds a particular frequency of energy
Radiant like a star, or like a sun--that’s you and me
We can link to everyone else’s star, you see
I’m holding a space for love, cooperation, vulnerability.
(Funches, 1993)

Wolfsong (Darva Funches: Individual Depiction')
Background information on the eleventh co-researcher in this study, Darya
Funches, includes the following:
African American woman; 44 years of age
President and CEO of The REAP Gallery Unlimited Corporation, with
services and products for personal and organization transformation.
Partner, Quantum Adventures, a firm providing transformational journeys
and products for change agents and leaders.
Formerly Chairwoman of the Board of Directors, National Training
Laboratories (NTL) Institute for Applied Behavioral Science; President of
DFA, Inc., consulting firm in organization development and training;
Director of Organization Development, The Assistance Group Inc. of
Maryland; Policy Analyst, Mayor’s Office, City of Houston
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Adjunct Faculty, American University, Master of Science in Human
Resource Development; former faculty, Gestalt Institute of Cleveland;
former faculty, University of Southern California Washington Center for
Public Affairs; Member, Gestalt Institute of Cleveland; Member, National
Organization Development Network; Member, NTL Institute for Applied
Behavioral Science, Pacific Northwest OD Network
Bom in Mississippi; grew up in Houston, Texas; has also lived in North
Carolina, Illinois, and Washington, D.C.; currently lives in Seattle,
Washington
Second child of four; two brothers, one sister
B.A, Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, Illinois (Mathematics);
M.P.A, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Organizational Development,
School of Education
Divorced; single; one adult daughter
The following poem was written using the ideas, words, and emotions of
the co-researcher, Darya Funches:
Wolfsong
I was bom in Indianola, Mississippi
Sunflower County, B.B. King country
Kings and Daughter’s hospital at that time
had no Daughters bom across that color line
Don’t know how my Mom talked her way
into that hospital, a private room to stay
That way, no one would know
or think we were breaking the law for show.
Plenty of chances to be a change agent
Bom with a name like Daryl at the outset
in a place I wasn’t legally allowed to rest.
Six weeks later, whisked off to Texas.
At seventeen, offers to go to school for free
including the all male Air Force Academy.
What if I had just shown up for duty
A girl and all, ready to test humanity?
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I always stared people through to the core.
Wasn't really looking at them you know
It was my way of Knowing for sure
Who they were, trust them "yes” or "no.”
Like many others, childhood wasn't just a breeze.
Too much alcohol, too little money, molestation
Threats of failure if I left segregation
Just-Get-straight-A’s was the key to my liberation.
No one would validate what I'd see in my room
Things leaving fixed places, whirling free, Zoom!
Me travelling at night to the Milky Way
Saw Mrs. Simmons, the neighbor there the other day.
I dreamed silent nightscreams, loud hysteria
Perhaps from being buried that time in Mesopotamia.
We hid, suspended, having learned the key to life
Unawakened at the designated time, we were left to die.
I released through drama, ballet and voice
Cello was free, dropping all else was the choice
Wrote many plays, read books voraciously
Gave up sports when football wasn't for me
Often elected a leader, afraid to speak to a crowd
How did I get up here? Is fear allowed?
Chose Math, having loved Geometry
This way to freedom! Let me out. I can't breathe.
Parties, the Afro, Panthers, the John Birch Society
Playing bid whist, working the telephone company
Dancing to the beat, perhaps depressed for four years
Forget the Viet Nam War, I want my brother here!
Racial strife driving wedges between friends
Asking for more at the school who expected us to blend
Didn’t have a clue what I wanted to do
A mother to be, married early. Here’s a clue!
My daughter’s birth seemed like my first transformation
The world in her eyes, I discovered new sensations
Other doors to who I was flew right open
What it really meant too be Woman, I hadn’t been knowing.
I studied metaphysics and holistic health on the side
Went to work in politics, then graduate school, I decided.
I discovered OD, a place to get paid
While doing what I always do, I was amazed.
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Spent ten years in this field solidifying my base
Gestalt and systems theory, friends, good work for clients
Getting to know the field's giants
I was trying to be good enough you see
Somewhere along the line, I was losing me.
After all, I got into this field to grow myself
Dug in deeply here, started to shift all else
Found truths resonating through my soul.
I swiftly shed false beliefs and tactics of old.
For ten more years, I’ve worked from new principles
Those that feed my soul.
Driven by the need to get myself in line, I began to develop
my own theories, digging deep for several years
to release any unfinished business and issues from the rear.
It was time to be fully who I was wherever I decided to stop.
Being the essence, being the ether
Being unlimited in my thoughts and reaches.
I always knew I could create what I wanted in life
I only let fear slip in to teach me lessons through strife.
I learned to experience myself in creation each moment
like a system in four dimensions coming alive
It was in motion within and around me, crossing spans in time.
I saw how I co-created relationships and businesses from beginning to end
How I created what I wanted, whether I thought so at the time.
The deeper I dug in my own consciousness, the more I knew
the unlimited dimensions of reality and my own energy
I began to understand and integrate the many parts of me
The earthy, spacey, firey, fluid, mercurial and gold
I was into science, cooldng, dancing, music, writing, and people.
Long retreats, privacy, being humble and being bold.
I was in love with this person that was beginning to unfold.
When I went back onto the Board at NTL, we had a mission to fulfill
To help us be our collective dream that would bring life into our cells.
When the organization gave us the go-ahead to change ourselves
some of us took it seriously and began to shape actions with skill.
As an organization full of ideas, without much tendency to change
any new vision would be a challenging potential to make real.
We thought about our own dreams and asked 100 members for theirs
On a mountain retreat, I scribed a new vision from the songs of their
words.
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They dreamed of social impact and having a business that sells
Being financially solvent and some of getting paid well
Being able to afford to put new knowledge in the stream
A return in the field to the cutting edge
Being proud of ourselves, pulling up out of the dregs.
I saw us, a system in creation, from all directions
From above, below, behind, in front, from the left and right
Heard the members' words and our souls' vibrations
We had the potential to do more than current operations
I scripted the words on paper, just like they came through
Making a template for us to step into
The choice was ours to remember our purpose
A system dies if it doesn't evolve.
Appreciating our past was important to do
Staying attached was something to face up to
A system lacking shared focus and direction
wandering in the same territory, diminishing its collections
A great sense of family and positive contributions remained
These, we hoped in the future to sustain
We were change agents, outside perhaps
When it came to us and change, we were taking a long nap.
There is an art to engaging a system that is diffused
and connects only through its relations tubes
It isn't what you'd call a normal organization
Most of us, like me, wouldn't live in such a creation
We'd attend meetings if we liked, worked if we wanted
Get paid little or nothing, that wasn't the point
We'd wake up, however, whenever the system really wanted to act.
If it affected us personally, we'd step up to the bat.
The Chair, President, and I summarized the new picture
and I had the job to present it to the Board for signature
It was a dramatic moment where my job was the BE THE VISION
We discussed, made changes and sent it to the 450 members for inclusion
When 21 responded, we knew to dialogue longer, so the summer became
the time to discuss and recommend specific change.
In the fall, the Board approved the Vision, the President resigned
and the Chairwoman I became, I was next in line.
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I had two years as Chair to help us move forward
We looked for partners in change with the Vision to move toward
Building partners between the Board, Staff and members too
would be a feat in and of itself in an organization this loose.
All was quiet on the front until the Board decided to make a move
that many saw as threatening our roots.
Now there were more than a few letters and dialogues to mention
Almost everyone was awake and at attention.
For the first time since the past summer there was communication
A decision to move from the place where many of our memories were
stored
May have unleashed needed energy throughout the organization
But it evoked fear, anger and behaviors of many beyond rationalization
Staying focused on moving energy where the system said it wanted to go
We seized the moment, asked the members recreate our governance to
show
Alignment with the Vision: premier architects of social change and
transformation.
While in the midst of this torrential week
a Wolf Dog came to visit, waking me from my sleep
His song was a message about my role as a leader of a pack
How and when to stay ahead and when to step back.
Later, the Board revisited the unpopular decision about the move
resulting in a compromise, some hoped could return us to a quiet groove.
I knew the transformation was in motion the moment we chose to enter
this race.
Each day major decisions seeking alignment showed their bright face
The test of a vision is what you’re doing right now to make it the case.
The new reality is already done, waiting for you to step into its home base.
When it was all said and done I learned a ton
I couldn’t have paid for a better laboratory to run.
Worked on myself while being in service to and along with others
Learned to work better though others’ numbers
Holding a space for us in the quantum foam.
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When we met at the governance conference at the Inn of the Mountain
Gods
I knew I had seen a major shift when an organization full of such rifts
honored themselves and me, for truth, generosity, courage and honesty-all
gifts.
No one would have bet money on such an event, against conventional
odds.
As the Kachina Spirits visited my room each night
I knew I was in the right place at the right time
finishing part of a job that was mine, helping build a team with its own
design.
I showed and used so much of my Self this time
All the parts must have shown as I shared the wealth
They called me a Seer, a witch, a powerful force, a spiritual leader
A task master, a source of clarity, a lot of fun, a visionary activist and
leader.
I had a great time, it was an adventure, and at times scary for sure.
Whether the system changes, it is their choice to pick a cure.
If what we did was helpful, that’s great
It not, it’s not my place to debate.
I’ve studied with masters from this plane and beyond
Getting the guidance I needed to grow and be solid.
Transformation is a way of life, not something odd
It’s who we are and what makes the planet more than a still pond.
I’ve been blessed to stand at the point of creation.
I’ve seen the stars and heard their revelations.
I’ve been blessed with lessons from doubt, lack, racism and sexism
and the "oppressor in me” knows the other side of all those schisms.
My freest moment was discovering there are no victims and persecutors
If you want to make a difference work it from the inside out
and you’ll get there directly without being "round about."
I work with large corporations and groups
Bringing the use of my energy to co-create their new realities
I use science, movement, pictures, models and music too
I look for and find the right images to help you break through
Now it takes us 5 days of working with you
To accomplish more than what it once a took 6 months to do.
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Find your longings and dreams
Then RELEASE the blocks of energy that limit your true beam
Make what you ENVISION as real to you as night and day
an image you ENGAGE will all your emotion and joy
If you want, claim it, its for you to enjoy
ACTIVATE it with your own energy
YOU BECOME THAT REALITY
Now you’re on the same frequency with the desired plane
where your vision and reality are the same
Celebrate now; its done, don’t wait ’til later!
Use a prototype of the result, you co-creator
As if it was magic, what you wanted to PRODUCE
is also visible to others who care to take a few looks.
Now, I feel so many connections no matter where I stand
I’m in the right place at the right time, this feels grand.
Now that I’m exploring many places with curiosity and zeal
Going as myself, bringing my unique energy field.
(Funches, 1993)

E.T.: Portrait of an Exemplary Transformer
The following poem presents a portrait of an Exemplary Transformer
(E.T.):
Exemplary Transformer (E.T.)
I was bom however-many-years ago, and am ageless in our time
I came to planet earth to help align
all souls with their basic design
using whatever processes that make sense.
I have been here so many times before
I now recall what it means to condense
my energy, or allow it to expand,
whenever I work with different points of reference
throughout this vast land.
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I am not exactly what most would call a teacher
because I enjoy the experience of reaching
into each field of enterprise
that allows me to create according to principles
guiding me to be harmonious, joyous and wise.
Business is one of my favorite past times
allowing the most opportunity
to bring the invisible world and the earthly concerns
together at the same time.
Of course most people don’t yet remember the design this way
Thinking business is where you pretend being what others portray.
I know how they feel because I have lived the same experience
That’s how I learned how to grow from the inside out.
I knew certain wisdoms when I came here.
I lost these for a while because reclaiming makes me more clear
through my own here and now experience
rather than an image of one whose truth has been omniscience.
I chose to come through a particular culture this time
To transcend its peculiar social limitations
Gender and race are a physical garment and manifestation.
As a soul, I must admit I’ve tended to do things that require a long stretch
If the journey is only a few steps, I can barely arouse my energy.
Experiencing that which is a mystery is the greatest joy to me.
Why be here unless I am discovering the unknown, you see?
Others may think they aren’t up to such a test
It’s part of my job to help them see that’s who they are at their best.
Transformation calls for more than baby steps and yearning
It is taking that proverbial deep breath, choosing to move forward
as if you’ve already leapt.
I’m one of four children; I could be any.
My parents were a source of support to my heart.
I could be whatever I wanted to be, they told me.
They supported my interests in sports, reading and the arts
They tried to look over the fact that I was hardly normal
with my sense of space, energy, God, the stars and morality
playing with other kids was fun, while like entering
another reality.
t

I was considered very smart, which was a good start
This was the tool to move through the limitations
of society’s constraints and obligations.
I had unusual illnesses as a child
And then these would heal despite the medical world
Who never quite knew why I had the malady anyway.
I discerned for myself that the dis-ease always came
when something at home had gone awry.
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It was critical to me to understand for myself
the nature of right and wrong, of people and wealth
I didn’t understand why some had so much
others had so little and nothing in religious life
was clearing up my confusion
I was bora with an innate sense of congruency
easily noticing the aligned or out rhythm, you see
I came with an avid curiosity
and an automatic tendency to reflect upon me.
I observed symptoms in people, how they did what they did
I only wanted to fix these when their dysfunction threatened my stead
There were always teachers who recognized my abilities
I learned through them, moreso than my family
Seventeen was a major turning point, choosing a new territory
to explore the world, making the choices beyond the family’s story
I moved easily in and out of different circles
Access to move freely meant so much to me
Letting others in was also a benefit to me
I learned languages swiftly, picked up on the dimensions of others worlds
It was apparent to me that more than one reality existed.
I had several major turning points that called for transformations
One was overcoming what people call internalized oppression.
I had to learn to move all the way through
limitations that I tended to allow to govern how I
used myself in different situations.
This was not just about race, but about gender
Because I had always pursued the desires that my mind entered
it was difficult at first to recognize that my spirit
was not truly free inside.
I began to learn to see myself in my oppressor
Which removed the sharp edge of hidden anger
that used to creep out in my intellectual pursuits
I discovered myself in everyone else and everyone else
more importantly, in myself.
The heavy chip that had been on my shoulder had to move over
it was time to sprout some wings, discover new horizons
new adventures for experiencing.
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I then addressed unresolved issues about money
Growing up without much gave it an attraction to me
Both parents had worked to make ends meet
But I had never truly imagined that it was rich I wanted to be
I began to see money more as a manifestation
Something I could develop to bring life to my contemplations.
I began to realize there was pattern to my creations
Despite the notions of social barriers, I’d been able to do
the things on which I had set my mind
I was learning why business was so much more fun.
The greatest transformation may have been discovering I was no victim
I was no perpetrator. I was really a co-creator
of every experience I ever had. It made to view these with different eyes
There was a purpose to every trauma, I began to realize
No one was punishing me
I was experiencing the dynamics of energy
I didn’t think I would embrace religion again.
This was better, finding God in me instead.
Being a serious learner, I had explored metaphysics on my own
Living in different worlds where friends managed to introduce me
to experiences that taught me other spheres of existence
I learned the principles of energy, had experiences that science
could not yet explain to me.
I was somewhat afraid of what I didn’t know and could discover
Yet I was more compelled by the need to journey
than the desire to keep myself undercover.
I have friends from all walks of life
Some from travelling two thirds of the world
Others from walking where most who feel different
Dare not go.
If you want to transform, you must be free
Know how to be without fear which blocks the ability to see
When I find something that frightens me, it goes on my list
of experiences I must have to move forward, so I do not miss
discovering the parts of me I came here to be.
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They say Fm a transformer, leading others in major change
I am transforming myself, that is where I am engaged
Yes, I love to work with different people from time to time
using myself to switch the energy tbeyVe decided to leave behind
They are the ones transforming themselves
My job is to know the principles of transformation
and use myself well
I recognize that the way one lives is the strongest testimony
to what you truly know in your work, and what is truly phony
So if you want to understand how I think transformation works
you can observe me with employees and clients
or visit me in my personal environment.
Yes, I guard my privacy with a passion
not because I don’t want to face others reactions.
It’s because I have my own processes for renewal
done in privacy, preparing myself with more fuel.
I expend energy joyously supporting others’ domains
I live only for myself on my own terrain.
This means being in touch with nature and the universe
always experiencing myself as part of that beating heart
My vibrations of energy are stronger and stronger every day
enabling me along with others to thrive in a different
energy field that will soon be in play.
I follow principles that support harmony and balance
Expressing the slightest irritation can confuse any situation
Once aware of the strength of your energy
One’s consciousness needs to be up as a matter of normalcy
This is how I stay in the flow of the universe
having an inner knowing of what is occurring first
Before I commit to major change, I see all the way out and back
through the dimensions of time and then I make the right move
You see, each transformation we make has implications
for at least seven generations.
When you break through the grid of humanity’s fixed patterns
You are transforming not just for yourself
You remove some limitations on behalf of everyone’s reactions
This is the lesson I am working to teach others
Who are still waiting for permission to create their druthers
Once you move beyond the beat of the crowd
You learn not to depend on external approval to allow
you to live out your own design
The ultimate goal of transformation is freedom
That’s where you reunite with the divinity,
the design of the micro and macro, you see.
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I work with individuals, groups, organizations and nations
using consciousness and energy to connect to their vibrations
I can see the images of where they have been and what they seek
I help them recognize that the manifestation is right within their reach
The work is complete at the time we agree to begin
When the moment comes for them to see their essential pattern
I move right in and help them behold all that they have been creating
tap into the potential of their very soul
I help open new pathways for their consciousness
teaching them how to see themselves more clearly
in relation to the entire universe.
•

The reflective principle is useful to me
showing all they react to positively or negatively
is simply a reflection of what they can learn to see
within themselves.
There is no need to teach them everything I do
Their primary goal is accomplishing a change, that’s true
It is important that they carry with them
processes through which they can learn about transformation.
They learn about consciousness and energy
and how they co-create reality
They learn how to build a clear focus, how to leap forward
and accelerate movements to create their designs
They learn how to work with the principles of manifestation
how to use themselves creatively to support the system’s evolution
The results are apparent at each intervention.
There is no waiting to see what works after the event.
We are working what’s working at the moment.
No matter what the intervention, it is useful to observe
the readiness my presence evokes in terms of diversity.
An African American woman, I may appear a novelty
in systems where leadership is learning from people not like me
When I am called there is a reasonable probability
the client is ready to drop old patterns inhibiting productivity
Selecting me is like committing to a new direction
They know that As Above, So Below is how I express affection.
Of course it is much more than race that makes this case
It is who I am and how I am in the universe.
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I connect with the system through my energy
it starts before I get there, body presence is unnecessary
I use language as an algorithm to connect to their experience,
tapping into the part of them that is ready for transformation
I find the language structure and symbols that evoke the code
they carry inside leading them to their next regeneration
I expand and condense my energy to dance with their mode
When our fields overlap the move is made, swift with a flash
their world and them have basically changed.
I work with those who need to transform, not just rearrange
the dynamics of their current situations
I value growth, self knowledge, beauty and utility
wisdom, harmony, love, creation and honesty.
Today, we work on earth, but I can communicate with Mars
Fll be ecstatic when convention realizes we can be
among the stars.
Thanks to my teachers who have guided me, sharing
knowledge, experience and demonstration
Because of them, I am who I am
more than a reflection of my generation.
I got here through several significant initiations
These are designed to test you on the plane of demonstration
regarding your mastery of consciousness, mind, body and emotion
there are levels or degrees of competence to which one aspires
if this is your path.
Nowadays, leaders will be initiates if they want to be transformers
They are setting the template for those to come
generations unfolding discoveries.

Figure 4.1 illustrates a portrait of an Exemplary Transformer (E.T.).
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Figure 4.1. Portrait of an Exemplary Transformer (E.T.)
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CHAPTER

V

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS FOR THE GROUP AS A WHOLE

The group of eleven co-researchers work in so many different contexts that
it may appear difficult on the surface to perceive themes within the group as a
whole. I approached discovery of themes by several means:
1.

Identifying individual patterns in response to an aspect
of the basic inquiry and then inductively observing
patterns of subgroups of individuals.

2.

Recognizing a strong theme among a few coresearchers and defining the remainder of the group
in relation to this theme.

3.

Focusing on an area of significance from the literature
regarding use of self as an instrument and
investigating the co-researchers’ responses in relation
to the particular frame of reference from the
literature.

4.

Focusing on an area of significance in my own
experience and searching for more insight through the
co-researchers’ responses.

Since this is an heuristic study, expanding my understanding of my own
experience through the study of my own and others’ is primary. There are
insights that are stimulated by the data, but not conclusive given the information I
have at this point from co-researchers. In such cases, the theoretical implications
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of such insights are a part of Chapter VI, not a part of Chapter V. In other
cases, theoretical implications arise both from the data and the literature. These
become apparent in the process of reviewing findings regarding the group as a
whole.
To emphasize the heuristic and grounded theory aspects of the study, I
present the findings in accordance with the discovery process to the extent
possible. That is, the reader explores a particular categorization in one section of
this Chapter, and later reads of the findings about this categorization in relation
to another. Since the study is not linear and sequential in nature, this is not a
pure process. This approach of presentation does help to clarify how I reach
some of the conclusions, however, in Chapter VI.
Notably, articulating findings for the group as a whole have required
considering alternative hypotheses about the impact of co-researchers’ contexts
and individual life choices. Without sufficient follow-up, these considerations
cannot be conclusive.
The findings for the group as a whole are organized as follows:
•

Backgrounds and Foundational Experiences of Co-Researchers

•

Co-Researchers’ Potential Core of Experience

•

Key Principles: Generalized Experiences Guiding Co-Researchers

•

Key Principles, Transformation Theory, and The REAP Model

•

The Inner World of Co-Researchers’ Emotions

•

Three Dimensions of Experience

•

Circles of Mind and Energy: Ways of Seeing, Knowing, Being and
Doing
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•

Co-Researchers’ Perceptions of the Self and the Organism

•

The Relationship Between Co-Researchers’ Foundations and Their
Approaches to Transformation

t

Creative Synthesis

Backgrounds and Foundational Experiences of Co-Researchers
The poems reflect some aspects of the co-researcher’ individual
backgrounds. In addition, Table 5.1 highlights several commonalities and
contrasts. Definitions of the categories used and examples from the data follow
where appropriate. Since understanding the nature of the connection between
the co-researcher’s background and experiences and his or her work with
transformation is an important part of this study, this section of the findings is
substantial, providing the basis for the reader to understand some of the
connections made later, along with use of the individual depictions.
Personal Transformations
All of the co-researchers mentioned having had some experience in their
past which was transformational in nature. Each of the poems on the co¬
researchers refers to the nature of their experiences with personal transformation.
The details of these situations, where available and appropriate, are illustrated
under other background experiences and in relation to the principles expressed by
co-researchers later in this Chapter. These transformational experiences occurred
t

in the context of one or more of four categories: (1) a personal crisis, such as
illness, divorce, rape, abuse, or near death; (2) a social crisis, such as a war or
riot; (3) a self-initiated, structured personal/professional growth experiences, such
as a T-group, a vision quest, a spiritual initiation or intervention; or (4) a
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Table 5.1
Background of Co-Researchers

CATEGORY

YES

NO

N/AV (Not Available)

1. Personal Transformations

u

2. Spiritual Transformations

8

i

3

3. Major Childhood Trauma/
Challenges

7

l

3

4. Major Change in Profes¬
sional or Personal Identity

8

i

2

5. Experiences with Other
Dimensions/Realities

9

6. Significant Transformations
in Workshops, Conferences,
Retreats

2

10

i

7. Ever Divorced

6

3

8. Currently Married

5

6

9. Raised in Two-Parent
Family
10. Has/Had Siblings
11. Performing/Language/
Material Arts

1

10
9

2

1

1

1

10

12. Scientific Training/
Studies

6

3

13. Moved Six or More
Times

10

1

2

14. Learned Meditation/
Visualization

8

15. Competitive Sports Performer

5

1

5

16. Fluent in More than One
Language

4

2

5

17. Studied with Indigenous
People

7

18. Foreign Travel

3

4

11

19. Lived in More than One
Country

4

20. Experience Working with
Multiple Cultures

9

21. Similarity with Parental
Career Path

4

3

4

2

2

5

Continued, next page
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Table 5.1-Continued

CATEGORY

YES

NO

22. Entrepreneurial
Experience (Self
Employed/Own Business)

9

23. Military Background

4

5

24. Advanced Educational Degree

8

3

N/AV (Not Available)

2
2

corporate initiative providing the opportunity for changing one’s thinking, such as
an effort to manage diversity in the workplace. Some transformations appeared
to be cognitive in nature, mostly affecting ways of thinking about some aspect of
life and one’s own behavior; others appeared to be spiritual in nature involving
forces beyond the visible reality and affecting ways of seeing and being in the
world, one’s own identity, emotions, and behavior. The spiritual transformations
are discussed more in the following section.
All co-researchers were not equally cognizant about their own lives from a
transformational viewpoint. For some, transformation on a personal level appears
to be a part ofcwho they are on a daily basis (Calhoun, Chopra, Diamond,
Funches, Johnston, Powell, Vicara). They are cognizant of points in their lives
where they made significant changes and the dynamics underlying those changes.
On the other hand, there were some co-researchers who do not appear to think
of their lives in a transformational context (McDonald, Williamson). Working
with the dynamics of change, or transformation, may be something that they do,
rather than being at the core of who they are. They may also be doers moreso
than reflectors, a categorization which may capture others as well.
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An example of personal transformation is included in most of the poetry,
with the exception of Powell, McDonald, and Chopra. A substantial example of
Chopra’s experience with personal transformation is included here in a later
subsection on changes in personal/professional identity. An example of
McDonald’s shift in thinking about multi-track diplomacy is mentioned in the
same section as well. As to Powell, he is the only co-researcher on which we had
a brief biography, which, I think, speaks best about his personal background and
transformations, providing a gestalt. I include an autobiographical essay and
other excerpts written about him in Appendix G.
Spiritual Transformations
Eight of the eleven co-researchers mentioned having some type of spiritual
transformation(s) in their backgrounds. Some of these were in relationship to
experiences under the guidance of a spiritual teacher. Others were on their own.
Some of these were actually considered initiations.1 which enlarged their
foundations for the ways in which they see the world now and the ways in which
they work. I refer to these experiences as "spiritual" because of the involvement

initiation. In ancient times, there were seven (or ten) degrees of initiation.
Three consisted of teachings alone, which formed the preparation, the discipline,
spiritual and mental, and psychic and physical. These were considered cleansing
levels. When the person was sufficiently cleansed, tranquil, and disciplined, the
fourth degree was initiated. This level included direct personal introduction to
the structure and operations of the universe, gaining knowledge from first-hand
experience to accompany teachings. The consciousness of the initiate passes
through other realms of consciousness and becomes these him/herself. The fifth,
sixth, and seventh degrees also include teachings, but concentrated on passing
through more and more levels of illusion. The powers and faculties of the
initiate were to become fully manifest, penetrating through each of these
dimensions of existence and becoming these. In different traditions, the person
who has accomplished all seven initiations would be referred to differently, all
conveying a sense of mastery and holiness, however (de Purucker, 1972, p. 66).
Initiations are also discussed in Chapter II of this text.
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of dimensions beyond the mental, psychological, physical, and emotional
dimensions of reality. The experiences were not described as religious, however.
All co-researchers did not describe the nature of their experiences in depth, only
acknowledging that they have had such experiences. In this regard, it is
important to note that initiations which are done under the guidance of a
spiritual teacher or a particular tradition may be considered secret or sacred and
not discussed in detail for public review unless done in the context of a particular
teaching in which the teacher and/or the initiate are in control of presenting the
information.
Two of the three who did not mention such experiences work in large
corporate business contexts where most people do not mention spirituality, based
on strong norms of separation of personal life from business life. The third
person mentioned experiences in the metaphysical realm, where he or she
became aware of different connections he or she had in past lives, but did not
describe these experiences as transforming him or her in any way.
Below are two examples of spiritual transformation.
In 1985,1 went to Hawaii to do the Poly Trail. I walked it. It was
an eleven-mile cliff trail... that was in zig-zags. You are going up
and down at the same time because you are going up the mountains
and down the mountains. I did it by myself. ... After I did it, I
realized it was the time I found my soul.

-•

You go into the valley either by walking or by raft. There is no way
to get in any other way. So I went in by raft and I decided to walk
out. You can walk both ways or go in by raft both ways or do any
combination you want. So ... I was ready to go and they were
counting the people. They were counting all the groups of people
and when they came to me they said, "Do you want to go alone or
be in a group?" I said alone, because of seeing the girl alone
before I came. I was the only person by myself ... on the boat.
We got there; there were dolphins there. I had on these big hiking
boots and everything, so I just took everything off and jumped in. I
just started doing things that I would normally not have done. It
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was quite far. But I got in. I swam all the way into the opening
(instead of staying on the raft).
And it was interesting to me while I was there. ... I have never
had, and do not have, a fear of my physical safety. Fm not afraid of
falling off the cliff or something happening to me. What happens to
me is that I have a fear of not getting all my luggage together, or
not being able to carry it from one place to another. (Petty) stuff
like that. Because I had a backpack for the first time ... and had
to carry it all the way. I had practiced in the Naugatuck Hills in
Connecticut. But it did not prepare me for what I was in for.
I started out the second morning right before sunrise. And the first
thing I did was I went across this bridge and it turned upside down!
So, I’ve got this backpack on my back and Fm upside down. I felt
like a turtle. I got it righted, but that was the first thing. This was
the initiation.
And then I went a little bit of a way, not very far, and I started
going up this hill. It seemed like a hill. And it was all clay and
there is nothing to hold on to. I finally made it up to this. And Fm
fresh! I mean, this is the first thing in the morning, right? I made
it up to the top of this incline and thought, "Thank God, I don’t
know if I could do that again!" Then in front of me was another
one.
Well, there are five of these inclines, and they are almost straight
up! I was talking to somebody later and they said, "You know when
you get to that part, that you’re almost to the valley because that is
the hardest part." The hardest part is either at the beginning or at
the end. It is a "C" difficulty trail at that end, and ... I had never
backpacked or hiked before! (C is the highest level of difficulty.)
So I got up to about the third one of these and I thought about
going back but thought, I can’t go down, actually, at this point. I
was getting so tired and I thought, Fm not going to be able to do
this. Now, this was 1985, and I think I had less than 50% of the
understanding that I do not. ... I don’t think I really understood
how you create reality and how you can [manifest certain
experiences that you need to have].
As I got up to that part of the journey, I could feel that my
identities were rolling off and all the personalities and all the things
I thought. I could just feel them leaving. It was just as if I was
peeling that layer off all those onions and I was getting down to the
core [down to the eye of the needle]. And as I got down to the eye
of the needle, I was looking at my own soul--I actually went through
the eye of the needle and found this soul, and I found this
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immortality. Because there was nothing else left. It was absolutely
amazing.
I was still climbing and there was nothing else I could do except go
on. And so I kept going on. And as I kept going on, I kept tearing
away all of these layers. And I was near hysteria, which, of course,
is wonderful. I always tell people, when you are confused, it's a
good sign. Because there is nothing that you can process at that
point.2 So that journey was one of the most incredible I had ever
had.... And it changed a lot of things. In retrospect, I was ready
to leave my entire life at that point. I was ready to leave my
husband, ready to leave my practice, what I was doing. I just felt
like I had to start over again.... My soul wanted something
different than what I was doing with my life. And it wasn’t
necessarily the people in my life or the work in my life. It was me.
... [the place I was coming from].
When I asked Calhoun (1993) what made her select this particular
initiation, she responded:
I was going to go with a friend.. . . When she couldn’t go, I had a
decision to make. We were on our way to a summer solstice
celebration. So, I’m walking along and we are on the way to the
place where we are going to do the ritual. And all of a sudden, as I
was walking along, I was walking in someone else’s body. I was a
sixteen-year-old girl going to an initiation... . And at the same
time, I was in my own body. . . . I’m going along and I heard in my
mind-and it was the first time I ever heard anything [like a voice]-"You must go to Hawaii alone. It is your initiation.” When I knew
I was going alone, I did what I always do . . . challenge myself to
the max. I’ve always done that. If I’m going to do it, I’ve got to do
it and do it all the way. So that’s what I did. (pp. 22-28)
Another co-researcher described a personal transformational experience
which had spiritual aspects:
I had two radical mastectomies, and during the second one, while
on the operating table, I had a near death experience and later had
recall. Through hypnosis, I had total recall of the moment, and it
was a classic. You could pick up the book on near death
experience and that’s what I went through. At that time, I had no

2There was nothing else to process in terms of her known system, her known
ways of seeing the world. This meant she was crossing over into unknown
territory, which provided the opportunity for transformation. (Funches, in
Calhoun, 1993, p. 26)
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spiritual understanding. I had put my religious background behind
and thought of myself, if anything, as an agnostic ... in the context
of spirituality.
Actually, right before, literally two months before the first surgery
for cancer, my marriage broke up. So I found myself living along as
a single parent with a toddler. By the time, nine months later, that
I had the near death experience, I was really primed for major
transformation. It was also astrologically the Saturn return, so it
was a big one for me and I wasn’t expected to survive. I mean the
doctors were surprised that I survived on the table; and then after
that, they didn’t expect me to survive the cancer.
And what happened was, I had a transformative moment that, I
mean, I can actually pinpoint the moment when talking with a
friend. He asked me basically, how do I want death to come for
me? How did I want to be when death came for me? And I flipped
that into how did I want to live in every moment, since I didn’t
know how many moments I might have. In answering that question,
I wanted to be full of life and full of peace and full of love and full
of joy in every moment of my life. That set the intention for the
transformation process. Then I went through a profound four-year
period of deep, deep self-healing and transformation in which every
aspect of my being had to align with that intention. And, of course,
all the parts of my being that hadn’t been aligned with that
intention was what led me down the path to cancer in the first
place. So it was healing of both the cancer and of the being.
[In the near death experience] I got a real strong message from
beings in the light that I had work to do.... I didn’t have much
choice. They said no. This is not your time. . . . Part of the healing
process took me into the natural world. And the way I understood
that rationally was, I said, "Well, I’m trying to learn about life. And
obviously human beings have got it all distorted; so let me go to the
natural world and see if I can learn the essence of the life force and
how it moves and how I am part of it, or it’s part of me." And so
every chance I got.... [I] took a lot of time to be in the woods of
Vermont and in the mountains and forests and the streams. I was
in the right place, and could also get on a plane or in a car and go
to the ocean or go to various environments. (Diamond, 1993, pp. 5-

7)
Major Childhood Trauma/Challenges
This category includes experiences with incest, molestation, illnesses,
racism, sexism, and emotional struggles based on their family experiences or
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social discrimination-events which occurred as children. This is not to minimize
the impact of similar situations as adults. As children, however, at least seven of
the eleven co-researchers mentioned having had such experiences. This is in
accordance with Aviolo and Gibbons' (1988) comments about the backgrounds of
transformational leaders being likely to have had childhoods which provided them
with significant difficult experiences which they could draw upon to grow and use
later when helping others. Notably, all co-researchers were not equally conscious
about the connections between their childhood traumas and their current lives.
References to childhood traumas and challenges are found in the individual
depictions when co-researchers included these in the interview discussions.
Shifts in Personal or Professional Identity
At least eight of the co-researchers have experienced changes in personal
or professional identity in the context of changing their disciplines; primary
reference group in which they practice their discipline; or changing their name,
marital or parental status. These changes are listed separately because not all
transformers noted these as transformational in nature. Rather, the changes may
have been indicative of a transformation that was taking or had already taken
place.
It was notable to me that only a third of those who have been divorced
mentioned the divorce as having a transformational impact, although at least six
of the eleven have been divorced.
Three of the eleven co-researchers have changed their name at some time
in their professions and/or taken other names in addition to their birth name.
These changes were usually connected to some aspect of their spiritual
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development and transformation. Although changing names is common in some
cultures as an indication of a person’s coming of age or an indication of receiving
spiritual guidance or evolving to higher levels of spiritual mastery, it is not a
common practice in the context of the U.SjA’s dominant business, social, and
religious institutions. Below are some examples of these experiences:
During the first four years, I actually received a new name from
Creator, which was Sun Feather. It happened in a very mystical
moment.... It was offered to me through some birds at a time of
sunset. [The cancer had been an impaction, a tight holding; this
new name was an image that was different from the cancer.] The
dancing of the birds in the sun was the free movement, the free
flowing of light, of energy and love and light. And that was my life
now. That was who I am now. Now I am Sun Feather. Before I
was Lindner [married name] and Antman [maiden name]. So I took
that name. Spirit offered it to me and I accepted it, and did it
legally. And I wore it for many years; I think about twelve years, I
don’t really remember.
As I was preparing to working internationally, I actually went to an
accountant to talk about this organization. ... And we got through
the whole accounting thing, and he said the way you’re seeing it is
fine, and financially it’s sound and all that, he said, but I got to tell
you something. And he leaned back in his chair and he looked up
at the ceiling and he said, "I don’t know why I’m saying this to you."
This is not a New Age spiritual kind of guy; this is an accountant.
He says, "I have no idea why I’m saying this to you. It must be that
whoever is watching out for you is saying this to you through me."
He said, "You’ve got to change your name. . . . Sun Feather just
won’t make it in the field in which you are going." As soon as he
said it, I said, "Yeah, that’s right. I can’t go onto Capitol Hill as
Sun Feather." I sat in meditation ... so the image that came was
the diamond . .. and I called my [spiritual] teacher and we
meditated on it. ... So I changed my name again. Diamond really
works for me at many levels, because on the exterior it is common
and doesn’t raise any eyebrows [and on the interior it has a spiritual
meaning in Vasriana Buddhism]. (Diamond, 1993, pp. 49-51)
Another example is my own name change from Daryl to Darya:
Changing my name created much more of a reaction than I
expected on the personal side of my life; professionally I knew it
would have a major impact. It was so correct for me to change my
name personally that I didn’t allow any of the concerns about how
others would respond to stop me. Since I was a child, I wondered
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what I would name myself if I could. I liked the name Daryl okay,
but it wasn’t what I would have chosen for myself.
In 1983,1 took the NTL workshop on Self-Differentiation and
Integration, run by the Weirs. The neat thing about the Weir Lab
was you used assumed names, which changed during the workshop
depending on an aspect of yourself you wanted to explore. I picked
"Darla Peach," determined to explore two aspects of myself. I
thought of Darla as the feminization of Daryl and Peach is my
family nickname, given to me by my Father. I had so much fun
with Darla Peach, and so did some of my colleagues, that many
people who were present at that time still affectionately refer to me
in this way. When I left the workshop, however, I decided that
Darla was not the right name either. So, I just waited for the
answer.
In 1990, when I was on a trip to the Soviet Union, I was attending a
large educational event in Siberia. Several of the staff and I were
celebrating the successful evening lecture I had given and preparing
for my departure the following day. As one of the men toasted me,
he said, "Here’s to Darya." Immediately, I said, "What did you call
me?" When he repeated it, I just fell in love with the name
instantly and asked about its origins. It came from the area of
Messopotamia and Persia, then Greece, and subsequently became a
Russian name. It was only a month later that I decided Darya was
the right name for me and that I would legally change my name.
The vibration suited me; it felt more like who I was. I didn’t want
to offend my parents, particularly my Father, who had picked Daryl
for me. At this stage of my life, it is more important that I please
myself. "Darya" felt like who I really was. I was also picking up
more of my feminine energy, balancing out what I seemed to be
carrying as so much driving masculine energy.
This was November. When the year began, I was deciding whether
to begin with an incremental introduction, like using Darya as a
nickname, or whether to just change it altogether, recognizing that I
would eventually probably drop even my last name. I decided to
forego the nickname phase. I went on a trip for my birthday and
introduced myself to everyone on the ship as Darya. This was my
experiment, activating the change, and it felt right. In March, I
announced the change to my colleagues at the annual membership
meeting for NTL In retrospect, it would have been helpful for my
family and personal friends if I had done some type of name change
ceremony, which included them in the process. In the context of my
professional reference group, it was a challenge for them to absorb
the name change along with all the other changes I was a part of in
my leadership role. A few colleagues even advised in advance, "If
you change your name while you’re Chair of the Board, people
won’t be able to tolerate it. It will make you too much of an
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unstable object." I remember thinking that an "unstable object" may
be what organizations who want to transform need-someone who is
in motion personally, not just organizationally. In contrast to my
professional reference group, clients seemed to accommodate the
change easily. (Funches, 1991b)
In my case, the name change represented a personal transformation which
had already taken place. Changing my name was like selecting the right word to
describe a new state of being. The vibration or frequency of the new name
matched better who I was than the old name did.
There are many examples of this type of re-labeling in major social change
movements, where the language is changed as an indication of a new way of
seeing reality or a new way of being. At various times in the history of the
United States, for example, people of African descent have selected different
words to describe their identity. In recent history, we can observe the shifts from
colored to Negro to Black to African American. These labels are initiated by
those leading an effort of change as a symbolic representation of a new identity, a
new reality. In the former Soviet Union, the names of cities change in
accordance with the politics of the times. St. Petersburg became Leningrad
because St. Petersburg was connected to the reign of the Czar. After Perestroika
and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Leningrad became St. Petersburg again.
Selecting the right language and symbols for campaigns is also an
important aspect in corporate life as well. In recent years, corporate
communications departments in some companies have even been given the
leadership role for culture change initiatives, using Human Resources and
Organization Development as resources, because top management perceived the
importance of language and symbolism in creating a new reality. Unfortunately,
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this can be based on the need to appear a certain way moreso than making the
changes that make the symbolism accurate. In such cases, the name change does
not represent a shift in identity; it represents a campaign to create the illusion of
change, wherein the underlying assumption is that it is more important to appear
to be a certain way than it is to be that way.
Again, despite the common practice of selecting new descriptors as a part
of social change and/or corporate change movements, it is not common for
individuals in American society to change their given names.
Examples of shifts in professional identity include changing from practicing
traditional Western medicine to Ayurvedic medicine; from working outside the
establishment to inside the establishment; from working inside bureaucracy to
outside bureaucracy; from working as an outside consultant to an inside leader;
and changing from designing fashion to guiding personal transformation.
Certainly there are some underlying threads which connect these shifts in identity.
However, these were important to the co-researchers, experience of themselves
doing what they do and how they are in the world in relation to what they are
doing. Below are a few examples of such changes:
I was speaking in the wake of the most remarkable experience in
my professional life. A few weeks earlier, while I was visiting India,
one of the greatest living sages had imparted to me some
techniques, dating back thousands of years, that he said would
restore the mind’s healing abilities. I am speaking of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, who is best known in the West as the founder of
Transcendental Meditation or TM. I have been meditating for
nearly eight years and routinely prescribe TM in my medical
practice. ... I was sitting with Maharishi one afternoon in
.. . Maharishi Nagar, about fifty miles west of New Delhi. ... You
feel that a great ancient culture retains its dignity there, and its
enormous wisdom. Because of Maharishi, the ancient Vedic sages
do not seem remote in time, separated from us by thousands of
years, but very intimate. Even the location is near the very spot
where Lord Krishna spent the night educating the great warrior
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Aijuna in the secrets of enlightenment--the story is recorded in the
epic poetry of the Bhagavad Gita.
Without preliminaries, Maharishi turned to me and said, "I would
like to see you alone in my room tomorrow. Can you come right
after your morning meditation?" I was taken by surprise, but I
didn’t press him with questions. The next morning, I appeared at
his door. Maharishi was sitting in lotus position on a silk-draped
sofa. He beckoned me, and we sat together quietly. Then he said
very quietly, "I have been waiting a long time to bring out some
special techniques. I believe they will become the medicine of the
future. They were known in the distant past but were lost in the
confusion of time; now I want you to learn them, and at the same
time, I want you to explain, clearly and scientifically, how they
work."
Over the course of the next few hours, he taught me a series of
mental techniques including those he called "primordial sounds."
The way they are used is related to meditation, but they are
prescribed for specific illnesses, including those we consider
incurable in the West, such as cancer. Maharishi explicitly told me
that these were the strongest therapies in Ayurveda, the ancient
tradition of Indian medicine. He taught them to me quite simply,
and I had no difficulty learning what I was to do when I got home
to my patients. At the same time, I realized that he was asking me
to step far beyond the physician’s role as it is known in the West.
When we were through, I had filled several notebook pages with his
instructions. Maharishi smiled with the penetrating sweetness and
compassion I always think of when he comes to mind. "This
knowledge is extremely powerful," he repeated. "By comparison, the
drugs and surgery you are used to using are very crude. It will take
time, but people will grow to realize this."
A few minutes later, I was standing alone on the porch, staring
across the desert at the barren red landscape in the distance. We
were at a place that most Western people don’t know exists. Would
they really believe that a major shift in medical thinking started
there? I know plenty of research doctors, and I had to laugh
thinking about their reactions. The physical basis of science is very
solid and, in the eyes of every doctor, extremely convincing. The
power of the mind is almost equally dubious.
To tell the truth, my doubts had a hard time reaching me just then.
I started down the dust path toward my quarters, the broiling Indian
sun beating on my neck, and I felt exhilarated. It wasn’t a feeling
of self-importance but of almost impersonal uncontainable joy. I
did not know why, but some great secret had been opened to me,
and I felt as if I had been carried up to the sky. I had been shown
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how to pierce the mask of matter, and for the moment the heat, the
dust, and every other material bond were as nothing. I didn’t care
even about my own skepticism, although I knew it would start
pinching me soon enough. Some hard decisions faced me: I had to
figure out how to make these techniques credible. People might
dismiss them as faith healing; others would accuse me of selling
false hope.
I needed to show that this was science in its own right. How to do
that? It would come. Indian thought has always been grounded in
the conviction that Satya, the truth, alone triumphs. 'The truth is
simple,” Maharishi encouraged. "Make it clear, let it stand on its
own, and don’t get lost in complications."
... The ancient doctors of India were also great sages, and their
cardinal belief was that the body was created out of consciousness.
A great yogi or swami would have believed the same thing.
Therefore, theirs was a medicine of consciousness, and their way of
treating disease pierced the body’s matter and went deeper, into the
core of the mind.
When you look at Ayurveda’s anatomical charts, you don’t see the
familiar organs pictured in Gray’s Anatomy, but a hidden diagram
of where the mind is flowing as it creates the body. This is what
Ayurveda treats. Or rather, did treat. Before meeting Maharishi, I
assumed that Ayurveda was folk medicine, because all I saw of it
were folkways~the herbs, diets, exercises, and incredibly intricate
rules for daily life that are just "in the air" when one grows up in
India.
... Maharishi once told me about life of a vaidya, an Ayurvedic
physician: "A vaidya is an invincible warrior, because he fights the
element of death. A vaidya gives-he is the giver of life, and so he
is cherished in nature."
These words imply that the doctor must make an inner journey,
taking his understanding beyond the limits of the physical body and
into the heart of a deeper reality. His responsibility is to solve the
riddle of life and death. The solution is beckoning over the horizon
with the same urgency and joy as that which moved the ancient
sages. Leaping across the void of time and space, surviving the
waves of destruction that swallow up mankind, the ancient Vedic
wisdom, speaks to us with profound simplicity: In nature’s perfect
design nothing ever dies. A human being is as permanent as a
star-both are illuminated by the spark of truth.
Every day I feel the importance of the inner journey. I believe that
I am still taking my first steps, but I want to retrace them for
others.... Practicing medicine is full of hope for me now. I didn’t
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need Ayurveda’s knowledge to find out that doctors are battling
against death. I needed it to find out that we will win. (Chopra,
1989, pp. 2-6)
This passage speaks to a transformation of the co-researcher, who
subsequently became a practitioner in Ayurvedic medicine, leaving the boundaries
of traditional medicine. The shift in professional identity was based on the
transformation occurring through his spiritual practice and teachings and through
integrating these truths and knowledge into his professional practice. In other
words, he was taught professionally through his spiritual teacher, resulting in a
transformation of him personally and professionally. Potentially transforming
medical practice with this kind of knowledge, in addition to the transformations
which may occur for individual patients, is the scope addressed most by this
passage.
As noted in his individual depiction, John McDonald (1993) does not
experience himself as having experience with personal transformation for the
most part, particularly in the context of the work he does professionally. He
does, however, note a significant shift in thinking:
I started in 1984 with the idea of Track Two Diplomacy. Track
One is government to government. Track Two is non-government
to non-government. So, I did a seminar and did a book on Track
Two citizen diplomacy. And just as an aside, it took 18 months to
get it published, because it was a revolutionary document in the
sense that the State Department did not want, on one of its State
Department publications, the public acknowledgment that there was
another way to do business other than the government way. I
finally got it published when the Assistant Secretary was transferred
and I got it wheeled in before his replacement took over. So that
was another way around.
-•

Then Louise and I met, and she and my mother said that this Track
Two was too narrow and she came up with the phrase "Multi-track.”
So when I got to Iowa, I wrote a chapter about expanding the two
tracks to five tracks. And they were in the vertical hierarchy.
Track Five was the media that we had to change. Track Four was
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citizen-citizen exchanges. Track Three was the business community.
Track Two was professional change agents, like myself. And Track
One was government. But all four tracks were designed to change
the thinking of Track One. The change [transformation in thinking]
came when Louise and I worked on this multi-track concept where
we added four more tracks. We added religion; we added peace
activism; we added training and education; and we added
foundations, funding.
But the change-and this is a dramatic change in my thinking-was
that we put all nine tracks in a circle. So, suddenly the government
was part of the circle, a part of the process, and not the subject of
change, which is confrontational, certainly, in the eyes of Track
One. It’s very confrontational to have these people bugging them
about change.
So now my thinking is--and it’s a major transformation, the power
of the circle-that to do the things weTe doing, we have to bring the
government along, with the process. The best example is Cyprus,
where we had to talk to the Turkish north; we had to talk to the
United Nations in New York; and in the island, we had to talk to
the State Department and the Embassy. (McDonald, 1993, pp. 4445)
In this brief passage, McDonald brings together several aspects that are at
issue in transforming himself. First of all, he is speaking of a shift in thinking
that has occurred now that he is outside of the boundaries of government, rather
than seeking to change government from within. He recognized the rigidity of
government, yet felt that he could not change it from within. Now that he has
been outside, he has felt freer to confront; yet the confrontational behavior has
not been necessarily creating the results he wanted either, as an outsider to
government, versus being a bureaucrat within. Bringing the governments along
with the process instead of focusing everyone’s energy on changing the
government was a major shift and more in alignment in fact with his expressed
philosophy of win-win.
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In this passage, we can also observe the use of geometry in his language
and in shifting the thinking and experience of the issues at hand. At first, there
were two (tracks). Then there were five, vertically arranged in a line, with the
focus on one group from all the others. Then there were nine, and these were
arranged in a circle.

We have a shift in use of the line and circle, which is

major in the context of a potentially adversarial situation. The circle shifts the
energy in a different direction, with the circle representing unity (West, 1993) and
the feminine (Powell, 1993). The line represents a beginning and an end
(Raleigh, 1991) and masculinity (Powell, 1993). In his recent article contrasting
the Lewinian view of change with a Confucian view, Marshak (1993) points out
that OD is based on Lewin’s perspective, which is Unear and masculine (the line);
while a Confucian view of change is cyclical and circular.
The line and the circle are important in the universe; however, shifting
from one to the other at the right time is what McDonald’s transformation was
about.
Experiences with Other Dimensions/Realities
In this area, we refer to nine of the co-researchers who mention in some
way experiences with other dimensions in space/time; with entities who exist in
dimensions outside of body-mind consciousness; conscious recollection of past life
experiences; and conscious interactions that transcend the limits of space and
time as most people experience these. These experiences could have taken place
in the form of channeling for themselves or through others; having one-on-one
encounters with other entities who are pure consciousness and not Uving in
bodies; having encounters with entities, people, animals, or spirit forms that
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materialize and dematerialize, and so forth. What was noteworthy was the
natural way in which these experiences were referred to in the interviews. The
context was not one of surprise or shock on the part of the co-researcher. In
most cases, the conversation was as if they were telling me about a friend they
spoke with yesterday. There were at least two of the nine cases who have had
these experiences where the co-researcher was not accustomed to talking about
such experiences with others. They were cautious about being considered "flaky,"
strange, or somehow less competent by people with more conventional views of
reality.
Given the discussions in the literature review on physics and the new
science, it may be that having such experiences and understanding the principles
of how these can occur will become more normal and an indication of expanded
consciousness rather than a sign of illness, instability, or "the devil’s work" in the
context of old scientific and religious paradigms. The fact that most
co-researchers have some experience across dimensions of space and time,
however, does not mean that most of them are competent regarding movement
and communication across these dimensions and realities at will. Of the nine
who have experiences in this area, perhaps only four or five are either adept or
masters in this area.
Significant Transformations in Workshops. Conferences, and Retreats
Ten of the eleven co-researchers have experienced some important
transformation in workshops, conferences, and retreats. One co-researcher,
Chopra, noted that attending workshops and seminars are not conducive forums
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for him most of the time. Personal retreats, however, are a forum in which he
can spend time with himself and engage in his own processes for transformation.
I have been through, in my own life, efforts to bring about
transformation and growth in myself through reading; through
attending workshops; through seminars; through retreats. And in
general I’ve found it’s just not something that my own personality is
suited for. I find a lot of the events that occur in these situations
actually turn me off a lot because I find a lot of mood-making. . ..
People are trying to make a mood for transformation and prove it
to others. ... You know, they’re trying to make an impression. The
fact is, if I’m feeling peace and harmony and love and laughter
myself, then I don’t need to prove it to anyone. That to me is
transformation. As long as I have the need to prove it to anyoneto prove my methodology or my method or my experience--as long
as I feel the need to impress someone with it, then I’m not
transformed. I’m still living for the need of approval. (Chopra,
1993b, p. 2)
Another co-researcher occasionally attends conferences and receives useful
information about himself but is not transformed by such experiences. Other co¬
researchers note experiences such as workshops on Managing Diversity; Vision
Quests and other Native American Ceremonies; T-Groups, Sensitivity Training,
Encounter Groups; Gestalt workshops; Workshops on Processing Emotions and
life Experiences; Energy-Based Body Work; Workshops for Women’s
Development; Workshops for Men’s Development; Mind Control; Workshops on
the Brain; Spiritual Retreats, and so forth. The list of the types of courses and
people who have taken them would be quite long, and there appears to be no
pattern except that those who are interested in metaphysics, science, and spiritual
studies tend to take those kinds of workshops and learning experiences rather
than attend workshops on personal growth from a psychological perspective, for
example. There are a few whose personal growth tends to be concentrated
through the auspices of their respective organizations, rather than based on
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independent pursuit outside of work. They have organizational support, which
may also influence what they take and do not take.
Training in the Performing. Language, or Material Arts
Again, this is an area where we lack full information on all of the eleven
co-researchers. However, they all have some training/expertise in either the
performing, language, or material arts. Artistic background is useful in providing
a sense of harmony form, and/or flow, depending on the particular art. I played
the cello and French horn. I have also studied drama; studied ballet and African,
modern and jazz dance; and have written plays (only as a child) and continue to
write poetry. I have begun to produce music. I also studied sewing and pattern
construction for clothing. Powell played the piano. Vicara played the cello and
is also an expert fashion designer and graphic artist, having written and designed
layouts for numerous artistic and fashion magazines. McDonald played the piano.
Hudson acts, writes, and directs plays. Johnston studied architectural and
building design. Calhoun studied voice and is a proficient coloratura soprano,
which has been helpful in her vibrational work. Diamond has studied dance and
used it in relation to dance therapy; she also uses movement in her
transformational work. Delano was a journalist covering politics, which is not
necessarily considered creative writing, though it is an art. Powell also has
journalistic experience. Chopra once aspired to be a journalist before medical
school; and he is a prolific published writer. Granted, all of the co-researchers
may have artistic backgrounds much broader than noted here. Even with the
available information, several co-researchers in this area and the one listed
below are crossing more than three areas of Gardner’s (1983) seven intelligences.
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Even in this section, we are combining bodily-kinesthetic, linguistic, and musical
intelligences. Such a background gives the change agent and leader another
resource to draw upon in the use of self as an instrument. In fact, in many cases,
co-researchers use their early experience with art forms in their work.
Mathematics-Scientific Training /Studies
At least six of the eleven co-researchers have studied extensively in what
are considered the hard sciences, mathematics, and/or physics in their adult fives.
We lack this information on two co-researchers. I was a Mathematics major as
an undergraduate and have studied physics for several years as an adult. Calhoun
is a trained nurse. Vicara has studied physics for several years as an adult and
had aspired to be a physicist as a child. Powell is a physicist and mathematician.
Chopra is a medical doctor. Hudson’s background in economics appears to have
required mathematical intelligence.
Moved Six or More Times
Ten of the eleven have moved six or more times in their fives, living in
different states and/or countries. One implication of this type of history is that
they are accustomed to moving in and out of communities and social systems.
They may be comfortable with being marginal in social systems or learn how to
establish relationships quickly. Both of these qualities or capabilities are useful
to transformers. I did not ask how many times they had changed jobs, but it is
likely that the number is much larger in comparison to six.
Use of Visualization and Meditation Techniques
-

At least eight of the eleven co-researchers have training in visualization

and/or meditation techniques. It is possible that they all do, since we do not
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have this information on three of the co-researchers. It would not be unusual for
three of the eleven, given their strong backgrounds in metaphysics. For the larger
group on the whole, however, it is noteworthy that they share this expertise. It is
particularly useful for leaders and others whose work requires creative use of self
to have this capability. Such techniques increase use of brain capacity to focus,
perceive multiple dimensions of reality, and manifest their ideas into physical
reality, as discussed in the literature review.
For some co-researchers, this expertise originated with their professional
training in the arts; for others, the source was spiritual studies or techniques for
stress reduction and/or health.
Studied with Indigenous People
In four cases, this information is not available. In the cases where it was,
however, the answer is "yes." In some cases, this exposure was in the United
States with Native Americans. In other cases, the relationships occurred in other
countries with people who were original inhabitants of the land. Such exposure
includes paradigms outside the conventional views of the social consciousness.
This implies that these co-researchers are not dependent on their primary social
reference groups for learning; that they are willing to go outside of conventional
paradigms to "stretch their minds," as Koestenbaum (1991) suggests.
Experience Working with Multiple Cultures
At least half of the co-researchers speak some other language. At least
four are fluent in more than one language, while at least six had some
competency in more than one language. Despite the lack of clarity of their multi¬
lingual status as a group, at least nine of them have experience working with
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diverse cultures other than their own primary cultural reference group. Some of
this exposure comes from working in other countries, living in other countries,
and from their managerial and consulting experiences in this country with clients,
customers, and employees of different cultures. Most co-researchers are
accustomed to functioning in diverse settings. This is certainly not true for most
top managers in American corporations today, although the movement is on to
change this lack of experience.
Entrepreneurial Experience
Some of what keeps people in organizations from being themselves is thenfear of not being able to survive on their own with the conveniences of corporate
support. In this sample, we have at least nine of the eleven people having
current and/or previous experience with being self-employed. They are not
ambivalent about being able to support themselves and feel free to work outside
of the boundaries of organized institutions. I wonder about the extent to which
the data may'have been different if most co-researchers did not have this type of
experience. There is probably research which indicates whether people who are
self-employed are more likely to have certain traits or qualities, some of which
may be assets to or liabilities to the task of leading transformation. In the
context of the changing nature of large organizations, however, it appears logical
that familiarity and comfort with self-employment-a question we did not ask~
would give people more of a sense of security within themselves. This is
important, since one of the most common reasons clients have given me for not
being able to be themselves at work is their issues about job security.
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Co-Researchers’ Potential Core of Experience
Exploring the backgrounds of co-researchers led me to a fundamental, core
question: What is at the core of who they are and what they know that
influences what they do? Certainly, the studies on transformational leaders would
lead us to consider the obstacles they had as children (Aviolo & Gibbons, 1988)
and the extent to which they have been twice born, whether as children or adults
(Burns, 1978), particularly through specific transformational experiences as
explored earlier. The answer to this question, however, may also lie in some
aspect of potential experienced within the co-researcher as a known, despite the
evolution of experiencing the potential occasionally as an unknown for concrete
learning, throughout his or her life. That is, the answer to the question may have
more to do with some core aspect of self which can be reflected in examining the
experiences of the child and adult co-researcher; yet this core aspect is an
experience which has been with the co-researcher for his or her life. It is a
knowingness which he or she may have appeared to have forgotten at some time,
but when they look back, they had the awareness even earlier.
Although I asked co-researchers the question, "What in your background, if
anything, prepared you for leading transformations?" most of their responses do
not answer at the depth I pose above. I did not ask this core question, nor did I
have the opportunity to pursue it in follow-up interviews. At the same time, I
doubt that it is a question to which I could get the depth from most people
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without helping them reflect on the threads of their total life experience, if not
their soul memory.3
Using the remote interview approach I discussed in Chapter III, I "asked"
each person: "What have you always known?" The answer I received for each
person can be found in Table 5.2. Notably, these responses have not been
validated with the co-researcher, although the reader may determine whether
these responses are evident in the information available on each co-researcher in
Chapter IV. Granted, I had a larger data base of an entire interview through
which to test the accuracy of the statements, although there is no external way to
validate the response except to triangulate my response with other Research
Associates who use the same process as I did to answer the question.
Patterns regarding the relationships between subgroups within the larger
group may become apparent as one reviews co-researchers’ responses more in
depth. For now, we can formulate a subgrouping based on the hypothetical
responses to the core question. A few appear to focus from the inside to the
outside, with the self as their base of operation (Vicara, Chopra, Hudson,
Flinches); some appear to focus on the outside, with discernment and response to
and joining with the external world being most significant (Calhoun, Johnston,
Delano, Diamond); and some appear to focus on impact, utility, and action
(Powell, Williamson, McDonald).

3Soul memory is captured in the soul of the individual and includes that
which one has gained as a result of all of one’s incarnations on earth and other
locations. Soul memory would also include the memory of why one has chosen to
live this particular lifetime. Therefore, it would include one’s core sense of
purpose, as well as the wisdom one brings from other incarnations.
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Table 5.2
Co-Researchers’ Potential Core

Co-Researcher

Sample Core Statement

Vicara

That I have choices and am always choosing

Hudson

That I have the ability to be whatever I want to
be

Chopra

That I make the difference in my life

Funches

That I create what I want with access to the
universe

Calhoun

That I am in unity with everyone and the
substance of the whole

Johnston

That I can tell what people really think and
feel

Diamond

That I am in the right place at the right time
with the right people

McDonald

That I can make things happen through others

Delano

That I can figure out what is wanted by others

Williamson

That I can make happen whatever needs to
happen

Powell

That I can learn anything and make it useful

Exploring the principles which influence or guide the co-researcher’s work
provides more clues to patterns within the group as a whole.
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Kev Principles: Generalized Experiences Guiding Co-Researchers
In this context, a principle is a fundamental truth articulated explicitly by
co-researchers or found to be implicit in their choices in the particular application
experience. In most cases, the principles explicitly described by co-researchers
were also evident in their behavior and choices. In other cases, this congruence
was not evident. Also, there were situations where co-researchers were explicit
about techniques, but not about the principles or truths underlying these
techniques. If there was an apparent misfit between espoused principles and the
approaches used, the misfit may be based on limits in the co-researcher’s
development or on insufficient information about the range of experiences of the
person as one who leads transformations. I have concentrated on using principles
where we observed a fit between the person and the experience, while
commenting on how others may fit in relation to the principle. Since the overall
goal is development of a theory to guide effective use of self as an instrument of
transformation, this approach will provide the most information and utility.
I framed the principles in terms of three major categories:
•

Principles of Organisms and the Universe

•

Principles of Transformation

•

Principles of Use of Self as an Instrument

These are listed on Table 5.3 and described in the following pages. In
terms of examples, I have emphasized the second and third categories because
these make the implications of the principles more apparent to the reader. The
poems in Chapter IV are also a resource to examine the principles in action in
the lives of the co-researchers and in their work.
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Table 5.3
Key Principles Guiding Co-Researchers
A. Principles of the Organism and the Universe

1

.

There is an overall design. It is potential, it is
consciousness, it is changing.

7.

What we see in others that we like or dislike is a
reflection of the self.

2.

Hie design is in the macrocosm (universe) and
the microcosm (person).

8.

We co-create our own realities (past, present,
and future) through consciousness and energy.

3.

Matter (the body and all else) is a result of
consciousness.

9.

We create what we want: resistance and change,
peace and conflict.

4.

Consciousness and energy function beyond and
within the limits of space and time.

5.

Every organism has a unique purpose.

6.

Perceptions are realities to the organism.

10.

Everyone and everything arc interconnected.
Separation is an illusion.

B. Principles of Transformation

1

.

Transformation occurs when the organism is
ready to move beyond its comfort zone.

2.

The organism desires the potential creation.

3.

Resistance is an asset and/or limitation.

4.

Transformation entails working with energy.

5.

Release the past; make the future now; just do it.

6.

Transformation is an all of a sudden/flash
phenomenon, occurring in the now.

7.

Transformation occurs beyond limits in space,
time, matter, and consciousness.

8.

The transformer controls the process; the
organism and transformer control the direction.

9.

Transformation requires going all the way—not
incrementally changing.

10.

To transform, the organism must accelerate
faster than its dominant culture.

11.

Once conceived, the transformation is already
done.

12.

Once transformed, the organism becomes who it
is, uniquely.

Continued, next page
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Table 5.3-Continued

C Principles of the Use of Self as an Instrument

1.

The transformer is a clear channel for the
organism’s transformation.

8.

The transformer forms alliances in the
and outside.

2.

The transformer moves beyond his or her and the
organism’s inner limits.

9.

The transformer confidently and committedly
moves forward on/as the vision.

3.

The transformer brings love, peace, and joy from
within.

10.

The transformer works in the now, in timeless
awareness.

4.

The transformer controls the process; and
organism and transformer control the direction.
[See B8]

11.

The transformer is/has been where the
organism’s vision is.

12.
5.

Seeing ahead, the transformer channels energy
and focus in one direction.

The transformer works from an inner
knowingness and is ahead of the wave.

13.
6.

The transformer establishes a frame of reference
from the past and serves as a symbol of the
future.

The transformer and the organism are co¬
creating the experience of transformation.

7.

The transformer communicates directly and
makes the invisible potential visible.

organism

Notably, selecting a principle for this section does not mean that all
co-researchers use it. Rather, selecting a principle means that it provides a
cogent basis for understanding the connections between the "knowingness" of
certain co-researchers and their practice, particularly those who are explicit about
the underlying basis of their work.
Although the principles are fundamental truths, these are also a form of
experience. That is, their source is the accumulated knowledge and experience
(from this lifetime and others) of the co-researcher. In a sense, then, these are
generalizations or understandings based on experience. Some co-researchers
would be consciously competent regarding the principles; others would not. The
descriptions of principles in the second and third categories include examples
from the professional experiences of co-researchers applying the concepts in a
specific context. Again, the poems are also a reference for these experiences.
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ftne^Jniverse
Many of the ideas here have been noted in the literature review. I only
define the principles briefly below in terms of referencing the co-researchers for
whom these truths were most evident. Since other co-researchers did not discuss
their ideas at this level of abstraction, it is not accurate to say that they agree or
disagree with the ideas here. Principles about the universe of those leading
transformations tell us about their world views, so I have included these here.
When I make inferences about a co-researcher’s fit or misfit with a principle, I
note so.
There Is an Overall Design. It is potential, it is consciousness, it is changing.
The co-researchers who express this idea the most are Calhoun and Vicara. By
inference, Funches, Diamond, Johnston, Chopra, and Powell reflect this
perspective as part of the consciousness in their practices. Most co-researchers
did not discuss the nature of the power or force that creates the design. The
seven noted here, however, work as if a design exists which can be assessed by
those with expanded consciousness and by each person at the appropriate time
for his or her awareness. Also, McDonald speaks of following what he is
"supposed to do,” in career moves as if there is an overall design for his role in
the world. Hudson, Williamson, and Delano did not discuss ideas at this level of
abstraction, for the most part. Delano (1993), however, does discuss a
perspective that organisms have a true self versus what they may try to be. This
may imply that she thinks there is a design at least for individuals.
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The Design Is in the Macrocosm (Universe") and the Microcosm (Person!
Although this perspective can be inferred from the work of Vicara, Funches,
Johnston, Hudson, and Powell, Calhoun (1993) is the co-researcher who is most
explicit about this principle in terms of how it works in accordance with the
principle of the overall design noted above:
The design is an accorded plan between the human souls which are
basically a part of the god-force or the monad, and the universal
consciousness, which helps to create and sustain the whole sphere of
things. And that’s recorded in the akashic records. Basically, what
[the design] says is that we have made a choice to foster
consciousness. The design is the implementation vehicle through
which we can actually make that consciousness [into] experience.
It’s kind of a guideline. It’s like the trunk of a tree, and everything
goes on inside the trunk of the tree, but the trunk of the tree is
what holds that container. We have a container and the
consciousness has a container. And [the container] apparently is
the hologram. And the design is the way that you access the
hologram. It’s a bee-line into the [universal consciousness]. . . . The
seed of light is [the place] in the body where [the whole is
contained]. There are two things in the seed of light-the
individual’s vision of what they’re here to do, their design; and
there’s a collective design. The soul fits itself into the big design
when it starts to access its [own] design. So, the microcosm has to
act first, interestingly enough. And then that opens us to the
macrocosm. It’s not until we start to open our own soul that we
realize there is a consciousness out there, and we become aware of
ourselves as a part of other things-other people, other species. If
we listen to the design, we get there [our highest potential,
collective good, universal consciousness] faster. (Calhoun, 1993b,
pp. 1-2)
For transformation, the implication is that the person leading
transformation must transform first (the microcosm acting before the
macrocosm); and that shifts at an individual level can have a significant impact at
larger levels of organisms (organizations, communities, nations, the planet).
Becoming conscious of the design appears to be based on using one’s abilities to
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act based on an inner knowing, and then subsequently getting a full view of the
design for the self and how it fits in the universe.
Matter Is a Result of Consciousness. The terms co-researchers use vary
here, including: "information and energy," "consciousness and energy," "mind
creating matter," and "thought forms create realities." Calhoun, Chopra, Vicara,
Johnston, Powell, Funches, and Diamond express this perspective most actively.
As a result, their work on themselves and with others reflects attempts to shift
consciousness as indicated in the poems, or to use matter [materials, resources,
physical structures, or props] to evoke or provoke moving aspects of
consciousness. The work of Hudson and Delano also indicates their concern with
the impact of consciousness of the organism and its cultural patterns. They both
can trace examples of the current patterns to thought forms of leadership in the
early days of corporate life. McDonald’s and Williamson’s work indicates a
concern with how consciousness of parts of its organism can inhibit movement.
McDonald in particular discusses the impact of the military mindset on the nation
and its relationships with other countries.
Consciousness and Energy Function Beyond and Within the Limits of
Space and Time. The work of Powell, Vicara, Chopra, Johnston, Diamond,
Funches, and Calhoun most reflect this principle, particularly in terms of viewing
various realities within the outside of the context of normal space and time.
Based on this principle, incidents from the past can be lodged in soul memory, as
Vicara discusses, and affect how the organism addresses similar situations in the
present. Without limitations to space and time, we can balance or resolve these
issues, as cited earlier with the core principles underlying REAP. In the research,
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three clear examples outside the limits of time are Calhoun, addressing the
insights about her connection to her client from a previous lifetime; myself,
addressing the need to balance/resolve a past lifetime situation between myself
and the energy of NTL; and Vicara, helping her client balance the impact of a
previous incarnation as a doctor.
The implications of these views for the practice of transformation are
discussed more in the principles regarding transformation and use of self. Delano
and McDonald also make comments (some indicated in the poetry) that reflect
personal experiences outside the boundaries of space and time. These are not
necessarily connected, however, to their examples of practicing transformation.
Hudson and Williamson tended not to discuss this level of abstraction.
Moreover, this principle was not apparent in guiding their personal or
professional transformation experiences, although there was no data to refute it.
Every Organism Has a Unique Purpose. Most co-researchers (Vicara,
Calhoun, Chopra, Delano, Hudson, Diamond, Funches) express this principle,
directly and indirectly. Chopra and Calhoun are most explicit in this regard, with
Chopra’s explanation of dharma and timelessness in the second set of principles
(B12) and Calhoun’s discussion of the macrocosmic and microcosmic designs
above. For more on this perspective, review the explanations for Principles A2
and B12.
This principle has implications for the transformer and the organism.
First, the transformer needs to recognize and discover his or her own unique
purpose, rather than imitating others. The principle challenges the practices of
change agents emphasizing techniques and borrowing rather than creating what is
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right for him or her and the organism at the time. Second, the principle provides
an opening for the role of the transformer in helping the organism work in
accordance with or discover it’s own unique purpose. This is a challenge since
the nature of purpose in an organism appears to be one of an essence, as
described by Calhoun in A2. That is, purpose is essential, not material.
Organizations, however, tend to focus on ways in which they have materialized
purpose in the past, rather than on the essence or spirit behind that
materialization or formation. That is, organizations--and individuals--often
become attached to how they have done what they have done, with the
technology and/or structure operating as purpose, or being used to maintain
uniqueness.
Perceptions Are Realities to the Organism. Although co-researchers vary
in how they respond to the organism’s perceptions, all appear to operate based
on this principle. The challenge for co-researchers does not appear to be
recognizing the perceptions of others as their reality. The key for transformation
is how to work with the different realities toward a common focus. (See B8 and
C9 for more examples.)
Williamson and McDonald provide examples of ignoring the perceptions
that block or interfere with the direction they think is appropriate for the
organism. Williamson only ignored these once he attempted to convince others
and achieved no results. McDonald, on the other hand, gives an example of
moving forward despite the perceptions of a manager who could block his actions
to reverse the manager’s decision. McDonald’s perception was that engaging the
person was hopeless. In many cases, it appears that transformers see their role in
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part as helping others see and choose different realities from those they currently
have. In addition, the role in some cases appears to include being responsible for
creating a particular new reality. This second role is more the case when the
co-researcher is a formal leader of the organism (Johnston, Funches, McDonald,
Williamson, Hudson) and less the case when they are outside or inside helpers to
the organism or leaders of the organism (Delano, Calhoun, Funches, Johnston,
McDonald, Diamond, Vicara). The issue of responsibility is addressed more fully
in B8 and C13.
What We See in Others That We Like/Dislike Reflects the Self. This is
the reflective principle cited earlier as one of the core universal principles on
which the REAP model is based. This principle leads transformers to work from
the inside out on themselves and with other organisms. The co-researchers who
are most explicit regarding this view are Calhoun, Chopra, Vicara, Powell,
Johnston, and Funches. The principle is also evident in the work of Diamond,
Delano, and Hudson, who recognize aspects of their own behavior or former
patterns in problematic aspects of the organism’s culture and patterns. In the
situations discussed by co-researchers, the positive and negative aspects seen in
the organism may be from this lifetime or a previous one, or may be current
patterns or previous ones which have been resolved.
Williamson and McDonald, on the other hand, do not speak of negative
aspects of their current or former selves in relation to similar observations or ,
interactions with the organism. Williamson, for example, was quite aware of his
own previous limiting patterns when he spoke of a diversity change effort in his
company. In terms of the change effort to split Balcor worldwide, however, he
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did not appear to be aware of a connection between limiting patterns of the
company during the process and his previous or current self. In the first effort,
Williamson had a learning process accompanying the change effort. In the
second effort, there was no such intervention. This may account in part for the
difference in his reflective orientation.
McDonald became more conscious of the way bureaucrats experience
those who want them to change as confronters, once he was on the outside of the
bureaucracy. In the examples where he was an insider, however, he did not
appear to see his current or former self in the limiting behavior patterns of the
system.
The major implication of this principle is that transformers and organisms
need to look within, at themselves, when they have a strong positive or negative
reaction to others (organisms or individuals). There, they will find the potential
of what they admire or the limitation they reject. In this way, transformers
become mirrors (1993b) for the organism and the organism can also be a mirror
for transformers, an aspect which is not often taken into account.
We Co-Create Our Own Realities Through Consciousness and Energy.
The principle of co-creation argues against the external world creating our
realities independent of our own consciousness. The principle also speaks for the
significance of our role in creating what we experience. The term "Co-Creation"
speaks to the role of others as participants in the process and to the role of
energy available in the universe for our creations. Chopra and Vicara speak
clearly to the significance of one's consciousness in creating reality. In previously
cited books, Chopra (1991, 1993a) gives many examples of this principle in
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medical situations, illustrating how consciousness manifests physical conditions.
We also tend to work with people and situations in which we have lessons to
learn, notes Vicara (1993), drawing to us those people and events for which we
have a magnetic charge. From the co-creation perspective, there are no victims
as such. That is, we are not passive observers in life, despite the mindset we may
have that we are victims without participation. This principle is also evident in
the work of Donahue (1992) regarding the electromagnetic core and
dialectromagnetic field of the electron and the individual; and by the work of the
other physicists in the review of the literature, who have explained how our
consciousness creates reality.
A co-creation is the cornerstone principle in the REAP model (Funches,
1991) and the place from which organisms began their transformation, recognizing
their roles and purposes in creating the current reality. Vicara indicates the
significance of an event in her life in concretizing how co-creation works. I
include the example because this principle is counter to the assumptions of many
change agents and leaders who may reinforce a consciousness of being a victim or
a reactor, rather than a co-creator.
Vicara (1993) explains how her experience with rape reflects co-creation
and why traditional approaches to change do not match this perspective:
DF:

V:

What kind of changes pushed you into your own growth or your
own connection with that [co-creative] level of reality? That led
you to rely on that?
I made a series of choices, and always from an early age, I was
aware that I was making choices that got me into and out of
circumstances and experiences in my life. I could always go back to
and pinpoint a moment at which I decided to do something or not
do something that unfolded into whatever it was in my life. So a
series of these major negative, major traumatic experiences, I began
to wonder why I was always choosing these things, which then led to
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the realization that perhaps these were lessons or a series of things
that I had decided upon, or were set up prior to, that I was sort of
unfolding into, unconsciously.
DF:

Give me an example of one such incident that led to that as a way
of understanding.

V:

The rape scenario.

DF:

You were how old?

V:
DF:
V:

About 26.
And what was the insight or connection with this?
Well, the time it happened in my life, I was coming from journeying many
different places and having the attitude that nothing or no one could touch
me. So I had this fearless energy about me, and had been in my seedy
spots on the planet. And, indeed, nothing had happened. So I found
myself back at home, and staying with the parents for awhile and buying
into, particularly my mother’s mindset, with "Watch out. You have to be
careful. Things happen to people on the streets.” And so-on and so-forth.
And I remember distinctly, the period when I decided to adapt to those
states of mind. I began to look around; I began to be overly cautious; I
began to let that fearless energy go, and I started being fearful. And I
could go back to the moments when I chose to do those things.
So, consequently, that building up of that fear energy and the looking out
for trouble and all that, brought me smack-dab to this rape experience. So
in my experience, I knew what I had been thinking, what I had been
feeling. My emotional state of mind had helped to set this up or co-create
this experience for me. But what I didn’t understand was, beyond that
moment of decision, where this was coming from. Because it was feeling
like something greater than myself, since I knew better.

DF:
V:

DF:

You knew better than to use the fear energy.
Right. Where was this other influence coming from? So as I began to
uncover the reasons and the moment that I made those decisions, and
knowing that I had, and that it was co-creative, I began to ask myself other
questions. What else was this related to? And those things led me back
to deeper answers to those questions, like memories from other times
when similar things had happened. So I began to have past-life or other
time-space remembrances, when other things or other choices that I made
were similar, and had been unresolved.
Okay, now, before you started having the particular experience
about the rape incident, had you previously taken a look at past life
experiences so that that was familiar to you?
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V:

DF:

V:

Yes, but only at that point on an exploratory basis. Just who had I been;
very light influences. But it wasn’t until these choices that were coming up
from a deeper level, that I began to see how they cross-referenced and
how they led to patterns of learning or experiences, karma, whatever, in
one’s life. [I understood] then, how I handled that moment affected the
recorded history of all other moments that were similar and on the same
energy pattern.
When we started this particular trail of thought, what you said was,
you had had personal incidents that taught you that you couldn’t
rely on other people who were never in the same place as you and
other learnings, to give you that explanatory power. So what you
were discovering or uncovering at this point in time for yourself was
not something that you felt was available. An awareness about this
[view] was not available to you from other people around.
No, but I knew that with the seriousness of the emotional energy, that
something else had to be up with it. For instance, ladies who undergo, or
have a co-creative part in something major negative, like a rape, usually, to
begin with, don’t accept ownership of that co-creation. So we can go
through therapy and never really recover. I knew that I had a co-creative
part in this. So then it wasn’t a question of trying to recover from that
trauma, but more, my question was, why had I chosen to get into that in
the first place, and where was this influence of my negative choice patterns
coming from, beyond that? So I couldn’t look to the conventional methods
of therapy or getting over it or getting beyond it, because I was already
beyond it at that point.
Again, I have included this excerpt because co-creation is a perspective

that is distant from assumptions underlying traditional change views. Yet, co¬
creation as a principle matches with what is known in quantum physics and
systems theory. Co-researchers who work from this perspective (Funches,
Diamond, Hudson, Johnston, Calhoun, Powell, Chopra, Vicara) take responsibility
for their part in what happens to them and help clients do the same [no victims].
Co-researchers vary, however, in the extent to which they are consistent in
applying this principle. Williamson and McDonald may also agree with this
principle, but they did not discuss it or illustrate it in the examples, except for
Williamson’s discussion on diversity. Notably, most co-researchers appear to have
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developed the co-creation principle based on significant experiences in their own
lives.
Again, this co-creation transcends the boundaries of time and space, given
the principles of quantum physics discussed earlier.
We Create What We Want: Resistance and Change. Peace and Conflict.
To some extent, all co-researchers, comments reflected this perspective,
particularly in terms of how they understand the behavior of others in the
organisms with which they work. This perspective is in contrast to the notion that
organisms are in situations without any responsibility for the creation of this
difficult situation; or that obstacles to transformation are outside the organism,
not inside. Co-researchers vary on the extent to which they place significance on
the meaning of and influence of "outside influences" as causal, versus the
significance of the organism’s consciousness, history, and desires in relation to the
situation. All of them, however, illustrate an understanding that organisms, at
some level, want or have an investment in what they are experiencing. The tool
on "Patterns of Practice" (Funches, 1989) shown in Chapter II reflects this
perspective by identifying payoffs the organism gets from the current pattern.
Everyone and Everything Are Interconnected. Hence, separation is an
illusion. The co-researcher who was most articulate about this principle is
Calhoun. For one who leads transformation to act as if this is true could have
several implications for approaching transformation and use of self as an
instrument:
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•

Regardless of differences, apparent conflict or tension between the
transformer and the organism, the transformer would recognize and
act upon the connectedness.

•

The transformer would see the self as part of a larger indivisible
whole as Bohm discusses, and would not experience himself or
herself as attached to particular identities as much as being
connected to all as one.

•

The transformer may be able to perceive the potential impact of
what happens in one space-time perspective on other situations.

Although we do not have sufficient data to indicate ways in which all
co-researchers manifest or do not manifest each implication of the above
principle, it does appear that most of them see themselves as connected to a
larger whole. McDonald's comments about walking into any room and finding
common ground, and seeing the global perspective as significant long before it
became popular are examples of this perspective. Johnston's views about
connecting energetically to everyone, even in situations of adversity, reflect his
orientation toward this idea. [See Principle B4.]
Principles of Transformation
Transformation Occurs When the Organism Is Ready to Move Beyond Its
Comfort Zone. Readiness is a key issue in transformation or any type of change.
All co-researchers address resistance versus readiness for change in some way.
The readiness may be because of a sense that there is something more to be
gained than the organism currently has and/or because of an urgent crisis or
difficulty in the current situation. This particular principle is not different from
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notions in OD about readiness or views of whether the organism considers change
because of an opportunity or the danger of impending threat or some type.

the past behind, rather than attempt to carry parts of what is not working along
with it into the desired future. Most of the situations where the transformers and
organisms experienced strong resistance to change had some connection to the
level or readiness or "unreadiness" of the organism to leave the past behind, as
co-researchers saw it. The transformer, of course, needs to discern the level of
readiness of the organism, while it is the organism’s choice whether it is ready to
transform. When I asked one co-researcher about whether she works with people
who are "not ready," she replied:
I haven’t in a great while. I used to. And it was like pulling teeth!
Like doing a root canal, literally. Because what you were working
against was their unreadiness. And always, when you’re not ready,
then everything in the world will come up. So you spend a lot of
time dealing with all the things that come up that aren’t related,
that are just there to block whatever js supposed to be coming up.
So you’re dealing with a lot of unrelated things that are just
supposed to throw you off guard, keep you off track, keep you
chasing in other directions that aren’t really where you should be
going. ... So I tell people who call me . .. "if you are ready to
change, to be totally different than you were before, to leave behind
all the things that you’re saying you want to be free of, if you’re
ready to do that, then we can work. Because once you start doing
this work this way, you’re going to be different. Things are going to
change; they just are." So once we get that straight, they decide to
or they decide not to come. (Vicara, 1993, pp. 61-63)
Another co-researcher who works on an individual level, also expresses the
importance of discerning the organism’s readiness, reflecting the rule: Do not
intervene where someone is not ready to change. Although he was not able to
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say how he knows whether the person is ready or not, Powell is clear that he
senses the difference:
I know well enough to do it; I don’t know well enough to describe it
at this point. But I have confidence in my ability to not intervene
would somebody would prefer [to stay as they are, saying]~”Look, I
don’t want to transform. I want to go on with this set of ways of
looking at things.” This is how I rationalize my divorce. I think my
wife had gone as far as she wanted to go. We were both very nice
guys, but damn it, this is where she wanted to get off! And my
mother just died in May-same thing. My mother was 85 and had a
total kidney failure.... And she knew the consequences of not
having dialysis. But that was her choice. So what I’m saying, in
answer to your question, is in the word "choice” which is as much
choice as what is being discussed in connection with abortion. And
to intrude on anybody with respect to change is a violation as much
as rape. So I just have to fall back on a kind of gestalt
understanding of that, and application of it. It would be
disrespectful to [try to change someone who wanted to stay the
same]. (Powell, 1993, p. 19)
When I am intervening as an organizational practitioner, I have to discern
this readiness regarding the organism as a whole, and particularly in terms of top
leadership. The organizational co-researchers in this study are making the same
type of discernment. They vary in whether they move forward without it.
In the application experiences co-researchers discussed, most of the
initiatives for change were triggered by a combination of the co-researcher’s and
the organism’s [or top decision makers of the organism’s] perceptions of
impending danger for the organism’s survival or functionality (Hudson,
Williamson, Vicara, Calhoun, Diamond, Chopra, Funches). The primary
examples discussed by McDonald, Johnston, Delano, and Powell included
situations where the organism was having some problems with the issue that was
the focus of the transformation, but these issues were not necessarily perceived as
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issues of survival for the overall entity or the person’s professional livelihood or
existence.
Despite the focus of the application experiences, some co-researchers also
noted that their work sometimes includes those who are motivated to transform
because of a perceived opportunity without being also in crisis at the same time.
The organism is ready for something new and needs help in uncovering or
forming the new reality, but may not have a trauma they need to overcome.
Johnston helped his clients in such situations with designs of structures that
would enhance their family life or business visions. McDonald helped the school
system in Iowa with the project to teach students how to be conflict negotiators,
reducing the negative impact of fights on classroom activities and the teacher’s
role as interventionist and increasing the empowerment of students. Powell
helped an artist become more consciously competent in his use of space and
form. Delano helped a management learn how to engage employees in new
initiatives through building an involvement culture. Each of these efforts requires
the organism to transform in some way, but did not necessarily begin with the
organism perceiving itself in some crisis in relation to the issue at hand.
If the organism wants to stay in familiar territory more than it wants to
create a new reality, the transformational shift does not occur for it. [Also, see
Principles B2 and B5.] Also, a person or organization may decide to shift
backwards versus forwards in its evolution. Chopra (1993a) points out that it is
the patterns to which people attach themselves that induce aging and limitations
in consciousness and physical reality. In our interview, Chopra (1993b) uses an
example of a patient who is HIV positive and realizes he is not ready to be HIV
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negative to illustrate the organism’s responsibility to create change or resistance.
Since Chopra’s view is "We get what we want-resistance or change," he is not
invested in changing the patient’s view. Rather, he is interested in exploring this
view and its impact along with the patient, who may or may not choose to
transform. The patient has discovered his investment in the life he has created as
a result of being HIV positive, and wants to maintain this reality.
There appears to be a difference in how co-researchers perceive their roles
in relation to the readiness issue of transformation. When working in an
individual context, the rule appears to be that the organism is ready when he or
she begins working with the transformer-that is, if the transformer’s perception of
readiness fits his or her own standard of what is required. When working in an
organizational context, however, the transformer appears to have a role in
building the readiness of the organism, particularly in those cases where the
co-researcher is working internal to the system as a consultant and/or a manager.
They may build this readiness by passively waiting until the organization is in
sufficient crisis so that their entry is easy; or they may actively do things to
increase awareness of negative impact of the current state and potential gain of
making a fundamental shift. Most important, however, is the transformer’s
willingness and readiness to move through his or her own limitations. Aspects of
the transformer’s use of self in regard to readiness and resistance are discussed
later. [See Cl and C2.]
In this study, some of the co-researchers from the organizational contexts
seemed to have a readiness for the organism to change that exceeded the
readiness level of the critical mass of the organism as a whole at the outset. This
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was true for Delano, Williamson, Hudson, Johnston (in one of his examples with
a client), and Funches. In each of these cases, except Johnston’s, the
co-researcher was a part of the organism. In other organizational and
international cases where the co-researcher was not a part of the organism
(McDonald and Diamond), the co-researchers still appeared to have a readiness
that exceeded the organism’s. McDonald speaks of bringing the idea of the
conflict mediation to the bureaucrats and proposing it in ways that asked them to
do nothing, so as not to evoke resistance. In essence, he was not asking them to
change; just not to block his efforts in the beginning. Diamond speaks of the
investment the warring sides in the Cyprus conflict have in separation versus
resolution.
In summary, we can use the root canal metaphor again. Engaging in a
transformational process and attempting to hold on to the past is like having a
root canal and attempting to keep some of the nerve pulp of the dead tooth.
Rather than creating a healing and a new reality, one would create a situation of
decay. Organisms, however, often find the possibility of letting go of attachments
as much more distasteful than staying with that which is familiar. Co-researchers
appear to take on different roles in relationship to building readiness.
The Organism Desires the Potential Creation. Implicit in the previous
discussion about readiness is the notion that the organism is not only ready to
move beyond what is known, it also desires the potential creation. [See Principles
B4 and B5 for more examples also.] Johnston, Vicara, Calhoun, Powell,
Diamond, Hudson, and Funches all speak of the organisms having this desire
and/or of their search for wait for the desire in the organism. For example,
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Powell (1993) indicates the importance of tapping the affective aspect of the
youths with whom he works when attempting to teach them mathematics through
sacred geometry. He is searching for the part of them that is emotionally
connected to the potential of understanding an area of study which for them has
been a major barrier throughout their educational experience.
Along the same vein, Chopra’s example of the HIV positive patient speaks
of the organism’s lack of desire (at least at this stage of the relationship) to
transform the self.
This principle raises the question of the transformer’s desire or
"desirelessness" in relation to the transformation. Those co-researchers who were
a part of an organism certainly expressed desire for the transformation (Johnston,
Funches, Hudson, Williamson, Delano). When co-researchers were external to an
organizational/international organism (Diamond, Johnston, McDonald), they still
expressed a high level of desire in relation to organizational engagements. In
some cases, they even initiated the projects, although they were external to the
organism. Of those who used individual examples (Vicara, Powell, Calhoun,
Chopra), the desire of the co-researcher only seemed to be at stake in Calhoun’s
case, working with the client (who also became a close person friend) who had
been diagnosed as terminal with leukemia. Chopra was the best example of
being desire-less in terms of the choices the client makes in this regard.
Given the previous discussion of readiness, it is clear that all of the
organisms in the co-researcher’s examples were not in a high state of desire. Coresearchers tend to argue that the extent to which organisms do desire the
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potential creation and are ready to leave behind the past diminishes the
resistance to transformation.
Resistance Is an Asset and/or Limitation. For some co-researchers,
resistance was not necessarily something to be avoided in their application
experience. It was viewed as both an asset and limitation to transformation,
depending on the particular issue. For example, in the situation with NTL, I
found it important at several points to help the organization raise and surface the
resistance to changing so that issues that had been covert could become overt and
available for the organization’s evolution. If used appropriately, resistance can be
a window for helping the organism determine whether and how to go forward.
The energy bound in the resistance becomes available for and directed into the
transformation by the organism and the transformer. Diamond speaks of this
when she discusses energy in relation to patterns of resistance later in this
section.
Williamson, on the other hand, refers to the organism’s resistance as this
"constant blocking" dynamic, which he unquestionably experiences as a limitation,
as does Hudson. Her comments show both her level of readiness and the level of
resistance from the organism:
We had a vision and the biggest problem with the resistance [was
caused by] two issues. I was first of all convinced that it
[outsourcing] was the right thing. So there was not an issue of
uncertainty about doing this. There was none. It also turned out to
be a hugely positive financial deal, because financially, this has been
worth a few hundred million dollars. That was terrific. So I had a
very solid business case.
The thing that was the most frustrating was the resistance from
peers who were powerful in various areas. And, in addition, one
particular division of the company that wouldn’t go along and still
hasn’t. Everybody else in the Company has, now. Let’s see, it’s
four years later. ... All the places who resisted going, . . . they’ll be
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done in another month or so. But the one area that wouldn’t go, it
was very frustrating. ... They would not do this. ... And [now]
they’re going to sit back and wish they had done this deal because
it’s going to cost them so much money to do this on their own.
And they could have had this deal.... My boss would not tell the .
.. guy, "You got to do it." So, I had several meetings with him. I
demonstrated to him, you’ll save $109 million dollars. He still
didn’t want to do it. We did the same thing with [another] group,
... We said, "We can save you $100 million dollars in cash flow
over the next seven years, why don’t you do it? ... Why don’t you
take this deal?" They said okay. The other group that resisted ...
just came in earlier this year. We were a little early. Always kind
of be slightly ahead of the wave. So, having been a little early,
there was a lot of resistance. There was also significant industry
resistance. In the computer industry, after we did this, it made huge
news. They had whole conferences on this. (Hudson, 1993, pp. 2829)
Despite the huge success that this change made later within the company
and in the outside world, the resistance was substantial inside and outside. There
was public criticism and even ridicule of the co-researcher in industry publications
until the success was evident; then the accolades came.
There are two related implications for transformers and organisms here.
One implication here is that the transformer should expect substantial resistance
when he or she is ahead of the wave of what most people are doing or perceive
as needed. Another implication is that organisms who want to be innovators and
^^WHBS^wBie^ftffllS^ane^l^me’S^^^SSo^&d hot- in the middle or at the
end with most others.
The organism may use resistance to cease movement or to enhance
movement in the process. The transformer may do the same in terms of how he
or she responds to and co-creates resistance. Notably, the co-researchers in
organizational contexts were sometimes positively influenced by the resistance of
the organism (Hudson, Funches, Johnston), using the resistance as information to
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guide the process. [See Principle C9.] At the same time, the co-researchers were
often resistant themselves to going in any overall direction other than the one
that they thought was correct (Hudson, Williamson, Funches, McDonald). They
merely continued to look for ways to build the organization’s readiness while
moving forward without full support, or waited for the organization’s (or
leadership’s) readiness before moving, which was necessary in some cases because
of positional power (Delano, Johnston). Given the structure of the intervention
in Diamond’s case, it is not clear whether the transformer is doing the former or
the latter. If we draw the boundary of the organism at the group of change
agents with which she is working in the Greek-Turkish conflict, she waited for
their readiness, as an outside consultant. If we draw the boundary of the
organism at the leadership of the Turkish-Greek community in Cyprus, she
moved forward without the readiness, while working to build it.
Transformation Entails Working with Energy. Several of the
co-researchers speak of moving energy, shifting energy, or setting the energy as
part of working with others in transformations and in terms of their own personal
experiences as well.
As a builder, Johnston (1993) speaks of how one lays the energy as a
foundation for determining the rest of a structure, considering building and design
to be a useful metaphor for the transformational process. The foundational
aspect of energy is also part of what Calhoun (1993) refers to as the core of the
organism, carrying the energy that drives the person or system to want to reach a
particular potential.
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Diamond (1993) describes the importance of moving energy from past
patterns:
You know, basically the transformation process means taking the
energy, withdrawing the energy from the patterns that have been
expressive of the blocking of the life force, releasing that energy,
and then reshaping it in ways that are aligned with the highest, (p.
41)
When Johnston describes how his model for transformation works, he
explains what happens after examining what is working well and not working well
in the company. Some people are still attached to staying in the dysfunctional
situation:
When a company or an individual really is in a place where they
want to change, they want transformation to occur, that desire fuels
the light force that drives the external conditions and elicits those
which support the change and deflect those that are either
sustaining the status quo or are in opposition to the desired
outcome. (Johnston, 1993, p. 70)
When he asks the question, "What is working well for you right now?" he notes
the energy shift:
And it’s so interesting to go through that exercise really subtly, but
very intentionally on my part, to find out from people what’s
working. And the thing that I enjoy is that as soon as I ask that
question, no matter what the context of the conversation is,
something shifts--the energy shifts, (p. 71)
Later, Johnston (1993) explains the dynamic in terms of energy principles and
how these work:
Each of us is a point source of energy. Each of us holds a
particular frequency of energy that is radiant like a star; like a sun.
We interact with each other energetically long before and much
more intensively than through language or even non-verbal
communication. Energetically, we know; we can feel when
somebody is looking at us from behind and we turn and catch their
eye. As a source of transformation, that energy is the core of
everything.... And my experience is that I can walk into a group
... of people who are set up for conflict, and hold a place
energetically. Not saying a word. [Holding a place of] love, holding
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a place of communication, building a place of vulnerability. ... And
watching, almost like a vortex or a whirlpool, that energetic pillar
draw that out of a group of people, (pp. 81-82)
The last few sentences above also speak to use of self as an instrument in
working with the organism’s energy [also, see Principle C5]. Calhoun (1993)
discusses her actual discovery of the significance of the energy principle in
transformation, both from the perspective of working others and in her own
transformation:
I learned very early on that talking to me doesn’t do anything. I
can talk and talk and talk . . . but nothing changes. What needs to
happen is that there needs to be an energy movement in the being
and the body for there to be a consistent experience of change, of
growth, of health, or harmony and all that neat stuff. So I have
always worked with energy. No matter what my actual modality is,
energy is underneath it. And, moving energy is underneath it.
When I would do the healing work with the sounds, I would move
right into someone’s body and I would move their energy right out,
because a lot of people are not able to breathe right through their
body. Their breath stops some place. So, we would just clear out
that system. When I do counseling with people of any nature [I do
the same thing, just differently], (pp. 33-34)
One of the most incredible experiences I ever had was . . . with
Robbie Gass. [The work he does] absolutely opened up my field of
energy. I was flying! Absolutely flying! It was incredible, I had so
much joy in my body! And that was one of the major energy
experiences that I had. I knew then that transformation came from
energy, (p. 57)
Calhoun’s comments also relate to Principle C5, in terms of use of self as an
instrument in working with energy.
The comments of Calhoun, Johnston, Vicara, Diamond, Chopra, Powell,
and Funches all fit the discussion in the review of literature in terms of working
with energy across space and time (Toben & Wolf, 1982; Talbot, 1988, 1991;
Tompkins & Bird, 1989).
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The term "energy" is used frequently by some co-researchers and seldom
by others (Williamson, Hudson, Delano, McDonald). Not using the term,
however, does not mean that the co-researcher lacks abilities in working with
energy. Hudson’s case, for example illustrates some of the dynamics of working
with energy that other co-researchers articulate. She builds the momentum in the
situation and is aware of the direction, amount, and intensity of the energy in use
in making the shift to a new reality. Her practical understanding in this area
matches with the scientific principles involved.
Release the Past: Make the Desired Future Now: Just Do It. The
examples of the energy principle above point to at least three critical factors
regarding transformation. As noted in the literature regarding alchemy,
destructuring current fixed forms is a key factor in transformation. This aspect of
transformation is most emphasized by Vicara, Funches, Calhoun, Powell, Chopra,
and Diamond. Also, Hudson and Williamson take actions to mitigate the
attachments to the past by highlighting greater future opportunities for the
organism.
Funches, Vicara, and Calhoun all refer to the relevance in some cases of
releasing the past in terms of issues which arise from soul memory, preceding
events in this lifetime. Vicara (1993) explains that these dynamics affect people
here and now as much as events from childhood. The trauma may or may not be
from this incarnation. In my work with organizations, it is sufficient to help them
release the past as it relates to this lifetime, although I may recognize earlier
sources of certain phenomenon. In the case I referenced with NTL, for example,
it was important for me to address my own history with the organization from
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another perspective in time [see Principle C2 and Appendix H]. It was not
necessary that they have a shared awareness of previous incarnations. Whatever
the organism releases in the present has impact on all other times and spaces.
given the nature of time and space in our quantum world.
The importance of vision is evident for all co-researchers, but most
emphasized as a guiding principle for Hudson, Johnston, Williamson, Diamond,
Vicara, Funches, and Calhoun. The vision is what the co-researcher is
experiencing as a known internally, moreso than something unknown, yet hoped
for. It appears that this knowingness is part of what the transformer may be
seeking to help the organism discover about their own potential [See Principles
A2 and 02].
For the organism, the vision provides a direction and focus (Hudson,
Williamson, Vicara, Funches, McDonald, Johnston, Calhoun); yet it is irrelevant
unless it captures the affective aspect of the organism, in terms of emotions and
desire (Powell). When Powell and I were discussing his approach to
transformation, the dialogue was as follows:
DF:

What is your model for transformation? What is it that gets
repeated over and over?

RP:

The model that is embodied in sacred geometry.

DF:

You said that first, it has something to do with looking first for that
which is in the other person that they have some motion or energy
or. . .. And then what happens?

RP:

Well, then there's the fourth circle. .. . The first circle is red; the
second circle is yellow; the third circle is blue; the fourth circle is
black. The black is what Jung would call the collective
unconscious-the source of all the unmanifest that is yet to be
manifested. And that's what you’re doping. When you make the
transformation, you are bringing into manifestation, bringing into
understanding, stuff that is not until then understood. So where
does that come from? It comes from the fourth circle that is black.
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The red circle represents the psychomotor. [We use] the compass
and the straight-edge ... as mechanical tools that engage the hands,
the touch sense. And the second circle (yellow) is the intellect.
And those [two] are no good unless you can somehow engage the
affective, which is the blue. And that blue will engage the yellow
and red as servants to satisfying the emotional appetite of the blue,
and that nutrition comes from the unmanifest, from the spiritual,
from the black. And I see that [happening] all the time. (Powell,
1993, pp. 53-54)
From this perspective, it is not only the vision or the idea, it is the
emotional appetite or desire for the potential, the vision, that is the master. We
certainly see this desire evident in the hearts of most of the co-researchers in
relation to the visions toward which they work in the organizational contexts and
toward their own transformations. The emotional appetite of the organism itself,
however, is necessary for its own transformation in relation to the vision, the
potential reality. This principle is borne out in the application experiences of
Calhoun, whose client died and desired to move on to another level of existence,
after accomplishing what she wanted in this lifetime. In one of the examples
used by Johnston (1993), we can also see the impact of desire or lack thereof on
the part of the organism. One of his construction clients had an oppressive winlose mode of operation. Johnston was successful in using visualization techniques
and engaging the client energetically to develop a revolutionary and mutually
beneficial relationship and contract. The client, however, appears to have had no
basic transformation. He never contracted with the co-researcher to transform
himself. He only switched his behavior in relation to his interactions with
Johnston, which enabled the two parties to develop a revolutionary win-win
contract outside the boundaries of the client’s normal behavior. This incident
raised a separate question about the nature of transformation not covered in this
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study. Does transformation occur vertically and horizontally? Does it change an
organism in depth regarding one situation as well as across the board?
The organism’s ability to move into or be the desired future now, not later,
is also important. Calhoun, Vicara, Funches, and Hudson most express this
perspective. There was also a sense of urgency in relation to moving into the
vision now for the organism in Williamson’s case. Chopra emphasizes "now," but
not out of a sense of urgency. Like Vicara, Calhoun, and Funches, he speaks of
working outside the boundaries of time, which is discussed later. Other
co-researchers emphasized the importance of vision, but not necessarily the "now"
component. Later, in Principle C7, we see the importance of now in the process.
The "just do it" aspect of the above principle is the language of the Nike
Corporation’s commercial commonly shown on television in the United States
over the past few years. It is a slogan which has also become popular in some
organizational circles and transformational circles. It communicates the
significance of acting now, not waiting for the desired future to arrive. The
co-researchers most expressing this perspective were Funches, Vicara, McDonald,
Williamson, and Hudson. Three of these co-researchers even use the language
"just do it" when speaking of the importance of acting now, rather than presuming
the change is to occur at some later time. This principle does represent a bias
for action, but it is a bias once the organism has a desire and is ready to move
beyond any past limitation. Otherwise, "just do it" only results in repeating the
past.
•

"Just do it" is opposed to the notion that strategic plans, even in corporate

settings, are essential for creating transformation. For an organization to "just do
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it" is likely to be a different dynamic than an individual. Both can be
accomplished, however, in collapsed time perspectives (Funches, Calhoun,
Hudson).
Transformation Is an All of a Sudden/Flash Phenomenon. Occurring in
the Now.
And when you look at the numbers, all of a sudden we said, 'This
new thing is going to be bigger than both of these others put
together in about eight to ten years, so whoever controls or wins
this battle is going to win all three markets." So, to me, the stakes
were really critical. (Williamson, 1993, p. 9)
The first expression of the momentary and sudden quality present in the
process of transformation was through the discussion of the pilot interview with
Williamson, a top corporate manager. He used this phrase, "all of a sudden,"
frequently to describe his experience of things occurring rapidly during the
formation of the idea to split Balcor and create a new company with a new
culture, Laserge, Inc. He also used this language to refer to shifts in awareness
that occurred, giving clarity, insight, focus, or direction which set the foundation
for the entire change process. "All of a sudden" was first recognized by one of
the Research Associates, and we initially labelled the concept with this same
language. Later, however, we added the "flash" quality which communicates the
nature of the insight that is occurring for the organism in an almost
instantaneous, timeless way. The moment of transformation appears to affect the
way of seeing and thinking and behavior in the situation all at once.
For example, Johnston (1993) points out that transformation could always
be in the next moment and could affect the way we experience something we
once thought was ordinary:
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Well, the process of transformation is that it’s a thought away from
whatever the existing condition is. It’s a level of consciousness
about doing the exact same thing that we’re doing here and now.
Sort of a "chop wood, carry water" phenomenon. Transformation is
taking a situation that is probably habit; is probably a conditioned
response; is probably based on momentum of the past, that has lost
its relevance to current condition. And, basically, through re¬
thinking or re-feeling the current condition, finding a new paradigm
or a new model by which to do the same thing; but in a higher,
more effective, more productive, more conscious, more loving,
perhaps, way of interacting with the condition of the situation.
(p. 77)
Again, the impact is described in terms of one’s way of thinking of and seeing a
given situation. Still, the momentary nature of the flash appears significant in our
co-researchers’ perspectives on transformation:
In one of the earlier versions of the REAP model, I drew all of the
aspects of the change happening simultaneously-Reflect and
Release, Envision and Engage, Activate and Assimilate, and
Position and Produce. I saw all of these happening at the same
time, creating a vortex in which the desired fiiture is manifested.
The picture made perfect sense to me. It was 1987 and I could see
everyone’s eyes-even some of my colleagues’ eyes--"glass over"
when I’d explain that this was not a linear sequential process. It all
really happens at the same time. So I began to explain it in four
parts as if one came before the next. The truth is that the shift
happens in a "holy" instant. The shift occurs when you see the
entire situation as a whole and complete. (Funches, 1991b)
Vicara (1993) also highlights the momentary nature of transformation and
why this aspect is important for the transforming person’s [organism’s] experience.
Her description illustrates the fact that the organism knows the transformation
has occurred; there is no doubt:
What we’re talking about with transformation is something that you
tap into in the moment. You zero in on it in the moment; it
unfolds in the moment, meaning that you know its "ins"; its "outs";
its "backwards"; its "forwards"; why you did it; how you did it; how
you co-created it; who helped you co-create it; why they played
their part. Get to all of the meat of it--the essence. Then you
evolve it, grow it up, change it, shift the energy on it, and move one.
That is a transformation. That is being different from one moment
to the next moment. Totally different! Having nothing hanging on
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that resembles what you were trying to shift. .. . Transformation is
a "now" moment.... No matter when it happened, the
understanding happens now. The enlightenment, the illumination
occurs now.... Transformation in the now moment is the only
thing that makes you know that: "Hey, this is different! This is real
different... I’m not thinking or feeling anything like I was feeling
five minutes ago! So, yes, Fve changed-this is different!" It’s
completed. It’s not going to plague you any more. (pp. 58-60)
This perspective is certainly in contrast to traditional perspectives that
change has to take a long time; and you can never change basic patterns.
Chopra (1993b) also emphasizes the "now" moment in transformation in
terms of use of self (discussed more later):
I am neither organized, nor do I work in the context of an
organization, nor do I actually have the motivation to bring about
transformation. It’s just something I do spontaneously as and when
the situation occurs. I see a patient with AIDS; I don’t have the
motivation to change his AIDS or get rid of his AIDS. If the
person is interested in talking to me and I’m interested in talking to
him, we talk and sometimes some insight comes and that may
change the person ... and change me. But I have no planned
direction, (p. 1)
Chopra’s comments add two aspects beyond the momentary nature-desirelessness
and intentionality of the transformer. These are discussed in later sections. To
stay with the "all of a sudden/flash" phenomenon, however, Powell (1993) also
illustrates the dynamic in terms of what happens when his students first transform
their block to mathematics into an understanding of the Pythagorean theorem:
I show them how to draw lines, so that they can deduce that the
area of the square on the hypotenuse equals the sum of the areas
on the other sides. And that’s what the damn theorem says! So
that they, when they see it, and they reduce it to words, they know
visually what the hell they’re saying! And you talk about beaming!!
I mean, I’m continually in these field tests where I’ll have to "get
back." Because when the light switch opens up for somebody, you
just have to "get back," get out of their way. TTiey look up at you
and say, "How long has this been going on?" They know they did it.
... And so they have to concede. "You know, I understand this. /
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understand it.” Now that’s where psychologists, educators and
people understanding formal education need to see what I’m saying.
(p. 33)
Finally, one co-researcher describes this dynamic in terms of her own
process, rather than in terms of the organism. When I asked her how she came
to perceive the need for the particular change or how she knew in which
direction to move the company, she explained how they came to the conclusion:
... We read all the literature and we talked to all of the academics
and we benchmarked companies. And out of that came this
emerging sense that the things that do need to be focused on were
this involvement of the change in communication patterns. ... The
amount of energy we had in doing it was different than anything we
had been up to for the previous year. There was a way in which it
was completely absorbing. . . . And in the midst of this gloom, there
is this sort of red light inside my head that goes off and says, this is
happening and I’m conscious of it. I still am not quite sure what
we’re about, but I know it’s absolutely the right thing to do.
(Delano, 1993, pp. 14-15)
"All of a sudden/flash" is noted by eight of the eleven co-researchers
(Johnston, Vicara, Calhoun, Delano, Williamson, Powell, Chopra, and Funches)
and is not refuted in any cases.
It is important to note two factors about this first concept of the
co-researchers’ experience. First, some of the co-researchers were referring to
their own shift in mindset as part of the application experience in working with
an organism. Others were describing the "All of a sudden/flash" as they observed
the organism transforming. Second, from the outside, it may be tempting to
perceive this dynamic as an abrupt experience because it occurs "all of a sudden."
The co-researchers, however did not appear to be communicating about an
abrupt experience as much as a swift one. It appears to happen outside of the
context of time, existing in No-Time-No-Space, as in the void. This is why it is
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spoken of as an instant, while at the same time there is the notion of
accomplishing a substantial movement. The term "flash," in fact, is often used in
the vernacular to communicate the notion of something occurring in "no time at
all," such as Til be back in a flash before you know I’m gone.”
The word "flash" is also akin to the way some people describe having an
insight. The transformational moment, however, is not a fragmented experience.
It is more like the turning on the switch that Gersick (1991) noted in Chapter II:
If genetic programs were beanbags of independent genes, each
responsible for building a single part of the body, then ... any
major change would have to occur slowly and sequentially as
thousands of parts achieved their independent modifications. But
genetic programs are hierarchies with master switches, and small
genetic changes that happen to affect the switches might engender
cascading effects throughout the body. Major evolutionary
transitions may be instigated (although not finished all at once) by
small genetic changes that translate into fundamentally altered
bodies, (p. 21)
The only difference is that some of the co-researchers were, in fact, describing
the phenomenon that the change js finished all at once, unlike Gersick’s
comment. Perhaps "flash" is appropriate language to communicate what happens
when an idea moves from unconsciousness to consciousness and into
materialization in reality. When it passes through the light spectrum, travelling
faster than or along with the speed of light, it deserves the label, "flash."
Again, it is important to note that the "all of a sudden/flash" phenomenon
may occur as much for the transformer as for the organism in the context of a
t

given transformational experience. Delano (1993) notes such a moment for her
as a practitioner:
Actually, I can remember the exact moment it happened. . ..
Another guy ... came to me and said, "You know, when we did the
big retirement program a couple of years ago, I went in and
interviewed a whole lot of people about what it was like. Both the
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people who took the retirement and people who didn’t... I think it
would be interesting if we ever choose to do something like that
again. I would like to be part of it.” Dozens of people come to me
with ideas like that. . . . This one triggered a line of thinking~a sort
of way of seeing things that led us to do all this research and then
to run a pretty massive set of focus groups on how people were
experiencing what happened, (pp. 14-16)
There are many other such moments described by co-researchers in the
earlier section on their personal and professional experiences with transformation
as well.
Transformation Occurs Bevond Limits in Space. Time. Matter, and
Consciousness. Working in the "now" moment enables the organism to sift across
all of time and space, without limitation, accessing the eternal present noted by
the Egyptians (West), This is more than the typical Western notion of working in
the present; it means accessing the absolute, immutable consciousness that is the
course of all there is (Lawlor, 1982). Organisms aspire to the unlimited and work
with the unlimited principle when they seek to transform (Funches, 1992).
This principle is articulated most by Vicara, Calhoun, and Chopra, and is
also evident in the approaches taken by Funches, Powell, Diamond, and Hudson.
Chopra (1993) is the one co-researcher who even expresses the notion that
freedom is a singular goal of transformation:
As long as I have the need to prove it to anyone, to prove my
methodology, or my method, or my experience ... as long as I feel
the need to impress someone with it, then I am not transformed. I
am still living for the need of approval, which is an ego-based need.
It means that my ego is still my internal reference point. If my ego
was not my internal reference point. I’d just do [whatever gave me
freedom]. ... You know, ultimately the whole goal of
transformation is freedom, to pursue freedom as an abstract goal,
and to have that joy and carefreeness and laughter inside and not
need to prove it to anyone, (p. 2)
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In organizational contexts, the goal of transformation may relate more to
the effectiveness of the organism as a whole. At the same time, they are seeking
freedom from limiting patterns which may impede this. Such was the case with
the organisms in co-researchers* examples. As discussed earlier, however,
organisms who choose to maintain these patterns do not transform. One cannot
remain the caterpillar and become the butterfly.
Transformers may also be motivated in relation to the organism to
transcend limitation [see Principle C2]. In my case, reason for freedom for
limitation is to be able to manifest the organism’s (and my own) unique purpose
and highest potential. For Diamond, the goal of her transformational work may
be peace. As to individual contexts, Powell points out the importance of moving
beyond the limits of past transgressions and resentments. To do so, the organism
must embrace the co-creation principle discussed earlier.
In terms of co-researchers* personal transformations, Chopra’s perspective
appears to fit. Through their personal transformations, co-researchers found
freedom from disease or "dis-ease," oppression, victimization, and so forth.
Co-researchers often use language which illustrates the importance of
transcending limitations of matter. For example, Vicara spoke of being like the
butterfly who has made the metamorphosis from being the caterpillar and can
help others to do the same. Johnston spoke of being like the phoenix who has
risen so many times from the ashes that he can help others transform and
continually transform himself.
In terms of moving beyond time limitations, this has been addressed by
other principles earlier and substantially in the literature review. In terms of
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application experiences, the view is expressed most explicitly by Chopra (1993a)
and the interviews of Vicara, Funches, Calhoun, and, to some extent, Johnston
and Diamond.
Consistent with Toben and Wolfs description of being in a space where
there is no sense of time, Vicara (1993) describes her situation:
I have a space where individuals or small groups come and we get
to some negative things that have happened in their lives. So, I
suppose we can say that I work within an environment that is
controlled. It could be called a center; I don’t like that world. The
control of the environment is that there isn’t any control. When
the person comes into the space, it’s No Time Space. We’re
dealing with past, present, and future simultaneously, (p. 12)
Hudson also addresses the importance of moving beyond traditional
thinking about time in organizations, which results in her leading in ways that
accelerate movement and increase a sense of urgency [see Principles BIO and
C9].
Other co-researchers express some notion of the importance of moving
into unknown or unfamiliar territory, but not necessarily the notion of moving
into or through a state of existence where there is no limitation in terms of time
or space with their respective organisms. All potential realities exist and are
accessible in the void and in no-time space. When I work with organisms
regarding developing vision, I seek to create an environment where they will be
far beyond their typical boxes or structures so as to expand their consciousness
about potentialities. Although all co-researchers do not discuss this aspect of the
principle, most of them have personal experiences with going beyond this
boundary.
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Working from this principle defies the views of conventional reality held by
most organisms. Much change theory and management practices, for example,
focus on setting practical and realistic goals. When an organism sets its sights on
something great that it truly desires, and is able to create it despite commonly
held views, as in some of the cases of our co-researchers (Vicara, Williamson,
Hudson, Johnston, Calhoun), this event certainly occurs outside of conventional
boundaries of what we think is possible or likely to occur. This is why
transformation experiences appear to be miracles, as noted by several
co-researchers (Vicara, Johnston, Calhoun, Funches). Attachment to conventional
views of time, space, matter, and fixed patterns of consciousness defy an
organism’s potential to transform.
The Transformer Controls the Process: the Organism and Transformer
Control the Direction. On the surface, involvement of the organism is a stronger
concern with the organizational organisms (Delano, Johnston, Williamson,
Hudson, Funches, Diamond, McDonald) than with co-researchers who used
individuals as their examples (Calhoun, Powell, Vicara, Chopra). Both sets of
co-researchers are concerned with involvement of the organism in decision¬
making and choices.
Most express the view that it is the person’s choice whether to change or
not. In an individual context, the co-researchers develop their own process and
approach, however, which is not negotiated with the organism. That is, the
individual client or participant is in charge of whether he or she wants to
transform and whether he or she will make the changes necessary. The
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co-researcher determines the process based on his or her own principles, which
includes a recognition of the issues of the particular organism. When the
organism agrees to work with the co-researcher, he or she is agreeing to a
particular process that is not negotiable. This is counter to the expectations of
many OD professionals, use participative processes to determine process and
direction. Consequently, most change , agents also expect to be able to participate
in how a learning experience or other programs will be conducted in which they
participate. The origin of the field is based on such assumptions after the tyranny
of World War II.
In the organizational and international contexts, the co-researchers and top
management (including Boards) have decision-making control (substance and
process), where all co-researchers used organism members beyond the formal
leadership for input and feedback. When co-researchers are consultants to
organizations (internal and external), they tend to operate on the principle that
"the organisms choose directly, we choose process.” As leaders of the
organization, however, co-researchers operate on the principle of "we choose
direction and process, while involving others." In most cases, co-researchers saw
whatever they perceived as in the best interest of the organization as a whole as
more important than whether there was a consensus on the direction among all
organizational members. This fits with Lewis and Kuhnert’s (1987) view that
transformational leadership goes beyond a bargain between leaders and followers
that mutual needs will be met. Rather, it is based on self-authored world views
and visions in which they evoke a confidence that others follow.
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An exception to the emphasis on consensus is illustrated most strongly in
McDonald’s leadership practice, where consensus is the essential process he used
to assure follow-through in the case of the decisions of the United Nations
conferences. This exception led to a clarification of how the principle of control
of process versus direction operates for many co-researchers who work beyond
the individual context. Consensus appeared to be important among the group
which is determined as the decision-making body on major strategic decisions.
There appeared to be consensus among the group that was considered the key
formal decision-makers, for example, in the cases of Williamson, Hudson,
Funches, Delano, Johnston, and Diamond. There was not, however, a consensus
among all organism members. In McDonald’s case, consensus decisions were
applied to the entire group whenever it was the total organism that was
considered the decision-maker. In the situation with NTL (Funches), for
example, a major point of contention was whether everyone should be a decision
maker or whether the Board should make certain strategic decisions and purse
these, even if others disagreed. The key regarding involvement, then, determining
the key decision makers. Co-researchers appeared to seek consensus among
decision makers regarding the overall choice to change. They also sought a
critical mass of the total system regarding the consensus on the choice to change.
This consensus may still be evoked by the confidence in a particular leader or
small group of leaders. Involvement, not control of the specific directions, is
what co-researchers sought from others not in the key decision-making group.
Delano’s actual case was on involvement, developing a culture when the
key decision makers are still top management, with involvement processes for the
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rest of the organization. The major implication of the principle defined here is
that transformers maintain control of the process given their expertise in
discerning what is needed to support the shift the organism seeks to make. The
organism always chooses, however, whether to change or whether to engage in
the process initiated by the transformer. If the dynamics call for it, the
transformer may engage the organism in the design. Other times, he or she may
not. This is evident in the work of most of the transformers. He or she is
committed to helping the organism go all the way toward its vision.
Transformation Requires Going All the Wav-Not Incrementally Changing.
Since transformation is not an extension of the current state of affairs, a leap
from past patterns is required, without taking small steps (Vicara, Funches,
Hudson, Powell). This means taking the quantum leap so often referred to in
terms of transformational change. This principle is one of the major ways in
which co-researchers illustrate that transformation differs from what is normally
done for other types of change, which allows an organism to move slowly, while
reassessing itself and its progress.
The language, "going all the way," was used by a few co-researchers
(Calhoun, Vicara, Hudson, Williamson, Funches), and the idea of "going all the
way" with a change was reflected in most of the interviews as an important notion
with some variations. In all cases, the direct statement or implication was that it
was important to go all the way now, as opposed to planning to go all the way
with a new idea but implementing it gradually. The latter approach, as several
co-researchers point out, creates obstacles, resistance, misalignment between the
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vision and actions, and the inability to be effective and timely in relation to the
market (where applicable).
For Williamson (1993), going all the way connected to two factors. First,
it meant making the decision for the split in Balcor to be worldwide, making
Laserge a totally new company, when all of the other managers of regions were
attached only to entertain proposals that would keep their same jobs or enlarge
these. A compromise on this decision would have resulted in consensus; yet
Williamson’s view is it would have lost them the fight with the competition.
Second, going all the way means doing so throughout the effort:
. . . Basically, as I got into it more, I said, "You’ve got to split it
around the world. You just can’t split it in the United States.
You’ve got to make this a global business or you’re not going to
win." So then we made the decision. That was a bigger jump then
(quantum leap). Then it became a bigger issue because we had to
take and split a company out from Japan and Germany . . . [and all
of our six big markets], (p. 7)
... So, I think that you’ve got to be ready to go all the way with the
change. . . . But if you don’t have the tenacity to stick through it,
forget it because there’s a million, million people that don’t want it
to go. There are more that don’t want it to go than do want it to
go.. .. But also you’ve got to continue.... I just knew I was going
to get to that point [the goal], (pp. 49, 61)
Vicara (1993) discusses going all the way in the context of the organism’s
readiness or lack thereof:
[Readiness] is a key factor in transformation, because [we are
making a] shift from something that we know, something that’s
comfortable and [must be] billing to go all the way to a state of
existence where things are not necessarily comfortable. They’re
outside of your normal realm of operation, understanding, and
experience. Then it takes that level or that degree of readiness to
take that leap, if you will, or that shift. When we’re talking about
something like just a shift in a behavioral pattern ... there are
several steps you can take. You can do "this" at this point, and a
little bit later do "this" at "that" point. So, that’s sort of an
incremental change .. . because you get comfortable from one step
to the next. So you get your footing. We’re talking about
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transformation like this-taking the leap from something that you
can explain that's rational, that’s founded in your realities, as you
know it; then to having what’s going on with you explained to the
point of a knowingness developed in a realm that has nothing to do
with anything you’ve ever experienced. That’s not taking a step-bystep-by-step shift and being comfortable at each level. That’s going
from point zero to somewhere way beyond in one leap. (pp. 19-20)
"Going all the way," from this perspective, again points to going after or leaping
into the desired state or change itself, rather than carving it into realistic chunks
that we may normally think of as steps. If one truly desires the goal or vision and
is ready to receive it, why not act in accordance with that desire?
When I asked Hudson (1993) about what she needed to change about
herself in the context of transforming the company, she responded as follows, also
reflecting the importance of "going all the way":
We [the company] tend to be rather incremental, so you had to
push yourself to take a big step. I think one of the reasons for
trying to keep pushing the big step from my point of view was
knowing that you were going to get so chipped away by people who
were going to try to resist you. If you didn’t go for something real
big, you were going to end up with nothing. You just try to go
incrementally, I wasn’t sure you were going to get anywhere.... So
the idea was to kind of think big. . .. And we kind of kept each
other going here because when you started to . .. back off a little
bit, the other one would say, "No, we’ve got to go for it! Keep
pushing." (p. 36)
Based on the above illustrations, "going all the way" has several
dimensions: being expansive in one’s thought in terms of the implications of one’s
own actions, the organism’s actions and desired future; being committed to
closure or completion of the desired state; carrying one’s own responsibilities and
vision to the fullest extent of action possible; and seeking the whole, rather than
parts.
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When reflecting on the role I had in NTL, it was important to me that I
be able to look down the line at what needed to happen and support actions that
would help the system to move now, versus incremental consideration of the same
issues we had been considering and reconsidering in various forums for years. It
was up to the system whether it wanted to change or not. It was up to each
person who wanted to change to go all the wav toward the transformation.
I had this notion that the most important thing for me to be able to
do when this was all over was to be able to look in the mirror and
say that I did everything I had the consciousness to do. I did
everything I knew how to do. That I did my part to carry this
system into the potential that it has. And my part isn’t the only
part, but the question was, did I do my part, you know . . . like to
the "nth" degree. (Funches, 1993, p. 103)
"Going all the way” does require expanding use of self, discussed more in
Princinies C2 and C9.
A.

To Transform, the Organism Must Accelerate Faster than Its Dominant
Culture. Hudson (1993) describes this best in the corporate context:
One of the things you have to break through with the
[organizational] culture is the need to think about time differently
and to have a much higher sense of urgency. And that’s absolutely
critical. . .. When I was on the computer job, I used to say "In the
computer industry, every month you waste is a year, and every week
you waste is a month, and every day you waste is a week. We can’t
let a moment go without moving toward doing things." And that’s
easy to forget here, because there isn’t that much pressure for
change. It’s easy to kind of let it slide a little bit. So I have to
work hard to keep myself pumped up to keep the pressure on my
people, (pp. 52-53)
Another way of expressing this principle is to say that organisms move at a
speed substantially different from the dominant pattern they are releasing when
they are transforming. This allows the old form to destructure. This is the
"moment" of transformation, so to speak, that is timeless. Most of the examples
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of organizational change included a sense of an accelerated pace and urgency, at
least on the part of the co-researcher. It is also possible, although it was not the
case in this study, that an organism may transform by slowing down to a still
point if its normal pattern is speed. Then slowing down to a still space would
"accelerate" its pattern shifting and create the transformational moment.
In the individual and organizational contexts, we have already described
this swiftness, despite the presence or absence of urgency, as having the impact
that has been labeled "All of a Sudden/Flash." In addition, in the individual
contexts Calhoun (1993) speaks of this acceleration in terms of the momentum
that is created when clients move immediately on the information they gain in
their sessions. She even describes how this works based on the person’s increased
awareness of their own patterns and their movement into a correct order:
All of these inner "drivings" [people have], once they are
understood, could be put into a framework where the person could
say, "Okay, if I do it this way, then it’s going to give me..."
Because what the Nameless Ones do is look at every level of
karma, everything that’s ever attended that person on any level, and
they put it together so that the person will hear it. . .. It’s the
ability they [the Nameless Ones] have to see the whole dimensional
picture [past, present, future and the design]. [People] also come to
us at the exact right moment because of the design. Sometimes it
takes nine months for the information to be completely integrated.
Unless you work at the critical mass of your own level, the
potentials will not manifest in accordance with the information
given to you at that time. ... The first thing we do is create an
environment where the dominant level is no longer able to separate
itself out and be dominant. The process [of the dominant pattern]
is interrupted because the Nameless Ones are taking the person all
over the place, opening up their brain pathways [while the person is
trying to logically make sense out of all of it]. At the same time, on
a cellular level, they’re giving out this cadence of their voice and it’s
communicating a vibration through sound. On the cellular level,
people are getting a type of homeostasis. These people are not
normally in a balance between their left and right hemispheres.
That’s what we’re really doing, (pp. 45-49)
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If an organism moves in accordance with its dominant patterns, it will get
its most common results. Transformation calls for movement outside of those
dominant patterns and in accordance with the latent potential expressed in the
desired vision, particularly that which fits with the person’s uniqueness of purpose.
Most importantly, an organism’s unique purpose may differ from the physical or
technical activity in which he or she or it is has been expressing themselves
historically. The transformer’s role is critical in terms of perception of the
organism’s patterns, including past, present, and future manifestations; perception
of the design and/or purpose of the organism and its potential; and in terms of
use of his or her consciousness, energy, and environment in ways that support the
potential [see Principles C4, C5, C6, C9].
Hudson, Williamson, Funches, Vicara, Johnston, Delano, and Calhoun all
give examples of some aspect of the organism’s movement happening at a pace
different from the dominant pattern of the organism. Powell, Diamond, and
McDonald do not discuss this principle directly. McDonald, however, does speak
of a situation in the United Nations where resolution was reached by a consensus
of a subgroup of the whole, breaking through the dominant pattern of the group
and its factionalization.
Once Conceived, the Transformation Is Already Done. This principle is
most expressed by Vicara, Calhoun, Diamond, Funches, Chopra, and Johnston, to
some extent. It is also evident, however, in studies on the use of visualization to
create or manifest reality (Samuels & Samuels, 1975). The principle is reflected
by musicians, athletes, painters, sculptors, and apparently by business persons and
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scientists, given the backgrounds of the co-researchers, when they use
consciousness shifting activities to create a physical result.
Although Hudson, Delano, Williamson, Powell, and McDonald do not
explicitly speak of the "Already Done" principle, their discussions all reflect
situations where everything just fell into place once the direction and focus was
clear and chosen.
Again, this principle is connected to the unlimited nature of transformation
in terms of time and space. Once a vision has been conceived and it is in
harmony with other levels of reality, it exists in quantum reality, and awaits only
manifestation in physical reality. If the organism desires the creation and is in
harmony with the vision, it is already done. The organism exists at the same
frequency as the vision and/or in harmony with it.
To express this principle, Chopra (1993a) points out that one must become
aware of awareness. When this principle is in clearest expression, manifestation
of the vision is not based on implementation of a specific linear action plan,
directing the transformation. Rather it is directed by the intention created in
consciousness and the energy the organism has in relation to the vision. As
Chopra (1993b) points out, "We get what we want." It may not be what we say
we want.
The "Already Done" principle is counter to common practices in OD based
on implementation of the action-research model, which leads to more of a
problem-solving approach than to transformational change.
The shift already occurs in the mind, and the level of desire or will.
So, it’s basically already done. They [the organisms] want to
transform so badly that they’re willing not to just take a couple of
steps, but to jump off the cliff into the unknown, if necessary. So
that’s not stepping one step at a time and getting comfortable with
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every next step and looking at what’s around you and getting a grip.
It’s taking one step and then finding yourself landing very far from
where you started, with no traceable footprints back to where you
began. (Vicara, 1993, pp. 20-21)
Vicara (1993) points out that this is outside of traditional views about
time, space, and change:
[In transformation] we’re talking about getting into a new reality
with no time space, and applying the science to making that kind of
shift. Then we’re adapting the understanding that that kind of
major mega-change--transformation~doesn’t need to take a long
time. It doesn’t have to be tedious and laborious. It doesn’t have
to be hard work. (p. 21)
In fact, it appears that we are working against ourselves when we act as if
we have to work so hard to transform. Given the co-researchers’ experience and
the physics involved, it is more likely that we are creating resistance with
everything we do other than learning to move into the new reality as it is
"Already Done."
Calhoun (1993) also discusses how "Already Done" is outside the normal
views of time:
A lot of us [change agents] are working on creating the order
outside of time. So, part of what we do in establishing the
possibility for people of all of these points is that you put the steps
into place, and they are just drawn together like this [purse strings].
So we give it [the change] to them as if it’s already done. If they
decide to take it and separate it out [make it into incremental
steps], that’s their choice; but they don’t have to. You have to obey
the laws of form or order of the design, but not of time. Making
change this way defies the laws of time but not the laws of order.
We could take six hours to do an interview or we could take two or
we could take one. We could cover all the things and make it
happen. If you said, "We’re going to create peace between Blacks
and Whites in Washington, D.C.. .. We have all these things we
need to take care of, and if we take care of them, that’s fine, right?
So let’s do them right now." So, it becomes like a domino effect.
One inspires the other, inspires the other. That’s what’s considered
to be a miracle, the events that are outside of time. So our process
as change agents is to make the miracle the normal experience.
(pp. 51-52)
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This principle certainly defies some commonly held views among OD
practitioners about how much time is needed to accomplish a particular change.
For example, in my exploration of the OD field, I frequently heard form the
sages: "You can’t create major change in a weekend," or "Cultural change takes a
long time." It is as if we are bound by our experiences with facilitating awareness
and change and have translated the difficulties regarding incrementalism in
movement to be difficulties with the amount of time needed. We then continue
to spread out the change efforts in time and increase rather than decrease the
difficulties.
Another possible meaning of "Already Done" is based on the earlier
"Overall Design" principles (A1 and A2). The possibility is that organisms chose
to make particular transformations they seek now when they entered earth in the
physical dimension, setting in place the design in advance. They still must choose
the design in the present. Once they do, "It is already done," because it happened
at the point of entry in the design. This is a revolutionary concept in change
theory, and explains why transformation does not have to be hard work or
tedious, as some co-researchers noted.
While the earlier examples discuss movement across conventional views of
time, demonstrating that something can already be done for the "future," the
principle also operates across space. Diamond, for example, speaks of setting up
a certain energy flow prior to being physically with her client. Johnston speaks of
fully conceiving an energy flow of wholeness in particular groups with which he is
working in advance of his work. Although all co-researchers place some value on
vision in terms of providing a focus and conception for the transformation, all are
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not consciously competent about the science involved in the conception and
manifestation of the vision.
Our traditional approaches to realizing visions move us further away from
rather than swiftly into manifestation. At an organizational level, this means that
vision is manifested in accordance with the consciousness and energy of the
organism as a whole, which may be intensified by the consciousness and energy of
the transformer who is directing his or her energy in support of this
manifestation. The readiness of the organism to shift, however, remains an
expression of the consciousness and energy available for transformation.
Once Transformed, the Organism Becomes Who It Truly Is. Uniquely.
This principle is expressed most explicitly by Delano (1993), Chopra, Vicara,
Calhoun, Diamond, and Johnston. Delano speaks of working to have her
company become an involvement culture rather than an empowerment culture
because the latter is too far from the inherent nature of the organism as a
patriarchal, hierarchical organization:
Given that the culture is hierarchical, fairly paternal, and that both
the rank and file of the organization as well as the leadership of the
organization are . .. genetically coded with that, it’s such an
enormous gap to the notion of empowerment where everybody
takes responsibility in a very conscious way for what they're doing.
It seems to me that there’s a place to go other than to the popular
notion of empowerment, which is much easier to make happen in
the system. [This] might lead to empowerment, but it’s my sense
that this organization could dramatically change its product, its
output, and the quality of them and the timeliness of them, without
necessarily becoming an empowerment culture.... An
empowerment culture means to me that people are very much self
directed, and very consciously so. An involvement strategy means
that people expect to be able to get their voice into major things
that are going on in the organization. They expect their voice to be
heard and to make a difference. It still leaves intact the potential
for a more traditional kind of leadership role. It doesn’t necessarily
mean [a] '’flat” organization. (Delano, 1993, p. 5)
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For Delano, transformation is making a major change in a way that is
consistent with one’s view of who one is, rather than attempting to reach a goal
in a way that is not consistent with who one is or with one’s world view. From
this perspective, one can make a major change without it always being apparent
that one is transforming, or without understanding how the transformation is
occurring. It may be that Delano expresses the principle of becoming uniquely
who one is; yet may seek to intervene in a way so as to minimize resistance. For
her, this would increase the likelihood of not being able to fulfill the vision. Her
actual definition of transformation certainly expresses the thematic principle of
uniqueness:
The art of transformation is about finding in the system that which
is, but hasn’t manifested. ... Because it it’s [trying to be] something
that it’s not, the chances of its succeeding seem to me pretty slim.
(Delano, 1993, p. 7)
For some other co-researchers (Chopra, Powell, Funches, Vicara, Delano,
Calhoun, and Johnston, to some extent), transformation may require a shift in
one’s view of who one is, and/or a shift in world view. The idea is that one
transforms, going beyond one’s genetic code or programming in terms of previous
patterns of thought and action and captures the essence of another design,
beyond one’s physical and cultural history. These co-researchers would agree that
the organism is becoming something that it is latently, but may disagree about
seeking a goal which is necessarily compatible with one’s cultural history.
The principle of manifesting one’s uniqueness through transformation may
be captured by Chopra’s (1993) discussion of dharma and Calhoun’s (1993b)
discussion of the macrocosmic and microcosmic design previously discussed in
Principles A1 and A2. Chopra’s (1993b) view is below:
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The tradition of Ayurveda ... holds that everyone in this world has
a unique talent, and when they’re expressing themselves in that
talent, then they lose track of time. That’s known as dharma.
When you express your purpose, you lose track of time. (p. 6)
Reminding us of Calhoun’s (1993b) view is an excerpt of what I cited
earlier:
The design is an accorded plan between the human souls which are
basically a part of the god-force or the monad, and the universal
consciousness, which helps to create and sustain the whole sphere of
things. And that’s recorded in the akashic records. Basically, what
[the design says is that we have made a choice to foster
consciousness. The design is the implementation vehicle through
which we can actually make that consciousness [into] experience.
It’s kind of a guideline. . . . The seed of light [the place] in the body
where [the whole is contained]. There are two things in the seed of
light~the individual’s vision of what they’re here to do, their design;
and there’s a collective design. The soul fits itself into the big
design when it starts to access its [own] design. So, the microcosm
has to act first, interestingly enough. And then that opens us to the
macrocosm, (pp. 1-2)
It would appear, then, that the organism has a unique purpose recorded
within that is latent, as the capacity to be the butterfly is within the caterpillar.
The capacity, however, may not be a part of what is known to the organism in its
historical experience. It is potential, not actual history. The potential is as much
a part of the encoding of the organism as the actual history which has "already"
been manifested in the organism’s view of reality.
Stepping into this design of potential may appear to be outside the
boundaries of what the organism is on the surface and in terms of its cultural
history. It may even appear impossible to the organism itself. This is what
makes transformation appear as a miracle if we do not recognize this principle in
operation. It is not bound by time, so it is timeless. It is not bound by where
one has already been in physical or psychological history, so it is spaceless. When
the organism chooses, "it is already done."
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Perhaps becoming "who it truly is, uniquely" is what the purpose of all the
preceding principles about transformation. For this to be the case, organisms
must distinguish themselves from keeping up with the latest trend as much as
remaining attached to past practices as false symbols of who one is uniquely. In
their practices, Hudson, Diamond, Vicara, Powell, Funches, Johnston, and
Williamson may have been attempting to reach the potential of the organism as a
representation of what they and parts of the organism saw as a key part of who
the organism actually is, uniquely, underneath the layers of tradition and cultural
patterns.
Principles of Use of Self as an Instrument
In the first two categories of principles, I have included examples from the
co-researchers’ background experiences and application experiences to illustrate
perceived truths about organisms, the universe, and transformation. Some of
these same examples reflect the principles regarding use of self as an instrument.
In the sections below, I cross reference some of the earlier comments while
adding additional illustrations to concretize the co-researcher’s use of self.
In terms of use of self as an instrument, I found it even more difficult on
the whole for co-researchers to be articulate about how they do what they do and
the underlying truths beneath these choices. I approached this by finding a clear
principle expressed by and evident for a few co-researchers; then looking for
evidence of this in others, as well as looking for indications that others may aspire
to this guiding principle as a potential experience, so to speak.
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The Transformer Is a Clear Channel for the Organism's Transformation.
The transformer is an instrument like the electrical transformer, using the self in
part as one who assists in the conversion between the organism’s past/present
and desired future. The transformer appears to help the consciousness and
energy from one state shift into another form. Co-researchers approach doing
this in different ways; yet they all act in some way as a medium through which
the organism transforms itself. At the same time, being a clear channel for the
organism’s transformation is an aspiration moreso than a foregone conclusion
when one explores the range of behaviors of most co-researchers.
The fact that most co-researchers work on themselves, which is discussed
more in Principle C2, illustrates the intention of forfeiting their own potential and
being a more useful resource to others.
The most articulate co-researchers about the importance of clearing and
resolving their own issues were Vicara, Funches, Hudson, Johnston, Diamond,
Delano, and Williamson in the context of the diversity effort (not the Balcor
split). For a few of the co-researchers, being a clear entity means being detached
versus attached to certain emotions and "trigger-free”; not having unresolved
issues in relation to the organism and its issues (Funches, Vicara, Calhoun). The
transformer needs to be free of these issues or able to move into a consciousness
bevond these issues in order to be a clear channel for the organism’s work.
Among OD practitioners, however, there appears to be a relative
acceptance of having an awareness of one’s issues as opposed to clearing or
balancing these issues. Many change agents also accept the notion of parallel
process as a normal occurrence in the context of group and organizational
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dynamics. In parallel process, the change agent (team) reflects the organism’s
pathology.
Although transformers and organisms may attract one another based on
issues apparent in their electromagnetic fields from their respective histories, it is
also possible for transformers to clear and balance these issues so that they
become a clear channel for creation. In either case, the transformer needs to be
able to distinguish his or her part of the issues from the dynamics of the
organism. I asked Vicara how she distinguishes between whether she is
perceiving something based on her own internal history, versus perceptions
coming purely from the organism’s energy:
When the perception is coming through me, I am bringing up the
images with all of the sensory elements that are attached to me,
involved. My smell is involved; my taste factor; my emotional
energy comes up. If I am watching an image that somebody else is
putting up, it has no emotional attachment. The information that is
coming up has no [charge on it for me]. If I get a smell, it doesn’t
register for me as something I like or dislike. It doesn’t register
with any kind of judgment on it. It just js. It’s just to uncover the
information, and I’m totally detached from it. When it’s filtering
through me and I’m doing a reading, and it’s coming through my
senses, there’s a very definite attachment to it. So that’s the
difference. (Vicara, 1993, pp. 30-31)
This is an important area of understanding the dynamics of use of self as
an instrument because of the theoretical discussion earlier about perception being
based on one’s own psychological and social history versus perception from an
expanded level of consciousness. Physics has also argued that there is no
perception separate from the perceiver. This factor is consistent with the nature
of that perception, however, being matched to the consciousness of the perceiver.
That is, if he or she has access to expanded levels of consciousness, he or she is
not restricted to perceptions based on personal history and emotions. When I
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asked Vicara whether there are cases where she is also perceiving something
about the organism which also has to do with her because of her specific
connection to the particular organism (versus her reflection of the issues from
another source of experience), she responded:
Well, [this can happen]. .. . There’s still a detachment, and it’s as if
I’m reading the portion that may pertain to me in third or fourth
person, [and it] is very removed. So my energy about it, or my
feelings about it are not at all involved. So, I can talk about it as if
I were talking about another individual having taken part in it, or
done it, or whatever.
... In the early days, there were still some pieces [that had to do
with my past]. I did a lot of self-work-years and years of
uncovering stuff and re-balancing stuff. But there were some things
that still hadn’t been, so I could work with a client and they had
something unique that I hadn’t uncovered yet. And ... that would
... still allow me to be detached personally, because I didn’t have
something with that particular person. It would allow me to ask the
question, "Well, that hasn’t come up yet, that particular subject, so
do I have something in there that I haven’t worked on, that’s like
that?" And I would take that opportunity in the beginning, to
search the memory banks of soul memory to see if there was
something in there like that. More often than not, I would find that
they were things that I had balanced out already, and how that
helped me was that then I could tap into how I had balanced that
out, and then use some of that information in how I handled
helping that individual. Like in the early days with the rape
pattern, for instance: At one point I found that most of the women
that came had been raped or experienced incest, and these had
been some of the things that I had worked on. (Vicara, 1993, pp.
31-34)
Often, change agents and leaders are working with organisms from the
perspective of having the same issue; they can also work from the perspective of
having mastered a particular phenomenon.
Being a clear channel also involves clearing and balancing the chakras as
discussed in Chapter

n, as these are special energy centers for transformation

(Johari, 1987). This would enable clear transmission and reception of
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information and energy from the transformer to the organism. Co-researchers
who have meditation practices are engaged in approaches which help to balance
these energy centers.
When the transformer can be a clear channel for the organism’s
transformation, perhaps he or she is the instrument for the continuous
preparation of the terms (a, b, and c) discussed by Lawlor (1982) in Chapter II:
a:b::b:c. The transformer is "b" and the "a" and "c" are the two states of the
organism [see Principle C6].
Perhaps the transformer excels in expressing this principle when he or she
enables the Golden proportion between the organism’s design and its future, and
it is regenerating itself back to unity [see Chapter II, Golden Proportion].
The notion of the transformer as enabling the continuous proportion raises
another important aspect of "Being a clear channel": Establishing a connection
with the organism as a whole.
Diamond speaks of establishing her connection in non-physical ways with
the land and the guardians [spirit world] of the land beginning with her first trip
to Cyprus. Without attachment to one side versus the other, she remains
connected to the whole. "I fell in love with the Island. I fell in love with the
people. The first day" (Diamond, 1993, p. 23). In this warring country, it is
probably essential that a transformer be a clear channel, to which all parts have
access and through which all parts can access the whole.
In the individual context, co-researchers are also connecting and addressing
the organism as a whole. Calhoun (1993) notes this in terms of how the
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Nameless Ones see the organism’s design, potential, blockages, and connect its
pathways in the brain.
To be a clear channel for transformation, the transformer cannot be
attached to parts of the organism. He or she even connects to those parts that
have been made marginal by the dominant culture. Hudson did this when her
key partner in the change effort was a man who had been discounted in the past.
Johnston did this in incorporating people in the construction industry into his
business who were not ordinarily acceptable in that "macho culture." When I was
chair of the Board at NTL, I spent as much time initiating communication with
members who were angry about the Board’s actions as I did with those who were
pleased. To connect with the whole organism, however, I had to experience it
energetically and in terms of its essence, its origin, and its future, including my
connection to it in this lifetime and before.
The Transformer Moves Beyond His or Her and the Organism’s Inner
Limits. To achieve Principle Cl, this one is critical. A few co-researchers note
that the approaches they use on themselves to break through limits are
approaches they use with organisms to do the same (Funches, Calhoun, Vicara,
Johnston, Chopra).
Most co-researchers speak of the importance of moving through their own
fears and patterns of limitations that may be evoked by the specific
transformational situation. This requires recognizing what, if any, of the
organism’s limitations are within oneself and using an approach to transformation
to shift one’s own energy.
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From an energetic standpoint, the transformer cannot match the vibration
or frequency of the desired state and fully support its manifestation if he or she
has a consciousness that defies or moves away from this state of being.
As noted earlier regarding parallel process, the transformer has a valence
for the issues of the organism; he or she may manifest the same difficulties they
are experiencing. If the transformer moves through or has resolved the
limitations the organism faces, he or she is not only an energetic resource to
accelerate the organism’s movement. He or she also has personal experience
upon which to draw to help the organism in making the transformational shift.
This asset is most clearly demonstrated by some of the discussions of Hudson,
Powell, Funches, Johnston, and Vicara.
Hudson (1993) discussed having to push herself to be more of a risk taker
during the out-sourcing change effort, which was a transformational move at
Kodak. The overall culture, she noted, is risk aversive. She found she had to
move beyond her own limits to risk-taking in order to make major movements
during this process. It appears that facing and moving through her limits is a way
of being for her:
I think that I’ve always tried to have a strategy of doing something.
If it’s not making you uncomfortable, then you’re not really doing
enough. You have to do things that make you uncomfortable. I try
to conquer some one fear every year. And I think doing the thing
that makes you feel uncomfortable [is the way to break through
limits]. I have a reputation for being a reasonably good public
speaker. I wasn’t always a good public speaker. I just decided one
year, you’re going to have to do this. So, now I do a lot. (Hudson,
1993, p. 49)
In the example with NTL, I realized that I had often survived in the
system by putting the importance of pleasing those with whom I was in
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relationship above other principles, in an organism where kinship systems and
relationships may have been the most important thing. When I transcended this
limitation, I entered an entirely new domain of existence where I was clear to
discern issues, opportunities, the future and relationships quite differently in
terms of what was needed to shift the energy if the organism chose to change. At
the same time, I felt a connection in the heart to the system as a whole that I had
not felt before. This gave me an insight I could use to relate to others'
experiences of the same pattern.
In the autobiographical excerpts (see Appendix G), Powell speaks of the
importance of breaking through his limits regarding being the key scientist versus
being the entrepreneur engaging with the public for investments (Powell, 1986).
Diamond speaks of reflecting the issues in the system in Cyprus and of
recognizing limits within the self. She works from the perspective that whatever
is in the system shows up in her body:
I guess I would be aware of one’s own self as a part of that system.
And that nothing that happens in one part is unconnected to the
other parts. So anything that’s happening in me is a reflection of
what’s happening in the system. And anything that’s happening in
the system is in my body. Some part of me somewhere, somehow,
sometime. So, to be paying attention to that. (Diamond, 1993, p.
37)
Her body becomes like a barometer for her, reflecting the organism:
I started getting sick every trip. And I had two major forms of
physical distress. It would usually start toward the end of the trip
or maybe even after I got home. And one was diarrhea, profound,
parasitic. And it didn’t take me very long that. . . was working
fully in the system, literally in the shit and the toxic infection. Both
of those conditions, simultaneously, toward the beginning of the
event. So the whole time I was there, I was discharging both of
these ways and lots of people were sick. There’s a lot of poison in
that system. And the intensity of what’s being transformed by
what’s happening in my body and it’s a horrible way to do it. And
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Fin really working to not have to do it so graphically. But it’s odd
and it has been a real good indicator. (Diamond, p. 30)
This process reflects the system’s issues and it is costly for the coresearcher. It also reflects some of her own limits, which she is working to
transcend. Experiencing the group using dancing as a way to bridge the
community heightened her awareness of the internal limits:
And that [dancing] actually became one of the major activities, not
just activities, but one of the powerful parts of our time in Oxford.
... We [staff] didn’t do it. We didn’t set it up for them. They did
it. I was in the wings. I mean, if they hadn’t done it, I would have
called for a cultural night, but we didn’t need to do it. They did it.
And it did more for bringing them together than even if we’d never
done a day of training, if they had just done that.
But it touched something in me, is what I’m saying. And it freed
that part of me that loves folk dancing and folk music and the joy
of that and the freedom of that. And it’s been a long time since
I’ve done any kind of active physical stuff like that. ... I think the
whole concept of bridging, of weaving [is an issue in me]. I think
there are still parts of me that are divorced [from each other], you
know; that still need weaving.
And some of it has to do with mind and heart, or brain and heart.
Both in the personal and the professional [arenas]. ... The part of
me that allows emotional life and personal life and fun and joy and
sexuality, sensuality, and all that. . .. There’s some split in me, still,
for that part and the part of me that is professionally, spiritually in
service. So I have become very personally engaged in the [project
with people and when I noticed] that was happening I would step
back and say, but this isn’t professional behavior. I’m supposed to
be an objective, neutral third party. And I’d say, bull shit! You
know. That’s what this is about. I’m doing this for me, but I’m
doing it for them, too. They have to see the possibility for
friendship.... But that’s where they’ve come, now, is they’ve
developed friendships-profound friendships that will last a lifetime.
And that’s happened for me, as well. And it’s become a family.
Part of my extended family. (Diamond, 1993, pp. 33-35).
McDonald talks about going beyond the organism’s limits. I asked him
about going around people who were not in agreement with his direction:
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DF:

Would you tend to go around those people?

JM:

That’s right. In other words, I try all the normal things; and if it
doesn’t work then I say 'To hell with it" and I go outside the system
and force the change. I always try to work within that boundary,
and then when I see that it is totally impossible, then I say, "Okay,
I’m leaving the system to try it another way."

DF:

So you will try the transformation from within the box, in a way.

JM:

I always do that. I’m a good bureaucrat and always try to work
within the parameters. This particular issue had been totally
supported, bipartisanship by die U.S. Congress, totally supported by
the Executive Branch. The conference had been held; the
documentation was pulled. We got a standing ovation when the
conference was over. It zipped through the General Assembly.
There were no problems with anybody in the world, and suddenly,
at the last minute, I had to vote against it! Because the rules had
changed. Washington said, "We don’t want to spend any money on
anything!" Well, that’s irrational on that issue at that stage of the
game for $25,000! I said, 'That’s irrational!" And anybody that
knew about it knew it was irrational. So, when it’s irrational, you’ve
got to change your approach. (McDonald, 1993, p. 30)
It is not clear whether going around the system was a contingency

approach that is normal for this co-researcher, or whether by doing so he was
transcending and releasing an old personal limitation.
In some way, all co-researchers speak of going beyond the organism’s
limits to support transformation. Perhaps this is why the organism seeks help;
realizing that most of these people will not maintain or stay within the boundaries
of the organism. This would assist in moving organisms outside of their comfort
zone as discussed earlier in Principle Bl.
Finally, issues of diversity may have some bearing on the experience of
going bevond one’s own limits and the organism’s limits. Hudson, for example,
speaks of her lack of attachment to the status quo in the company, as a woman
who has not been a primary beneficiary of the system. She questions whether
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people who have created and been primary beneficiaries of systems can
effectively transform these same systems. Do they have too much attachment to
maintaining the status quo (Hudson, 1993)? In addition to her lack of
attachment to the status quo, she is a direct, creative, bottom line, charismatic,
and dramatic woman in a low-keyed, conservative, polite corporate culture.
There are some co-researchers who, by virtue of their modes of operation
and/or appearance, are outside the normal patterns of the organisms with which
they work. Three examples are Vicara, Funches, and Calhoun-two AfricanAmerican women and one Caucasian woman. Other co-researchers also
represent diversity in terms of rare expertise, culture, and personality
characteristics.
As a leader in NTL, I recognized the seriousness with which I took the
leadership role in contrast to the ways in which the organization has a norm of
de-emphasizing authority and power. I fully recognized the smallness and humor
of the situation in a cosmic sense. At the same time, I intended to fulfill my part
of the design as I saw it and felt exhilarated by the freedom from limitation.
As an African-American woman, leading a Board whose members included
several people with brief tenure and/or low status in the system, and an AfricanAmerican male as CEO, we had a marginal group leading a central shift in
direction. All of the leaders in this situation were not comfortable with the
consequences of moving beyond the system’s limits. When transformers make
such moves, they need to be prepared for strong reactions even when organisms
want the push.
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Part of the skill of the transformer is to be able to be a clear channel,
connecting to the organism as a whole, while moving beyond his or her and the
organism’s own limits. Clients say to me, "We called you because we want a solid
relationship with someone who will push us outside of our comfort zones."
Recalling Briggs’ (1992) work, cited in Chapter n, transformers who are moving
beyond the limits exhibit "positive" or transformative feedback; those who seek to
maintain the system’s normal boundaries exhibit "negative" or maintenance
feedback. (Positive and negative are the terms Briggs uses.)
Of the co-researchers, Delano and McDonald speak the most about
working within the system’s boundaries. This may be in part because both were
speaking as internal resources with advisory roles.
The Transformer Brings Love. Peace, and Jov From Within and Extends
It. Calhoun, Chopra, Diamond, Johnston, and Powell are the co-researchers who
talk most about bringing love, peace, and joy to the work. Hudson and Funches
specifically talk about having a lot of fun while taking on such change efforts and
bringing this energy to the work.
The energy of love, peace, and joy appears to provide a basis for
connection with the organism, and a "safe place" which holds the organism as it
transforms. Diamond (1993) contends that love is a tool which provides the
organism with nourishment it needs. Being at peace and harmony with oneself
frees the person to share awareness with the other without feeling the need for
approval, or making the mood to create a transformation, according to Chopra
(1993b).
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Several co-researchers note sending energy to support the organism when
it needs assistance, which can be considered a loving act (Vicara, Funches,
Johnston, Calhoun).
Other co-researchers do not discuss their energy in these terms. We would
need more data in a follow-up discussion to determine where they stand.
The Transformer Controls the Process: The Organism and Transformer
Control the Direction. I discussed this principle earlier in B8. In terms of use of
self as an instrument, however, we should note the following:
1.

The transformer provides expertise in the nature of process, and
tools for transformation.

2.

The transformer spontaneously intervenes in the moment to support
the organism’s choices to transform or not.

3.

The transformer designs processes in advance to support the shifts
the organism seeks to make and/or provide relevant information to
the organism.

4.

The transformer influences and possibly sets the direction when he
or she is a key decision maker in the organism.

5.

As a consultant or guide external to the organism, the transformer
discerns the organism’s potential and helps him or her discover it.
Hence, the transformer’s awareness of the potential guides him or
her in helping the organism see its choices and their implications.

6.

The transformer influences the direction of the organism by his or
her choices in engaging the organism in moving beyond boundaries
—if it wants to transform.
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7.

The transformer may catalyze, direct, or enforce, a specific change;
yet is clear that the organism (it's decision makers and members)
chooses whether to change.

Examples of all of the above are evident in the appropriate co-researcher’s
case, for the most part. The one exception is Chopra, who is clear that his
intention is not transformation, although a transformation may occur. Item 2 best
describes his approach, although he clearly provides information in accordance
with Item 1 as well.
Seeing Ahead, the Transformer Channels Energy and Focus in One
Direction. The co-researchers vary in their abilities to see clearly in a long-term
perspective in terms of past, present, and future (the gift of discernment). All of
them, however, appeared to express longer term views regarding the future
potential of the organism than the dominant perspectives of their respective
organisms, except for Chopra, on whom we lack sufficient data for this
conclusion. Chopra’s (1993) recent book (Ageless Body. Timeless Mindl.
however, illustrates that he has a long-term view on the human organism’s
potential as a life form .
The organism’s desires and the co-researcher’s discernment help determine
how to focus the energy. This principle highlights the importance of the
transformer using his or her abilities to focus as a means of co-creating the
transformational experience with the organism. Focus directs consciousness and
energy and is an essential part of moving a potential reality into an actual reality.
Like the electrical transformer, the human transformer is a resource for
mediating between states which have different frequencies-original design, the
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current reality, and the desired potential reality. The transformation requires a
higher frequency than staying with the current reality.
Although it is apparent that most all co-researchers have strong wills and
the ability to focus their energy, a few are more able to describe the science of
how focus works. In the individual context of transformation, Vicara (1993) gives
an explanation of this principle in operation:
I undergo an energy shift in that I pull my focus out of all of the
everyday things that I have to deal with. So I, too, isolate my
energy into making calls home or making other business calls. I am
zeroing in on, and all of my attention is on, the client. So, when
every brain cell you have is focused on one direction, something has
got to change there. It just has to. Usually, we split up our
energies and we’re trying to focus on, or endeavoring to focus on,
several different things at once. So, our energies end up being
diffused. But if I have someone who Fm sitting across from, and
every thought I have is directed toward them--in the reading of their
energy; in what the structural shifts are, and their matrix-then all
that energy added to whatever energy they bring in the wanting to
change, only enhances that. So all my focus is on that person, and
when I am speaking ... I am tapping right into their energy, so
there is a direct connection or there is a direct channel opening
there.
We know the brain has billions of channels to work with. But let's
just say you have 20, and within those 20 channels, one is thinking
about doing groceries; and one is thinking about the letters that you
need to get out for your business; one is thinking about, maybe,
your love interest; another is thinking about your daughter or your
children. That's five or six channels that are used up, so that
greatly diminishes the energy. Now, another couple may be
thinking about what is going on with you internally and/or
physically. So that’s another couple. So here we have almost half
the focus that you could have on any one thing. So that greatly
diminishes it. Generally, if we're working like that, we may have
two channels open to do any specific thing, at the most. That’s kind
of working at the normal level. So when you narrow, like a laser
beam-take those 20 channels and narrow them all down and you’re
zeroing in on that one particular thing— you have that channel open
to the tenth power. So it is greatly multiplied. And if someone
asks you a question, then all the energy goes in the brain to search
for the answer. You can come up with it really quickly, and it's
clear, and it’s sharp, and it’s to the point, and you get it. And when
you speak it out, they get it, because, ... if you’re working on 20
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channels, then your client has to engage on 20 channels. ... They
are coming up with information from within themselves on all 20
channels. So that’s why we can sit and, in 20 minutes, come up with
everything we need to know, or get answers to questions that have
been eluding them for . .. maybe all of their lives and get answers.
(pp. 50-51)
In organizational contexts, co-researchers also discuss the significance of
using themselves in a focused way to facilitate their own or other’s clarity
regarding a vision; to co-create a specific desired scenario in relation to the
organism; or to enhance their or the organism’s awareness of its own dynamics
(Hudson, Funches, Johnston, Diamond).
The Transformer Establishes a Frame of Reference From the Past and
Serves as a Symbol of the Future. Referring again to the continuous proportion
discussed in Chapter II, the transformer may enable the three-term proportion or
the two-term continuous proportion of the Golden Mean. It is possible that,
rather than be a vehicle for organisms to move from "point A" to "point B," the
transformer is a link between the organism’s design and their potential future,
helping the organism be that link for themselves. In this sense, the link to the
past is not the materialized past, but the absolute past or origin in essential form.
All co-researchers do not have this strength of discernment. Yet they are
all seeking to establish a basic frame of reference with the organism as they
support it into its future. Aspects of this principle are evident in the discussions
of McDonald (1993) as he works with people from all over the world:
i

The first step is to find out where we have common ground so that
we can learn how to start to work together. I always find common
ground very, very quickly, because I have this broad experience
which is totally diversified that I can relate to anybody. I can find
common ground in any life history. I do that within the first thirty
seconds. Whenever I give a lecture to a group of two people, I go
around the room.... "What country are you from?" And I had
been to every country, you see, and boom! For the group, that’s
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powerful.... So that’s the kind of thing I try to do as quickly as
possible. And then you begin to build on that. You get more
refined and more sophisticated. But the first thing I look for is that
commonality, (p. 73)
This example primarily illustrates the importance of establishing a frame of
reference from the past in the present. It does not speak, however, to the aspect
of the principle regarding being a symbol for the future through the use of
oneself as an instrument. It is partially through the transformer’s use of self in
this way that puts him or her in the position of establishing the "continuous
proportion" discussed earlier in the section of this text on sacred geometry.
Hudson’s examples include illustrations of her dramatically demonstrating
some aspect of the future state in the change process. She knew the culture and
related well to it; yet she behaved in ways that were daring in relation to the
dominant matters, creating a strong imprint of the image of what she wanted to
develop for the future.
In my case, I also used a variety of symbols and props to represent a vision
and symbolized some of the implications for transformation through transforming
myself while in a leadership position with the organism. There were certainly
times when I did more representing images related to the future than I did
establishing a common frame of reference from the past. The more I was able to
do both, the more effective I was in communicating.
The question is not whether the transformer has familiarity with the past,
or whether he or she has been part of the past. Rather, the principle relates to
whether he or she establishes a common frame of reference in relation to it with
the organism while symbolizing the desired future.
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This principle may be a challenge for transformers in organizations who
are marginal to the central power structure or dominant identity groups. Like
Williamson, they are partially selected because they are not entrenched in the
particular subculture the company wants to change. He was quite familiar with
the dominant corporate culture, yet appeared to be disconnected from or not
identified with the dominant subculture. This is part of his value to the situation.
At critical points, it becomes important for him to be able to establish a common
frame of reference with the organism that registers for them an affective link
between the past, present, and future.
Powell, for example, discusses the significance of making this link with the
organism, who shifts in great part because their affect has been stimulated in
relation to the geometry (Powell, 1993). So, it is not just establishing a frame of
reference that is important; establishing one which captures the affect of the
organism is the key.
The impact of having captured this frame of reference is felt by Delano,
whose manager mentions that she has just gotten beyond the heads and into the
tissues of the leadership with respect to the issue of involvement in the Company.
To help the organization understand the problem with how they exclude others
from involvement (not control) of the decision making while major changes are
being made, Delano uses a metaphor and analogy, creating the story about
travelling in the car, to help the top management realize the impact of their
culture of non-involvement. At the same time, she has created and manages an
organizational unit within this dominant culture that has an involvement
subculture. The use of the metaphor provides a visible connection for the
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organism between the culture which developed from its past and the impact it has
on the present state and potential future. Delano’s own behavior with respect to
an "involvement culture" in her own unit provides an invisible connection to the
potential future which is latent in each of the leaders.
This linkage is explained by concepts discussed earlier by Donahue (1992)
regarding the Pi Phase of Physics and by the continuous proportion in sacred
geometry. The metaphor operates as a link which enables the organism’s
understanding to shift from one paradigm to another.
The Transformer Communicates Directly, and Makes the Invisible
Potential Visible to the Organism. All co-researchers agree that the transformer
communicates directly in the context of transformation, even in organizations
where delegating communications through hierarchical lines is common. This
does not mean that the organizational co-researchers all ignored the chain of
command "beneath" them. Rather, they use/create more forums and vehicles to
engage organism members directly than in other times.
The above principle would be expressed differently if we were only
including the organizational co-researchers. For example, Hudson, Williamson,
McDonald, and perhaps Delano and Johnston would agree that "the transformer
communicates directly and sells the vision." This is less clear for Diamond
(international). My view is that the transformer helps to make the potential so
"seeable," audible, and real for the organism that they know the rightness of
stepping into that which they desire.
The above statement includes all co-researchers, except for Chopra, who
may slightly disagree with the word "makes." Chopra teaches organisms how to
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observe and witness the self, which increases the visibility of the invisible and
their own mega-consciousness. Using different terms, there are other
co-researchers who do the same (Vicara, Calhoun, Funches). After reviewing
several of Chopra’s examples in his books (1991, 1992, 1993a), however, it
appears he has the skill of asking questions and providing information in such a
way that it does "make the invisible potential visible to the organism." For
example, it was his story about the patient who had become HIV negative that
helped another patient see the potential of this reality and choose another reality,
to remain HTV positive (at least for now), so as not to give up what he had come
to value in his life.
Below follow some examples of co-researchers’ views on selling the vision,
communicating directly, and making potentials visible. In all cases, the affective
link to co-researchers regarding the vision is important (Powell).
Williamson (1993), whose background is in sales, points to the importance
of direct communication:
One thing that would be better is if you could [communicate
directly all the time]. ... I mean, I tried to communicate. Actually,
it falls on deaf ears to people who don’t want to change anyway....
But you really do need to help your communications along, during
the process. Then everybody understands where you’re going and
[what you’re] trying to do. Because the more the people that you
tell the story, the higher probability that more will buy in. Because
if you count on other people to communicate on it, it usually
doesn’t get done. It gets done with their spin on it. (pp. 62-63)
Williamson (1993) took many opportunities in addition to vision
discussions to engage people directly and "paint pictures" of the potential and
negative scenarios (what will happen if we do not change), always putting his own
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"spin on it," rather than delegate. "You have to take it down [the hierarchy]," he
says.
I don’t know if I ever wrote it out [vision].... I talked about it
because I used to bring all the employees together twice a year and
give them an update on the business and where we were going and
why, so they knew. (p. 63)
Well, we tried to have a lot of company meetings and we tried to
explain to them. I used to do charts on what the total sales were.
And I’d say, "Here’s [what happens] if we keep our 75% [product
A] share, and here’s [what happens] if they keep that. Now, here’s
if they get 70% of [product B]," and then I said, "Here’s what
happens to the total business." And I showed the people there, if
we lose [product B], and they get 60 or 65%, they’ll be a bigger
company than us.... I basically tried to explain to people, I said,
"You know, this is a great opportunity. Let’s just talk about how
great an opportunity it is." "But," I said, "let’s also be realistic. If
we don’t win this, all of you that are here right now supporting
[product A] are in danger. Because they’re going to take your
[product A] business away."
We tried to explain it to them and ... the real issue was
[something else, because] people you know, actually understood.
That’s always the case. Emotionally, they didn’t accept it. . . . The
thing that you find when you try to make big changes is that--the
number one thing-everybody wants to know how it affects them.
And once you go through that. ... So, you know, you get these
arguments and blocking and constant thinking about "Well, we don’t
need . .." (pp. 12-13)
From Williamson’s description, we can see the importance in his view of
the affective or emotional link, although he recognizes that the communications
did not make a positive affective or emotional link for those who did not want
the change to take place "all the way."
Hudson is another advocate of selling the vision, particularly because she
considers that "Leadership is getting people to go where they don’t want to go,"
and her job is to get them to go willingly. This view also reinforces the principle
of moving beyond the organism’s limits, provoking or evoking a desire for
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something different and bevond the familiar comfort zone (Principle Cl). Part of
what makes the vision "seeable" is being focused and simple. It still requires that
the transformer get out there and sell it every day, however, she contends.
Notably, selling and making potential seeable in combination require involvement
and creativity, illustrated by the following comments:
We met with the employees every four to six weeks in face-to-face
meetings. It took three days every time we did it, and Henry and I
did most of it. It took three days because you do it in small groups,
plus you have three shifts, so you have to do the morning, evening,
night guys, and you’ve got to do it in ... three different sites,
locally, so ... it took three days. [I] did it myself and . . . once my
boss, the President of the Company, came with me.
I feel that one of the things is basically that people react better to
that, and it was better than [talking heads]. People don’t like
videotapes. I mean, I once heard an employee referring to our
former Vice-Chairman, saying, "I don’t even know if the guy is a
real guy; all I know is his talking head." And so I think the other
thing is if you’re there, you can interact. You get better feedback
from the people. And if we send out a videotape, how do you know
what people really think? You send them a survey, you don’t really
--you can’t see the look in their eye. And if they want to argue with
you, or yell at you, you know, they ought to have a chance, (pp. 2324)
We did some [delegation of communication] because you want to
keep the chain of command in line. So, during the time when we
weren’t doing it [directly], we would send out things in between.
And we had an electronic mailbox you could call. We had hotlines.
... You could send messages in; and, if you heard a rumor or you
wanted to get something clarified, you could send it in through
electronic mail and someone would answer it within 24 hours. We
had all of that sort of stuff done, because it was a "tetchy" group so
it was sort of fun to do those things, (p. 24)
The reason we were doing it in person is they want to talk to the
boss, and know what’s happening and it eliminates some of the
rumors. There are some places I went and a guy’s standing outside
saying, "I worked for this company 22 years and I’ve never seen a
vice-president." I think that’s ridiculous. That’s an embarrassment.
So we did a lot of [direct communication], and it was actually fun.
The people got into it and the deal was better, because people
would ask questions about something and you go, "We never
thought about that one!" Somebody would [raise a personnel issue
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like] . . . "Fin getting tuition aid. Am I going to get tuition aid
when I go somewhere else?".. . And you go, "Hmmm, good
question." So we’d go and act on those. It was much better... .
We got a much better deal by involving the people. So I mean, we
had everybody, (p. 25)
The other thing is constancy of purpose. Having a vision that is
simple enough to articulate is extremely kev. We had a lot of fun
doing our vision.... There were five [items], one for each finger.
If there had been seven things to do, we would have hidden them
up, ’cause you could only do five [so that people could remember].
So we had a little mission or vision. And one of the parts of the
vision was about our role as a division in terms of enabling people.
We were sort of the "behind-the-scenes" group. And the idea was
to enable the people who were out there manufacturing product or
working with customers, to suddenly see more about what they were
doing, because they had the right information. So our slogan was
"Suddenly See More," which is the title of the love song from "Little
Shop of Horrors."
What I used to do when I explained the vision was to take and go
through this whole thing, and then ... play the song from the movie
where Seymour and Audrey kiss for the first time. And they sing
"Suddenly Seymour." And that phrase, Suddenly Seymour, is in that
song eleven times. I think the song takes like two and a half
minutes. I actually played it for the Corporate Management
Council, which is all the senior, key guys. (pp. 32-33)
When I asked her how normal it was for a manager to use this approach
in their culture, she replied: "It is extremely abnormal... . I’ve not known
anybody else who’s done it. But, everybody remembers it" (p. 33).
I use Hudson mostly to illustrate this principle because she articulates the
notions in what she is doing. Her ideas are also reflected in some of the thoughts
of Vicara and Diamond, discussing the importance of how the transformer uses
language with the organism. Vicara explains that it is important to use images to
which the system can relate to explain concepts and potentials. If they all
understand switchboards, do not talk about golf, for example. This notion, again,
also links to Principle C6, Bridging the Past (the design) and Future.
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On the whole, the direct communication principle is critical because
change agents and leaders often are too limited in their approaches, rather than
creatively tapping different intelligences (Gardner, 1983) through art, music,
movement, and so forth. Moreover, communicators need the intrapersonal and
interpersonal abilities to help make the affective links once they are in direct
contact. Too often, leaders rely on others for this rather than going beyond their
limits and mastering this aspect of transformation.
Hudson’s example also provides useful contrasts and comparisons to my
experience in NTL. I also enjoyed and found creative (music, poetry, visuals)
approaches to communicating the vision to be useful. At the same time, the NTL
vision was longer than "five things,” and more complex to remember. Also, we
used other Board members, staff, and organization members in addition to me to
communicate about the vision to diminish the concerns about the vision as mine:
not to mention issues with none of the leaders or members being paid to attend
"involvement” meetings.
Concerned members, not the Board, initiated a separate newsletter to
improve the frequency of information flow in an organization that had a poor
infrastructure for frequent interaction across a vast geographic territory (U.S.A.
and abroad). Despite what appeared to be external constraints, I made it a
practice to write, call, and meet with concerned members. The higher the
tensions, the more important it was to have channels for direct, interactive
communication with the leadership. I was a part of creative approaches to
engaging people (including the Board) regarding the invisible potential. Making
an invisible seeable involves much more frequent engagement than we did in this
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situation. Notably, in all situations the organism decides whether to transform.
So frequent communication does not guarantee this outcome. Nonetheless, it is
upon the transformer to" make the invisible potential visible.”
The Transformer Forms Alliances in the Organism and Outside. There
are at least two aspects of this principle to consider-alliances with those who
share the transformer’s view and alliances with those who do not. In the
organizational cases, the co-researchers all had one or more persons on whom
they relied almost as partners in the process. In addition, some had groups that
functioned as task forces during the change effort. The alliances are not always
with people internal to the organism. In addition to the internal alliances, most
co-researchers had a consultant and/or colleagues whom they used as resources.
In Table 5.4, we can see a possible distribution of co-researchers and
alliances. The table indicates that alliances may be used for validation and/or
challenge. The term alliance normally connotes that there is a relationship
between parties. In this case, we also include the notion of alliances between the
co-researcher and the industrial organism whether the two are in agreement or
whether there is a challenge. Asterisks (*) mean we do not have concrete
information on this aspect and the placement of the person in that area has been
intuitively done.
In the context of transformation, having outside validators and challengers
can be important when these persons have no particular attachment to
maintaining or changing the status quo regarding the organism and have no
internal unresolved issues triggered by the transformer-organism relationship.
Several co-researchers experienced needing such people and a few had consistent
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Table 5.4
Inside and Outside Alliances

Alliances Inside

Alliances Outside

Alliances w/
Validators
(Potential/
Actual)

Calhoun
Hudson
Williamson
Delano
Diamond
McDonald
Vicara
Powell
Johnston
Chopra*

Williamson
Funches
Delano
McDonald
Vicara
Powell
Calhoun
Johnston
Chopra

Alliances w/
Challenges
(Actual/
Potential)

Hudson
Funches
Diamond
Vicara
Chopra*
Calhoun*

Vicara
Funches
Powell*
Johnston

Note: Asterisks (*) mean the placement has been made intuitively. If a
co-researcher is not in one of die quadrants, it means we lack the
information to place them there, not that the co-researcher lacked such an
alliance.

help in this regard. Within the organism, having both validators and challengers
gives the transformer more information and builds firmer connections for the
ultimate shift to occur.
t

Regarding "individual" co-researchers, an alliance within the organism
means a relationship with the person. Alliances outside refer to outside peers,
colleagues, and guides available to the co-researcher. "Validation" or "challenge"
means these individual co-researchers have an alliance when they are in
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means these individual co-researchers have an alliance when they are in
agreement (validators) and when they are in disagreement. For example, Vicara
(1993) stayed engaged with the client who was resistant to the new knowingness
she was developing, and could identify herself with having had similar resistance
(1993).
The Transformer Confidently and Committedlv Moves Forward on/as the
Vision. Co-researchers who used examples in the organizational context most
strongly expressed this principle (Williamson, Hudson, Funches, Delano,
Diamond, McDonald, Johnston). Williamson (1993), for example, spoke
frequently about his clarity of focus in terms of where he wanted to go, his lack
of doubt and tenacity or perseverance. These were important in terms of
decisions related to the vision, not just the vision itself:
I was motivated enough to do it. Plus, I really saw it [could see the
vision]. . . . The other thing was that I kept thinking, "If I keep
pursuing this, I know it’s going to work out.". . . When you go
through change, you’ve got to have endurance. Tenacity would
probably be a good term. If you don’t have the tenacity to stick
through it, you won’t make it. .. . There are more [people] that
don’t want it [the change] to go than want it to go. (pp. 46-49)
If you don’t have a good feeling about yourself during this, you
could get killed in the process, because there are going to be
enough people that will point out your flaws during these changes
and try to paint you into a corner and make you look bad. (p. 52)
You’ve got to believe 100% in [the change]. And then you’d better
be prepared for the long haul. Find a few allies along the way so
that you can go and occasionally bounce a few things off of them.
That’s helpful. You’ve got to find somebody that believes in it, too,
so that he or she can say, "Well, this is what we ought to do." So
that you can get your thoughts validated. And then you’ve just got
to keep going at it. I mean, it just doesn’t come easy. And don’t
get discouraged, (pp. 61-62)
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Earlier, we discussed the perspective that transforming organisms need to
move faster than their dominant cultures. When asked how she keeps her energy
up to move forward and keep the organization moving forward, Hudson (1993)
responded:
You just wake up some morning and go, "Whoops, I haven’t done
that much lately,"... When I had my world-wide team together ...
we started two . .. benchmarks we used.... For every hom: we’re
together, make at least one major decision. Because you shouldn’t
bother to get together unless you’re going to do something. So at
least one major decision per hour and then, at the end of a two- or
three-day meeting, when you get done, your list of things to do
should be a lot smaller than your list of things already
accomplished. You should have made decisions-twice as many
decisions as you have things left to do. (p. 53)
Diamond (1993) speaks of going forward with her work in Cyprus despite
some of the political leadership’s disagreement that peace should be or could be
achieved. She had people who wanted to proceed and they became her clients.
Forward motion is the way in which the transformer leaps across time and
space, leaving old patterns behind. Staying in forward motion, however, does not
necessarily mean crashing through resistance. It may mean exploring it or making
creative use of resistance as energy available for the organism to engage with its
vision. In the situation with NTL> for example, the Board and I made creative
use of resistance with the meeting for the membership to address governance.
There was so much resistance about the legitimacy of the leadership’s processes
that the membership had the opportunity to determine whether the structure and
processes of the organization were in sync with the vision and/or what members
thought it should be (Funches, 1993).
In the individual context, Vicara also notes staying in forward motion with
a client who was resisting through doubt the recollections she had begun to have
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about the impact trauma from previous lifetimes was having on her current
medical practice (Vicara, 1993). Rather than move away from the vision the
client had established, Vicara creatively used the client's resistance. The
resistance manifested through questioning the validity of information accessed
through intuitive mind, not rational mind. Vicara then asked the client to
investigate historical sources to see if she could validate the information she was
receiving intuitively. When the client used this means to test her perceptions, her
resistance became a resource for internalizing and accepting both her vision and
her intuitive abilities.
To operate with this principle, along with the others, the transformer must
have a strong source of knowingness, which is different from being stubborn or
attached to a focus because of a need to appear right or a sense of false pride.
There are times when the transformer needs to be circumspect, and
appears to stand still. More acceleration toward the vision may be accomplished
at these times than by pushing forward. This is what happens when transformers
use resistance creatively. As in the discussion on Principle BIO, the transformer
needs to discern when standing still means moving further than physically moving
fast in the situation. For example, one cannot raise resistance to the surface if
one is busily blocking every issue that emerges. This perspective was useful and
evident in my situation with NTL (Funches, 1993), with Vicara (1993), and with
Calhoun (1993). If the transformer stands still and is cautious because of fear for
his or her own survival, failure, or loss of relationships, this action is not in
accordance with the forward motion principle.
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The vision on which the transformer moves forward is twofold. First, it is
the transformer’s own inner vision or what he or she represents which is key, as
Chopra (1993b) reflects. Second, it is the vision that the organism seeks to which
the transformer also places his or her commitment of energy. Co-researchers
may vary in whether they see themselves committed to the organism’s vision or to
helping the organism achieve its vision. Chopra is the one example where this is
in question, given his lack of intention regarding transformation.
Finally, to move forward as the vision, co-researchers aspire to be
congruent, aligning themselves, moment to moment, with higher principles.
Johnston, Calhoun, Funches, Diamond, and Powell most express the notion of
aligning oneself continually. Such a practice, however, is evident for Vicara,
Hudson, and Delano.
The Transformer Works in the Now, in Timeless Awareness. Since
transformation occurs in a "now" moment, the transformer works in the now,
bringing the focus and clear channels discussed in the earlier principles. The
timeless awareness principle is explicit in the work of those co-researchers who
know the science of working beyond the limitations of time and space, such as
Chopra (1993b), who also works with his patients to live in timeless awareness:
The more their internal reference point shifts from their ego to
their spirit, the more they experience timeless awareness as opposed
to time-bound awareness. Time-bound awareness is a result of your
attention to external goals, like power and control and approval-the
need for approval. Timeless awareness occurs when you shift your
attention to internal goals like peace and harmony and laughter and
love and knowledge. Time is an experience that gets manufactured
when you relinquish yourself for your self-image. The self-image is
the social mask that you put on. It’s the roles that you play. And,
as long as your self-image or yourself, or your ego, or the roles that
you play dominate the experience of life, then every behavior is an
anticipation of response or pursuit of memory and that’s what time
is. But if this behavior is spontaneous, and if the behavior is in
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response to a situation as it occurs, without object referral or
without attention to the kind of anticipation of a response or the
pursuit of a memory, then it’s timeless awareness. And there’s so
many examples of timeless awareness: when people are in love,
when people are listening to exquisite music, during prayer, during
meditation, during sex, looking at the stars, walking on the beach,
or expressing one’s unique talents. You know, the tradition of
Ayurveda . . . holds that everyone in this world has a unique talent,
and when they’re expressing themselves in that talent, then they lose
track of time. That’s known as dharma. (Chopra, 1993b, pp. 5-6)
The principle of timeless awareness may be one of the reasons Chopra
speaks of not having the intention of creating transformation. As described in the
poem about him, transformation is something that may spontaneously occur for
the patient and for him. Perhaps the notion is that if he were focusing on
creating transformation, he would be in time-bound awareness.
Outside of timeless awareness, we can create plans and designs with the
intention of these guiding us in the manifestation of a vision or attainment of
specific goals, while missing the opportunities for the actual transformational
moment that occurs in the now. Often, leaders and change agents are pursuing
the plan and missing the moment. Early in my career, I had this experience
when I used to separate my role from who I was. I would concentrate on what I
thought "I was supposed to be doing” and, as a result, did not feel connected fully
to the organism or to my true self.
Timeless awareness gives the transformer access to unlimited
consciousness, resulting in a flow of awareness and information matching each
situation, so that the organism can be aware of how their current phenomenon
relates to their past experience and potential future. Among the co-researchers
from the individual contexts, Vicara and Calhoun speak most explicitly regarding
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this principle. Powell speaks of timeless awareness when he and his colleague
made the discovery which led to their inventing the holographic interferometer.
The discovery was a spontaneous one (see Appendix G).
Among the co-researchers whose examples were in the organizational
context, a few were clear that their strategic focus was outside of time (Funches,
Diamond, Johnston) and Delano discussed experiences with timelessness outside
of the context of the organization. She also speaks of the rapidity of events
whenever she is clear and focused, knowing she is moving in the right direction.
Organizational leaders may often be more occupied with attaining a particular
change and with implementing a particular plan than they are with working in the
moment, spontaneously.
Notably, working in timeless awareness does not preclude the transformer
from creating preferred scenarios of experiences. For example, I cited Johnston
earlier when he described preparing energetically for a large community meeting
which was expected to be adversarial. The strategic work occurred in
consciousness prior to the event in linear time. Once in the situation, the leader
or change agent has the option to focus on the past, and attempt to recreate a
previous experience; to focus on the desired future and what he or she or the
organism wants to create; or to focus on the organism now and move into
timeless awareness.
,

The Transformer Is /Has Been Where the Organism's Vision Is. There is

variation among co-researchers regarding this principle, since some are resolving
the issues that the organism has simultaneously, while working with the organism;
others are on "the other side," so to speak, of these issues, having reached
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resolution. A few may not even be aware of themselves in terms of present
patterns or past history in relation to the organism’s issues.
The difference in where co-researchers appear to be in terms of this
principle has to do with their beliefs about looking within and their beliefs about
and readiness to transform themselves, leaving old patterns behind. For example,
if a change agent or leader does not think it is possible to resolve past patterns
completely and values his or her limiting patterns for the emotional charge or
connections to others he or she gains through these patterns, he or she is not
likely to seek or have an experience of resolution. Traditional change approaches
may even result in working on patterns but never breaking through these, as
noted by Vicara (1993), Funches (1993), and Calhoun (1993).
This principle is contrary to a more popular notion in OD expressed in my
observations of the OD at the 1993 National OD Network Conference. Some of
the senior professionals on a panel (in which I participated) expressed the
significance of thinking of oneself as a companion on the journey with the client,
rather than someone who has resolved the issues the client is facing or who
knows something about the new territory the client (organism) is seeking.
Certainly, the spirit of being a fellow-traveler in evolution is accurate and useful
in theory and practice. The intensity of chaotic situations in today’s organizations,
however, may confront change agents with our own anxieties about not having
answers from the knowledge base and belief system of the behavioral sciences.
As the organisms to which we consult and lead find themselves in deep waters, it
may be helpful if they are working with someone who is on the other side of the
inner experience of their particular transformation.
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Another key aspect of the transformer being where the organism’s vision is
has to do with the ability to match the vibration or frequency of the vision in
consciousness and energy. Some co-researchers, for example, speak of "holding
the space" in consciousness or in the quantum foam for the organism in relation
to a particular vision (Diamond, Vicara, Calhoun, Funches, Johnston).
Finally, "being where the vision is" may translate into the importance of
"not being able to lead anyone to where you haven’t been at least in
consciousness" (Funches, 1993). Some co-researchers identify with situations
based on past lifetimes. Others identify based on current and previous
experiences. Diamond, like the organism, feels divorced from parts of herself, yet
she is able to feel the potential peace through her love for the whole of Cyprus.
McDonald, a former career diplomat and Ambassador, is sponsoring peer
mediation skills for students, a variation on his personal experience in military
and international settings among peers and others. Delano is helping the
company build an involvement culture and she has done the same in her
department. The transformer may not have the same vision as the organism, but
if we look beneath the surface, we can see a pattern which they have experienced
(or are experiencing).
The Transformer Works from/Aspires to an Inner Knowingness and Is
Ahead of the Wave. This principle is also consistent with Lewis and Kuhnert’s
notion about transformers operating based on a strong internal sense of values
about which they have a strong personal knowledge base. Their knowingness
evokes a confidence in followers. Several co-researchers expressed finding or
having a sense of knowing that comes from an expanded consciousness (Powell,
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Diamond, Johnston, Funches, Vicara, Calhoun) and/or their own inner certainty
about their vision, their strategy, or some other critical decision (McDonald,
Hudson, Delano, Williamson).
Co-researchers vary in the extent to which they depend on external
indicators to develop their certainty, or whether their certainty comes first from
within, with external indicators possibly being validators, yet they all aspire to the
inner knowingness. Co-researchers also vary in the extent to which they seem to
need or seek external validation for their knowingness. Chopra, for example, is
clear that the need for external approval of one’s truth is an indication of the lack
of being transformed oneself. One is not free.
In the purest sense, working from inner knowingness means that external
validation is not required, though it may be prevalent. One’s knowingness is
likely to precede the existence of physical indicators which would validate the
knowledge for others. Working from inner knowingness, by definition, means that
the validation comes from within. When we rely on external validation, it can
create confusion. Johnston (1993) recalls:
I lived a relatively typical, suburban, Chicago childhood, except that
I always knew I was different from everybody else. Part of that
difference was that I always knew what people were thinking. I
assumed that everybody knew what everybody else was thinking, and
I didn’t realize, really, until I got to college, that there was
something unique in my perceptual abilities. Up until that time, it
was nothing but confusing and difficult to deal with. What I
realized is, most people said one thing and did something else, or
thought one thing and said something else. That’s what made it
confusing for me, because I could always tell what they were
thinking, and then they would say something different. I thought I
was the one that was misunderstanding. And I spent, really, the
first 17 years of my life . . . thinking that I had a hard time
communicating; and that I had a hard time understanding what
people were really saying, (pp. 1-2)
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Despite the quality of the transformer’s inner knowingness, the organism
may require information that matches its mindset to share the transformer’s
perceptions. At the same time, providing information from a presumably rational
mindset does not necessarily influence an organism who has a reason to perceive
this information differently. Finally, working from an inner knowingness does not
mean that it is always useful for the transformer to communicate all of what he
or she knows to the organism at a given point in the relationship. Both the
knowingness and knowing how and when to communicate are a result of the
transformer’s gift of discernment (Funches, 1989).
It is the inner knowingness of the transformer and/or the transformer’s
advisors that helps the organism be "ahead of the wave," as Hudson advocates.
Many organizations and managers avoid being pioneers, as Hudson has been
called, because of the riskiness, potential failure, and level of criticism that goes
with doing something that has not been done before. Particularly in the
organizational examples of the study [see the poems, Chapter IV], the advantage
of seeing the potential opportunities and obstacles in advance put the transformer
and the organisms in position to act in a timely way and change, if they chose to
do so.
The Transformer and the Organism Are Co-Creating the Experience of
Transformation. This principle reflects the transformer’s view that he or she and
the organism/its members are responsible for co-creating the results of the work.
This principle was explicit for all the co-researchers whose examples were in the
individual context (Calhoun, Vicara, Powell, Chopra); and implicit for those
whose examples were as external consultants in the organizational context
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(Diamond, McDonald, Johnston). I also work from this principle as an external
consultant.
Where co-researchers’ examples were internal to the organizational context
(Delano, Hudson, Funches, Williamson, Johnston), the principle of co-creation
was clearest for Hudson, Johnston, and Funches, but also evident for Delano and
Williamson. The principle can be clouded by differentials in authority between
different members of the organism. The broader question is whether the
transformer experiences himself or herself as a co-creator in relation to the
organism as a whole. Hudson, for example, is clear that the transformer cannot
create the change alone, although he or she may have the vision. The idea of
leadership is to get people to want to go in a direction in which they would not
otherwise want to go (Hudson, 1993). That is, they are going in a direction that
is contrary to the current dominant cultural pattern. So, she creates a process in
which parts of the system engage in dialogue about the direction of the change.
She is convinced about taking the out-sourcing route for their computer
operations long before the rest of the organization is, yet she invites their input
and they respond. A subset of the system votes on specific decisions in the
change process. Consensus is not necessary, however, in reflecting this principle
in Hudson’s leadership practice.
Although we did not ask this question, all co-researchers may vary in
whether they view themselves as equals in relation to the organism. Vicara
mentions working "master to master," acknowledging her role in helping the
organism awaken, remember, and transform themselves. Powell discusses the
importance of the "two-handled bucket" in establishing an equal relationship with
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the organism; it is a condition for him to work. Yet, these co-researchers are
clearly more evolved in their mastery than many of the organisms with which they
work. Experiencing themselves as co-creators of the experience, and as equals,
does not translate into negotiating with organisms about process. The previous
discussion on involvement [Principle B8 and Principle C4] clarifies their control
of the approach to be taken in helping the organism learn what it needs to learn.
In the organizational contexts, co-researchers may appear to act as if they
view themselves as less than or more than various parts of the organism or the
organism as a whole. My interpretation of their respective actions when I
investigated more deeply, however, was more related to the co-researcher’s
to theoutcbmes of the situation in relation to the orpanism.
In the organizational contexts, co-researchers appear to be more attached to the
outcomes and to the notion of whether the organism transforms or not; in the
individual contexts, co-researchers appear to be committed to the organism and
to the agreement for transformation, but not attached to the outcome of whether
the organism transforms or not. The attitude is more, "If they choose to, fine; if
not, fine." In organizations, co-researchers are often charged with creating a
particular outcome. For Williamson, it was to implement the worldwide split of
the company and create a profitable result. For Hudson, the charge was to make
an unprofitable business profitable.
The organization as an organism may or may not be interested in this
result or in the same strategy as the co-researcher. Regardless, they are all co¬
creating the experience. The transformers in this study see themselves this way.
Most of them experience responsibility for using a process that is likely to result
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in particular outcomes, still recognizing the organism's choice to leap forward and
stay in forward motion or to move backwards towards the status quo. They are
committed to seeing that a shift takes place (because that is part of their
responsibility); but they are not attached to having to have this outcome. This
commitment leads to them doing their part and "going all the way," leaving the
responsibility to shift or not to the organism. If a leader does not perceive the
self as an equal in relation to the organism, he or she may pull back from full use
of self, not "going all the way," or using options to which he or she has access.
This principle is consistent with the traditional OD notions about
collaborative action inquiry, but inconsistent with the level of mutual negotiation
that OD practitioners engage in with organisms regarding process. Also, the
co-researchers appear to accept responsibility for how their processes link to
placing the organism in the probable position of transforming. Vicara’s approach
is one reflection of this aspect of the principle in operation. The organism’s
options for doing anything other than transforming are substantially decreased by
the combination of the focused awareness co-created by the co-researcher and the
organism; and an environment that is absent of the triggers that evoke the
organism’s dominant patterns.
Originally, T-group leaders experienced themselves as co-creating such an
environment, a cultural island where members are removed from their normal
environments. Transformation, however, may be less of a goal in the current
practice of such structures, compared to a broad range of other goals about group
process and interpersonal skills.
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Finally, the co-creation of the experience by the transformer and the
organism includes understanding how the two select one another. In the
organizational and individual cases, there was a significance to nine of these
about how the relationships began. Despite the tensions that may exist because
of the difference between the dominant culture and the co-researcher, they
selected each other (overtly or covertly), bringing the opportunity for a
transformational experience.
Hudson (1993), for example, is extroverted and was brought into a position
where her immediate predecessors were introverted. This occurred on three
different occasions when she played a significant role as a transformer. In each
case, her style played a dramatic role in the situation. Williamson (1993) was
brought in as a leader in a company that always used their own ranks for the top
position. The message inside was that there was no one in fine who was right for
the job, so he came in from another part of the business. I was recruited to
come back onto the Board by a person who later had difficulty with my approach
once I became Chair. Moreover, the membership had elected a Board of
members who were not senior in the system and less clear about abiding by
unspoken rules. I accepted and initiated an effort along with others that I knew
would result in several major challenges. From beginning to end, we co-create
the transformational experience.

Kev Principles. Transformation, and The REAP Model
The preceding section on principles illustrates guiding truths for
co-researchers regarding transformation and use of self as an instrument.
Studying co-researchers’ comments from the perspective of principles resulted in
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deepening my understanding of transformation and use of self. This section
presents linkages I discovered between these principles, transformation theory,
and The REAP Model.
Earlier in Chapter

n, we discussed four aspects of transformational

processes, three of which were discussed by Lawlor (1982); and all of which were
discussed in the section on alchemy. The four aspects can also be referred to as
transformational moments in which one or more of the four aspects occur:
destructuring, generative, formative, and regenerative. Given the clarity in
alchemy, sacred geometry, gestalt psychology, and biology about the destructuring
aspect of transformation, I include this fourth moment as a distinct act, rather
than enfolding it into one of the other three notions. Since transformation is a
momentary, all-of-a-sudden phenomenon to the co-researchers, all of the
moments may occur as one, rather than in a linear sequential experience. Even
in this moment of simultaneous shifting, it is useful to consider the detail of what
is occurring.
We can consider the previous principles evoked by the statements and
actions of the co-researchers in terms of these transformatoinal processes, for
example. Several of the principles express the destructuring aspect in terms of
resolving issues of the past and removing limitations. To do this requires
destructuring a current reality and/or pattern, which may be a manifestation of
the past as we think of it. Principles about giving life to a new concept, pattern,
or vision express the generative aspect of transformation. Principles about this
concept is brought into physical form express the formative aspect. Finally, the
regenerative aspect is reflected in principles about producing and reproducing the
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results. In terms of The REAP Model, Reflect and Release matches the
destructuring moment; Envision and Engage represents the generative moment;
Activate and Assimilate matches the formative moment; and Position and
Produce represents the regenerative moment (see REAP in Chapter II).
On Table 5.5, we can examine the second category of principles, Principles
for Transformation, in terms of these aspects of transformation and REAP.
Certainly some principles relate to every aspect of the model and not to a
particular moment. I indicate this by including these ideas in each category. The
challenge, given the findings in the preceding section about time and order, is to
see the categories as a distribution of order, moreso than a distribution of time.
That is, these are aspects to which most co-researchers attend; but these aspects
need not be diffused over time.
On Table 5.6, we can examine the third category of principles, Principles
for Use of Self as an Instrument. The same caveat applies in terms of order and
time. Figure 5.1 may assist in helping us view the timeless nature of the
experience.
The primary insight for me in arranging the information in this way is to
observe the perspective moving from a line into a circle, where the ending and
the beginning are as one. For example, there is a tendency to think of Position
and Produce as the last thing that happens in the process of REAP from a linear
sequential standpoint. From a circular standpoint, however, one begins at the
end as much as one begins at the beginning. There is an order and no time. If
we draw the circle in, from the center, all of the items also collapse. The Unique
Organism Principle of transformation [Principle B12] is as much the beginning as
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Table 5.5
Principles of Transformation and REAP

The Destructuring Moment-Reflect and Release Limitations
B1
B2
B3
B5
B8

Transformation occurs when the organism is ready to move beyond
its comfort zone.
The organism desires the potential creation.
Resistance is an asset and/or limitation for transformation.
Release the past; make the future now; just do it.
The transformer controls the process: the organism and
transformer control the direction.

The Generative Moment-Envision and Engage the Future
B2
B7
B8

The organism desires the potential creation.
Transformation occurs beyond limits in space, time, matter, and
consciousness.
The transformer controls the process: the organism and
transformer control the direction.

The Formative Moment-Activate and Assimilate the Change
B5
B9
BIO

Release the past; make the future now; just do it.
Transformation requires going all the way-not changing
incrementally.
To transform, the organism accelerates faster than its dominant
culture/pattem.

The Regenerative Moment-Position and Produce the Vision
Bll
B12

Once conceived, the transformation is already done.
Once transformed, the organism becomes who it truly is, uniquely.

For All Moments
B4
B6

Transformation entails working with energy.
Transformation is an all of a sudden/flash phenomenon, occurring
in the now.
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Table 5.6
Principles for Use of Self as an Instrument and REAP

The Destructuring Moment-Reflect and Release Limitations
Cl
C2
C4
C8

The transformer is a clear channel for the organism’s
transformation.
The transformer moves beyond his or her and the organism’s inner
limits.
The transformer controls the process; the organism and transformer
control the direction.
The transformer forms alliances within the organism and outside.

The Generative Moment-Envision and Engage the Future
C4
C5
C6
C7

The transformer controls the process; the organism and transformer
control the direction.
Seeing ahead, the transformer channels his or her energy and focus
in one direction.
The transformer establishes a frame of reference from the past and
serves as a symbol of the future.
The transformer communicates directly and makes the invisible
potential visible.

The Formative Moment-Activate and Assimilate the Change
C9

The transformer moves forward on/as the vision with confidence
and commitment.

The Regenerative Moment-Position and Produce the Vision
C8
The transformer forms alliances within the organism and outside.
Cll The transformer is/has been where the organism’s vision is.
C12 The transformer works from an inner knowingness and is ahead of
the wave.
C13 The transformer and the organism are co-creating the experience of
transformation.
For All Moments
C3
The transformer brings love, peace, and joy from within.
CIO The transformer works in the now, in timeless awareness.
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Figure 5.1.

Transformation and Use of Self Principles with REAP in
Simultaneous Motion
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Bl, the Readiness Principle. In fact, it would be more powerful even to compare
B2 and B12 as equivalent beginnings and endings, where B2 is the Desire
Potential Principle and B12 is the Unique Principle. This communicates that the
organism desires to be that which it is most deeply, the potential latent design.
When the desire and the unique design come together through the organism and
the transformer as co-creators and (the transformer being a clear channel for this
process), there is a continuous proportion that is transformative in nature. It is a
flow that is a leap; but it is only discontinuous from a linear view.
Likewise for the Use of Self principles: the Clear Channel and Beyond
the Limits Principles [Cl and C2] and Inner Knowingness Ahead of the Wave
and Co-Creation Principles [C12 and C13] are as much beginnings and endings

equivalently. The implication, as illustrated by several co-researchers, is that the
shift is made when the transformer and organism commit to the transformation.
This is certainly evident in my practice with organisms who have transformed
themselves. Once we begin the work, it is already done. The way we agree to
work reflects it, the contract reflects it, the entry reflects it, the preparation
reflects it. It is almost as if, by selecting me, they have agreed to shift. When we
come together, we are unfolding what we have already created in consciousness,
as Calhoun (1991, 1993), Talbot (1991), Toben and Wolf (1982), and Vicara
(1993) have illustrated.
Calhoun (1993b) best describes this process:
You know what steps you need to take. You know what needs to
happen. You assign those, you keep them in order. Let’s say that
five things need to happen, or ten things need to happen. You
keep them in the order that they need to happen, and you put them
in a circle. And you can do that literally or figuratively. Then what
you do is take energy and you basically imagine the energy as a
loop, like a needle and threat. It’s going to make a circle out of
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those things. It's going to draw them closer together. So what you
do is, you take the order and you maintain that, but you actually
put the things together, so it's like a domino effect. The energy
you’re putting into the first thing catalyzes the second, the third, the
fourth, the fifth things, and so forth. But it happens for you outside
of time. You just use the order, and you use your own energy, and
you create a consensus. So you lasso it in, pull it in, and connect
the things together so that they happen much more quickly, (pp. 7-

8)
Finally, I have worked with seven core principles in the past, underlying
my work with REAP and use of self. The findings of the participants lead me to
understand more than before in this regard. I have added to the principles that
have been influencing me, but have not been explicit (see Table 5.7).

The Inner World of Co-Researchers’ Emotions
The application experience used by co-researchers to illustrate an example
of leading transformation gave us a window into the inner world of emotions.
The nature of cultural differences and time available for the interview may have
made this exploration more difficult than it would have otherwise been. I
intuitively recognized an emotional charge in some situations, for example, where
the co-researcher may not have been acknowledging any emotion. In such cases,
I probed for depth.
It is also possible that responses were influenced by cultural biases for and
against certain emotions; such as women not expressing anger as often as men;
men not expressing hurt as often as women. Also, in some situations where a
person labeled their emotions, the term they used did not always match my sense
of the emotion at hand. As a result, I found it important to test the independent
perceptions of the Research Associates and to note the intuitive panel for
triangulation.
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Table 5.7
Seven Core REAP Principles and Co-Researchers, Principles
of the Organism and the Universe

The Absolute Principle*
A1
A2
A3

There is an overall design. It is potential, it is consciousness, it is changing
The design is in the macrocosm and the microcosm.
Every organism has a unique purpose.

The Relative Reality Principle*
A6

Perceptions are reality to the organism.

The Co-Creation Principle
A8
A9

We co-create our own realities.
We create what we want: resistance and change, peace and conflict.

The Sow-REAP Principle
A3

Every organism has a unique purpose.

The Manifestation Principle

A9

What we can conceive, we can achieve.
We create what we want.

The Balance Principle

A4

It is possible to balance what has come before (because of A4).
Consciousness and energy function beyond and within the limits of time and space.

The Reflective Principle
A7

What we see in others that we like or dislike is a reflection of the self.

The Harmony Principle
We are designed to live in harmony with one another and the environment.
The Unity Principle*
A10

Everyone and everything are interconnected. Separation is an illusion.

The Unlimited Principle
A4

Consciousness and Energy function beyond and within the limitations of space and
time.

•The asterisk means that the principle has not previously been cited with REAP.
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The findings in this area are limited by the fact that we were not
examining several cases of transformation for each co-researcher. Hence, we lack
self-reported data from them about how they tend to respond emotionally across
a variety of situations. The findings do help us to explore a range of emotional
responses within the group.
It would also be of interest to know whether the emotions of coresearchers apply more to certain aspects of transformation than to others. For
example, do most people tend to be excited at the beginning, angry or afraid in
the middle, and peaceful at the end? This question presumes a phase-like
process, although we have established in the study that transformation is a
momentary/flash phenomenon. In this case, findings did not indicate a particular
pattern of emotions associated with timing in the process of leading
transformation. Follow-up information is needed to know whether each person
experienced one particular emotion more frequently than other emotions.
There were instances for men and women where the emotions of the
organism were more present and salient to the situation than the emotions of the
co-researcher, who may have been without emotion regarding aspects of the
experience. Exploring the area of emotions open among co-researchers also
opens a window of recognition not often found in leadership or organization
development/transformation literature-the legitimacy of "no emotion" which may
accompany the state of "no-mind" or at least the state of detachment.
As a result of this portion of the analysis, I now appreciate that studying
the inner world of emotions by itself would constitute a solid focus for a heuristic
study: What are the most common emotional experiences? What is the basis or
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source of these emotions? What is the perceived impact of the emotions on
others? How do transformers use their emotions to support/interfere with the
process of transformation? What role does "no-emotion" have in use of self as an
instrument of transformation?
The Charges of Emotion
To emote means to put into motion. We can think of emotions as energy
in motion. Since emotions are energy, these have a positive and negative charge.
Having a positive or negative charge does not mean that an emotion is good or
bad. Attributing good and bad would be like making a positive cable good and a
negative cable bad when using these polarities of energy to charge a battery.
Positive charges send energy out, while negative charges draw energy in (Stone,
1986).
Many words were used by co-researchers to describe their emotions during
the experience when I asked, "How did you respond (thoughts, feelings, actions)
and how did your responses change over time?" In this section, I concentrate on
identifying the range of emotions and those particular emotions that appear to be
present for almost all co-researchers.
On Table 5.8, we show the range of emotions and the relative charges. I
use the term relative charges to convey how we tend to think of these emotions
in Western civilization.
Examples of Emotions in Expression
The range of emotions mentioned by co-researchers in relation to their
application experience includes feeling: alone, afraid, hurt, angry, sad, excited,
love, joy, and grace/humility. These were not the exact words of each person.
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Table 5.8
The Range of Emotions of Co-Researchers

Negative Charge

Co-Researcher

Neutral

Positive Charge

Co-Researcher

Alone
[Lonely, Separated
from Self]

Flinches
Powell
Williamson**
Diamond**

Chopra
Vicara
Funches
Calhoun
Hudson
Powell

Excited
[Eager, Adventure
Challenged]

Funches, Hudson,
Williamson,
Johnston,
McDonald, Powell,
Delano, Calhoun**

Angry
[Irritated,
Frustrated,
Livid]

McDonald
Hudson
Williamson**

Joyous
[Happy, Thrilled
Ecstatic, Fun]

Delano, Vicara,
Funches, Johnston,
Diamond, Vicara,
Calhoun, Powell,

Afraid
[Anxious, Fear,
Cautious]

Hudson, Punches
Johnston, Delano**

Love/Peace
[Heartfelt]

Chopra, Diamond,
Calhoun, Funches,
Powell

Sad
[Regretful]

Williamson
Calhoun
Funches
Flinches, Diamond

Gracious/Humble
[Blessed, Grateful]

Funches

Proud
[Victorious]

Williamson,
McDonald,
Powell**

Hurt
[Pain]

Note: These emotions relate to the application experience used by
co-researchers, rather than to the range of emotions expressed in their other
transformational processes. There were also co-researchers who at critical times
in the process, under substantial pressure, including life or death, resistance
and/or criticism, expressed no emotion and were detached. These are listed
under a neutral category above, with the emotion being "no emotion." Several
co-researchers (**) are placed above because of the common view of Research
Associates, not because they stated their emotions in these exact words.
Variations in words used to describe the emotional category above are cited. The
placement of the variations above does not indicate the emotional owner. In
some cases, we lack sufficient data about emotions. Exclusions of a person from
a category does not mean they lacked that emotion.

and each person did not have this range of emotions. In the paragraphs below, I
note some of the variations on the terms used by co-researchers on the preceding
Table.
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As significant as the feelings that were mentoned are the ones that were
not mentioned by co-researchers in the interviews. No one mentioned feeling
incompetent or inadequate to the overall task at hand. There was only one case
where the co-researcher still apears to feel quite angry toward one of his or her
opponents in a specific project, despite the passage of time. On the whole,
co-researchers expressed more positive than negative emotions as they worked in
the specific experience.
Many emotions tended to come in pairs. For example, when I felt afraid it
was in combination with excitement:
I was on my way to what I knew was a major confrontation with
some members about the Bethel decision. I was going early
because I wanted to address what needed to be addressed now,
rather than wait until things festered more. I had seen this coming
and was not surprised that somepeople were angry and upset. I felt
like that moment before you do something that’s new. As I peered
through consciousness to see what was there, I said to myself,
"Wow, this could be like going into a war zone!" At the thought of
war, at first I felt a bit afraid and then the excitement kicked in.
Nothing was going to be hidden now. Whatever was in there was
going to really come out. I started feeling more and more excited
because I knew that much needed to get on the table if there would
ever be the probability of moving forward. We’d need to look
inside at what we were really holding onto in this organization.
(Funches, 1991b)
Feeling Alone. Despite the fact that some organizational co-researchers
had at least one close colleague or partner inside with whom they worked closely,
and some had outside resources to provide support (Hudson, Funches,
Williamson), feeling alone occasionally was a reality for a few. Conceptually,
these terms are somewhat different. In the first case, one may feel alone or be
aware of one’s aloneness without feeling lonely. Lonely expresses more of the
sense of longing for another or for a connection which is absent. One may be in
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touch with one's aloneness without necessarily also feeling lonely. Feeling alone
was an emotional state I sensed with most co-researchers, although each person
did not discuss it.
There is an aspect to aloneness that is considered to be a part of the
transformation process and part of one’s evolution as a master in matters of
transformation. Ultimately, we are each left to fathom ourselves in relation to
our evolution. We may have guides, we may have helpers, teachers, and partners.
Transforming oneself, however, is essentially a choice that is made in the singular
and acted upon in the same way, despite whoever says they are with you. A
person who is experiencing his or her aloneness may also be growing spiritually.
At the same time, it would be important for a person’s evolution to be able to
experience and receive the support from others as well as to be able to recognize
their aloneness in an existential sense.
Master Djway Khul is cited by Eastcott (1980):
There comes a time in the training of any disciple when he [she]
must stand alone, and feel sometimes he has been deserted. .. .
There are interludes in which he [she] is held by nothing in the
world of form. ... The interludes of silence, withdrawingness and
detachment are frequently difficult and dark. ... He [she] is
appalled by the unknown and by the apparently empty stillness in
which he [she] finds himself [herself], (p. 127)
I certainly had this feeling in my experience. I had been making several
significant changes in my own life which placed me differently in relationships
and in my own consciousness than I had been previously. I was becoming more
detached from the world of form, the more deeply I reached internally. At the
same time, I was engaged actively and interactively with this entire system, the
Board, and our new vision. It was almost as if it was part of my initiation or rite
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of passage to go through this moment where it would feel as if I was hanging out
on a limb alone, despite those who were also with me. It is because it was a time
for me to act on what I saw needed to happen whether anyone agreed with me or
not. I could only act in accordance with my own personal power; I could not
decide for the total group. But, there were times when those who agreed with
the direction we were taking were deafening in their silence. I could only say,
"This is the way it’s supposed to be for your right of passage, Darya."
For different reasons, Hudson and Williamson may have felt in some way
that they were being left to handle their situations when the resistance got tough.
In both of these cases, the top manager in the corporation supported the
direction of the changes. In both cases, however, the co-researchers were the
ones who had to "convince" or persuade their peers that the direction was the
best one to take. Therefore, when there was strong resistance by the peers of the
co-researcher, there was no intervention on the part of the top manager.
Notably, the two co-researchers were not complaining about this situation; but
they were aware that they were on their own (especially Williamson), despite
internal and external support, in terms of making the change happen.
All three situations, however, led me to consider the possibility that this
particular aspect of aloneness is part of the initiation, if you will, that is tacitly
accepted by the person leading transformation. It was almost as if none of the
co-researchers really expected things to be any different than this or as if they
knew handling the situation without protection was a part of the work. Perhaps
there is a covert agreement within ones^fflmd between oneself and the system
that the leader will do that which is outside the boundaries of acceptability and
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will stay engaged with the organism as it struggles to engage with and join this
movement or not (see Principle C13). If other formal and informal leaders were
to join and intervene at every critical incident along the way, they would not be
dealing with their own ambivalence about the far-reaching movement of the
transformer, and the initiation would not be in force. This agreement would be
implicit, also, since none of the co-researchers went to others and asked for their
intervention to address the resistance. After all, one of the reasons that the
transformer comes is to help the organism to go further than it is otherwise able
(or willing) to go without such leadership.
Hence, the transformer is operating outside of the protection, if you will,
of the conventional boundaries of the organism. In doing so, he or she may be
shifting personal patterns reflecting the limitations the organism experiences.
When a person leading transformation releases his or her attachment to the
patterns that have previously bound one in relation to the patterns of the
organism, there is an aloneness. Eastcott (1980), again, captures it as follows:
Horizons change as each state is negotiated, just as with the
mountain climber, and this means that we have to make
commensurate adjustments in our lives, find new resources and
replacements for what we have left behind, and redeploy our
energy-and time. (p. 127)
He reminds us that Christ warned his disciples about this stage in the process of
transformation and evolution:
Christ stressed the need for substitution and positive action in many
of his parables. Elimination is not enough; the void left renders the
last state of that man worse than the first, for into a void may come
many kinds of twisting currents. We have therefore to be on our
guard against negativity at this stage. The dying-out of emotional
reaction may well leave us . . . like a boat with no wind in its sails.
It can be a bleak and lonely time, but recognizing its cause does
much to lessen its problems, (p. 127)
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The experience of being alone may also occur for transformers who work
with individuals instead of organizations. Powell speaks about valuing
transformational work highly, yet he finds it to be a lonely experience (Powell,
1993).
Whether the transformer experiences aloneness as a result of being left or
aloneness as a result of his or her disengaging from conventional patterns, both
dynamics represent a shift into potential unchartered territory of the organisms in
question and possibly for the transformer as well. When understood, the
aloneness can be valuable as an indication of the detachment of the transformer
from the world of form and limitation. This detachment is different than the
transformer being unable to accept or receive gifts from the environment. It is a
detachment from limitations in consciousness and energy.
Feeling Excited. The most commonly mentioned emotion was excitement.
Variations included feeling challenged, inspiring, adventurous, and eager. Almost
each co-researcher mentioned some variation of this emotion in relation to their
application experience. Feelings of being challenged are included here because
those who mentioned it were primarily feeling excited and thrilled about the
challenging situation. Even situations where the co-researcher also felt some fear
were often accompanied by excitement, as in the situation I described earlier.
For example, when I asked Hudson (1993) if there was ever a time she was
afraid, she responded "Yes," and explained as follows:
We have a system at Kodak where you can send anonymous letters
to the Chairman of the Board. We set a record for how many
anonymous letters went to the Chairmen ... about this project.
Fortunately, he was reasonably supportive, so it was not a problem.
There were a few times when we had some people upset, so I told
my secretary, "If a plain brown wrapped package comes in here, just
tell the Mail Room we don’t want those." But, really ... I didn’t
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feel overly threatened.... I mean it was tiring, but also it was
inspiring... . The adrenaline flows when you’re trying to get
something to happen that wouldn’t happen normally, (pp. 48-49)
Feeling Angry. Other variations here are annoyed, irritated, livid. Hudson
uses the word frustrated when speaking of her reaction to peers who persisted in
resisting the change. Williamson was also frustrated, if not angry, with people
who continually tried to block his movement on splitting Balcor. From his
perspective, people kept trying to hold onto their territory with the new move.
McDonald was angry with the manager who blocked a vote in which everyone
else was in agreement. He proceeded, effectively reversing this manager’s
decision. When this manager "pulled rank," and had him removed, McDonald
was quite angry and did not expect it to happen. Again, he felt confident that he
was right and the manager was irrational in the situation.
When one considers many of the situations with which co-researchers have
been faced in the process of leading transformation: anonymous hate mail,
threats, public ridicule, job loss, negative attributions about their character and
integrity, it is interesting that more people did not express anger. This may have
to do with one or both of two factors: Some co-researchers were not surprised by
the level or intensity of the criticism they got, given what they were doing; and
some were clear and balanced within themselves about the issues directed toward
them, so they were not defensive or offensive about the attacks. Both factors
were operative in my case, since I had done a lot of intensive work on myself in
relation to the process in which I was engaged.
Feeling Jovous. There was a lot of joy on the part of co-researchers for
those many moments when they had fun in the process of working with
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transformation. Johnston’s company was a situation in which he often "had a
blast"; he loved what he was doing and the people he was doing it with, and how
they were doing it. Diamond found a lot of joy in the dancing and cultural
activities with the people in Cyprus. Hudson says she always has a "lot of fun"
doing what she does. They had a lot of fun coming up with the vision, using the
song, presenting their ideas. Vicara was "thrilled" when her client made some
major movement at the end of their work, after so much resistance. It was all
part of the process. Delano was "ecstatic" when the organization decided to move
forward with the involvement strategy.
Feeling Afraid. Again, fear was not frequently expressed in these
situations. Earlier, I mentioned the combination of fear and excitement
mentioned by me and Hudson. Johnston was anxious when he thought he might
lose the contract even before he won it with the client who was known to be
exceptionally difficult in the business world. This propelled him into creating an
innovative approach that was mutually satisfactory to them both and revolutionary
in the industry.
The last professional experience I recall having in sharing information and
being afraid I might not be understood was during this change process in 1991. I
was giving a professional talk on my change model, in the midst of the week
when we were discussing the changes for Bethel. In the middle of the talk, I
remember feeling afraid about whether I could make myself understood with this
drastically different perspective I had on transformation and change, and
presenting it in a politicized rather than a learning environment. The protests did
not frighten me; that was part of what had been exciting-engaging with what
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people were actually thinking and feeling. What I found in this moment of fear
was an unresolved part of myself that was concerned about being understood.
This discovery was a blessing because I did not know it was there. I pinpointed
the source of the issue, balanced it out, and began to experience a freedom I had
not known before. As a result, I was able for the first time to feel like a
paraphrase of the statement I have heard the Dalai Lama make: "If this
information is useful to you, then good; if not, then never mind."
The one thing Hudson "lost sleep over" during the effort was the thought
that the project might not work out well for the employees. She did not want to
become known as the manager who brought in the union. As it turned out, the
situation went exceptionally well for employees. There is an awesome
responsibility, however, that goes with the role of making such a major move as a
leader. Some of Hudson’s anxiety had to do with concern that the outcome
would be good for the company and the employees. Notably, she was not
doubting the correctness of the direction.
As I examine the situations which appeared to evoke fear, it occurs to me
that many of the co-researchers can be considered risk takers, particularly in their
personal lives. What would evoke fear in many people are situations about which
the co-researchers may be relatively fearless. Hudson talks about "facing a fear
each year" as a way of growing. I initiate periods of what I call 'breaking a limit
a day" to move through fears and other limitations. Also, several co-researchers
have participated in various initiations over the years. In such experiences, one
often faces major fears and gives up comforts of the material world, making one
able to face threatening situations in transformational work relatively fearlessly.
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Feeling Love. Diamond fell in love with Cyprus and its people from the
first time she went. For her, the love she feels is a tool for the healing process.
Johnston uses his heart energy and love for people as a means of creating a
win-win environment. He has felt love for many of his clients and staff as he
worked with them regarding transformation. Powell develops a loving
relationship with the artist in his case and with the students he helps. Calhoun
expressed love with her client who chose to die, assisting her in her own
ascension. I felt a strong, long-term love for NTL as I worked to help develop
the vision and to hold a space for us to step into.
Feeling Sad. Calhoun has some sadness when her friend and client passed
over out of the physical realm. Although she respected the client’s choice to
move on, Calhoun wished she had been able to do for the client then what she is
capable of doing now. Williamson also expressed sadness. During the process of
splitting Balcor, he perceived many people who he had once respected as now
being only interested in maintaining their turf. He lost respect for them and felt
sad about his discoveries of what they were really like. My sadness had to do
with the loss of some relationships that I thought were stronger than they were.
When one set of my friends and I were in disagreement about the direction for
the organization and some of the Board’s specific decisions, the relationship
disappeared. It was an experience I had not had in my professional life. This
was a case where I knew there would be great tension, given the stakes involved.
Knowing this tension was coming did not stop me from feeling sad about the
actual loss when it occurred. In truth, I discovered the relationship was not what
I had thought it was. For this, I was even sadder.
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Feeling Gracious/Humble. When my leadership role ended, I had been
filled for several months, before and up to the last month, with a sense of
gratitude for the experience I had. I used to say, "I couldn't have paid for a
better lab.” The deeper into the work I got, the more humility I had about what
it really takes to balance out the past and hold the focus for the future in relation
to an entire system. Between the work I had done with my outside consultant on
personal transformation and the role itself, I had done several years worth of
learning in three years. I learned and I had the opportunity to contribute. The
gifts the organization and some of the members gave me in return only left me to
complete the circle. There were no words.
Feeling Hurt. Diamond speaks of the pain she feels on behalf of the
organism. She feels or takes on their pain. As a result, she becomes ill when
working with the group. My example of feeling hurt is connected to the loss of a
specific relationship discussed above.
Feeling Proud. Williamson felt victorious and proud of what he was able
to accomplish with the world-wide split of Balcor. Among co-researchers, he was
among the most excited about the tremendous lifetime opportunity that was
presented by the challenge of the business shift. He was equally proud about the
success in terms of dollars and timing. McDonald expresses pride for his
accomplishments with the peer mediation for students, which has been applied in
other states. On the whole, he expresses pride for all of the different efforts he
has led. As he says, 'Tve done so many; I can't pick any one.” Powell appears to
be proud of his students, proteges, and colleagues with whom he has used sacred
geometry as a transformational tool. He collects information on their
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accomplishments, and lets them speak for his contribution, moreso than speak for
it himself.
Feeling No Emotion. "No-emotion" appears to be a state of feeling held
by several participants at many times during critical incidents in the process of
their application experience. "No-emotion” requires detachment, not just from
outcomes, but from the events that occur in terms of emotions. When I am
detached, people may be angry with me or happy with me. They may shower me
with affection or criticisms and I do not create a new emotional peak or valley as
a result. Rather, I receive whatever is occurring in the flow, as it occurs and send
whatever energy it is appropriate for me to send through words and/or in pure
form. I am not reacting to the others’ emotion, nor do I join them in the same
emotional space. I may call my energy into motion (e-motion) to support the
organism’s transformation in that moment. In this instance, however, the energy
is not attached to my own personal experience. It is a vehicle for moving energy
in the total situation.
Chopra represents no-emotion whenhe talks about the client’s resistance to
get well, expressing that it is up to the client whether he wants to or not. It is
clear from all of the energy in Chopra’s expression that this is not just a
theoretical position or a description of a principle. Everything about what he says
and is not saying in this moment to me communicates the reality of his emotional
detachment. This patient’s desire to be healthy or ill is really the patient’s
business. Chopra is a resource.
Vicara describes no-emotion well when she is cited earlier, clarifying how
she knows the difference between her reactions in a situation and clear
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perception of the client’s energy regarding a situation. She explained the
difference between working from a state of consciousness where she is reading
the client’s emotions with no projection of her personal consciousness. If she has
emotional content in relation to the situation, she gets sensory cues telling her
this is the case. When she does not get such cues, she is clear and balanced on
the subject at hand.
During several critical incidents, there may have been various
co-researchers who worked from a state of no-emotion. Examples where I have
data about this being the case include Vicara, Funches, Hudson, and others.
Considering the experience of no-emotion led me to one conclusion and
two new possibilities of study: (1) No-emotion is an important state to be able to
function as a clear channel for the transformation process (Principle Cl);
(2) co-researchers may vary in the focus of their emotions; and (3) co-researchers
may vary in the extent to which the emotions in the situation were primarily an
expression of self and/or an instrument for the situation. Both statements in the
third item can be true at the same time; only if the co-researcher is conscious,
however, about the nature of and how he or she uses the emotion.
In the following section, I offer a brief discussion of the second area,
helping us to see the relative focus of emotions in a given situation.
Internal Versus External Focus of Emotions
I include this area because it helps me explore the nature of the focus of
my different emotional states. The placement of co-researchers on the following
diagram. Figure 5.2, is based on intuition and independent discussions with
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"B”

Emotions Based on Internal Focus

"C"

Emotions
Identifying
with
Organism

No-Emotions, Internal Clear Focus
"Dft

Figure 5.2. Focus of Emotional Experience
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Research Associates. There is no right or wrong place to be. What I am seeking
to capture is the range of ways in which the co-researcher appeared to be
focusing his or her emotions in the application experience. Again, the fact that
we have excluded someone from a given category does not mean they do not
express this particular focus. It means we didn’t have data about this being the
case. You can observe examples of these responses in the poems in Chapter IV
and/or in the preceding descriptions of emotions in this Chapter.
Point A on the diagram represents the co-researcher experience emotions
in reaction to what the organism is doing or not doing. These emotions may be
positive or negative in charge. Williamson’s sadness, for example, is here. Also,
Delano’s ecstasy about management’s decision to go forward with the involvement
strategy is here. My anxiety about being understood in the talk I was giving
belongs in this space also.
Point B on the diagram represents the times co-researchers were
experiencing emotions based on their own internal focus. Powell was eager
because he wants to share his knowledge in a passionate way. It also gives him
pleasure and joy to do so. I was excited when we reviewed the draft vision on
the Board for the first time, with all the drama and props, and so forth. It was
because I was experiencing the vision in action. I was it. I found the vision
exciting, so I was exciting. When others challenged what we had written, I did
not feel defensive. There was nothing to defend. Hudson’s enjoyment of having
a good time is an expression of this place on the diagram. She enjoys the
intensity, the challenge, the opportunity, the risk-taking, the creativity.
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Area C on the diagram is where co-researchers experience emotions
because they are identifying with the emotions of the organism. Diamond speaks
of "being in pain because I feel their pain." She appears to process emotions
through her body which can result in illness associated with the nature of the
conflict in the organism. She can be equally joyous in relation to their experience
as well. This is identification with the organism, rather than reacting to the
organism. When Powell talks about the kids he teaches to prove the Pythagorean
theorem, although they have always had difficulty with mathematics, he appears
to be as ecstatic as they are. The light goes on for him when it goes on for them.
It’s as if he is re-living the time he fell in love with the discovery of long division
all over again.
Area D is a clear space of no-emotion. I described examples of this
placement earlier.
In summary, co-researchers experienced a broad range of emotions during
the experiences of leading transformation. The majority of their emotional
responses to various situations were positive instead of negative emotions,
however. One important area to investigate further is the experience of
no-emotion and its relationship to use of self as an instrument, particularly being
a clear channel for the organism’s transformation. I have no definite conclusions
at this stage about the positive versus negative impact of co-researchers
emphasizing one or more of the other three areas of focus for emotions.
Possibilities, however, include that when co-researchers identify with the
experience of organisms, it can be the basis for a strong explicit connection
between them. When co-researchers are not able to identify with the experience,
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it may be experienced by some organisms as being too detached or distant.
When co-researchers emphasize reacting to the organism, it may place the
co-researcher in a less strategic position to transform the organism in accordance
with principles previously discussed. In reacting, he or she may not continue to
discern situations in accordance with highest potential. For example, I have seen
consultants limit the useful feedback they were prepared to give a group once
that group lauds the consultant with positive accolades about their helpfulness.
The consultant may be seduced away from engaging with the focus the organism
asked him or her to take.
The diagram on Figure 5.2 may be useful to change agents and
transformers to consider the areas of focus and emotions they tend to emphasize
and why. Do you aspire to emphasize one area over others in the future? What
is the impact of what you do now on you, the organism, and the work?

Three Dimensions of Experience
In the preceding five sections, we reviewed the backgrounds and
foundations of co-researchers, the principles guiding co-researchers’ experience,
and the concrete experiences of co-researchers in applying their truths to the
extent of their consciousness and abilities. In terms of concrete experience, I
illustrated these in two ways, through illustrating the principles in action and
through the emotions of the co-researchers.
i

There appears to be a relationship between these findings in terms of the
processes described. The diagrams in Figure 5.3 help to illustrate the dynamic,
which integrates the views thus far of many co-researchers and the literature.
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The co-researcher begins from a point of origin with an original design. He or she comes from the absolute point of all
potential, which is eternally present, with a design or purpose latent within.

• 4-The Eternal Now

He or she moves through the layers of the spectrum creating what becomes commonly known as a beginning, which later
becomes the past.

He or she proceeds in life experience, with his or her purpose uncovering itself, developing truths and principles from the
combination of internal and external information and experience. He or she is moving toward what is commonly defined
as the future.

Meanwhile, the latent potential is underneath. Through learning experiences, more is revealed to him or her.

Future

With principles consciously and unconsciously guiding experience, he or she attempts to match vision with reality and acts
in the now to manifest this truth above and below, in accordance with his or her original design potential, which always
exists in the eternal now and available for the latent future.

Future

Figure 5.3. Three Dimensions of Experience
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So, the co-researcher has a foundation, core and background experiences
which are translated into fundamental truths or principles which potentially
influence how he or she applies the use of self in a particular situation. The
emotions experienced in this process relate to meaning he or she makes of
events, which in turn relates to the history. Soul history would be between The
Now and the Past, whereas the common view of history is between the Past and
the Future, when seen from the Future. If we project into three dimensions, we
have a pyramid where the co-researcher can imagine the connections between his
or her past, aspirations for the future (vision), and experiences on the physical
plane with others. We can build upon this perspective as we review the
remainder of the findings.
For now, it is sufficient to use the diagram to consider the information on
each of the co-researchers. The background information is past experience. The
principles are experience projected as potential. The application examples,
including emotions, are illustrations of the potential expressed as the now. This
ultimately becomes the past again and builds one’s background, influences one’s
convictions about principles which then influences behavior and emotions.
Hudson, for example, always knew she could do whatever she wanted.
Although she achieved academically, she was the smart outsider. She pursued
athletics and, through her performance there, began to achieve recognition and
more self-esteem. She learned to find a way to connect and perform, even when
she lacked substantial social support. She knows the experience of being an
i

outsider and of being different. She was strongly influenced by the incident with
the potential riots on campus during college about the importance of
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communicating and engaging directly across boundaries of difference. Now, she
follows somewhat in her father’s footsteps by being in the company from which
he retired; she even got the office that once was his for one of her promotions.
She becomes an advocate for women in the male-dominated corporation
and a creative innovator who does almost outrageous things and gets
transformational results. She is not afraid to be first. She is not afraid to learn
or change her mind. In fact, she now creates forums and structures to enhance
just that opportunity. As her partner in the out-sourcing change effort, she
picked an ally who was an outsider in the culture; yet he had excellent ideas
which were not being heard. Together, they reinforced one another’s risk-taking
behavior in the context of a revolutionary move in their culture. She paid
attention to the business, the people, and the process.
In the following section on Circles of Mind and Energy, co-researchers
examine their ways of seeing/knowing, being, and doing. These ways are the
consciousness that holds the experiences we just discussed in unity.

Circles of Mind and Energy:
Wavs of Seeing. Knowing. Being, and Doing
Surrounding the three dimensions of experience where the co-researcher
enacts his or her discoveries and enacts his or her principles, moving through the
notions of past, present, and future is an energy field. The energy field is like
Donahue’s description of the universal pattern and the dialectromagnetic field in
Chapter II. It is a field of mind and energy, which we can think of as his or her
ways of creating reality. It is this field that is created energetically at the time
the organism comes into existence; and it is this field in which the specific
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background, principles, and applications are contained. The properties of this
field were apparent in the discussion of the principles and examples of actions of
co-researchers. Categorizing these ideas here, however, helps us to see the range
of differences and similarities among co-researchers more clearly.
•

Ways of Seeing: What is the apparatus and/or means through
which co-researchers perceive? What are the frames of
consciousness? I am using the term "seeing” loosely here to apply
to perception. Physical perception is usually through auditory,
visual, or kinesthetic means. I also refer here to perception through
consciousness of the mind, not the physical body.

•

Ways of Knowing: How do they know what they know? Do they
know it because of their internal experience or because of external
information? How do they discern the truth of what exists and how
do they discern the meaning of experience? There is a link here
between "knowing" and "seeing," which is called apperception. The
distance between the perceiver and that which is perceived is
removed in apperception. Apperception would exist in the domain
of the nonlocal or expanded mind.

•

Ways of Being: What are the co-researchers’ ways of being in
relation to the self, others, and the environment? What are the key
characteristics and identities that are reflected in their behavior
when they enact and/or aspire to principles? What is the range of
their being? Our ways of being may or may not match what we
know and the principles to which we aspire.
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•

Ways of Doing: What are the key themes in the co-researchers’
ways of doing transformation? These ways of doing influence how
the principles are enacted in the particular situation. Our ways of
doing may or may not match the principles to which we aspire.
V

'

In terms of strategic and tactical competence, Thayer (1961) discussed
earlier in Chapter II, the first two items appear to be in the arena of strategic
competence; the last area (Doing) in the arena of tactical competence; and the
third area (Being) is the bridge between strategic and tactical competence.
Ways of Being are the bridge, so to speak, because the focus is on self. It
is strategic competence to understand how the self fits in relation to the organism
and what this understanding means in terms of how to use the self. It is tactical
competence to be able to use the self in accordance with this understanding.
Given the link between seeing and knowing described above, I link these
two categories in organizing additional findings regarding the co-researchers’ use
of self. These three categories highlight the most salient themes we discovered
regarding self as an instrument among the eleven co-researchers. Three different
Research Associates identified these three or four categories as major meta¬
categories in the study, using slightly different language, but with similar meaning.
Another way to think of co-researchers in terms of ways of seeing, knowing,
being, and doing is as follows:
•

The transformer as an instrument of perception

•

The transformer as an instrument of knowledge/information
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•

The transformer as a Model

•

The transformer as an instrument of expression4

We then formed examples of the properties of each of the three categories
with the dimensions shown in the form of a scale. We placed the co-researchers
on the scale to help us perceive relative similarities and differences between coresearchers,5 since I did not develop or administer a survey instrument on which
they could place themselves. I developed the dimensions as a result of the
analysis of data.
On the occasions when we learned sufficient information to place a person
on a continuum in comparison to others, I excluded them. Hence, there are
some cases where all eleven co-researchers are not cited. In other cases, I make
a placement without full confirmation of its accuracy, but with agreement
between myself and a Research Associate about the person’s placement. The
exact placements are not relevant to understand the findings, so these remain part
of our background data.
I include Figure 5.4 to illustrate how we worked with the findings, using
letters for co-researchers. Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 are the actual summaries for
Ways of Seeing and Knowing, Ways of Being, and Ways of Doing, respectively.
Co-researchers who place at 5 and below are considered "Low to Medium" and
those who are 6 and above are counted as "Medium to High."

4Thanks to Jamal Ali for this version of the categorization.
5Thanks to N. Spann-Wilson for her assistance in this phase.
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Property: Substance of the Universe
Dimensions: Perceiving the World as Energy vs. Perceiving the World as
Matter

CF

H
A E L G
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G
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10 9876543210123456789 10

On the above continuum a co-researcher may appear on both sides
of the zero point for this item. For others, the scale is 1 to 10 and
the placement ranges from low to high, as shown below.

Property: Confidence in Own Knowingness
Dimensions: Low vs. High

123456789 10

Figure 5.4. Ways of Seeing and Knowing
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Table 5.9
Ways of "Seeing" and Knowing

PrcHly
1. Substance of
the Universe

2. Nature of Time

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions
Energy

Matter

Both

7

7

3

Simultaneous/
Multi-Dimensional

Expanded Mind/
Superconsciousness

Sees Multiple Reality
as a Whole

Both

6

Sees Parts,
Fragments of
Reality

Both

4

Awareness Is
Slow to Emerge

Rapid/Quick
Awareness

Both

4

7

6. Depth of Perception

Sensory-Motor
Consciousness

6

9

5. Speed of Perception

1

8

9

4. Angle of Perception

Both

4

8

3. Type of Consciousness

Linear/
Sequential

Sees Reality Behind
the Evident

Sees the Evident
as Reality

3

10

Both

2

Continued, next page
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Table 5.9~Continued

Proper

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

7. Foundation of
Perception

Open, Unstructured

Mind

Physical Body
(5 Senses)

9

9. Span of Perception

10. Source of
Knowingness

11. Consciousness of
Intuitive Process

3

Perceives Across
Dimensions of Space
and Time

Both

1

Perceives Within
Local Space and
Time

Unknown

6

4

1

Internal

External

Both

9

6

4

Follows Consciously

Follows Unconsciously

Low to Medium

Both

2

5

8

12. Confidence in Own
Knowingness

Both

4

7

8. Location of Antennae
for Sensing

Pre-Conceived
Structured

Medium to High

8

3

Continued, next page
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Table 5.9-Continued

Property

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

13. Responsibility
for Creation of
Reality

Reality is CoCreated

Only the Dominant
Create Reality

9

5

477

Both

3

Table 5.10
Ways of Being6

Property

1. Response to Influence
(Process and Direction
on the Whole)

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

Receptive to
Outer Influence

6

2. Place in Activity

9

Initiator

4

4. Connectedness

2

Exists Consciously
on One Level
Both

1

6

Connected to the
Whole

Attached to Parts
Both

1

6

6

5. Attachment to People

Both

5

Exists Consciously
at Multiple Levels
of Universe

Having No Ties

Having Loyalties

9

5

Both

4

Joiner

7

3. Levels of Existence

Resistance to
Outer Influence

Both

4

Continued, next page

6Some items here were influenced by Haich’s (1974) Twin Characteristics in
Chapter n, as well as by the data.
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Table 5.10--Continued

Property

6. Cultural
Identification

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

Identifies with
Dominant Culture

10

7. Intentionality

Deliberate and
Intentional

10

8. Attachment to
Outcome

Attached to a
Particular Outcome

7

10. Self Sizing

Open and
Undirected

Both

4

Detached Re/
Particular Outcome

Humble

Standing with
Others

Both

2

Self Important

Rules and Directs

10

3

Both

6

10

Follows/Obeys

Both

2

7

7

11. Control Posture

9

6

Standing Alone

Both

10

5

7

9. Stance

Disidentifies with
Dominant Culture

Both

3

Continued, next page
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Table 5.10~Continued

Property

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

12. Primary Heart
Energy

Loving Toward
Others

Indifferent
Toward Others

9

13. Orientation to Use
of Power/Authority

7

Courageous

Cautious

4

10
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Both

5

Both

3

Table 5.11
Ways of Doing

Property

1. Direction of Movement
(Substance, Tactics)

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

Moves With/Within
the Dominant Pattern

8

2. Pace of Movement

9

Moves with Lightning
Like Speed

Increases Force/
Intensifies Movement

10

4. Tension/Conflict
Response

Fights

6

5. Trend Positioning

Creates the Trend

Moves with Circum¬
spection/Slow
Motion

Both

4

Decreases Force/
Gentle Movement

Both

7

6

Keeps
the Peace

Both

8

4

Follows the Trend

4

8

Both

6

6

10

3. Force of Movement

Moves Against/
Beyond the
Dominant Pattern

Both

1

Continued, next page
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Table 5.11--Continued

Property

6. Focus of Tactics

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

Shifts Energy

Moves Matter

9

7. Creativity of
Tactics

6

Uses Already
Known Approaches

9

8. Channel of Energy

Works Through
Self

Works on the
Organism

Works Through
Others

Responds to
Initiator

Initiates Entry

8

5

Both

3

Indirect Engagement
w/ Organism

4

Both

6

6

Direct Engagement
w/Organism

Both

4

Works with the
Organism

11

11. Entry w/Organisms

Tactics Based on
Unique Moment

7

8

10. Engagement

4

6

10

9. Relation to
Organism

Both

Both

3

Both

2

Continued, next page
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Table 5.11--Continued

Property

Number of Co-Researchers and Dimensions

12. Alliance/Support

Builds Support/
Alliances

8

13. Mode of Education

Acts w/o Supports
and Alliances

5

Explains/Tells
Others

Helps Others
Discover

8

10

Both

4

Both

7

Notably, when I use the term "circles of mind and energy," I am capturing
the notions of the energy field discussed by Donahue and the notion of mind as
consciousness that is beyond what many think of as mental. As many have
illustrated earlier, "mind" is present with the entire body and brain and beyond it.
The circle of mind and energy from a one-dimensional view would look
merely like a circle. Since it represents a field, however, it is more accurate to
describe it as bands of energy or multiple circles radiating around the
transformer. In fact, an organism also has its own circle of mind and energy
(Circle of ME). In fact, ways of seeing/knowing, being, and doing are also a
means of describing organizational culture (Funches, 1988; Schein, 1985).
According to what Donahue (1992) illustrates, the Circle of ME has its
own vibration, frequency, and speed. The question we may all want an answer to,
then, is what happens when the Circle of ME of the transformer interacts with
the Circle of ME of the organism? (See Chapter VI.)
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For now, we can consider the Circle of ME surrounding the transformer’s
triangle described earlier (see Figure 5.5).

Co-Researchers’ Perceptions of the Self and the Organism
In several of the questions on the interview guide, I included how the
co-researcher ("T") perceived himself or herself; the organism ("O"); and various
situations, compared to others. The data in this area were inconsistent in terms
of quantity. Given the depth in other areas, I sacrificed this one to some extent
in the interview.
Asking the questions in some cases, and reviewing the findings on the
whole, led me to several discoveries. First, it is useful to describe the approach.
We categorized the descriptors, metaphors, and symbols the co-researcher ("T")
used to describe the self (’T'); "T”s perception of "O"; and "0"’s perceptions of
"O". If I had developed this framework prior to the data gathering, I would have
perceived the potential significance of the structure in advance. As it has
occurred, however, the framework emerged as a result of the data analysis
process.
After grouping information in these groupings, we then categorized
descriptors as positive (+), negative (-), and neutral (0). What I noted is
potentially useful to guide us in learning more about use of self as an instrument:
1.

All of the descriptors (+, -, 0) are in the mind and energy of the
transformer. This does not mean that the information is absent or
present in the mind and energy of the organism. What is important
is that information of this type can help us look at the situation
from different angles through the consciousness of the transformer.
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Note: Thanks to Vicara for suggesting the circular image and the use of three
dimensions to portray this dynamic.
i

Figure 5.5. The Circle of Mind and Energy and The Transformer’s Triangle
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2.

Most approaches to OD, OT, and change in organizations focus on
how the T sees the O" and how the "O" sees the "O". This is the
primary domain of diagnostic work. How the "T" sees the ’T’ and
how the "O" sees the "T' are not usually key diagnostic elements.
In terms of what we have discovered about the consciousness of the
co-researcher, however, this may need to become a part of our
work.

3.

Most co-researchers (8) perceive themselves fT" sees T*) more
positively than they perceive the organism (T sees "O").

4.

We lack sufficient data from all co-researchers on how "O" sees "O",
and "O" sees T; we do have more on "O" sees 'T', however.

A sample of terms is shown in Table 5.12 to illustrate the substance in this
area. Given insufficient data, it is not useful to make thematic conclusions.
There are, however, theoretical implications discussed in Chapter VI in the
Emerging Grounded Theory section.
Given the information we do have, beyond what is shown on the preceding
table, it may be useful to consider the following:
1.

In most cases, the "T* holds the self more positively than ,Tt holds
"O". It appeared that "T”s hold "O" positively in relation to their
potential reality and use more negative descriptors in speaking of
their "0"’s actual reality. At the same time, there are some 'T”s
who speak more about potential reality in relation to describing the
organism than to the "Om,s actual reality; that is, their emphasis was
on potential, regardless of what was asked; or they also talked
about potential when they spoke about actual.
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Table 5.12

O

487

488

t

Table 5.12-Continued

2.

Some perceive the "O" as equal to T; others identify with the "O"
as the Self; while others see the "O" as less than or more negative;
and others see the "self” as less than in some cases.

The above considerations are shown in Figure 5.6.
Although we lacked consistent information on how "O" holds ’T,” it is
apparent that this set of perceptions is based on the culture of "O", who selects
T to some extent, based on the perceived gap. The question may be how well
"T* is able to relate to "0"’s perspective and how ready "O" is to transform. T'
may feel rejected or embraced by "O" and vice versa.
More on the potential use of the framework that evolved here is in
Chapter VI.

The Relationship Between Co-Researchers' Foundations and
Their Approaches to Transformation
Other than exploring the nature of the inner experience of those who lead
transformations, the one hypothesis I posed at the beginning of the exploration
was that there is a relationship between the transformer’s experiences with
personal transformation and his or her approach to transformation.
Unfortunately, I lack sufficient information on all of the co-researchers to
demonstrate or disprove this hypothesis. First, I need more consistent in-depth
information on the nature of each transformation each co-researcher has
experienced. Instead, I have some information on one possible transformation in
most cases. Where I have in-depth information on background, I lack equally indepth information on application experiences. Second, I need more breadth of
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Figure 5.6. How T Holds Self and How T Holds "O"

information across various transformation experiences, rather than using only one
application experience to see the patterns which may exist.
Given the current information, however, I can see connections in the case
of some co-researchers, as I began to demonstrate about Hudson, for example, in
an earlier section on Three Dimensions of Experience. I can make similar
connections between other co-researchers’ backgrounds and their approaches. It
is inappropriate to do so, however, without the depth described above and
validated by the co-researcher for accuracy.
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Subsequently, I leave this area for a follow-up study. The tool proposed in
Chapter VI also provides a way to help practitioners identify their own patterns
in use of self as an instrument, how they have come to create this approach, and
the potential they seek to create now.

Creative Synthesis
The following poem provides a synthesis of the co-researchers in this
study:
We are a group of transformers from across the globe
We might as well be from different planets
Given the diversity in the disciplines where we abide
We’ve been convened to have a major conference
To develop a unified theory for leaders and change agents
To use themselves as transforming instruments.
Getting a common language for us to communicate
Is the first major challenge of the day,
Finding a way to express and receive at a rapid rate
Across what seems to be miles and miles away.
We won’t tarry for long because leadership is strong
Most of us are used to being in charge every day.
Wait! One of us just got up and is beginning to draw
Is this a new game where you have to discern the law?
What’s the principle in operation so we know what to do?
What’s the difference, we all start drawing now too!
He’s drawing his picture of who he is in this world.
Lines and circles start joining making our heads swirl.
We each take a turn showing our own diagram
Some are quick-others need time for the picture to emerge
Triangles and pyramids-tetrahedrons and pentagrams
We keep going and overlook the urge
To explain everything in a jam
Here’s one lens on the model and thank you for the courage.
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Some of us accomplish change as if we were a line
Our mode is a design that has seen its time
Deep inside we know there is a structure that is greater
than pushing straight ahead and learning later.
The sequential line has its place in the universe.
But, the circle shows us all the options now, no need to rehearse.
With the line we keep getting what we already know.
The circle opens up the door to "As Above, So Below."
Stand like the pentagram, the 5-pointed star
Acting in the world of duality
Headed by the mind of one reality.
What do you see when you connect to the universe?
There is a message waiting for each of us.
A golden mean with a formula of how to regenerate
whatever becomes the focus of your instrument.
One thing we learned is that drawing is an aid.
The brain gets the picture without even a word.
The image is in place and ready to create
from the substance of the universe.
We only have to be able to differentiate
between what’s truly us, all we’ve ever heard.
We decide the best way to experience
use of self as an instrument
is to enjoy the art and science of one another’s
grand experiments.
It’s fun to play with your colleague’s technology.
No responsibility for results is a break we seize.
With all the mastery in this roomsome making lightning, thunder, and rain
Others healing body tissue, lifting disease’s gloom
Some building prototypes of a model community
Others setting up a business, form our collective loom
What brings us together are our threads of energy.
We know how to use our mind as a lens that can zoom
moving in an out of a moment of reality
Capturing every facet and angle of depth
Moving mind, body, and spirit so that what is far away
can materialize soon.
Some of us see what we know
Others knew what we see.
Some push hard to make things happen.
Others have to hold back their energy.
Some of us have mastered abstract thought.
Others want to receive the goods and credit we sought.
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We’re all on our way to a brand new day
where our being, not our doing, stars in the universe’s play.
Some are seers and knowers who know what’s ahead.
Others are letting go of the past that we dread.
It’s strengthening to be with many pioneers.
Others are drawing courage for a new vessel to steer.
The world is our mirror and our model helps us see
how all of what is going on has to do with thee:
Always hold the system the way you’d have it be
Pronounce what you want to create, the spoken word has power, you see.
The only past to cultivate is your absolute design
Coming full circle with your actions now-this time.
Know when and how to fight and when to lay back.
Stand alone if necessary and join hands
when the time is right to connect.
Know that you are essential to the universe.
Be one with your unique purpose.
Make yourself a clear channel for the highest potential to reflect.
Stay aligned with the visions-the grand dreams you seek
Let your consciousness and energy be a powerful field
Spinning circles with broad range, etheric capacity that is deep.
Aspire to contain only the whole as what is real
Stay ahead of the waves of what you and others reap
As the masterful breath drawing waves across the might sea.
Remember the path you chose when you came to this world.
Choose the people, places, and groups that desire
to share in a transformational miracle.
Be the warrior as you stand in the line of fire.
Always heal yourself and others with your heart’s love so full.
Claim the wisdom that came with you-It’s your true empire.
Discern the meaning of now in the context of all time.
Teach what you’ve learned-others find their own way.
Focus on the outcome desired and then release.
As long as you are attached, no one is free-including youCreate a space, the organisms move when they please.
Make examples of form that masses can feel and see
Like a magnetic core others are drawn to leap.
Be there! A link to magnificent entities.
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We are a group of transformers from across the globe
We might as well be from different planets
Given the diversity in the disciplines where we abide
WeVe convened to have a major conference
To develop a unified theory for leaders and change agents
To use themselves as transforming instruments.
So hear the images, tones, and waves in our words.
Listen to your own soul-it draws a vibrant picture.
Put it in die 3 or more dimensions you have heard.
Move it in your mind and the ether.
See yourself and the system to which you refer
Dance, letting your circles spin and touch.
Sparks may fly, embraces may occur.
What you both can co-create
Requires you to have the nerve
to be what you know you are-going all the way.
After all, we’ve told all our tales and theories, too.
What do you truly desire to help them do?
Your instrument is run by you.
It’s already done-and that is the absolute truth.
"You Be” the unified theory-that’s your instrument’s clue.
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I began this study with intentions of developing a sound theory for use of
self as an instrument of transformation. I end it with a sense of humility of what
is involved in developing theory grounded in data. As a result of the study, I now
know ways to proceed to accomplish the goal from the substantial start this study
has provided. This final chapter is organized as follows:
•

An Emerging Theory: Use of Self as an Instrument of
Transformation

•

Summary

•

Recommendations for Further Research

•

Recommendations for Practitioners

•

Personal Learnings

An Emerging Theory: Use of Self as an Instrument
of Transformation
I began this study with a few important contentions which must be
revisited:
1.

That change agents/leaders can be considered in three categories:
True Transformers, WannaBe’s or Aspirants, and Status Quo
Agents (Chapter I).

2.

That people who lead transformations meet several criteria
(Chapter III).
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3.

That one’s personal experiences with transformation influence one’s
professional approach to transformation.

4.

It is possible to develop a theory for use of self as an instrument
that is useful across different contexts noted in the Conditional
Matrix (Chapter III).

As to the first notion above, the research does not indicate that it is
appropriate to categorize co-researchers by these three categories. It does
indicate, however, that the three categories raise important questions for all
persons who lead transformations: (1) How do your mind and energy (Ways of
Seeing and Knowing, Being, and Doing) support maintaining the status quo? (2)
How do your mind and energy support transforming the organism, in the purest
and deepest sense of the word "transform”? (3) How are your aspirations to
transform reflected in your own personal life?
The three categories which are useful to explore further in terms of
orientations of those leading transformation (which may change in accordance
with a particular project) are: transformers, changers, and processors. I suggest
these definitions as a way of distinguishing possible differences between leaders
and change agents. Transformers are persons who are focused on transforming
an organism to its original and highest potential. First and foremost, they
transform themselves; in addition, they support the transformation of others.
They work in accordance with the principles illustrated on Table 5.3, or aspire to
these principles in the moments of co-creating reality with organisms in their
practice. Their intention may or may not be to transform the organism; it may be
to enhance the awareness so that the organism chooses. Changers are those
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leaders and change agents who emphasize changing the organism to incorporate
structures or processes to achieve improvements in operational results.
Processors are those leaders and change agents who emphasize providing the
design and architecture of processes and techniques to enhance the quality of life
or experience of the organism. All three are significant and necessary for the
well-being and performance of individuals, groups, organizations, and
communities. The relationships between the three are cumulative, in that to be a
Changer, one needs the abilities of or access to the abilities of Processors. To be
a Transformer, one needs the abilities of or access to the abilities of Changers.
Further, one may be a Processor, and get involved in a project which calls for
transformation. For example, people who specialize in Total Quality
Management realize that implementation calls for culture change. Culture
change is transformational, in that it shifts deeply structured ways of
seeing/knowing in addition to changing norms and processes. Finally, it may be
difficult for those who primarily function as Transformers to involve themselves in
efforts that require one of the other two orientations only. That is, if an
organization is increasing its performance in a given area, but this change is not
transformational in nature, the organization does not need a Transformer. The
more a person is a Transformer based on who he or she is, rather than one what
he or she does, it is likely to be inappropriate for him or her to work in such a
context. The energy would not be in harmony with the situation, unless the
Transformer altered his or her orientation for this purpose.
The study does indicate that the persons who are clearest about
transformation and how it works are those who have extensive experience with it
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in their personal life. At the same time, some of these people are not active in
organizational change. Rather, they provide assistance in one-on-one private
settings, and, in some cases, at a planetary level. Their individual clients are
often leaders and change agents. Being a practitioner who works in both worlds
makes it clear to me how important and timely it has become to bridge the
contexts now. Organizations will need to go beyond the boundaries of their
traditional approaches to change and experience the phenomenon of
transformation through the art and science of transformers.
In terms of the criteria for transformers first cited in Chapter III, the two
which were not met by all co-researchers were the: "deliberate/intentional"
criterion and the "substantial experiences with personal transformation" criterion.
It is clear, however, that the persons who meet these two criteria are more
articulate about the principles and processes of transformation as these relate to
their practice as leaders and/or change agents.
As to revisiting the third item above, the connection between personal
transformations and one’s professional practice is clearly evident in some of the
cases where I had sufficient data (Hudson, Johnston, Funches, Vicara, Powell).
In others, the connections were apparent to me, but not appropriate to make
without validation and getting more information from the co-researcher, as noted
earlier. This aspect, however, remains a part of the tool for use of self, through
which I can gather more data, because of the connections made in the study for
some co-researchers.
As to revisiting the fourth item above, the remainder of this section is
devoted to discussing dimensions of the tool to support use of self as an
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instrument. Using what we have learned from the co-researchers about the circle
of mind and energy, backgrounds, and principles, I offer a potential model for
integrating these notions, using geometric visuals as images.
What has emerged is a frame of reference for exploring use of self as an
instrument that is triggered by exploring my own experience and the experiences
of co-researchers; and by the literature review. Rather than seeking to teach
everyone one use of self theory, I became more intrigued with helping them
frame and model their own use of self as an instrument. The result is not a mass
transformational theory. REAP and other transformational models are available
for that aspect of the work. Rather, the tool and the ideas which follow here are
intended to help leaders and change agents become more consciously competent
in their use of self: uncovering their lives, patterns, blocks, potentials, and
choices.
Circles of Mind and Energy and the Transformer's Triangle
The human instrument is a systematic structure of consciousness and
energy that expresses through the physical matter of the body on the earth plane.
The human instrument is a wireless anatomy, an electrical entity through which
currents flow. The instrument includes the brain, an exceptional receiver and
transmitter, enabling any human who cultivates his or her natural abilities to
receive and transmit energy in all forms, including the invisible dimensions.
Energy is tri-fold in nature, always including that which is positive,
negative, and neutral. The positive sends energy out, the negative draws energy
in, and the neutral is the aspect from which all energy comes and must return.
The neutral aspect is normally thought of as ’’Above" or "Absolute", since all
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things are potential while not actualized in this state. At the same time, the
earth, which is thought of as "Below", is a complex neutron (Donahue, 1993). In
this sense, it is a plane of demonstration, in which we can create reality by
integrating mind and energy.
Viewing the earlier diagram of Donahue’s where the person has a
dialectromagnetic field surrounding him or her, we can see that there is a circle,
which I am calling the Circle of Mind and Energy. This circle is an energy field
in which the specific enactments of the Transformer occur. The Ways of
Seeing/Knowing, Being, and Doing interact and influence one another. The
fundamental level, Seeing and Knowing, is translated into Doing, which ultimately
translates into Being. That is to say, the Being is the bridge between how one
sees the world and what one does. It is a path of evolution for most of us,
however, to become that which we know, rather than to merely do that which we
know. Both shifts are transformative in nature. That is, the way one truly comes
to know something at a physical level includes concrete experience, although one
may perceive and know the same thing in consciousness. It is physical when it is
experienced, whether that experience takes place on earth or beyond. The
"Doing" in this case, then influences the "Knowing." Then one can become that
which you know. At this stage, the "Doing" is merely a flow of existence,
effortless for the Transformer.
Within the context of the energy field of the Circle of Mind and Energy
(Circle of ME), the Transformer has his or her specific background and
foundations, which are the past, and specific principles, which guide potential
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experience, and concrete experiences, which he or she manifests in accordance
with the integration of his or her Circle of ME (see Figure 6.1).
The Transformer’s Triangle is first and foremost about how he or she sees
the self. The second Transformer’s Triangle is how he or she sees the Organism.
The third Transformer’s Triangle is how the Transformer perceives the Organism
as perceiving him or her. The fourth Transformer’s Triangle is how the
Transformer perceives the Organism as perceiving itself. These four are shown
on Figure 6.2. We must also note, although it is more difficult to illustrate, that
each triangle would have its own Circle of ME. That is, the energy field that the
Transformer perceives to be the Organism’s Ways of Seeing, Being, and Doing, is
one circle. Each of the other triangles, then, should also have a circle. This
means that it is equally important how I perceive the organism as it is how it
perceives itself (or how I think it perceives itself); and how it perceives me (or
how I think it does) is equally important as how I perceive myself.
While this perspective gives us a view of the past, present, and future
potential experience, latent beneath the pyramid is the potential picture alone;
what the organism can become in terms of its inner relationships, its
accomplishments or products, its essential potential.
The interaction between the circles depends on the range of the
Transformer in terms of his or her own Circle of ME and the perceptions he or
she has of the organism in this regard. In a transformative interaction, these
circles will interact and create a new energy, rather than merely never touching,
or touching and repelling one another. Therefore, there has to be some harmony
between the potentials experienced by both, from the transformer’s experience. If
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Figure 6.1. Circles of Mind and Energy and Pyramids of Manifest and Latent
Reality
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Figure 6.2. Four Circles of Mind and Energy in "T" Surround Four Transformer’s
Triangles
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he or she perceives none, it is not likely that he or she can co-create any. This is
where the positive and negative charges discussed earlier in Chapter V become
relevant. That is, when the transformer perceives the self positively and the
organism negatively; and the organism perceives the transformer negatively and
itself negatively-in terms of potential and actual reality-there is not much to
base a shift of energy on in a positive direction.
The Transformer may use this perspective to examine a given situation,
and how his or her own past is influencing the potential future and the concrete
actions taken. He or she can project regarding the mind and energy of the
organism in these other dimensions.
The Transforming Circle and Square
In addition to the four circles, there is the circle surrounding the square,
the base of the pyramid, the plane of demonstration where the physical
interaction is occurring between the transformer and the organism. The ADEC
square on Figure 6.3 is the fifth plane. It lies between the manifested and
unmanifested potential. At each corner, there is a crossing for transformation
between the future and the past. Here is where the transformer and the
organism apply the four aspects of transformation: Destructuring, Generative,
Formative, and Regenerative. For REAP, this is Reflect/Release,
Envision/Engage, Activate/Assimilate, and Position/Produce. Any framework
that captures these four as one is what is needed to shift the energy, as this is
what transformation is--an event which occurs in the now, that shifts from all that
has been into a totally new sphere of existence, without taking incremental steps.
The latent potential becomes the reality.
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Figure 6.3. The Transforming Circle and Square [Four Plus One from Alchemy]

The model is a visual tool, aspects of which can be created in physical
form as a representation of the process. The purpose, however, is to be a tool
for focusing and expanding the mind and actions of the transformer in relation to
a particular organism and on the whole. This focus and expansion occur in
consciousness before they occur in physical reality, when viewed from the
perspective of linear time. From the perspective of no-time-space, there is an
energetic shift in the physical at the same time the consciousness shifts, and it is
"already done," in mind, energy, and matter.
The Relationship Between Characteristics and Principles
The Transformer is always choosing between the ends of the continuum
illustrated in Chapter V in terms of characteristics in particular (Ways of Being).
What assists in that choice? For transformation, the choice should be made
based on the transforming principles; that is, those which follow the guidance of
creating transformation, moving outside the limits. For maintaining the status
quo, the choice should be made based on maintenance principles, those ways of
being and seeing that will result in the current state. That is, you use an old
paradigm perspective and strategy to maintain the status quo. If the choice is
between caution and courage as characteristics, fear would keep one on the
cautious side and lead to the status quo if that is part of the old view; at the
same time, caution at a given moment may be appropriate for transformation. It
is the energy behind the choice that influences the outcome (see Figure 6.4).
Linkages to the Three Gifts
A surprise for me in the study was the discovery of the links between the
Circle of ME and the Three Gifts of Discernment, Heart, and Presence.
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Figure 6.4. Relationship Between Principles and Characteristics
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Discernment requires improving Ways of Seeing and Knowing; Presence requires
improving Ways of Doing; and Heart requires improving Ways of Being in
relation to oneself, others, and the environment. Based on this study, I now have
the opportunity to provide more definition to these gifts, develop scales which will
assist others in assessing themselves, and provide guidance for professional
development in this area. My last statement when I first wrote the article on
Three Gifts was:
The swiftness with which I gained insight into the three gifts was
matched only by the elusiveness of clarity about tapping into these
gems. Thus far in my journey, I can point to only one path to
learning to share these with clients. . . . [The] practice of reflecting
upon and envisioning my own patterns of practice clearly has had a
positive effect on my work. In these peak [emotional] experiences,
the gifts have been the grounding forces of my work, allowing for
effective use of self. Consequently, I argue that practitioners should
work on themselves constantly and recognize that personal growth is
the same as professional development.. . . The origin of the three
gifts is essentially in the spiritual domain, transcending yet
incorporating valuable assets from other domains in our work and
lives. Hence, the path to the three gifts is essentially a spiritual
journey requiring us to recognize another order of our existence.
.. . The beauty of this process is that it lets us realize that the
creation of and effective use of the self is truly a work of art.
(Funches, 1989, pp. 162-163)
What has changed for me is that I no longer see this as an effort of
working on myself. It is a process of discovering, transforming, and being myself.
I am appreciative to the authors and co-researchers who have helped me discover
the science which goes with this art, and a path which may be useful to others.

Summary
This was an heuristic study, offering the opportunity to learn about my own
experiences with leading transformation through the eyes, voices, and experiences
of ten other co-researchers. Use of self as an instrument of transformation is the
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focus of the study, based on the perceptions, principles, emotions, and behaviors
experienced and enacted by the co-researchers and myself. My goal has been to
provide a useful framework for those who lead transformations to use when
helping others transform. Current approaches to change appear unsatisfactory in
guiding practitioners who are managers and leaders in this particular arena.
The study is qualitative in nature and totally depends on the perceptions of
the co-researchers and the principle researcher, myself, and my Research
Associates, who were occasionally used to triangulate perceptions regarding the
data. I combined intuitive and concrete methods of data gathering and intuitive,
deductive, and inductive means of analysis. I also conducted research in the
profession through attending a national conference to observe the trends in the
field regarding the issues of the study.
The findings of the study include individual depictions of the eleven
co-researchers, expressing the essence of their experience in the form of poetry;
and themes for the group as a whole. For the group as a whole, the findings
include: three dimensions of experience (background/foundations; principles
guiding potential experience; and concrete experience in an application situation);
and circles of consciousness and energy of co-researchers. I also noted linkages
between the co-researchers, experiences and principles and my previous
theoretical framework. As to the key hypothesis of the study-that transformers*
experiences with transformation influence their approach to transformation, the
findings are inconclusive. More depth is needed regarding the backgrounds of
the co-researchers to trace the connections or disconnections in this regard.
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The variety of perspectives and behaviors of co-researchers led me to
develop distinctions in the focus of people who lead transformations. The three
variations are whether they are emphasizing: transforming an organism to its
original and highest potential; changing the organism to incorporate structures or
processes to achieve improvements in relational or operational results; and
providing the design/architecture of processes and techniques to enhance the
quality of life/experience of the organism.
The breadth of my focus in the interviews, which lasted one and one-half
to two hours, prepared me for the follow-up research needed to be more
conclusive regarding the hypothesis and the applicability and utility of the model
for use of self in specific situations of transformation. At the same time, the
breadth assisted me in discovering aspects of use of self of which I was not aware,
adding depth to my understanding of the inner experience and how these
experiences link to various conceptual frameworks. The interview guide was too
broad and should have been focused more narrowly to emphasize the research
hypothesis.

Recommendations for Further Research
I recommend the following research activities to follow in this study:
1.

Expand the number of co-researchers in the study to include
additional contexts. In particular, I would prefer to have three
people from each one of several contexts, including the people I
already have: political leaders, internal consultants, top corporate
leaders, religious leaders, journalistic leaders, artistic leaders who
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use their medium to transform, practitioners who work to heal and
transform the physical body.
2.

Narrow the focus of the interview to include: six to eight questions
instead of twelve questions, which were translated into
approximately twenty-three. I propose questions such as:
(1) Describe your experiences with personal transformation;
(2) Describe examples of leading transformation; (3) Describe
connections, if any, between your background and how you
approach transformation in each of these situations; (4) What drives
you to do what you do as a transformer? (5) What have you always
known about yourself and the world? (6) What is your vision of
your potential as a transformer? (7) What impact if any does your
personality, race, gender, or culture have on your experience?
In analysis, compare and contrast the relationship between
their experiences with transformation and the choices they made in
the practical experience. I do not need all of the specific questions
about perception of role and cultural context of the effort. We will
also be able to explore the relationship between the contexts in
which they have chosen to transform professionally and their
background experiences with transformation based on the preceding
data.

3.

Do a follow-up study on the inner world of emotions of those who
lead transformations. Go more in depth into this particular area as
a major entry point to illustrating the inner experience. Learn what
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triggers the emotions, the use of "no-emotion," the impact of
emotions on the organism and the transformer (from the
transformer’s view).
4.

Select several co-researchers for which to do a follow-up study
where the respective organisms with which they work are so
interviewed regarding the organism’s perceptions of the strategy,
emotions, impact, and potential of the transformer. Compare and
contrast results and implications for effective use of self as an
instrument. In organizations, this study would include a crosssection of persons perceived to be validators and challengers of the
transformer, inside and outside of the organism.

5.

Select a group of co-researchers from different contexts with whom
to further develop the model in this study. Do a baseline interview
on the co-researchers; teach them the framework to apply in
relation to at least one organism. Conduct follow-up interviews
with the co-researchers and the respective organisms.

6.

Highlight the process in developing this particular model for use of
self, so as to assist other leaders in developing their own models for
use of self as an instrument. The goal here is not proliferation of a
particular model, but expanding the consciousness of each
practitioner to develop his or her own personal framework for their
own use. The model would be based on an exploratory analysis of
their own experience with transformation-personally and
professionally~and using the techniques of intuitive modelling that I
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have learned in this study, through visualization principles, physics,
and energetic work to assist them in developing their own
framework.

Recommendations for Practitioners
As a result of the study, it is clear to me that one’s conscious competence
as a practitioner, whether a leader or a change agent, is influenced by one’s
understanding of and skills regarding principles of consciousness and energy.
That is, we have very effective leaders, managers, and consultants whose
effectiveness would likely be enhanced if they knew more about the principles
and processes of their particular instrument-the self-as it relates to
transformation. The primary practical implication of the study applies to
development of leaders and change agents (practitioners) who lead or assist in
transformations for individuals, organizations, and communities. I recommend
that those who aspire to lead and/or facilitate transformational work participate
in an intensive developmental process which cultivates their understanding of
transformation and their understanding and abilities regarding their own
instrument, including the expansion of ways of seeing/knowing, being, and doing
discussed in Chapter V.
Certainly, leaders and change agents participate in a variety of personal
growth and transformational programs. Most of these, however, are not
systematic institutes which provide the type of development in consciousness that
is indicated that transformers need. The first implication is that such a program
be developed; the second is that change agents and leaders participate.
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I intend to translate my learning from this study into a process to develop
others. Tracking the utility of such a process is another study.

Personal Learnings
My personal learnings in this process were substantial. In fact, there was a
time when I had to cease the discovery process in order to reach completion. As
a person who normally enjoys closure on projects, I found myself immersed in
exploring the phenomenon from different angles moreso than completing the
project as the primary goal. The learning was taking precedence for me. The
process of creation was as important to my learnings as the findings that came
from the content of the investigation. In the following headings, I discuss these.
I Can Learn as Much Through Documenting Mv Observations and Responses to
Literature and Films as I Can Observing or in Dialogue with a Subject
During a phase of the study, I decided to immerse myself so completely
that I did nothing for several days but explore the topic. My conversations, which
were few, were about the phenomenon. I watched movies and television from the
perspective of the dynamics of transformation. What I discovered there gave me
more clues to understand the responses I had been getting. However, I also
became clearer about what I should have been asking in the interviews beyond
what I had discussed. Since I committed myself to extending the study, this is not
a fatal flaw. Pursuing this type of immersion, however, may be more useful prior
to initiating the interview phase of a study. In the future, I am likely to do a
study of transformation through films as well. Films are an excellent resource for
tracking the inner experience of people transforming themselves, transforming
society, and transforming organizations. I have always used film in my work; my
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use will accelerate as a result of the strength of the tool for my personal insights
in this study.
Unless People Are Conscious and Articulate About Their Motivations and Their
Conceptual Base, the Connections Between Their Consciousness and Energy
Must Be Verified from a Research Standpoint in Different Wavs
I was able to discern motives and aspects of the consciousness of some of
the co-researchers through expanding my own consciousness. However, I did not
always have the explicit data to corroborate this. In some cases, I added these
perspectives to poetry, giving more depth to the expressions and asked the
co-researcher to check my descriptions for accuracy.
Integrating Mv Theory Base Was More Important to Me Than Giving Everyone
Else a Theory
When I first discovered this about myself, I felt less than noble for a
moment. Somehow, there was a part of me that thought I had to research this
topic for the good of the field, rather than for my own learning. As I went
further in the study, I discovered aspects of my own conceptual framework that
were not apparent to me earlier. I also discovered connections between my
model and others that were not apparent and, within the model itself, I added
aspects which were not included before as well. As I questioned myself about my
motives, I gave myself permission to learn and grow, including using applications
of what I already know.
I Have Never Been Serious Enough About the Importance of Using the Best
Language to Communicate to a Particular Audience
I had to absorb so much from so many disciplines during the time I was
writing the dissertation that it was almost as if I had not studied some of these
areas before. I was using information from disciplines that I had not studied,
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such as sacred geometry, and information from several which I had studied:
leadership theory, organization transformation, gestalt, quantum physics, and
metaphysics. Yet, there was so much new information to absorb that I was
strongly affected by the constant switching of language frameworks and meanings.
I had to function at a different level of consciousness sometimes to understand
anything. It makes me appreciate what I need to do to become more proficient
in creating an algorithm for transformation with my own use of language.
The Personal PrlSesses of the Authors Whom I Used in the Literature Were as
Important as Their Discoveries
Reading as much as I have about the discoveries in science over the years,
with scientists attempting to prove in accordance with scientific standards truths
that have been known for centuries, I was struck with the following. For many of
them, their struggles with use of self came through, as they created processes and
knowledge and were devalued by their peers. As I was using their knowledge, I
was becoming aware of how much of it was not even available because of the
refusal of status quo agents to publish it or the authors’ refusal to seek
publication, given their perception of traditional thought and/or avoidance of
rejection and stigmatization.
It seems as if every book should not just have the book, but the discussion
of the process of creation. This is the way film companies now highlight the
making of a particular movie. A co-worker recently said, "Soon I won’t be able
to enjoy any movies. They take so much of the illusion out of it with these
detailed discussions of how they created different effects and what got cut from
the final and so on." I was sitting there having the opposite reaction. I was
hearing the artists’ consciousness about their creation, the tension of the producer
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and director, and the joys and struggles of the process. I was seeing and feeling
more of the art as a whole creation.
I Was Experiencing My Own Tension Between Spirit and Matter as I Created
This Document
I was experiencing the wholeness of process and product. Every time I got
stuck, I had these separate and was valuing some part of the creation more than
the other. This separation between process and product is one of the major
illusions and confusions in our personal and professional, community and
organizational lives. This is why so many people cannot perceive the greatness of
famous transformational leaders as attributes within themselves. We see Martin
Luther King, Jr., and imagine that same vision, oratory, transcendence of the
physical as being fully manifested for his entire life. Unless we are personally
involved with the leader or sufficiently intuitive, we do not see or experience the
process, the struggle, the tension between spirit and matter. If we can see this
process, not just from the outside but from the inside, we can see ourselves. We
see the pattern. We see the wholeness. We see the design. Instead, we often go
for the image of the process, rather than the truth about it. I had to discover the
value and relevance of completing this dissertation, moreso than the image of it.
Images Often Interfere with Discovery of the Truth. Even in This Study
I was surprised to find myself concerned about the co-researchers, images.
One of the beauties in nondisclosure of names is that I feel free to analyze
individuals without regard to having them look good or bad publicly. Admittedly,
I still become concerned about how they will feel about themselves in the context
of the broader analysis. I managed this issue in the process by telling myself, "It
is more important to discover and express the truth of the matter than it is to
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protect an image. Therefore, disguise someone’s identity before you dilute the
picture of who they are and their experience.”
During the Process of Preparing the Dissertation. I Participated in Mv Own
Vision Quest
By doing so, I came to understand the phenomenon of transformation in a
different way than ever before. I was taught through pure energy. I saw pictures
in the sky which I have never seen before. I stood at the moment of creation and
also felt I was being created. I am thankful to the spirits, the universe, and all of
the people who have contributed so graciously to this experience.
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THE INNER EXPERIENCE OF LEADING TRANSFORMATION:
A Study in Use of Self as an Instrument of Change
INTERVIEW GUIDE

Consent Form:
Resume/Vitae:
Background Info:

_
_
_

Interviewer:
Participant Code:

1.

How would you describe the situation in which you are or were working
when the change effort took place?

2.

How would you describe the "business" situation; the culture? How would
other significant actors describe it at the time? (Get specific about key
actors and follow these throughout the interview.)

3.

What was your perception of the need for change? How did you identify
it? How did your perception compare to others* perceptions? Have any
of these perceptions changed over time?

4.

How did you perceive your role in the overall effort? How was your role
perceived by others? How did you know of their perceptions? How did
you respond (thoughts, feelings, actions)? Did any of these
perceptions/actions change over time for you? For others?

5.

Describe the overall change effort, including some key incidents or
situations in the process, from early on to the end, or to the present point.
(Break down in terms of trigger, meanings, emotions, specific
behaviors/actions, results/impact/outcomes.)

6.

Use metaphors, images, and symbols to describe yourself as a leader or
change agent. How did others in the system describe you? Why? Your
response?

7.

How would you describe yourself in relation to the culture? What do you
and the culture have in common? (Assets and liabilities, strengths and
developmental needs)

8.

How do you experience your connection to this organization as a person?
Why do you think you are really here as opposed to somewhere else? How
does your connection compare to others’?

9.

What are some of the periods you enjoyed most? Why? What happened?
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10.

What did you learn from the experience? How satisfied were you with the
outcomes? What would you do differently, if anything?

11.

What in your background, if anything, prepared you for this experience?
How so?

12.

Have you ever had experiences that transformed you in your personal life?
If so, describe them. Do these experiences have any connection to your
professional experiences with transformation?

13.

Do you have a "model" or theory of how to lead a transformational change
effort? How would you tell someone to proceed in a step-by-step manner?
If you have another opportunity to lead a transformation tomorrow, would
you take it? How would you proceed?

[Rather than impose a theoretical order, the researcher will ask for details of the
process with questions such as ". . . and then what happened?" ". . . and then how
did you feel?" "What did this mean to you?" "How did you interpret that?"
"What did you want to happen?" With such questions, we can let the energy go
where the respondent is interested, and still gather detailed information about
areas to which he or she may be culturally blind.]
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July 16, 1993

John McDonald, Chairman
Institute for Multi-Track Diplomacy
1133 Twentieth Street, N.W., Suite 321
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. McDonald:
I am currently a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, in the Organization Development Concentration of the School of
Education. The title of my dissertation is 'The Inner Experience of Leading
Transformation: Use of Self as an Instrument of Change.” I am interviewing top
managers and expert change agents in an attempt to understand the inner
experience of those who lead transformations. I may also discover strategies and
tactics that will help persons in these roles to be more effective in achieving
transformational change.
You were recommended to me for the study by a colleague from your
organization or your field of work as someone who has led transformations as a
manager or expert change agent. Your participation would require the following
of you: (1) participation in at least one in-depth face-to-face interview of
approximately two hours in length, with a possible brief follow-up interview by
telephone; (2) submission of a resume; and (3) providing some biographical data.
The first interview will be conversational in nature, with specific questions to
focus your reflections and insights about your thoughts, feelings, actions, and
results as one who has led transformations.
Your participation is totally voluntary and you may withdraw at any time from the
interview process. Also, you may withdraw your consent to have all or any
specific excerpts used prior to the submission of the dissertation. Should you
decide to withdraw, please contact me immediately upon this decision.
Each interview will be audiotaped and transcribed to support the quality of the
analysis. Also, as part of the analysis process, your interview will be composed
into a narrative profile or portrait. The audiotape and transcript will become
part of the raw data for this study, which I will maintain in confidential files
during and after the conduct of the study. Your name will not appear on the
interview transcript. Other members of my small research assistant team are also
bound to confidentiality and will have access to the raw material for transcription
and analysis sessions only. In addition to the dissertation project, I may seek to
use the information at some future date for publication of journal articles,
presentations, a book, or other educational purposes.
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John McDonald
page 2
July 16, 1993

Your name and your organization’s name may or may not be used in the final
write-up of this study. If your name is not used, your identity will be protected;
and the information you provide will be disguised in such a way that others
cannot attribute the information to you. If your name is used in the final write¬
up, I will provide a copy of the profile or portrait associated with you and ask for
your written consent to include the information and your name and your
company’s name. In any case, you will have the opportunity to review and
approve any depiction of your individual experience in terms of accuracy and
protection of your particular situation. I will also give you full recognition for any
ideas and insights which are uniquely yours, and will appropriately cite such ideas,
giving credit to you. If I publish the information for commercial purposes and
this information includes technical contributions that are uniquely yours, I will
honor your legal copyright of the product in question and offer you a nominal or
appropriate fee for the particular commercial situation.
As I understand it, there are no risks for your participation in this study unless
you and I agree to use your name and your organization’s name. In that event,
the risk depends on your feelings about exposure of your personal insights and
reflections about change. If your organization agrees to be identified at some
point, the study will abide by the appropriate guidelines in use of their name.
If I wish to use the information pertaining to you in any way other than described
in this letter, I will seek your additional consent. If you wish to join me in
making this contribution to those who lead transformations, please sign the
enclosed consent form, keeping one signed copy and returning the other copy to
me. By participating in the study, you are likely to gain insights that will support
learning from your previous experience in leading transfonnations and in your
future endeavors. Call me at 800-835-REAP if you have any questions now or at
any time during the study. My resume is enclosed for your information.
Thank you for your assistance.

Darya Funches
Doctoral Candidate
University if Massachusetts-Amherst
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I have read the invitation to participate in the study conducted by Darya Funches
on 'The Inner Experience of Leading Transformations: Use of Self as an
Instrument of Change," which she is conducting to fulfill her dissertation
requirement at the University of Massachusetts. I agree to participate in the
study and fully understand and agree to the following:
1.

The purpose of the study is to fill gaps in the literature and provide
guidance to those who lead and facilitate transformational change
regarding use of self in the change process.

2.

I will participate in an interview of approximately two hours in length, with
questions that focus on my personal insights, experiences, strategies, and
tactics regarding transformation. Questions will address my personal
background and personal experiences with change as well as the meanings
and concepts that guide my work. A brief follow-up interview may be
required and may be conducted by telephone.

3.

The interviews will be audiotaped and transcribed, with the raw data being
maintained by Darya Funches who is conducting the research. The
researcher’s role is to collect and analyze the raw data to understand my
individual experience and articulate any theory that emerges from the
experiences of all participants.

4.

My name may or may not be used in the final write-up. If it is to be used,
I will be asked for my additional consent in writing. Also, my
organization’s name will not be used without written permission from the
appropriate authority. In either case, I will have the opportunity to review
the description of my experience for accuracy and protection of my
situation. If I agree to have my name used, I realize that I risk exposure
of my personal thoughts and feelings.

5.

I can accept or reject the invitation to participate without any resulting
prejudice on the part of the researcher. I am voluntarily participating and
may withdraw at any time prior to dissertation submission. If I withdraw, I
will call by telephone and follow-up in writing. The researcher will then
destroy the audiotape and transcript of my interview and any other
personal or corporate information related to my withdrawal.

6.

I realize that in addition to her dissertation requirement, the researcher
may use the information in the study to publish a book or article, make
presentations, or other products for educational or commercial purposes.
The researcher will cite me, if appropriate to recognize my contributions, if
I choose to have my name used. If die information is published for
commercial purposes and includes any unique technical contributions of
mine, the researcher will honor my legal copyright of the product in
question and offer a nominal or appropriate fee for the particular
commercial situation.
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7.

As a participant in the study, I will receive a summary of the findings and
an invitation to attend a presentation of the results after the degree
requirements have been met and the study is complete. I realize that for
technical reasons, some cases may or may not be included in the final
results, including my own case.

8.

I will not hold the University of Massachusetts or the researcher liable for
any physical injury that may result while participating in this interview.

9.

I will make no future financial claims on use of information from my
interview after giving permission for the material to be used in accordance
with the above guidelines.

I agree to the conditions above:

Print Name of Participant

Participant Signature

Date

Print Name of Researcher

Researcher Signature

Date

APPENDIX D
FINAL CONSENT LETTER
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October 15, 1993

Flo Calhoun
c/o Kris Duffy
10111 Walker Woods Drive
Great Falls, Virginia 22066
Dear Flo:

.y*

First, I want to thank you so much for being gracious enough to allow me to
interview you for my dissertation research, The Inner Experience of Leading
Transformation: A Study in the Use of Self as an Instrument of Change.” Your
experiences added a different and unique aspect to the study.
I am completing the data analysis stage, which has included reviewing each
interview transcript, developing an individual depiction for each co-researcher or
interviewee, and developing any related theory for the group as a whole. The
form I have chosen for the individual depiction is poetry, attempting to reflect the
essence of your experience as a transformational guide. As you recall, we agreed
that I would give you the opportunity to check the information about you for
accuracy prior to finalizing the analysis. Also, I need your permission to use your
name in the text if this is agreeable to you.
I have enclosed three items. First, there is a copy of the full transcript, a copy of
which you may wish to keep for your records or destroy. Given my involvement
in the interview, please check with me first about any other use of the
information. Second, I have included the individual depiction of you, which has
been summarized from the interview, using your words. If we have previously
agreed that your identity is to be disguised no matter what, the depiction included
has already been designed to achieve this goal. Third, a final consent form is
included for your signature, giving me permission to use your name and your
organization’s name. Please understand that I may still need to make editorial
changes.
Although my analysis is about the group of you who have helped me with this
research, I want to be able to reflect some of the core of what you bring to the
effort of transforming individuals, organizations, and nations. I will select a few
of the transformers about which to write an exemplary portrait, wherein I will
write about their experiences, weaving in quotations from the transcript, journals,
my notes, and other publications. This way, I can use the example of
transformation as a case analysis of sorts. If your case is selected for this portion,
I will not need your review of the item because you will have approved the
transcript and the individual depiction. I may, however, call you for more
discussion if I use your case.
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Flo Calhoun
Page 2
October 15, 1993

Again, I truly appreciate your patience, time, and responsiveness. Given my
current timetable, it would be best if you could review the enclosed
depiction/summary and forward me the consent form by FAX as soon as possible
(206-323-3761). You may also call me at 1-800-835-REAP this week to let me
know your response. You may want to take more time to review your own
transcript and let me know about this aspect no later than October 31, 1993, if
possible.
With warmest regards,

Darya Funches

APPENDIX E
FINAL CONSENT FORM
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The Inner Experience of Leading Transformation:
A Study in the Use of Self as an Instrument of Change

Name of Research Participant:
Address:
Title: _
Telephone Number:_

Darya Funches has my permission to use my name and my organization's name in
the text of her research study. I have read the individual depiction of me and agree
to its content and/or have let Darya know of the corrections for accuracy of content.
Also, I have reviewed the transcript and made corrections as to content wherever
possible.
I concur_

[Signature]

_

[Print name here]

_

[Date]

Darya Funches does not have permission to use my name or my organization's name
in the text of her research study. I have read the individual depiction of me and
agree to its content and wish my name to be disguised and my title and background
information to be minimized so as not to make me easily identifiable. I have read
the transcript and agree to its accuracy and/or have made corrections and have
forwarded these to Darya. I understand that anonymity may affect how I am used
in the data sample. For example, my case may not be highlighted, though the
information I provided may be used to support the overall analysis and study goals.
I will still receive a summary of the study if I so desire.
I prefer anonymity in the study and on the individual depiction.
_ [Signature]
_ [Print name here]
_ [Date]
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THE INNER EXPERIENCE OF LEADING TRANSFORMATION:
A Study in the Use of Self as an Instrument for Change
Revised Interview Guide for Analysis

The original interview guide was organized into thirteen questions, with sub¬
questions in each. For analysis, I am separately highlighting the sub-questions. Some
of these may not have received much attention in the interview, given what appeared
most important from the interviewee’s perspective about their inner experience.
Some of the questions are answered from the interviewee’s biographical data.
QUESTION O.Tell me something about your background. What are some facts
about you? Code: TBkground
QUESTION l.How would you describe the situation in which you were working
when the transformation/change effort took place? Code: Presntsit
QUESTION 2. How would you describe the business situation and the culture?
Code: Tbuscultr
QUESTION 3. How would other significant actors describe it at that time? Code:
Gbuscultr.
QUESTION 4. What was your perception of the need for change? How did you
identify it? How did your perception compare to others’ perceptions?
How did your perceptions change over time? Code: Tpemdchg
QUESTION 5. What was the perception of the need for change by the organization?
How did they identify it? How did their perceptions change over
time? Code: Opemdchg
QUESTION 6. How did you perceive your role in the overall effort? How did your
role change over time? Code: Tpercvrol
QUESTION 7. How was your role perceived by others? How did their perceptions
change over time? Code: Oprcvtrol
QUESTION 8. How did (means/process) you know of their perceptions? How did
this change over time? Code: Tgetoprcp
QUESTION 9. How did you respond (thoughts, feelings, actions)? How did your
responses change over time? Code: Tresponse
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QUESTION 10. Describe the overall change effort, including some key incidents or
situations in the process, from early on to the end, or to the present
point. Code: Chgprocov
QUESTION 11. How would you describe yourself as a leader or a change agent
(use symbols, images, and metaphor)? Code: Tmetaphor
QUESTION 12. How would others describe you? Why? Code: Odescribt
QUESTION 13. How would you describe yourself in relation to the culture? How
are you similar? Different? Code: Treorgcul
QUESTION 14. How do you experience your connection to this organization as a
person? Why do you think you are really here (with this system)
as opposed to somewhere else? Code: Tlncon2cl
QUESTION 15. How does your connection compare to others’ connections? Code:
Tconncomp
QUESTION 16. What are some of the periods you enjoyed most? Why? What
happened? Code: Tjoypercp
QUESTION 17. What did you learn from the experience? Code: Tleamexp
QUESTION 18. How satisfied were you with the outcomes? Code: Tsatisfyr
QUESTION 19. What would you do differently, if anything? Code: T2doagain
QUESTION 20. What in your background, if anything, prepared you for this
experience? Code: Tbackprep
QUESTION 21. Have you ever had experiences that transformed you in your
personal life? If so, describe them. Code: Ttranself
QUESTION 22. Do these experiences have any connection to your professional
experiences with transformation? [Do these impact how you
approach transformation, for example? How?] Code: Ttmswork
QUESTION 23. Do you have a "model" or theory of how to lead a transformational
change effort? How would you tell someone to proceed? Code:
Tranmodel
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Meta-Codes
Ways of Knowing/Seeing (Discernment) Code: Twavoknow
Ways of Being (Heart)

Code: Twavbeing

Ways of Doing (Presence)

Code: Twavdoing

Additional Codes
Transformer’s feelings about...

Code: Tfeelings

Case codes

Code: 1st letter of case code name

Time, space & motion

Code: Tmspmtion

Resistance (positive)

Code: (T/Q)resispos

Resistance (negative)

Code: (T/Q)resisneg
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THE LIFE AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF ROBERT POWELL

First, some background: Robert Powell is an African-American man, bom
November 4, 1923, in Corsicanna, Texas, and currently living in Houston, Texas.
He does not have his Ph.D. in the traditional sense of the word.

He is

professionally intellectually, and affectionately known by thousands of people around
the world, however, as "Doc," or "Doc Powell," a reference which they bestow upon
him of their own volition, not at his initiative. He has achieved his Ph.D. in more
ways than one, if one recognizes the degree as the contribution to the knowledge
base of one’s particular discipline. Doc is the co-inventor, along with Karl Stetson
in 1964, of the holographic interferometer, a discovery which pointed to the first
industrial role for holography in nondestructive testing.
Robert Powell was an only child who grew up with his mother.

He has

travelled the world and lived "up north," as he says. Now he finds himself in one
of the so-called African-American ghettos of Houston, the Fifth Ward.

He has

been a university professor, a research physicist and engineer, and an entrepreneur.
Now he directs an institute, the Practical Science Institute, which seeks to make a
profound difference on the education through discoveries Doc has made with ancient
African mathematics and sacred geometry. The Institute’s name is reminiscent of
one of the statements attributed by Organization Development practitioners to Kurt
Lewin: "There is nothing so practical as a good theory."
Having also functioned as a transformer in science in relation to the use of
the hologram. Doc Powell currently operates as a transformer in working with
individuals who wish to learn from the principles of sacred geometry. Every cubic
inch of space in his home and office is filled with books, papers, hanging geometric
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forms made of slim, smooth wooden sticks and other substances. This use of space
goes out into the back yard as well. Nothing is wasted here. Other than himself,
the student, and perhaps a colleague, nothing else matters when Doc is teaching.
Excerpts from the autobiography. On Being Black in Houston (Powell, 1986), follow:

Prologue (1923-19321. Born early November, a few miles east of Corsicanna, into
a family setting that Danny Patrick Moynahan’s bunch sought to describe in the
national politics of 1965,1 spent this first decade doing "Pre-school” time in Dallas,
kindergarten in Galveston, a year or so of public school in San Antonio ... in
training for Houston and the First Act. In Dallas, I learned about home-brewing of
beer, bathtub gin, and some rudiments of prohibited distillation chemistry. In
Galveston, I learned at school that fisticuffs was not my Thang; at home, that the
White female pal next door was, in some unspeakable yet crucial sense, more offlimits than the other private and public accommodations that grown-ups knew all
about. In Galveston, the Jacquet brothers made jazz in the dance-hall across the
alley from the room where I slept in the back of my grandmother’s house. In San
Antonio, I learned to salvage cigarette butts from downtown sidewalks, and to
smoke. By the time I got to Houston, then, I had, already, a pretty good notion of
Where the Love Is/Where It Ain’t/Which Drinking Fountain, Library, Theater to
Use/Not Use. Moreover, by then the idea of traveling (around Texas) was already
appealing, both as Fun and as a broader clue to Learning about The Actual and The
Possible.
ACT I (1932-1935\ My entry experience as a "Black" in Houston was, simply put,
a Crash Course in "How to Receive a Helluva Lots of Love," in the "Black"
community. The home, the schools, and the streets were the "labs." Home was at
1713 Carr Street, a few blocks from the corner of Odin Avenue and Clark Street,
in the Bloody Fifth (Ward). To get from our front yard to Carr, one had to cross
a ditch and the Missouri-Pacific passenger-and-freight train track. At home, I
learned to install the wire which conducted the electric power potential around the
Light Company’s watt-hour meter... and how to remove it quickly when The Man’s
man was detected "coming round" the neighborhood. Note: Chemistry, in Dallas;
now physics and electrical engineering already, in Houston.
My entry experience with H.I.S.D. (Houston Independent School District) was at
Crawford Elementary, on Clark Street, near Odin (Lyons). As just about all students
of those days were persuaded to recognize, I was there led to see that at school: (a)
I was the personal property of the teachers; and (b) my job was to LEARN, to my
limit. The mathematics teacher, in particular, singled me out as one of her Special
Ones; she cut me no slack. The Beauty she revealed in the procedure for longdivision blew my mind. Later, graduating to Wheatley, now E. O. Smith, with all
those pretty girls, the big kids, the band, the football team, the serious Coach
Caldwell ... all of it .. . still was not as hip as the relations continuing to be
uncovered in Mathematics.
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This specialized course in "All the Love You Can Handle" was unfolded under an
increasingly explicit constraint: whenever possible, just avoid all White folks; when
avoidance is not possible, lose the argument at the earliest stage of the contact. This
strategic policy was not uniformly accepted. Rejection of the policy leads to TDC
accommodations. I chose the policy (found it extremely useful throughout Act II;
now and then, I still find it exquisitely appropriate in Act HI). Consequently, I
experienced as little of Downtown Houston as I could get by with: a trolley ride to
the cultural delights of the Fourth Ward’s lodges and fraternities; a trolley ride to
the Interurban Station for Galveston; or such. Contact with the "Mainstream" was
largely by the radio (a fabulous picture of Their Dream, a nearly complete absence
of Ours), Their three versions of a daily press and Their magazines. These media,
along with Our local, regional and national journalism, were plenty good enough to
enable the design and refinements of Avoidance tactics.
Although the entire spectrum of the "Black" Church helped me to decide What’s
What in the Enclave and in the "Mainstream" cultures, the formative forces for my
spiritual script, in Act I, were mainly the African Methodist Episcopal Church, du
Bois’ Crisis magazine, and the Believe-It-Or-Nots of such Keepers of the Flame as
J.H.A. Roger Carter Woodson and Houston’s own Carter Wesley.
In the spirit of the scripts in the Danny Patrick bunch’s report, I was moved, shortly
before the Centennial Year, into my first intermission from Houston. Home
Economics of The Depression enjoined that we consolidate up North—to Dallas.
INTERMISSION I (1935-19461. The teachers in the segregated Dallas public
schools simply picked up where the Houston teachers left off. I was a baton which
they exchanged as smoothly as Our Olympic relay teams do it. I was expected to
know that I was The Baton. They ran The Baton through three laps of Latin, a lap
of Euclid, a half-lap of Journalism, a lap of Physics, and several laps of Enduring
World Literature ... all of it from Sir or Madam, With Love.
The White folks in Dallas seemed to be less required to Kick Nigger Ass at the
slip of a syllable, so the above-mentioned Constraint was relieved a whole lots.
Unlike Houston of Act I, here the exposing of a readiness to yield at the earliest
possible stage of a misunderstanding about "A Nigger’s Place" would more than
likely resolve the conflict. This relief was nice, but when I eventually got back to
Houston for Act n, I did not Be No Fool: In Act II, Houston’s White folks still
had their old, revered, South Africa set of What’s What for smart niggers. But in
Dallas, e.g., as a "Black" teenager I could, and did, ride my bicycle all over the town,
under the adequate personal protection of My Readiness to Yield.
Now this Intermission got itself extended, further into the North. Having fun as
these "Black" teachers’ baton collected for me some pretty good grades. For my
high school graduation somebody among the teachers arranged that I "win" a
scholarship, to some ole private college for Blacks still further up North-in
Nashville. What the Hell, and Why Not. Neither my Danny Patrick Mother nor I
had the foggiest notion of the dollar cost of a college education. So ... on Donner,
on Blitzen, et alia ... et cetera.... Thus, the urchin from Carr Street, threadbare
even among niggers, matriculated into Nashville’s Pearl for the preparation of Uppity
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Negroes of the USA. Suitably humble and cautious within this cotillion of House
Niggers and a desegregated (!). international (!) faculty, he/I elected to major in the
familiar, the security blanket started up at Crawford Elementary: Mathematics.
Half-way through this flirtation with "The North," the European War II got serious;
Pearl Harbor. The White folks took to drafting niggers in bunches. Students
majoring in Physics were, however, deferred from immediate service; not so with
Math majors. So, with no essential change in the loom of my idealistic security
blanket weaving, I switched the name of my major to Physics. Uninterrupted by the
European War n, I graduated, magna cum laude.
My effort to help The Family (i.e., my mother) with the cost of my cotillion ride
extended me still further into the North. In the summers between semesters, I fell
into a well-established procedure by which male "Blacks" boot-strapped into the
American Dream: working as a domestic servant on passenger boats on the Great
Lakes. This experience was, as well as being Fun, a graduate school training in a
whole new world of the Art and the Science of The Constraint in coping directly
with White folks. This lab course turned out to be priceless for Act II and Act III
in Houston.
About a year before VJ Day, the developments of EW II caught up to me. Ole
Harry Truman, in his characteristic commander-in-chief style, demanded that some
fragment of the "Forces" be desegregated. The Navy drew the short straw. And I got
into that marvelous mini-experiment in the Navy: Captain Eddy’s no-nonsense
training program in electronics, maintenance, and repair.
This refined the
development which The Cotillion had continued from Crawford Elementary, namely,
my status in Houston in Acts II and III as an "Over-qualified Male Negro ... an
’OMN.’"
ACT II (1947-1948L With VJ Day, students in Cap’n Eddy’s program were quickly
given a binary choice. Either commit to four years of regular Navy and be permitted
to continue this expensive training program or take an immediate Honorable
Discharge.
I was "separated" to the place I called home: Houston. The Chronicle and The
Post indicated the usual after-a-war job opportunities for veterans to transfer their
skills into the civilian economy. "OMNs," however, of course need not apply. I
persisted, though. Eventually got work as a Bus Boy, at the cafeteria of the
Southern Pacific Railroad Company’s passenger station. Resentful. Passiveaggressive. Uppity. Etc. But employed!
Unwilling to cultivate my entry-level physicist/electroniker seed at the likes of the
Southern Pacific Cafeteria Laboratory, I took to commuting seasonally to the Great
Lakes passenger boats ... with Detroit as a base, touching in on Cleveland, Buffalo,
Chicago, to Michigan’s lovely upper peninsula and Canadian lake ports. Houston was
my home; the North, west of the Mississippi, was my range. Entirely without my
awareness these erratic commutings were building a precious component of a
broader Understanding of "What Is the Case" and "How Things Work" ... a
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component that would prove essential to the self-recognizing, in Act III, of my
unlimited wealth as a "Black” citizen of Houston as the twentieth century closes.
Somewhere in 1947,1 did find a job at home, in a quite unexpected capacity. With
characteristic naivete and abandon, I accepted the offered opportunity to be the
Crime Report for Carter Wesley’s Houston Informer [Houston’s first Black
newspaper]. This would be the most delicate, yet, of the tests of my skill at
management of The constraint: Criminal lawyers and civil lawyers for nigger cases;
sheriffs; jailers; poleecements; cracker judges; niggers with extemporaneously
contrived "defensesValibis/complaints. This experience provides an interesting base
line against which to compare impressions about What is What in Houston for
"Blacks" these days (Act ID). This experience was suddenly interrupted when Carter
fired me ... for reasons that any professional journalist would understand. By this
time, I had been seized by a simple and (of course) grandiose plan: Take my GI
Bill eligibility and ease back to The Cotillion for a free M.A. degree in Physics.
Thus, a second Intermission.
INTERMISSION II (1948-1974). No Problem. Came up under the influence of
six fabulous (i.e., weirdo) physics profs, a mad mathematician, a craft
biochemist...and discovered M.I.T.’s Norbert Wiener on one of his visits to the
"Black" medical science enclave in Nashville. Master’s degree in hand, travel still
further north was indicated for OMN types.
In addition to the "welfare" degree, I accomplished a wife and the first of three
remarkable sons...at the cotillion.
Muddling still further North, I landed employment as an entry-level research
physicist in one of the several M.I.T laboratory branches of the U.S.A.’s military/
industrial/university combine. There, I dropped into a front-row seat from which
to watch the dethroning of the vacuum tube and the birth of a new branch of
physics, Solid State Physics.
After four years of this, and a minor participation in it, I sneaked off to a small
state engineering school in Massachusetts, to teach mathematics and physics to
electrical engineering students.
By then, with all three sons produced, I’m itching to get back "home" and "start"
some sort of "My Career." Houston said, "Fuck off, Boy." Dallas waffled. San
Antonio said, "Can I put you on hold, please?" I got as far south as the southern
tier of New York state, where IBM had for me still another attractive professional
development experience... one that should have nice market value if the Good Ole
Boys who run Houston Should enlighten them$elve$ in my lifetime.
After four years, IBM could no longer subsidize my interest in lasers-as-aninformation-acquiring tool. Another binary decision arose: either work with
weapons-related. Power engineering projects, or work somewhere else. No problem.
No blame.
Following one of the brightest of my former students from
Massachusetts, I joined a recently de-classified lab of the University of Michigan’s
branches of "the Combine." The U of M lab was messing around, for the Air Force,
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with a new optical information processing procedure called Holography. The former
student, now colleague, and I rather quickly . . . and serendipitously . . . stumbled
onto a beautiful, practical and unique application of the holography technique in
acoustical engineering and in mechanical engineering.
When this sort of event occurs anywhere in an establishment lab, all sorts of fur
flies. Matters of prestige, money, human relations all move to a state that is far
from equilibrium. When the dust settled, it was still obvious that my colleague
and I had played the central role in this exploitation of holography. I fantasized
that among other things this feat would/could be an unanticipated aid on my
resume’s plea for a shot at working at Home.
The road to Home, and to Act III, however, was still not yet direct. And my Train
was still a Local, with two more stops for Attitude Adjustment.
To save my testicles from a Painless-but-Deep, standard Academic Circumcision, I
left the university’s Combine Lab; entered the start-up of a private venture to exploit
the commercial value of the serendipity in the mechanical engineering applications
of holography. The character of the two principals of the start-up was "reasonable
to expect,” but this was well known in the science/engineering community of
holographers. Unable to "keep track of the moving finger,” I bailed out of the
venture, into the American Optical Company, a shiny new research lab in
Massachusetts, again. My idea was to clarify the foggy notion I had about a next
logical step implicit in the mechanical engineering applications, namely, a
noninvasive medical diagnosis treatment, for which the then state-of-the-art
unfortunately had no name. AO wanted no new risks to take on; it would be
enough, thank you, just to have a nice famous personal Negro in its window.
Leaving AO, I collected a founding team and started my own for-profit entity to
transfer the technology. In the course of this failure, my wife and I conducted the
demise of our marriage.
With the influence of a key colleague from Mechanical Engineering, I landed a plum
faculty post, teaching and research, at a small engineering school in Michigan. To
support the divorce, I needed two full incomes, at a minimum .. . one for "them,”
one for me. Not good. I rejected the idea of a one-way ticket to a virgin island.
Resolved to get back home, if with nothing more than my skin. Curtain up on Act

in.

ACT III (1974-2000_). On a visit home in early 1974,1 caught "Houston” in the
act of recruiting "qualified” Blacks for employment in its spread of technical, etc.,
jobs. This search, it advertised, was not just for local prospective hires; candidates
from as far away as Louisiana, for example, were encouraged to apply. Relocation
costs would be picked up for qualified hires: Homeboy sees a corner o’ de
briarpatch? One of the NASA contractor companies hired me. Something to do
with managing computer programmers. By mid ’74, I am again a "Black" in
Houston.
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In about a year's time, I encountered a job prospect that did light my personal and
professional fires. The job was located in an institutional setting which, at its start¬
up, had been carefully and successfully constructed to perpetuate the Old South's
version of The Constraint. The job offered, however, the slim possibility to teach
some physics and to execute a low budget research refinement of the still incubating
notion about the holographic non-invasive medical diagnosis instrument. Well, the
institution was certainly no Cotillion for House Niggers, rather, by construction, it
was/is more a Charade imposed in Houston, by Texas, upon field Niggers [Texas
Southern University]. Without a whole bunch of rancor, I was pleased and relieved
to leave that job after two years, carrying a tad of psychological health and a number
of beautiful faculty- and student-friendships.
I took to sitting on my front porch a lots. Watching Houston. Leisurely chuckling
and growling at my predicament. Leisurely broadening my range of Houstonian
acquaintances, cross-culturally: across religious, political, economic, and educational,
professional boundaries. Just moseying around the New Houston, collecting growls
and chuckles about the New Houston in relation to the town of Act II and Act I.
To generate a substance income, and to support my continuing research on the
holography matter, I have taken-as I can get them-a variety of jobs, mostly menial,
all for pittance pay. The jobs have provided a somewhat novel firsthand view of a
few of the veins and capillaries of the sweaty underbelly of the city’s old/new What
is What.
I worked as a Technician, giving final factory test of the
mechanical/electrical/electric/hydraulic performance of Electrical Power Supplies
for oil well drilling facilities. I worked on teams which claim to yard test oil pipes
for defects that might matter. I worked as security guard/domestic servant at a
Houston-elegant private residence. For the past two years or so, I have supported
my love affair with Houston by work as a security guard at industrial and commercial
sites. The income is a chuclde, but the work gives the time for an unhurried look
at a real-time spectacular event of global significance: the foreplay, the intercourse,
and the spasms by which the New Houston raises its Phoenix and makes its ashes
at the close of this century.
For this "Black" in Houston, it is seldom easy to distinguish the ashes from the New
Rising.
The spiritual and political vitality of the Gay community is a fresh breeze from the
framers of our Declaration of Independence. On the other hand, this movement in
search for identity and personal autonomy is one of the sites for cultivation of
physiological defects in (physical) immune systems. Then, there is Kathie and Lance
and the Council, doing the best they know how, under the no longer workable
constraints of a zero-sum game; in an economy based on the life-boat ethic, there
are no winners. The Phoenix already rising simply demands Non-zero sum rules,
rules that are known, but not politically "realistic" under our How Things Work.
The adult, and young adult, children who stylishly fan the flames of superficial
Houston-Elegance along the edges of the outer Westheimer corridor are probably
making Ashes of themselves. Their thinking seems still centered around their
orifices. We probably can afford this non-participation in the New Rising.
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Now, the Good Ole Boys, today’s version of the ones who grabbed the Spindletop
while Beaumont was at work. With the A-rabs and other darkies waking up a bit,
they seem to be stirring from the couch of Success to look around for another
"Beaumont." A front for the chamber is doing an amoeba-like feel-around for new
bosses to ride. Maybe commercial Space, Inc. Maybe molecular, or a-tomic, or
nukelar, or computerized Medicine, Inc. Maybe the Woodlands University will
"Beaumont" Houston. Maybe Houston will "Beaumont" Austin’s coup on the nation’s
team to meet Japan on the Fifth Generation computer race. From the front porch
of this "Black" in Houston, it seems that there ain’t to be no "Beaumonts" this time;
when the century closes the Good Ole Boys will be seen to have poached in the
wrong part of the ranch. Almost any Sufi tale explains their "Vision" defect. Or,
Mexico has a tidy explanation: "un perro pasa un puente; en la boca yyeba un
pedazo de came."
A recent (6-22-86) Chronicle-published Aggie Joke by a chief economist of the Bank
of Boston typifies this habit of designing Strategic Plans according to (the)
Experience (of one or two "wars" ago).
As for us "Blacks" in Houston, I puzzle, leisurely. From the front porch, I see
nothing of the likes of O’Hara Lanier, Sam Nabritt, a Carter Wesley. We kept a
decorous distance from Malcolm and Martin while they were alive and Making the
Phoenix base. Today, our general discomfort with the words of Jesse or Farrakhan
are a mild form of the Amsterdam Jews’ reaction to Spinoza: don’t, repeat, do not,
offend de boss; maybe, a small slice of the Yuppie Pie, if you ask me, Boss.
Clement or Ronnie for President of Texas Southem-U.H. [University of Houston]
But then maybe we are due a breather from the Phoenix making, locally as well as
nationally.
The young "Blacks" that I encounter are mostly either outside of or superfluous to
the Houston economy. Among them, I do see the ever-present innate, species
specific desire to help. Alas, a decade of desegregation seems to have anesthetized
their Color Purple connection to our ancient source of Spiritual Instructions. Both
Texas Southern and Prairie View Universities harbor attractive seeds of ideas and
talents, even for the scientific and technological challenges which face the U.S.A;
seeds are these which even the Aggie banker from Boston might concede to be what
he calls "world class." As the century closes, these seeds will continue to parch in
such Jokes as his notion of where "a Texan" (i.e., White) with a significant
educational inferiority complex~and the money to do something about it-should
place his or her bets.
From the porch, and in moseying around, I notice a few Central American neighbors
and an occasional new Southeast Asian neighbor in town. My mother insists that
Mexico is re-taking her Tejas, one birth at a time. The "Spanish" community seems
to manage~in the face of all the usual obstacles-to generate a few quite convivial
business and residential beach-heads. Viva!
The new Southeast Asians, with their characteristic tenacity, seem to be slowly
winning the Viet Nam "War."
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The experiences described and the impressions and opinions expressed in this
manuscript provide a frame of reference which I claim gives to me a relatively
undisturbed front-row seat from which to watch unfold what I assert is currently
The Greatest Show on Earth: a handful of White men and women of Europe and
the U.S.A. are orchestrating the Dethroning of the Zero-Sum, Dog-eat-Dog, Mightis-right ethic by which a minority of Europeans have managed the Biosphere since
the days of Rome. This new handful seems to be comprised of an unarticulated
collection of intellectuals, careful students of species’ health-related Information.
Significant among them are Western philosopher-scientists and poet-theologians. In
apparently insignificant stages, they are making a catastrophic Reformation of the
Religion of the West. This relentlessly evolutionary process is being reported,
openly, by a few professional writers of fashionable "fiction." Old Boy institution
administrators, occupied with holding together their "realistic," no longer workable
How Things Work, are too busy to give serious attention to these "peripheral"
intellectual gadflies. RE-phrasing Eliot, "Things fall apart, but the Center HOLDS."
The Phoenix rises, according to a law of Nature’s biology. My city, committed to the
zero-sum policy, is relatively free of the gadfly epidemic. Hence my porch, and my
security guard shack, are nice quiet places from which to watch this Happening
unfold. My personal penury is a chuckle and a pain in the neck. But from my seat
in Ol’ Preoccupied Houston, the Big Show is terrific, (pp. 1-16)
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A Letter from the Board Chairwoman

Stories about Change and Transformation:
Reaping the Future We Want
by Darya Funches*

The two stories presented below about Quanpor
intentionally highlight different aspects of reality as
co-created by the people of Quanpor and their
environment. The stories are not intended to be
accurate reflections of any particular historical
context, or of any particular ethnic group and its
traditions or culture. As they are stories, we can see
these as illusions that may serve to illuminate
certain essential elements of what we like to refer to
as actual reality.

Change and transformation were and are at the
heart of many conversations about where we are and
where we have been, and decisions about where we
are going. Given this, I want to share with you two
of the stories I have written about this subject in my
work, allowing them to raise whatever elements
have meaning for you in your journey with NTL or
in other systems that you have helped grow and in
which you have also grown.

Quanpor’s End
It was within the ancient lands of what could be
called Asia, in the vast middle region where severe
changes in the weather patterns had caused
turbulent times in the land. The year was 452 B.C.
And it was a year that was standing as a master
teacher, with a captive group of learners being the
people of Quanpor. It was like the last moment of a
life-long course in which many people never really
captured the essence. Yet there was one—perhaps
others—who might have been getting it just as the
lesson was over, just as the lights were going out.
Perhaps she was beginning to see, though only a
glimmer.
The region was led by Queen Lida, one who was
as indulgent as she was visionary. She had many
gifts of leadership that were not consistently
applied. For most of her adult life, Lida was tall,
stately, and had the potential for—but lacked—true
elegance. This was partially because she was
substantially overweight, but more significantly
because she lacked true inner peace. At one time,
Lida had treasures and jewels abounding, based on
the riches of the natural resources of her own region

*Regarding transformation, I am in the process of
changing my first name from Daryl to Darya.
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words of Jolen, in that strange cracking voice with
that halting way of speaking he had developed in his
later years.
Jolen was one of the eldest spiritual advisors.
Seven years earlier, he had awakened from a
frightful dream and was compelled to warn Lida and
everyone else. She recalled just as he was then, his
hand pointing outward unquestionably at her,
almost leaping from his body into her chest with the
intensity of his words and his emotions from across
the room. “If you don’t move our base to the east
and find a new way to work with the land, and with
our neighbors to the far north, south, east, and west,
we will perish, and very soon!” he said. When at
first there was no response, he finished his outburst
with one last pronouncement, “Barren times are
coming!”

“Jolen was one of the eldest spiritual
advisors. Seven years earlier, he had
awakened from a frightful dream and
was compelled to warn Lida and
everyone else.”
Chairwoman from Page 2

and the trades made by her distant neighbors for tim¬
ber and vegetation from Quanpor’s lands. With their
precious gems and foodstuffs, Quanpor had ele¬
ments of everything needed to survive and prosper,
or so it had always seemed.
Queen Lida had hundreds of advisors—military,
political, and spiritual. They all had the official role
of helping to change things for the better in
Quanpor. Despite their official role, they usually
focused on other matters related to their individual
status or favor with one another and the royalty. On
the fateful day in 452 B.C., however, all who were
left among the advisors were gathered around a
barren field, seated in a circle. They were intently
concentrating on bringing energy into the earth,
desperately wishing to restore its fertility. There was
once much bounty here in Quanpor. “It is not
feasible,” thought Lida to herself, “that I would see
this point in my life.” There appeared to be an end
to the resourcefulness that had surrounded her all of
her life. Even when all had not been fully abundant,
they had managed to survive without the current
destitution.
In the comer of her eye, Lida could see her
parents in their feeble state, their bodies riddled
with the effects of the famine. She actually
whispered the dreaded word out loud to herself for
the first time: “famine.” Her mother Eelee, and her
father, Nolini, were also given to many indulgences
of the roots that numbed the senses when brewed.
Because of this habit and their tendency to eat the
things the advisors secretly said caused
disfigurement of the body, their health had never
truly been good since Lida was a young girl. Yet
they had always managed to enjoy themselves, at
least on the surface. They didn’t worry about such
things. “That’s what the advisors are for,” they used
to say, “to worry about that for which we have no
time.”
“This must be some type of curse. Otherwise,
how could this happen?” Lida murmured to herself
again. She was beginning to feel delirious, yet
clearer in a strange way. As soon as she asked the
question, her memory played back the haunting

Silence filled the pause as the others waited to
see how Lida and her parents would respond before
they dared to speak. At that moment Lida bit deeply
into the meat they had received from trading that
day, almost making this her response. Nolini
stepped forward and thanked Jolen for his concern.
“Your warning is heard. There will be better times
and ways to discuss it,” he said politely.
Eelee went further in her own way of
admonishing Jolen for this public display of fear
and disloyalty to the family. The people were quite
a distance away from the private platform of the
advisors and royal family, but this was much less
than acceptable behavior on Jolen’s part from her
perspective. Besides, she disagreed with him
vehemently. She said, “So, if you’re a spiritual
leader, why not bring us messages of how to keep
things as they are and make them better. Let us
know when you have that dream, Jolen!” Many on
the sidelines laughed, knowing this was their cue.
See Chairwoman, Page 3
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look barren to you, I ask? Enough complaints for
the day. If you want to be helpful, volunteer to help
Linfu take better care of us.” Hochu bowed his head
and stepped back into the silent space. Jolen began
to wither in energy before his very eyes. He seemed
to be turning a dark shade of gray.
On the important day in 452 B.C., sitting around
the circle staring at the barren earth—although it
was only partially in focus—Queen Lida could see
all of that moment that occurred seven years before
then. Jolen’s comments had not felt like advice.
They had felt like doom and gloom and an old
man’s curse. He had not been honored sufficiently
in his opinion, and this had turned him sour, thought
Lida. The current barrenness was Jolen’s curse, she
mumbled to herself, cursing him back. He had died
two years earlier, missing this moment. He created
it and missed it, she thought. Jolen had stayed silent
those last years, much to Lida’s relief.
No, this was not the end that Lida expected for
her reign. The shame and humiliation was apparent
in her twisted smile as she now looked around her at
the few Quanporians and advisors that remained.
Many had died of fever or famine in the past year.
First there were 20 dead, then 100 the next month,
then 500 the next. It was so rapid that it was a
calamity almost all at once. The advisors had never
been in agreement on any matter, as usual. They
were always tom, wanting to do whatever they each
thought themselves, rarely listening to one another.
Many had the same maladies as Lida: being
overweight and numbed occasionally from too
much smoking and drinking of the brew. The
spiritual advisors were really no better, for they did
not embody their own principles in their behavior
with the Queen. This made it hard to take them
seriously. They lacked true courage and heart in the
deepest sense. They couldn’t organize their ideas
into any collective action or influence much of the
time.
At that moment, as the few remaining people sat
around the circle, faced with the barren land in the
center and around them, Lida’s thoughts provided a
collective picture overhead. It was a composite, just
for a moment, of all that had happened, of all they
had done, of what had been unresolved. It was a
glance of what brought Quanpor to this end. Weak
from starvation and preoccupied with the collective
thought for the first time, they were not strong
enough to make any defense, and the troops from
the east marched in and took the lives of all who
remained, including Queen Lida. She did not even
hear their approach until they were actually there.
“Quanpor’s end and mine,” she murmured.

“The shame and humiliation was
apparent in her twisted smile as she
now looked around her at the few
Quanporians and advisors that
remained.”

Chairwoman from Page 2

Karman, one of the political advisors spoke, “I’ve
been concerned about our relationships with the
East as well. There is no need for us to be so
separate when there is much in our combined
strength.”
Con, the chief political advisor quickly
countered, “We’re the original source of all that is
significant in the east, north, south, and west. We
really have all that we need to survive.” She was not
about to get on the bad side of Queen Lida and her
parents that day about this matter.
Right behind Con, Linfu, the chief military
officer, spoke quickly, demonstrating his desired
prowess. “If you’re worried about the East, my good
man,” he said in addressing Jolen and the two silent
spiritual advisors who had begun to stand on either
side of Jolen, “I stand ready to attack at any time
and am always defending our territory except for the
little trade that we do.”
By this time a few persons were standing near
enough to hear the disturbance among the court and
had begun to snicker. “They are at it again,” said a
woman who was about 100 years old. “I wonder if
they ever agree on anything.” She told her small
great grandchild, “Rumor has it that they perform,
sulk, argue, and disagree and do nothing
significantly different, no matter what the issue of
the day is.” The small child wondered what it must
feel like to be such a leader and whether it was
something she should desire.
Hochu, one of the spiritual advisors, had the same
sense as Jolen about what could come to pass for
Quanporians. It was obvious to him, however, that
this could not be heard. He pondered for a moment
as to how to say it so that he could be heard, unlike
Jolen. So, he walked over to Queen Lida and
whispered in her ear, “Is there a time when we can
discuss this further?”
Finally, Lida spoke. “If you have more of Jolen’s
message, discuss it with him and your peers. You
are the ones most interested,” she sneered. To the
whole group she said, “Does anything around here

See Chairman, Page 4
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“We have been blessed,” Lida continued, “with
many riches from the land for centuries—gems,
timber, vegetation, and fruit. We have kept to
ourselves most of this, even at times when we may
have thrived more by connecting with others. We
have had many visitations from wise ones, but have
never really listened or acted on what we have
learned. We have had the opportunity to expand and
join forces, but we have remained central unto
ourselves and alone. For me, the dream represents a
new start, a chance to correct or balance what has
been before.”
The silence as Lida spoke hung heavy in the air.
From among the 50 spiritual advisors, two more
stood next to Jolen to speak in turn. The first to
speak was Hochu, a man who saw much ahead of
the time and much behind the time of the present.
He said, “I have been keeping to myself the sense of
direction that is next for us. We have been relatively
safe and snug in our nest, moving into oblivion
among others in the land-—even from the central
spot—for years. If we are honest, we will admit that
our bounty has not been as great. We have been
moving into potential loss for a while now. It is
upon us to look at what we are experiencing, to
understand why, and to turn our own tide. Then we
can share what we learn with others around us.
Making this turn, however, will also involve joining
with those that we have considered so different in
many ways, and somewhat of a threat.”

“It is upon us to look at what we are
experiencing, to understand why, and to
turn our own tide.”

Chairwoman from Page 3

Quanpor’s Return
It was in the ancient lands of Asia in the vast
middle region. The time was 452 B.C. in the land
called Quanpor, led by Queen Lida and her 100
advisors. They were legendary in these parts for
their collective powers. The legend goes something
like this.
In 445 B.C., Quanpor and its people were basking
in the bounty of the land. Food was plentiful and
was a major trading tool for the Quanporians to use
with all other regions, but they tended to trade very
little. Jolen, one of the eldest spiritual advisors,
raised a concern that day that more difficult times
were coming. He stood up and said, “I had a dream
last night that barren times are coming. We must
protect ourselves and be more conservative with our
resources. I saw emptiness and famine and birds in
flight, moving away. We need the help of others.”
There was a moment of silence, and all waited for a
cue from Queen Lida about how to respond.
She said, “Let us hear the meaning behind the
dream from others. Perhaps there is more than
meets our ears and eyes.” All continued to sit in
silence for a moment, somewhat impressed at
Lida’s response, which was different from her often
self-indulgent, petulant style. Queen Lida spoke
first, welcoming the opportunity to address this
issue, since she had also been restless the last few
nights, not sleeping deeply at all. She said, “I see
that we have the opportunity to correct and balance
all that is lacking within ourselves. We are the
barrenness, though we have much bounty also. I am
aware of my own barrenness that I have tried for
years to fill with food. A few have warned me, but I
did not listen.” Her mother, Eelee, and father,
Nolini, almost moved to stop Lida’s words. But
somehow the power of the heart opening as she
spoke was more than they could move against. They
stopped themselves and touched their own
barrenness as Lida spoke. A tear streamed down
Eelee’s face. Nolini touched her hand. He felt a
lump in his throat. They had never before touched in
public.

See Chairwoman, Page 5

Schedule for Board Meeting Dates
The NTL Board of Directors will meet on
the following dates.
•
•
•
•

May 3-June 2,1991
September 13-15,1991
December 6-8,1991
March 4-5,8,1992 (NTL membership
meeting set for March 6-8)
• June 5-7,1992
• September 11-13,1992
• December 4—6,1992

All NTL members are invited to attend
Board meetings. The next meeting will take
place in Washington, D.C. Other venues will
be announced in News & Views as soon as
we know them.
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acknowledgment. She bowed hers in return. She
then gave credit to her colleague, Karman, who had
been suggesting more pro-active collaboration with
the people in the eastern region for quite a while,
learning how they had come to use the waters and
the oils from the land in their area.
And so they continued, with the night full of the
same type of conversation. Lida had urged them all,
advisors and people of Quanpor, to talk with one
another more fully about the dream’s meaning in
their own personal lives and to Quanpor as a whole.
As the night moved on, Jolen beamed in a “loud,”
warm silence, feeling that he had seen Lida evolve
into a true leader for the first time before his very
own eyes. This meant much, since he had been one
of her teachers as well as one of her parents before
her. She felt his look and beamed at him in return,
bowing her head in earnest to him for the first time
since she had studied with him. For a moment, it felt
like the acknowledgement of master to master.
Eelee and Nolini both stood up and spoke. With
tears in her eyes, Eelee thanked Jolen: “You have
raised the unspeakable and have been heard. It is not
that we have been so terrible. It is that we can still
grow. I did not know until now that such a thought
could feel so good. It has always felt dangerous and
frightening.”
Nolini walked over to Jolen and sat with him,
shoulder to shoulder and then face to face, and said,
“You have had an important part in bringing us to a
new place as a community. I thank you, teacher.”
Jolen felt a tear in his own eye. Nolini had not
acknowledged Jolen in this way for many years.
More bitterness began to dissipate more than he
knew was there.
When they all left to sleep that night, daylight
was already emerging. They agreed to sleep briefly
and come back renewed in a few hours to plan their
“return.” “When we enter this place again, we will
do so with a new commitment to create a new
Quanpor,” said Lida. When she said the words
“good night,” she meant it.
In their sleep they all created new visions of
Quanpor. They imagined different regions working
together for one another at different times. They
imagined creating new fruit that would grow well in
the eastern region. Some considered joint
adventures of explorers from all the regions going to
learn about and contribute where possible and trade
with regions abroad. Some even imagined the court
working together as it never had before. When they
entered their community space in the morning, they
talked of their dreams and wishes and visions with
great energy and excitement.

“When they entered their community
space in the morning, they talked of
their dreams and wishes and visions
with great energy and excitement.”

Chairwoman from Page 4

Alisher, the second advisor on the other side of
Jolen, then said softly yet firmly, “In this moment,
we can face both responsibility and joy.” As Queen
Lida listened, there seemed to be at least 50
messages in Alisher’s statement. Lida just looked
into her eyes as if to see each one.
The people stood around, 10,000 strong, amazed
to hear this type of disclosure from the advisors in
public. Everyone thought the advisors fought in
private and were usually silent in public, except to
hear the Queen’s voice or her parents’. What was
more impressive was Queen Lida’s invitation for
everyone to speak and express their meaning for the
dream.
The people encircled the Queen and the court of
spiritual, political, and military advisors, not
wanting to miss an utterance. One of the 10,000, a
woman who was about 100 years old, said softly,
“We have leaders again. It is time. They have been
asleep, as we have all been.” Both she and her small
great grandchild felt a wave of emotion and energy
move through their bodies as the older woman
spoke. The young girl thought, “I’d like to be a
great leader some day.”
The chief military advisor, Linfu, began to talk at
this moment. He was a stately, broad-shouldered
man, who until that moment had ceased to care
about anything in Quanpor except to impress the
court, do his job, and direct the protection of
Quanpor’s boundary region. Linfu spoke in a
resonant baritone voice: “The dream means to me
that we have a new job. Our task was once to keep
the foreign elements out. Now it is to go out and
actively seek the new seeds for the different fruit we
are to bear. Our protection is our recruitment and
sowing a new crop.” A few gasps came from behind
Linfu as some of the soldiers heard this outrageous
remark from their military leader.
In t mellow voice, Cori, the chief political
advisor, said “Do not laugh. What could be more
revolutionary than strategizing how to plant a new
crop by working with others, given how we have
governed ourselves the past 50 years?” The soldiers
saw her point and slightly bowed their heads in

See Chairwoman, Page 6
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for making the vision a reality. Hochu came up with
new structures for connecting Quanporians with one
another and with the outside world. He felt that
Quanpor was just about to fulfill its true mission in
a new way. Cori and Karman came up with new
decision-making processes that created
opportunities for full discussion, yet set firm
boundaries in terms of direction. Linfu showed
everyone how to make “enemies” into learners and
neighbors. He excited everyone with his techniques
to create play, joy, and learning when others wanted
to fight. For example, he developed a shield that
was a great mirror, so that those who approached
Quanporians to fight would see themselves first in
the place of the enemy.
On the 13th night, they were all focusing together
on one aspect of the new Quanpor when something
fantastic happened. Each night they had released
some limitation in their ways of seeing, being, and
doing; had envisioned something they wanted to
create; and had begun to act on it the next day. This
time they began the evening with the decision to
take action at night, as soon as they had a vision.
They were focusing on the new fruit for the eastern
region and began to put seeds together that could
generate this outcome. They treated the seeds as a
work of art and quickly buried and watered them,
then went on to other things. They were so excited

“On the 13th night, they were all
focusing together on one aspect of the
new Quanpor when something fantastic
happened.”
Chairwoman from Page 5

The most important thing to do right away was to
prepare themselves for creating a vision. Hochu
agreed and guided them in the principles of fasting
and prayer, explaining that fasting was cleansing
and balancing and prayer was creation through
thoughts and actions, commitment and will, in
harmony with the universe. Until this moment, the
royal family had always considered fasting and
prayer to be like a form of torture, weakness, or
deprivation. At that moment, fueled by the
possibilities before them, they were excited, and so
were others. Lida called on Hochu more and more,
recognizing his clarity of sight and strength in
making things happen. Hochu noticed Lida’s
visionary talents in turn.
For several days, people fasted and prayed
together. They came together each sunrise and
sunset during this period and concentrated on those
things they needed to let pass away and those things
they needed to gain. They appreciated one another
in each joining and each parting every day. It was a
cleansing period in which all concentrated on
balancing thoughts, actions, and deeds for
themselves and Quanpor on the whole. On the
seventh day, they even stayed together for 36 hours,
into the ninth day, without parting. They breathed
the breath of life. They cried the tears of joy and
relief. They laughed and prayed with their entire
beings.
Through this process, they developed more
discernment and the ability to see more clearly.
They felt stronger in their connections in the heart
with all Quanporians and all other beings. The
advisors in particular began to embody their own
principles in their very presence. The fasting and
prayer had started with that advisors’ commitment,
but had rapidly grown to include everyone. Before
they knew it, all 10,000 strong were in the act.
Hochu was the great organizer, coming forth with
his abilities to get ideas into action. He worked well
with all the advisors and the people, and became
Lida’s partner in this effort. He and Lida instructed
people about the importance of appreciating one
another and their past, clearing out old spaces and
preparing for new changes and movement. It was
Hochu, Cori, and Karman who often had new ideas

See Chairwoman, Page
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NTL Membership Picnic
Bethel, July 4,1991
The week of July 1-7 has been specially
designated as NTL Membership Week. The
week promises to be one of fun, food, and
creativity as we all join together at an
important place in our history.
Two programs are being held for members
during Membership Week: The Professional
Work Conference (PWC) and the Diversity
Work Conference (DWC) (see the
announcement on page 7 for details).
We are also holding a Membership picnic
on July 4, and hope all members will make
time to attend. For further information on the
Membership picnic, contact Nanci
Appleman-Vassil in the Central Office at
703-548-1500, extension 303.
Come to Bethel during Membership Week
for a lab, the picnic, a member workshop, and
to have fun, food, and be together! We hope
to see you there!
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sharing more about macro level work locally,
nationally, and globally? People who are working
on corporate social responsibility, public education,
diversity issues in communities, and transformation
across the globe can share what they are doing and
learning.
Come on! Just gathering once a year at
membership meetings—if then—is too seldom to
come together. Do what you can to come to Bethel
during membership week—for a lab, the picnic, a
member workshop, or whatever else. Here’s to
forward motion! We want it, we deserve it, “so
REAP it!”

“Come on! Just gathering once a year at
membership meetings—if then—is too
seldom to come together.”

Chairwoman from Page 6

and full of energy and focus that something in¬
credible happened. Before their very eyes, a new
tree began to grow with the fruit they had seen in
their mind’s eye. The people from the north, west,
south, and east began to appear soon after, as if they
knew of the new arrival. They appeared in groups of
100 from each direction, each ready to taste of the
new fruit. The collective picture within them had be¬
come a physical reality. Queen Lida said, “We have
entered Quanpor’s return.”

Copyright 1991, the RELAP Gallery Unlimited
Corporation.

1991 Professional Development
Opportunities for Members
Please watch your mail for MIDCOM’s
announcements of the member-for-member
professional development opportunities available
this summer. The following programs are being
presented in Bethel, Maine:

Thoughts about NTL
In terms of our forward motion as NTL, many
things may occur to you as you read these stories.
One of the many items that occurs to me is the
notion of NTL’s being “a premier organization for
the mastery and architecture of social change,” and
not needing to be “the premier organization.” The
membership. Central Office staff, and Board seem
to know that we must be in partnership with others
as we create this new reality. I thank all of the
people who have brought this up over the past
several months. We will address it in June along
with several major decisions about our future.

• Professional Work Conference (PWC), July 1-7,
• Diversity Work Conference (DWC), July 1-7,
and
• Tavistock for Members, July 15-20.
The PWC and DWC are being offered to
accommodate the Board’s decision to implement a
policy requiring minimum qualifications for staffing
NTL’s core labs, our premier product. The core labs
consist of the Human Interaction Laboratory, the
Management Work Conference, and the Senior
Executives’ Conference.
If you wish to attend any of the professional
development workshops, complete the blue
registration form that will be included in the
MIDCOM packet and return it, along with payment
(by check, money order, or credit card) for the $300
fee for each wortohop, to Marion Devlin in the
Central Office by May 13,1991. You may also call
in your reservation or send it by FAX by May 13,
1991 (contact Marion Devlin at 703-548-1500,
extension 311, or by FAX at 703-684-1256). The
fee covers total tuition, lunches, and the opening
night dinner for the program. “Real” money is
required—that is, scholarships are not applicable to
these programs.
Space is limited, so make your reservations early.
We look forward to having you participate in the
member-for-member workshops. For more
information, please contact Marion Devlin or Nanci
Appleman-Vassil in the Central Office.

This Summer
So much is going on this summer in everyone’s
personal and professional lives. Yet with all of the
thought and action about next steps for NTL, this
may be a summer to pay some special attention to
our beginnings. We invite you to come to Bethel
during the specially designated Membership
Week—July 1-7—and join one another in a July 4
NTL member picnic. Let’s be together in a
significant place in our history as we make the
movement that is our future now. We promise food,
fun, creativity, and a production that contributes to
being on solid ground with our actions as
transformational change agents. We’ll work around
the lab schedule. You will receive more details
later—but you’ll need to read your NTL mail to find
out (smile). Why not dedicate sunrise seminars
during Membership Week to social change
technology and strategies, and to learning and
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A Letter from the Board Vice Chairman

The NTL Vision: Let’s Take It from the Top
by Bob Marshak

Finally, it means assuming the responsibility of a
premier organization on the world stage.

Many of us are working to fully engage the NTL
vision and what it does and does not mean to us and
NTL. Below I describe what I believe the first
paragraph means and invite others to contribute
their ideas in future issues of News & Views or
through other means.
“NTL is a premier organization in the world for
the architecture and implementation of social
change intended to maximize individual potential
and develop conscious and ethical communities. We
are an alliance of highly skilled educators,
researchers and practitioners who have the
technology to promote and facilitate change—to
create fundamental change for individuals, groups,
organizations and communities—so that we live in
harmony with one another and our environment.
Through our involvement in addressing key social
issues, NTL has become a ‘household word.’ We
are known as master architects and builders of
social change.”
To me this is a call to transform NTL into an
organization that

To stay on the forefront of social change
technology and practice means constant
innovation, invention, and improvement of theory,
technology, and “products and services” addressing
social change. It means adding to our repertoire of
theory and technology new ideas and innovations,
including those not solely grounded in laboratory
education. It means more research and
development. It means constantly updating our
materials and methods—no more xerox copies of
xerox copies of stuff from 1976. It means working
on and for social change, not just individual
change or social action alone. Social change, to me,
means addressing the macrosystem directly—the
structure and patterns of society and its institutions.
It means more than being socially conscious and/or
socially active. It means learning technologies and
practices grounded in disciplines besides
psychology and social psychology, including
sociology, anthropology, political science, and
economics, as well as biology and physics. It means
more than “change through group methods” alone.
It means knowing how to change the system and the
individual separately and together, and not just how
to change the system through the individual alone.
To have a proactively pursued, avowed agenda
means standing for something and seeking as well
as creating opportunities to manifest it. It means
being an initiator as well as a facilitator. It means
seeking others out, not waiting for them to call. It

• aspires to the highest standards of quality and
contribution in everything it does,
• stays on the forefront of social change
technology and practice,
• has an avowed humanistic agenda that is
proactively pursued, both alone and in
partnership, and
• whose members are recognized for their mastery
of technologies to create fundamental change
for individuals, groups, organizations, and
communities.

I’ve emphasized points to accent what I believe
to be some key aspects that signal the difference
between “more of the same” and a real
transformation.
To be a premier organization means being first
rate in everything we do. Not some things,
sometimes. It means being preeminent in our field,
in how we work with participants and clients, in our
materials and products, in how we treat one another
and relate to the Central Office. It means not settling
for less. It also means building and maintaining the
capacity (systems, resources, finances, credibility,
trust, etc.) required to be a premier organization.

See Vice Chairman, Page 9
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Corporate Programs Department Gets to Work
by Barbara Sloan
Director of Corporate Programs

If you’re interested, get your resumes ready! A
member survey form is being prepared so that NTL
can develop a new, complete, centralized member
data base, which will be used by all departments in
the Central Office. To help you complete the new
form, we will be sending you copies of all the
relevant information we have on you in our files.
I am looking forward to launching this venture in
NTL, and to working with you to provide first-rate
consulting and training services directly to our
clients.

NTL is starting a new “business”: providing
top-quality consulting and training services directly
to client organizations. That is, we will take the
work we do directly to the customer. Naturally, this
work will be provided only by NTL members. We
are working out detailed plans for this new program
now, and will give you more information soon.
My job is to develop contracts, create and
implement the necessary management systems,
provide some concepts or frameworks for these
projects, staff projects with the most qualified
members, and implement the NTL vision vis-a-vis
the Corporate Programs Department. To do this, I
need to get to know your interests, skills, and
general availability. So, starting now, if you get a
call from me, Virginia Sprecher, or anyone else in
the Corporate Programs Department, please respond
immediately. To date, most corporate programs
require a quick turnaround, and the first appropriate
member to call back gets the work. The fee
structures for these projects will be competitive for
such contracted work—that is, they generally will
be considerably higher than our usual fees for labs
and university programs.

“Paradigm Shifts” Essential to
Harmony, Fulfillment, and Productivity
Vice Chairman from Page 8

means understanding and telling others about what
you can and want to do, not hoping they will some¬
day recognize your talents. It means being more
than a “referral service” for members. It means
having an institutional purpose(s) and the ability to
leverage the institution toward attaining its aims.
To be able to create fundamental change for
individuals, groups, organizations, and
communities means expanding our traditional
notions of what levels of social system we address.
It also means developing and/or mastering the
technologies and skills to create fundamental
change—such as, for example the “paradigm”
shifts" required to move toward more harmony,
fulfillment, and productivity among diverse
individuals living and working together in groups,
organizations, communities, and countries that are
part of the complex social-biological-physical
ecosystem called Planet Earth.
In sum, I believe the NTL vision is a clear call for
organizational renewal and transformation at a time
when the world and its institutions are in great need
of what is envisioned for NTL.
I invite others to contribute their thoughts on the
second paragraph of the vision for consideration for
the June issue of News and Views. Please send your
comments to Catherine Messina at the NTL Central
Office by mid-May.

NTL Member Jack Lindquist Dies
We regret to report that, as we are going to
press with this issue, we have learned of the
death of NTL member Jack Lindquist. Jack
died suddenly of heart failure on Tuesday,
April 9, at the age of 49. We extend our
deepest sympathies to those who knew
Jack and cared for him, and will miss his
contributions to and support for our
organization.
A scholarship fund in Jack’s name is being
established at Goddard College, where he was
president from 1981 to 1990. Those who care
to make contributions should send them to the
Jack Lindquist Scholarship Fund, Goddard
College, Plainfield, Vermont 05667 (for
information, call Frances Malgeri at
802-454-8017).
A tribute to Jack is scheduled to appear in
the next issue of News & yiews.

Note: Audiotapes of members’ thoughts about
the vision as expressed during the 1991 NTL
membership meeting are available. For more
information, contact Kathleen Crabbs at the
Central Office.
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1991 Membership Meeting Points Us in New Direction
by Eric Peterman

picture ourselves as having realized our highest
potential and to get a glimpse of NTL from that
space.
We saw ourselves working together as a
community, reflecting, brainstorming, and problem
solving. Fred Miller and Judith Katz acted as guides
in our community journey by reflecting on the
structures we have created for diversity and on their
relevance today. We formed groups to discuss local,
national, and international social change projects.
We focused on such topics as public education in
America, transformation in other parts of the globe,
diversity issues (including homelessness) in the
communities of America, and corporate social
action. We came out of these discussions with a
wealth of ideas for possible social change projects,
which inspired many of us to commit ourselves to
getting together in regional settings in the future to
continue what we had begun in the group
discussions.
We got a clearer sense of what the NTL vision
means to us by asking ourselves what shifts and
changes we must make to realize the vision. To
present the vision, we created a round of energy. We

This year’s NTL annual membership meeting,
which took place February 28 to March 3 at the
Hyatt Regency Crystal City in Arlington, Virginia,
was a watershed event. It signaled the beginning of
a new leg of NTL’s journey. It was a meeting that
had a different tone, a different spirit than past
meetings. It was a meeting of joining and
bonding—of unifying and coming together, of
renewal and recommitment.
The meeting was designed as an intervention into
NTL, into the systems we have created, into the
community we are. All of us, working together,
became the intervention. In reflecting on the ways
we have been, appreciating how far we have come
in our journeys and in our personal relationships
with NTL, and in making decisions about where and
what we need to change to see NTL reborn in the
1990s, we began moving NTL in a new direction.
To ready ourselves, we concentrated our
individual energies—focused ourselves singly and
collectively—by joining together to create the space
in which we would do our work. Telling us that we
are the embodiment of what it is we are trying to
create. Chairwoman Darya Funches called us to

See Membership Meeting, Page 11

Julie Virgo, Darya Funches, Lennox Joseph, and Jane Watkins join discussion of NTL vision.
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formed two circles: a smaller, denser center circle of
Board members reading the vision aloud to a larger
circle of members and staff. We stood united and
strong—taking in the vision, becoming the vision—
two rings radiating energy outward into the universe.
We revealed to one another what rang out for us
in the vision. We heard the call to self-mastery,
tapping into the genius within; the call to being
active participants in developing our mastery of
social change technology; the conviction that we are
architects and builders of social change; our right to
be paid professional fees for our work; and our
commitment to being a conscious and ethical
community of learners who support one another in
bringing about social change.
It was also a meeting of recognizing,
appreciating, and honoring. NTL member Carolyn
Lukensmeyer, former chief of staff for Ohio
Governor Richard F. Celeste and now president of
Lukensmeyer Associates, shared with us her own
personal journey, and told us of her work and
experiences in the political arena. In her speech,
"... Of the People, by the People, for the People:
Democracy at Risk,” she spoke of the dangers
democracy and community life are facing today in
the United States. With her we examined our own
beliefs about government, politicians, and politics.
We saw to what extent we are part of the problem
and how we can get out of our present plight by
changing our beliefs and acting out of the new ones
we create.
In the evenings, we gathered together to
recognize and appreciate those who have paved the
way, those whose “shoulders we are now standing
on.” We recognized former chairpersons and chief
executive officers, the four “horsepersons” who
worked to reorganize NTL, and the many others
who gave of themselves to NTL. We also

Lee Butler presents small group’s work.

recognized and appreciated Board members,
members, and Central Office staff.
We remembered Bob Chin, with those who knew
and loved him telling stories about Bob and their
experiences with him. We honored Ken Benne by
recalling his contributions. We listened to Ken
speak about his relationship and work with NTL,
and share his thoughts on the world and human
society, past, present, and future. He addressed the
moralization of politics and the politicization of
morality and urged us to work toward a merging of
politics and morality rather than see them as
disparate entities that mutually exclude each other.
We honored those who are now paving the way.
NTL member Leonard Hirsch, president of the
Institute for Strategic Management, was named the
recepient of the first Ken Benne Scholarship Award.
He moved us with his account of his personal
struggles and triumphs, and talked of why it is
essential to stay committed to living and to move
forever forward even when it looks as though you
can go no farther. He echoed the vision and Ken
Benne’s call, urging us to strive, to persevere in
building moral and ethical communities.
The Town Meeting on Sunday morning was a
time of joining together. We looked at one another
and at the community that we had become, the
community we now are, and the community we
want to become. There, we talked of the vision, of
the meeting itself, of NTL and its future, of

Membership Meeting Proceedings
Audiotapes of the 1991 annual NTL
membership meeting are available. If you are
interested in purchasing any, please contact
Kathleen Crabbs at the NTL Central Office.
The proceedings of the membership
meeting have been transcribed and are
currently being edited. We do not yet know
when they will be ready for distribution, but
will send you more information on the
proceedings as it becomes available.

See Membership Meeting, Page 12
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increased member commitment and involvement,
and of where we’ve been, where we are, and where
we’re going. We used our own technology on oursel¬
ves: Four reflectors—John Carter, Eva SchlindlerRainman, Norma Jean Anderson, and George
Ford—gave us their observations and impressions
of what had happened at the meeting. Most impor¬
tant, the reflectors told us of some of our own pat¬
terns of behavior that work against our being
democratic.
In the closing ceremony, in which we formed a
round of energy once again, Darya called on us to
focus on mastery of social change and on mastery of
transformational change. We each received three
gifts symbolizing the qualities a master must
possess. The first object each of us received was a
pyramid—a symbol of awesome and lasting
presence. Each of us then went to the center of the

room and took a red tulip—a symbol of heart, of
courage, of an open, clear, and loving heart, of a
great heart. Each of us then took up a candle and lit
it—a symbol of discernment, of the power to see
what we want to create, to see what the real work is,
to see the potential clearly, here, now.
As the meeting closed, new vistas of what NTL is
becoming had already opened before us. Many of us
now share a new sense of purpose—a new vision of
NTL. Although some of us felt disoriented,
uncertain, and reluctant, most of us left feeling
energized and revitalized with a sense of
accomplishment and renewed commitment. It was a
powerful meeting in which we got in touch with
ourselves individually and as a community and
internalized our vision. We realized that we must
create NTL anew if we are to continue living up to
our past standards of excellence, if we are to stay
true to the spiritual quest with which NTL was
created.

THANK YOU
We acknowledge and thank all the NTL members whose planning, leadership, and facilitation made the 1991
Membership Meeting a success.
Corporate Social Action: Peter Vaill, Sylvia Carter, Chip

Thursday Evening Gatherings Facilitators

Henderson, Lucia Edmonds

People of Color: Michael Broom and Amanda Fouther
White People: Ed Travis and Karen Teminko

Membership Meeting Planning Committee
Bill Woodson (chairman)

Men: Benton Randolph and Bill Woodson
Women: Brenda B. Jones and Susan Nero

Argentine Saunders Craig
Susan Nero

Small Group Facilitators for Diversity Issues
Kopies; Board and Board Policy, Program Staffing, Membership
Composition and Entry Process/Criteria, Transformation and
Transformational Leaders

David Schwandt
Peter Vaill

Barbara Brewer and Charles Coverdale
Lee Butler and Ann-Michele Gundlach

Membership Committee
Lee Butler (chairman)

Argentine Saunders Craig and Bob Gaarder

Norma Jean Anderson

Jane Watkins and Norma Jean Anderson

Donald Coverdale

Bemie Lubin and Norvell Jackson

Ann-Michele Gundlach

Bob Marshak and Carole Parker

Kathy Lippert

Srinivasan Umapathy and Claire Halverson

Srinivasan Umapathy

Julie Virgo and David Ford
We also thank those from the Central Office staff who
contributed exceptionally of their time and energy to the
meeting: Lennox Joseph, Glenda Hilton-Robinson, Emily
Hickey, Nancie Coan, and Holly Le.
Finally, we thank Bill Woodson, who acted as the convenor
at the Town meeting, and these two members who acted as
presenters and facilitators: Lee Butler, who addressed the new
member entry process and transformational leaders, and
Barbara Brewer, who discussed the new member certification
and professional development process.

Social Change Project Facilitators
Public Education in America: Fred Stokely, Brenda Dancil
Jones, Lee Butler, Edie Seashore
Diversity Issues (including Homelessness) in the Communities
of America: Katherine Esty, Pat Clark-Battle, Michael Brazzel,
Freeman Barnes
Transformation in Other Parts of the Globe: Argentine Craig,
Lennox Joseph, Robert LeGris, Jane Watkins
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Your Feedback
We at News & Views are now making a special
effort to encourage members and staff to write
letters to share with others in NTL. If you have
anything inspiring, provocative, or practical to
say, please send your letters to Catherine
Messina at the Central Office, either by mail or
by FAX to 703-684-1256.

communication skills with one another, but our
communication and contact with ourselves as viable
human beings—human beings given the opportunity
to recognize, appreciate, and respect the differences
and the similarities in our beliefs and behaviors.
Over the last few years, the richness of these
differences has become more and more apparent as
people from many different cultures and countries
have joined in this important experience.
In my group in March, there were naturalized
citizens originally from Iran, Pakistan, India,
Mexico, Switzerland, and Canada. We’ve had
recently Native Americans, besides African
Americans, Hispanics of all the Americas, and
Asian Americans. The number of women has
increased. We’ve had people of many religious
persuasions. I will not go into all the diversity that
has been essential to the learning in the basic labs.
In my opinion, these HI labs are the basic
foundation upon which NTL stands. NTL may offer
all kinds of experimental visionary programs, but I
for one hope the powerfulness of the basic lab will
continue to be the solid ground that firmly supports
our tradition of people of service.

To the NTL Board and Members:
After doing my most recent lab in March in San
Diego, I realized (again) that there has been a
consistent feeling I’ve had after training a Human
Interaction Lab—a feeling that has persisted after
24 years of being a “T Group trainer.” The feeling is
one of gratefulness. Gratefulness that I have been a
useful part in successfully interacting with other
people in a way that has promoted not only our

NTL Men’s Gathering Scheduled
for June 9-13,1991
At the 1991 NTL membership meeting,
gatherings of women and of men took place
the first evening. The men involved expressed
a need to spend more time together exploring
the issues, and becoming more involved in
open, supportive relationships with one
another. A need was also expressed to create
an opportunity for men to do more of “their
own work” as part of a growing need to
prepare for their current professional roles in
today’s world.
“A Gathering of NTL Men” will take place
at Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley,
Massachusetts beginning on the evening of
Sunday, June 9 and ending on Thursday, June
13 at 3:00 pm. The cost will be $400 for
room, meals, and program expenses. The
retreat is open to NTL men who have a desire
to continue the work that was begun at the
membership meeting in March, where several
men engaged in a meaningful dialogue and
exploration of the issues that men are
currently facing.
Ed Travis has taken responsibility for
coordinating this important event, and he
welcomes inquiries. For further information,
you may call him at 914-452-3866, or write
him at 20 Ireland Drive, Poughkeepsie, NY
12603.

Tobe Reisel

Bethel Area Health Center
Asks for Your Support
The Bethel Area Health Center (BAHC)
has had a significant positive impact on the
community. It is conveniently located, and
provides an array of health resources far
greater than those typical for a town of that
size. Now a fund drive has been launched to
finance some capital improvements. The
BAHC seeks to defray the costs of a recent
addition to the building, and to purchase
equipment for its new physical therapy room.
The goal is to raise $25,000. The
Betterment Fund has committed $12,500 on a
matching basis, so every dollar you contribute
will generate two dollars for the BAHC.
If you wish to join this fund-raising effort,
please send checks payable to the Bethel Area
Health Center, Project ’91, P.O. Box 977,
Bethel, Maine 04217.
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Call for Proposals for Upcoming Edition of
The NTL Managers’Handbook
by Roger A. Ritvo, Anne Litwin, and Lee Butler

enrich the mind, enhance the effectiveness, and
stimulate the reader to find new ways to reach
defined goals and objectives.
The 1990s and the next century will certainly be
marked by change—in international markets, in
technology, in organizational forms, and in
management. Thinking back to our bicentennial
(1976!), could we (did we) envision the Europe of
1992? Did we predict the immediate impact of the
FAX machine? Should we have envisioned the
importance of leveraged buy-outs, poison pills, and
golden parachutes in deciding organizational
strategies? Certainly, the 1990s will hold their own
surprises!
Yet there are lessons to be learned from the past.
The 1980s can be characterized as management’s
search for the holy grail. The one-minute solution to

We are the editors of the next edition of The NTL
Managers’ Handbook, which we are now revising
and updating. We seek your help, interest, and
input. Originally co-edited by Roger Ritvo and
Alice Sargent in 1983, this book has been a
mainstay of many NTL programs and organizational
training efforts.
At this time, we are formally making a request
for proposals for material to be considered for the
handbook. Please read the preface for the book that
is provided below. If you are interested in writing or
co-writing a chapter, please send a two- or
three-page outline or concept paper by June 30,
1991, to
Roger Ritvo, Dean
School of Health and Human Services
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824-3563
FAX: 603-862-3108
We editors will review your ideas, possibly
request revisions or collaborations with others, and
accept or defer your proposals. Our goal is to make
this edition an important companion to NTL’s
programs.
Please do not hesitate to call Roger at
603-862-1178 to discuss your interest in this project.

See Managers ’ Handbook, Page 15

JFK Is on the Move
The John F. Kennedy University’s School
of Management has moved to a new facility
at 1250 Arroyo Way, Walnut Creek,
California. 1116 JFK/NTL master’s degree
program—along with the career development
center, the library, and the computer
center—is now located in the business
district, very close to the JFK law school.
We project that this move will put JFK in a
new light. The facility is new, bright, modem,
and geographically convenient. Access to
public bus transportation and the BART
autorail system is within walking distance.
Drivers will appreciate that the facility is just
five blocks from Interstate Highway 680, and
that parking is available.
We feel this move should contribute
immensely to enhancing the school’s fine
reputation. The new environment will also
stimulate faculty, students, and administrators
by providing a more conducive place to learn,
teach, study, and work.

Preface
This book represents the second major effort by
NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science
(affectionately referred to as NTL!) to provide a
major resource for managers to use in their daily
lives. In addition to a well-established reputation for
high-quality programs with a human resource focus,
NTL’s commitment includes the development of
new knowledge and the dissemination of current
thinking. To that end, this book will, we hope,

Notice about Program Staffing
To improve our programs’ planning cycle
and placement we have decided to postpone
the annual staffing process for NTL’s 1992
Programs until early June 1991. We will
inform members of staff assignments by June
15th, so look for your notification then.

Norvell Jackson
Director of University Programs
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contact with the strategic planning heads of the
board. Human resource policy changes were issued
prior to consultation with the legal staff. We became
a set of experts, unconnected except by sharing a
common organizational logo.
The 1990s will show that we once again value
leadership and vision over specialization and current
balance sheets. Specialized management diminishes
the overall effectiveness of an organizational system
by increasing its components’ efficiency. We lose
the wider perspective.
Our challenge as editors is to design a book that
will be of value to production supervisors, vice
presidents, middle managers, bureau chiefs, and
administrators. What do all these managers have in
common? How do the problems of running a
public-sector division relate to the common
concerns of supervisors in the Silicon Valley? Can
educational administrators learn intervention skills
of value from the military? We believe the answer is
a resounding “yes.”
The chapters of this book are designed to
accomplish three objectives:

“Our challenge as editors is to design a
book that will be of value to production
supervisors, vice presidents, middle
managers, bureau chiefs, and
administrators.”
Managers ’ Handbook from Page 14

complex problems became a language of its own,
while stressing that management must set realistic
goals and monitor performance. The techniques of
ZBB, MBO, PPBS are the anagrams of the grail.
This has been the era of “the specialist!” Yet we see
changes on the horizon: The new light shines on the
generalist.
As specialists in key areas emerged, financial
decisions were made without constant input from
production. Service alternatives emerged without

• to present the current ideas of the leading experts
on selected topics,
• to provide “hands-on” material for practicing
managers, and
• to become a resource for problem-solving skills.

Sponsors Needed for
International Participants
We now have 14 international participants
tentatively registered for the month-long
course entitled “Organization and
Management Development.” This contract
was awarded to NTL by the Office of
International Cooperation and Development
of the United States Department of
Agriculture, and will take place May 28-June
28,1991.
A major component of this course is to
expose participants to actual client systems.
There is a critical need for NTL members in
the Washington, DC metropolitan area—in
both the public and private sectors—to
sponsor the participants in practicum
experiences so that for a few days each may
observe and work with an organization’s
development/human resources staff, or a
comparable-level manager of an American
company and/or agency.
If you are interested in sponsoring our
international participants, please contact
Marion Devlin in the Central Office at
703-548-1500, extension 311.

Managers are change agents, even if they do not
see themselves in that role. Each decision to act,
every option discarded, all requests for new data
incrementally change the organization, the
department, the programs. Planned interventions
increase the likelihood of success. If this volume
helps managers reach those goals, then we have
succeeded.
Enjoy the journey!

New Hours for Central Office
The hours of business for the NTL Central
Office have been lengthened from 8 am to 6
pm. Eastern Standard Time. We now have
someone at the switchboard during this period
each working day to receive telephone calls.
We made this change particularly to serve
callers on the West Coast—but hope all of
you find that it makes our operations more
convenient and efficient.
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GSPDP: Still the Best Bargain in Town
by Gloria Fauth, Dean 1991
and Lucia Edmonds, Dean 1992

The dean remains a constant throughout the
program, and the senior trainers for each session are
selected on the basis of the expertise they bring to
the theme of the specific session, with attention paid
to race, gender, and personal style.

We are much aware that the Graduate Student
Professional Development Program (GSPDP) would
not continue to be one of NTL’s flagship programs
without the support that the members give, both in
recruiting participants and in serving as staff. We
wish to acknowledge your contributions and ask
that you continue to support the program as you
have in past years. We thought about what we
would like to know about GSPDP if we were
recruiting potential participants, and put together the
following information.

What?
The GSPDP Participants

Participants have a unique opportunity to begin to
integrate theory and practice in a laboratory learning
environment.
Participants learn about large group, small group,
and system dynamics using their own GSPDP
community as a laboratory.
Participants acquire a greater awareness of the
self and of how to use the self as an essential
training tool.

Who?
GSPDP Program Participants 1990-1991

We had 30 participants (9 men and 21 women) at
the start of this year’s program, ranging in age from
their mid-20s to their 50s.
Fourteen participants represent nine different
colleges and universities, and the remainder are
counselors, teachers, management trainers,
managers, an entrepreneur, and several persons who
are in career transitions and are considering moving
into the human resources field.

Participants have opportunities to diagnose,
analyze, design, and intervene at the individual,
small-group, and system level.
Participants have the opportunity to be with a
group of peers over a year’s time, thus enriching
their learning experience, getting high-quality
feedback, and entering a valuable professional
network.

Benefits for GSPDP Practicum Staff

Staff members have an increasingly
rare and unique opportunity to work,
for a period of one year, under the close
supervision and guidance of senior NTL
trainers.

Staff members have an increasingly rare and
unique opportunity to work, for a period of one
year, under the close supervision and guidance of
senior NTL trainers.
Staff members gain opportunities for experience
in designing large and small-group interventions,
presenting theory sessions, conducting T Groups,
getting extensive self-, peer, and senior staff review
of their performance, and the experience of building
and maintaining an effective staff team.

Participants come from all parts of the U.S. East
Coast, the Midwest, the West Coast, and Canada.
We have 5 African Americans, 1 Hispanic, and
24 whites, including 3 Canadians. Three participants
have spent lengthy periods living in Israel and Latin
America.
Of the initial 30 participants, 29 will complete the
program in August 1991.

When and Where?
GSPDP work takes place on the following dates:

• July 29-August 10,1991, Bethel, Maine
• Fall Weekend, October-November 1991, site to
be selected.
• Winter Weekend, February-March 1992, site to
be selected.
• Final Summer Session, two weeks late
July-early August 1992, Bethel, Maine.

GSPDP Practicum Staff
Persons selected to serve as practicum staff
members are often graduates of the GSPDP
program, usually have advanced academic degrees
in the behavioral sciences, and have solid
backgrounds in training and experiential learning.
The GSPDP practicum staff is balanced in terms
of race and gender.

Contact Rut Abrashkin or Kelley Price in the
Central Office at 703-548-1500, extension 307 or
308.
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Survey Reveals Value of New Voice Mail System
As many of you are aware, the Central Office
telephone system has been operating on a voice mail
system (VMS) since January 1991. We hope the
system has been helpful and has enhanced your
communication with the Central Office.
On March 28, we conducted an in-house voice
mail survey to gain feedback on the system and to
target trouble areas. We found that overall the VMS
has been favorably received, despite some
frustrating system problems. The results of the
survey are the best indication of this, so we have
published them below.
The respondents offered many positive and
constructive comments to explain why the system is
effective, or in some cases ineffective. These
include the following.
“It has definitely cut down on ‘telephone tag’ as
callers can leave detailed messages that answer
questions I may have, information I need, etc.”

“Many [clients] would prefer to have a live
person to take messages.”
“Much easier to communicate with the members:
tremendous improvement!”
“[Clients] are uncomfortable only if they feel
they are going from voice mail [box] to voice
mail[box] without any human contact.”
“When someone is not at his/her desk or is on the
phone, I can still leave a message while the thought
is still fresh.”
“VIVA LA VMS!”
Now we would like to hear from NTL members.
Kathleen Crabbs, the Customer Services
Coordinator, is the system administrator and can
answer any questions or take any comments you
may have. Please send any comments, questions, or
suggestions to her attention at the Central Office,
either by mail, by telephone (703-548-1500), or by
FAX (703-684-1256).
We welcome your feedback!

New News & Views Schedule
At the 1991NTL membership meeting,
several people commented that they would
like to see News & Views published more
frequently than three to four times per year.
We are pleased to announce that this
newsletter will now be published bimonthly.
For 1991, issues following this one are
scheduled to be mailed in June, August,
October, and December.
We are also working on a new appearance
for the newsletter, which is now created using
an in-house desktop publishing system. This
issue uses some graphic creations of Paula
Crory, the production coordinator. We have
more in store, and welcome your comments.
Most important, we repeat our invitation to
you to use News & Views as a forum for your
ideas and concerns, both about NTL and
about the profession generally. These could
appear in letters to the editor, articles, or other
forms.
Please send all announcements, letters, or
other materials for News & Views to
Catherine Messina at the NTL Central Office.
Deadlines for submitting copy for News &
Views in 1991 are May 29, July 24,
September 25, and November 27.

OLD MACDOMALD CH£C(L^ HlS VOICE MAIL.

Drawing by Lorenz ©1991
The New Yorker Magazine, Inc.

Training Opportunity
Are you interested in short- or long-term
work in Spanish-speaking countries in Latin
America? If so, contact Andrea Silverman
Jones at the World Bank at 202-473-1856.
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Marketing and Communications Department Is Bom
by Kathleen Crabbs

information on NTL. Finally, the M&C maintains
information files on NTL Institute and its history.
Within the department, there are six positions:
Emily Hickey is the marketing and communications
manager, Cathy Messina is the managing editor,
Paula Crory is the production coordinator, Eric
Peterman is the editorial coordinator, Rosemary
Stewart is the marketing assistant, Kathryn
Bogenberger is the part-time marketing assistant,
and Kathleen Crabbs is the customer services
coordinator. They are all available to help you with
any questions or other needs.
The Marketing and Communications Department
would also like your help. As mentioned above, the
M&C is responsible for maintaining accurate and
current information on all aspects of NTL. This
includes information on the NTL membership and
on NTL history. Please keep us up to date on what
you are doing outside of NTL, by sending us
publications, announcements, and the like, and any
news about your work within NTL. We also
welcome any information you may have on the
history of NTL Institute which we can include in
our files. Please, send any data to the attention of
Emily Hickey at the Central Office.

In accordance with the new work reorganization
plan, which began in 1990, the Publications and
Promotions Departments have merged to become
the Marketing and Communications Department
(M&C). This union became effective January 1,
1991. Prior to merging, the two departments were
cooperative with respect to their separate functions,
but now the Marketing and Communications
Department will be more effective in producing
information and disseminating it to the public.
The functions of the new department focus on
marketing NTL and its products. The M&C, advised
by the Marketing Committee, plans and develops
NTL’s corporate identity. Marketing research is
conducted within the department through customer
data tracking, survey questionnaires, and other
methods. The department develops, plans, and
produces all NTL marketing and promotion projects
and advertising campaigns, conducting all phases of
the operations, including copywriting, design,
printing, and distribution. The M&C also
coordinates promotions with entrepreneurs.
In-house printing items and public information
materials are developed and produced by the M&C,
which is also responsible for fulfilling customer
requests and for maintaining and renting a
comprehensive mailing list.
With respect to communications, the Marketing
and Communications Department develops and
supports public relations announcements destined
for those outside of the NTL office, such as NTL
members, clients, and the news media. The M&C
works with other departments in editing,
copywriting, and designing outside communications
to ensure that the they represent the highest
standards of quality in writing, grammar, design,
and general effectiveness.

Position Available

Organizational Effectiveness Consultant
An internal OE consultant is needed to be a
primary facilitator to a business redesign and/or
transition team, help process improvement
teams and natural work groups make targeted
changes, help implement design objectives, and
develop and conduct training curricula.
The ideal candidate would have a master’s
degree in OD or applied management/
behavioral science, and experience in sociotechnical systems principles, process
consultation and group facilitation, work
process improvement, management and team
training, intraorganizational communication,
recognizing and integrating multiple levels of
change initiatives into a coherent plan, and
working with internal and external OE
consultants.
If you are interested, contact Jeffrey B.
Petee, Ph.D., Project Management,
Organizational Effectiveness, North American
Aircraft, Rockwell International Corporation,
P.O. Box 92098, Los Angeles, CA 90009.
Telephone: 213-414-1651. FAX: 213-414-2751.

The M&C is solely responsible for developing
the publications of NTL Institute, including the
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science (edited by
Clayton Alderfer of Yale University), all books and
monographs published by NTL, and the newsletters
News & Views and Connections. The department
also does desktop publishing and graphic design
work for these publications and for all other
materials to be disseminated to those outside the
Central Office. The department prepares all press
releases and all information for inclusion in various
directories and other public relations materials, and
serves as the contact for the public for general
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Central Office Staff Changes
New Hires

Kathryn Bogenberger has accepted the
part-time position of marketing assistant in the
Marketing & Communications Department. Kathryn
attended school in Boulder, Colorado, and lived and
worked in Los Angeles for nine years before
moving to Arlington, Virginia in 1978. Kathryn
brings to NTL vast experience in sales, training, and
administration. Outside of work, she enjoys crafts
and gardening.
Lezlee Dilla has become the senior programs
assistant in the Programs Department. Lezlee is
originally from Aurora, Nebraska and attended
Lincoln School of Commerce in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Before coming to NTL in March, Lezlee was the
records manager at Dultmeier Sales. She brings with
her skills in accounting, data entry, and
administration. Outside of work, she enjoys cooking
and writing poetry.
Please join us in welcoming these new
employees.

Barbara Sloan has joined the Central Office
staff as our first Director of Corporate Programs.
She is working part time at first, until she fulfills her
previous consulting commitments. Barbara has been
a member of NTL since 1983, and has been a
participant in and co-trainer for several NTL
programs. A profile of Barbara will appear in the
next issue.
Brooke Toni has joined the Finance Department
as the new accounting assistant. Originally from
Woodstock, Connecticut, Brooke attended The
George Washington University and graduated in
May 1990 with a BBA in international business. In
college Brooke minored in photography, and now
actively pursues her interests in abstract
photography. Before coming to NTL in March,
Brooke held two jobs, one at Crestar Bank and the
other at Skyline Health Club,

Central Office Staff Job Titles Revised
In November 1990, Towers Perrin conducted a staff compensation program review for the NTL Central OfGce
and prepared a recommendation report. As a result, many of the job titles within the Central OfGce were
changed. The proper titles for all staff members within the ofGce are listed below by department.

Executive Office

Programs/Laboratory Education

Lennox Joseph, Ph.D.: Executive Director

Nanci Appleman-Vassil: Director of Programs

Victoria Matyas: Executive Coordinator

Marion A. S. Devlin: Senior Executive Assistant

Holly Le: Executive Assistant

Lezlee Dilla: Senior Programs Assistant

Glenda M. Hilton-Robinson: Facilities and Travel Coordinator

Shauna Williams: Data Entry Assistant

Nancie Coan: Operations Manager

Rut Liliana Abrashlrin: Program Coordinator

Gary John Mills: Operations Assistant

W. Scott Brown: Program Coordinator

Corporate Programs

Helen Harvey: Participant Coordinator

Barbara Sloan: Director of Corporate Programs

Deborah Thompson-Nuckolls: Participant Coordinator

Virginia Sprecher: Manager of Corporate Programs

Kelley Price: Participant Coordinator

Graduate Education

David Bracewell: Program Assistant

Cathy Ann Campbell: Program Coordinator

Robin Mayers: Training Products Coordinator
Norvell Jackson, Ed.D.: Director of University Programs
Jean GrifGth: University Programs Coordinator
Sara Rangeen: University Programs Coordinator

Marketing and Communications
Emily Hickey: Marketing and Communications Manager

Finance
Raymond Smith: Director of Finance

Catherine A. Messina: Managing Editor

Cher McKenzie: Accounts Receivable Supervisor

Eric Peterman: Editorial Coordinator

John Moore: Accounts Payable Supervisor

Rosemary Stewart: Marketing Assistant

Quan Mathis: Senior Accounting Assistant

Kathleen Crabbs: Customer Services Coordinator

Brooke Toni: Accounting Assistant

Kathryn Bogenberger: Marketing Assistant

Paula Crory: Production Coordinator
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Member News
Lee Bolman and Terrence Deal are the authors of
a new book, Re framing in Action: Changing

Cresencio Torres has written a new book
published by University Associates, Self-Directed
Work Teams: A Primer, in which he explains how
successful work teams call for a new kind of
leadership and a bold new attitude about how the
work force can be organized. This is a brief,
easy-to-read primer for managers and team
members. It sells for $19.95.

Management Traps into Leadership Opportunities.

The authors tell managers how to get out of
management traps by looking at management
challenges from different perspectives and
reframing them. In particular, they explain how
managers can use four frames—structural, human
resources, political, and symbolic—in their work.
They also provide examples for reframing various
real-life situations, such as the Exxon Valdez oil
spill and the AT&T divestiture. Published this
spring by Jossey-Bass, the book sells for $21.95.
Board Chairwoman Darya Flinches appeared
recently on the first show of “Working Woman,” a
new television program on ABC produced by
Working Woman magazine. Darya was selected to
appear because of her expertise in diversity in the
workplace, the subject of her presentation.
Management consultant and poet Natasha
Josefowitz is the latest recipient of the Women’s
International Center’s Living Legacy award. This
award is presented to individuals who have made a
difference in the lives of women. Past recipients
include Helen Hayes, Clare Boothe Luce, Sally
Ride, Jonas Salk, Gloria Steinem, and Mother
Teresa. Congratulations, Natasha!

NEWS & VIEWS

Smith College Honors Mikki Ritvo
NTL member Mikki Ritvo has been awarded the
Smith College Medal in recognition of her
outstanding achievements in the field of behavioral
science. She received the medal at a ceremony that
took place February 20,1991.
The Smith College Medal is awarded to those
who, in the judgment of the trustees of Smith
College, exemplify in their lives and service to their
community the true purpose of a liberal arts
education. Beginning 26 years ago, the Smith
College Medal has been presented each year to four
distinguished alumnae of the college. The past
recipients of the medal include Betty Friedan,
Gloria Steinam, Julia Childs, and Helen Thomas.
Mikki cites a universal preparation for life and an
increased ability to think and to do creative problem
solving as the most important aspects of her liberal
arts education. She says that this education led to
the interdisciplinary work that she has been doing,
which today consists of helping people in
organizations manage conflict and resistance to
change, a major target area being increasing
diversity in the work place and teaching people to
value differences.
About receiving the medal, Mikki said, “It was a
peak experience to be recognized for work that I
love to do and seems so easy to me.... Coming back
to Smith to receive the award made me feel that I
was living history since my granddaughter, Roberta
Ritvo, who is class of ’94 at Smith, was present at
the ceremony.”
In her citation, the acting president of Smith
College, Frances C. Volkmann, commended Mikki,
saying, “You are viewed in the profession as a
pioneer in the improvement of human relations and
as a leader in the discipline we know today as
organizational development.... Your college is
proud to toast someone who has effectively
demonstrated that only by looking within can we
begin positively affect those around us, and who
herself has had the strength to do that.”

■
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NTL Board of Directors: Darya Funches
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Orientations to Change
by Darya Funches

Copyright 1988, DFA Inc.
Copyright 1991, The REAP1™ Gallery. All rights reserved
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CREATING CHANGE
The entire process begins with some sense of a desire on your part to improve or change
the present situation. Imagine for a moment that the REAP cycle forms a sphere, and you are
standing outside it There is a layer in the middle formed by the interaction between (R) your
goals, (E) your beliefs and your actions (A). There are potentials that you want to create. Think
of these as in the "E" territory. Some of these have turned into results, and can be found in the
"P" territory. Some have not What has stopped these from getting through? These potentials
have to pass through the layer created by the interaction of your beliefs, found in the "R" territory
and your actions, found in the "A" territory. This makes sense because with REAP you reflect
and release limitations of the past, envision and engage the future, activate and assimilate the
change, and position and produce the vision.

Turn the Sphere on its side and look at it from another perspective. Imagine you have a
playing field between E and P. The question is-What does it take to get through the layer,
recognizing you can’t go around it?

Copyright © 1992, The REAP Gallery Unlimited Corporation. All rights reserved. Seattle, WA.
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Reflect and Release Past Limitations
"Write the wrongs that are done to you in sand, but write the good thins that happen to you on
a piece of marble. Let go of all emotions such as resentment and retaliation, which diminish
you, and hold onto the emotions, such as gratitude and joy, which increase you."
Arabic Proverb

You can use the REAP model to examine how you have created something positive for
yourself or your organization in the past How did your experience fit or vary from the model?
Now look at some aspect of your current work situation or personal life that isn’t working well.
Follow the model backwards, asking yourself, "How did I create or co-create this result or
product?" From the moment you ask yourself this question you are working from the co-creative
perspective, applying the first principle of REAP. Think of a situation such as a conflict with
someone at work or home, or another challenge and do the following.
Describe the situation or result (P). What does the product look like? What actions did
you take to create it (A)? What were your hopes and dreams at the beginning (E)? What
limiting beliefs, patterns, or resolved situations from the past are reflected in this result and your
thoughts and actions? Think of it as a work of art that you created, even if you don’t like it at
this moment.

Hopes, Dreams, Goals
TT/PT

been here —-Product or
before???
Result

Once you ask the last question above, you are applying the Sow-REAP principle,
exploring the origins of your own patterns of behavior. Unresolved situations of the past become
recurrent themes in the present For example, suppose you are having difficulty with your
manager. At first glance the entire situation may look like a single incident with a difficult
person. When you reflect further, you can discern whether there is a pattern with an origin in an
earlier situation from the past
The layer between the vision and the desired results is like a dense grid. It’s something
we carry around with us when we are attempting to move forward. Think of it as a combination
of "boxes." Each one represents a strong recurrent pattern. A pattern ties beliefs, assumptions,
thoughts, feelings and actions together in response to certain situations. The situation itself is
like a trigger, calling the pattern into action. In this case, we are looking at patterns that block
moving your vision into concrete reality or block you from working effectively with others.
Copyright © 1991. The REAP4™ Gallery Unlimited Corporation
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Patterns originate in situations that carry an emotional load for us, though we may think
of ourselves as beyond such concerns in our conscious rational minds. So, when we say
whatever is going on between you and your manager or you and a customer may represent a
pattern on your part, we mean the following. This situation may be triggering a reaction that is
much older than your relationship with the manager, customer, co-worker or Mend. To find out,
look beneath whatever is occurring on the surface and ask yourself, "When have I felt like this
before?" The idea is to be able to recognize your own patterns in operation and learn how to
change those that are interfering with your performance and development You may be stuck in
a box or recurring situation that you would like to resolve.
None of this means that the other person is without responsibility for his or her part in
co-creating the problem. They are not the focus now; you are. The picture on the following
page gives you a sense of what it means to be "caught" or stuck in a recurring pattern.
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The REAP Model
in Simultaneous Motion
by Darya Funches

ENVISION & ENGAGE

POSITION & PRODUCE

Copyright 1988, DFA Inc.
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Blocks Between Actual
&

Potential Reality
by Darya Funches
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Turning The Sphere
by Darya Funches

Activate
&

Assimilate

Societal and
organizational culture,
and individual belief
systems form a grid

Envision

Position

&

&

Engage

Produce

Reflect
&

Release
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ORGANIZATION

Reaping the Winds of Changem-<Ihe first 100 Days of Clinton and Qore
by Darya Funches
The pace of change has accelerated so much on the planet that leaders must help
us move us forward in quantum leaps, while we build a solid foundation to land
upon. As we end this century, all that is not aligned with the essence of who
America is — as represented in the spirit of our founding, and the cultures of
those who preceded us -- will fall away and!or be challenged. In fact, all that is
not aligned with what the entire planet is intended to be will fall away. Note the
global events in terms of governments and the earth9s changes itself. The
amount of uncertainty, the pace of events, the disappearance of familiar
comforts are likely to stir the emotions, surface resistance, highlight the
polarizations and unresolved issues within, between and among people from all
walks of life. There is chaos and confusion from the intensity of the winds of
change. Leaders for this era treat chaos as your friend, and learn to reap these
winds. Use the force of the chaos to release residue from the past; gain freedom
from old limiting patterns; provide focus and fire for the desired future; and
opportunities for immediate actions that bring the vision into physical reality.
This is transformational leadership, as we’ve seen in the persons of M.Gandhi
and M.L. King Jr.
This article is based on one I presented for the Citizens’ Initiatives
Conference on Planned Change during the Goodwill Games in Seattle, July 1990
entitled "Changes Facing the USA and USSR--A Letter to Leaders, et al." I begin
from this perspective since you are entering the leadership position as the cold war
has "melted down" between the former Soviet Union and USA. Meanwhile, a type
of internal war based on economic difficulties and past oppression has "heated up"
at home. See Figure 1, developed in 1990 prior to the Persian Gulf War, the
departure of Gorbachev, the Thomas-Hill hearings, and the Rodney King verdict.
In addition, the global environment reflects drastic changes. While we watched the
USSR in awe two years ago, it was apparent that we were harboring the same
issues. We no longer have them to project upon, playing the role of "tyrant" to our
"liberator."
The greatest challenge and opportunity now is to transform ourselves, rather
than focus on the external enemy. That is, get our own house in order in terms of
an active democracy, integrity in positions of power, business competition, health
care, housing, education, employment, multi-cultural communities, and
regeneration of the planet. When we design and build a "house" where all have
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, we will be the pyramidal architects,
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blending the spiritual and the material, we were intended to be — not before.
THE REAPtm MODEL—A Perspective for Accelerated Change
Leadership for a new America needs to put us in the position to change now. I
developed the REAP model to help individuals, groups, organizations,
communities, and nations let go of old ways of seeing and functioning that are not
working and create new strategies and structures consistent with our deepest
purpose and highest potential.

The four basic tasks in REAP help us close the gap between actual reality—or the
way things are, and potential reality-the way we want things to be: REFLECT
AND RELEASE, ENVISION AND ENGAGE, ACTIVATE AND
ASSIMILATE, AND POSITION AND PRODUCE.
Envision and Engage Task

Reflect and Release Task
Learn to recognize our parallel realities:
actual, potential, probable and possible
realities.
Identify key issues blocking potential
reality.
Define key limiting patterns & their
origin; Appreciate the + and - impact
Recreate the original incidents, balancing
the past
Define "how it should have been."

Create a compelling vision, without
limitation, in sync with higher purpose.
Envision the specific plan or scenarios to
manifest the vision.
Engage the vision in writing and other
physical forms.
Engage the emotions of self and others.

Position and Produce

Activate and Assimilate
Identify key actions that will catalyze the
vision most rapidly NOW.
Develop/demonstrate/practice the
necessary structures, skills and
relationships outside the parameters of old
patterns, consistent with the new vision.
Learn form the experience, assimilate
information and needs from relevant
parties.

Prepare to receive what has been created.
Mark endings and new creation with
Culminating Events/Celebrations.
Highlight critical results and benefits.
Ensure everyone has physical
representations of the change.
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In Reflect/Release, America looks in the mirror, faces and articulates the truths
about our present and past. We recognize, for example that we are partially the
result of a highly evolved democracy that preceded the U.S. becoming a nation the Iroquois Nation. We learn how to see from the co-creation perspective, the
first principle of REAP: We all co-create current reality. A second critical
principle here is that we can balance what has come before. This is essential,
since we cannot create a vision on top of the baggage of the past. When we
attempt to do so, we pour on new ideas, tactics and resources, but end up in the
same place with the same issues again. In our past attempts to compensate, we
never release the past and make a final act of closure. The third key principle

here is the reflection principle: what we project on others, positive or negative,
is within us. Again, this is the nature of working from the inside out.
The Envision and Engage Task works on the principle of manifestation: i.e.
what we can conceive we can achieve. In the case of our country, the principle of
collective effort is also important. The more of us that are actively focused on this
desired outcome, the more power it has to come into form. Leadership will have to
get us as active in creating a new America as we are during the Superbowl. You’ll
have to create major events. The vision is compelling because it captures our
innermost desires and emotions. We can’t really internalize it until we have a
"clean slate," so our release work is important.

Activate and Assimilate catapults the vision into motion, not being limited by
conventional concerns of time and space. The challenge for transformational
leaders here is to ask what would make this a reality today? If you come up with
some good answers, you can Position and Produce the vision now. Activate
obviously surfaces resistance, no matter how much we say we want to change.
This is useful because resistance raises unresolved issues, limitations, and matters
which need to be balanced in order to move forward. Otherwise, resistance may be
relatively buried. To understand the interplay between these tasks it is useful to
look at the leadership formula.

REAP-The Leadership Formula
You will be able to help accelerate in depth change by applying the change model
to yourselves to begin with. That is, recognize the gap between who you are now
as a leader and who you can be. Use the model to remove past limitations and
step into a stronger position. When applying it to the government, or to the nation
as a whole, you will cycle through it over and over again, until people are in
motion toward the vision. It is not practical to presume that you can apply this
model in four easy steps each time. For the general public, you are helping them to
learn to do "R + E + A = P." From the leadership perspective, what is actually
happening looks more like the following:
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The Leadership Formula
r=reflect
p=position

R=Release
P=Produce

1. r + e + a = p

e=envision E=Engage
a=activate
n=the number of people involved

A=Assimilate

You have positioned us for change

The leadership and a cross section of others throughout the nation reflects on the present, past
and identifies patterns that you want to end, as well as what you want to maintain and build
upon. You develop the vision based on input from all. You immediately activate to create
forward motion, selecting an item(s) that will help to release energy that is tied up in old patterns
we need to change. The "a" item(s) must be "out of the box," not reminiscent of what we’ve
always expected. At the same time, these items must be a way of making it clear that it is a new
day, consistent with the vision. Now, we are positioned for change.
2. p + RxExAn = P
The momentum from the first round above is part of what accelerates the change. The second
critical factor is when you facilitate the release of old energy by helping people see how "it
should have been" so that they can let go. The energy from release propels us forward further to
the point where we take ownership and commitment for the changes we will make (assimilate).

THE FIRST 100 DAYS
On the next page, find the process illustrated over 100 days. You determine the
substantive initiatives that evoke the most change. Concentrate on the ones in the
first 100 days that provide the most credibility. If some of the ideas seem too
grand, recognize the spirit behind these. The intention is to give us all a "wake up
call," getting people into the process of creating a new America with you.
The time between now and March is the new beginning. In the beginning, there is
the middle and the end -- a microcosm of what is and what can be. Treat the first
100 days as such a microcosm of the first year, of the first four years. Make your
promise for change an immediate, substantive reality. At the same time, make the
process for change a tool people can learn over time. First, however, you need to
show results.
Transformational leaders know the journey from the caterpillar to the butterfly,
because they’ve made it before. Working from the inside to the outside, he or she
changes the self into the vision. All of those who join in this effort become
resources in the midst of chaos. They are an idea whose time has come, and they
are ready!
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‘Three Qifts of the Change Urtist
by ‘Darya punches
I zrishfor you the gift of discernment
Seeing through the layers of [imitation zue've [earned to represent
to capture the essence ofzuhat our ideals have meant.
‘Ihatyou might see the details cf the destiny unfoCd
no matter what the conventional znezu beholds
'lhat you can tap into zvhat zve deepCy desire
even zvhenfear matigs us hold on desperateCy to zvhat must expire.
9day sight feep you far ahead of the system in consciousness
(firing you a perspective that mafys chaos and unrest
a force for creating a nezv readty of us at our best.
I zvishforyou the gift of heart
‘Ihatyou might hoCd us close despite outfits andfa[se starts.
Shozv us hozv to refCect
that even those zve hoCd as enemies connect
us to the humanity zve see&o perfect
‘Without them zve'd never [earn to s tand
for zvhat zve believe zvhde holding a he[ping hand
to heaC the zvounds and bridge the lands.
Ihe heart that is open, dear and zvarm is zvhat ties
beneath the strongest pttn.
I zvish you the gift ofpresence
So that adyou do and say are embodiments
of the vision made manifest
in critical situations, since this is your test.
Ofg matter hozv hot the situations get,
p[ease stand on that dream zvhere our votes zvere bet.
Ihe force of your movement zvill he[p us to focus
and [eap forward into new territory that pleases and surprises us.
‘We'll recognize what we need to do to mol# that change
Ibid be an artist in our ozim domains.
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Reaping the Winds of Change*™ - The Leadership
Formula
by Darya Funches

FOUR OPERATING PRINCIPLES
1.

"FREEDOM"

Freedom from limitations of the past as practiced in the
present. The past becomes background with all other
potentials. Don’t make it the compelling structure or
pattern that determines the status quo and future. Move
"outside the box," Where there is clear space, new
territory, and possibly chaos. All is "up for grabs," the
potential future you want is already available.

2.

"FOCUS"

Focus on what the organization wants to create-on the
vision. The strength of focus includes discerning the
connection to the system’s essential purpose. See the
multiple realities, yet put your focus on a desired
potential reality. You and the vision become one. Bring
more into focus with pictures and spoken and written
words. FOCUS, no matter what goes on around you.
Focus is the order in the chaos. Creation is where
something is made from nothing. Restructuring begins.
Feelings provide the fuel and fire.

3.

"FAST
FORWARD"

You need accelerated movement to bring the vision into
physical reality. Create processes to assimilate/inter¬
nalize experiences as well. Hesitating and delaying
movement is a way of creating obstacles in your own and
others’ path. Accelerated movement is required. Move
in ways that create the vision now. What appear to be
mistakes along the way are educational incidents to
sharpen your
focus and provide additional
Copyright © 1992, The REAP Gallery Unlimited Corporation. All rights reserved
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information or guidance. Collisions may be
opportunities to pick up more momentum, redirect you to
a shorter path, or release more old patterns. Leam as you
go and keep a joyful heart. While in motion, the
movement and the vision are the same.
4.

"FLOW TO
THE FINISH"

Recognizing that everything has already been created,
step into the final picture. Move with what has already
been put into place to achieve desired results. You may
get there so fast, you wonder how it happened. Mark the
moment and then put this energy immediately into the
next result to be created. Reflect on the entire process to
see what you’ve learned. Begin to value the learning and
adventure as well as the material results.
The Leadership Formula

r=reflect
R=ReIease
e=envision
E=Engage
a=activate A=Assimilate
p-position P=Produce
n=the number of people involved
1. r + e + a = p

You have positioned us for change

The leadership and a cross section of others throughout the
system reflects on the present, past and identifies patterns that
you want to end, as well as what you want to maintain and build
upon. You develop the vision based on input from all. You
immediately activate to create forward motion, selecting an item
that will help to release energy that is tied up in patterns we need
to change. The "a" item(s) must be "out of the box",not
reminiscent of what we’ve always expected. At the same time,
it must be a way of making it clear that it is a new day,
consistent with the vision. You/we have positioned us for
change.
2. p + RxExAn = P
The momentum from the first round above is part of what
accelerates the change. The second critical factor is when you
facilitate the release of old energy by helping people see how "it
should have been" so that they can let go. The energy from
release propels us forward further to the point where we take
ownership and commitment for the changes we will make
(assimilate).
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Sample Activator
Image

•You can pull in tomorrow’s visions (A,0,etc.) closer to today.
• What are the activators that will bring these in?
• Pull the strings in closer-and experience taking a leap.
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